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A SCOTTISH MIDDLE-CLASS FAMILY
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PART
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BALASS DAYS

CHAPTER

I

In the peaceful lovable country kirkyard of Dairsie,
in Fife, Scotland, stands

dates of

1

an old headstone bearing the

682-1 745, together with an inscription,

graphic than polite, that here

lies "

more

the cauld corp of

Dauvit Gib," who in his lifetime had been the tenant
of the neighbouring farm of Blebo.
He was my greatgreat-grandfather, and his wife,
is

not

recorded,

was

my

whose maiden name

great-great-grandmother.

She must have been the covenanting ancestress of
whom a characteristic tradition survives. She was
to attending field conventicles, then forbidden by law, and liable to be dispersed by soldiers

addicted

like Claverse's

Dragoons.

Nevertheless, the good-wife

went to these meetings dauntlessly, and as
one of the open-air congregation, consisting
chiefly of hinds, shepherds, and their families, gathered
on the bleak hillside in the wintry weather, she was
so absorbed by the words of the preacher that in the
course of the service, which lasted long, the snell
of Blebo

she

sat,

BALASS DAYS
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wind

that caught her

grey duffle cloak froze

to the

it

ground.

The son of that heroine and her husband, Dauvit
was Andrew Gibb of Balass, a man well-to-do in
his circumstances, who married Marget Barclay of
Dairsie Mill, a woman of some position and substance

Gib,

Their son, Harry Gibb
room of his father, was my granddistinctly remember him as he was in my

her middle-class rank.

in

of Balass, in the
father.

I

childhood.

The farm and farmhouse of Balass were in the near
neighbourhood of Cupar, the county town of Fife, and
the seat of the Law Courts, which lent it a certain
intellectual dignity.

Scotch farmers of the past often held their tenancies
several generations.
Within my own day, Sir
Ralph Anstruther, the Laird of Balcaskie by no
means a parvenu made the statement in connection
with one of his tenants in a public assembly that he
believed there had been Coopers in Stenton before
there had been Anstruthers at Balcaskie.
(Oddly
enough, those Scotch Coopers, who were in no way
poetical, and were, as I knew of them, an elderly, homely
brother and sister, were understood, I believe correctly,
to be a branch of the English family of Cowpers to
which William Cowper, the author of "The Task,"
for

—

—

etc.,

belonged.)

During the Peninsular War, when high prices for
grain prevailed, it so happened that, however severely
the rest of the nation suffered, the stackyards of the

farmers

moderate

were

not

fortunes.

synonymous with
There were counterbalancing

infrequently

influences which led to the reverse in
father's case, but

my

my

grand-

great-grandfather's affairs

were

A CONQUERED LAIRD

3

so flourishing that his much-prized only son was
accustomed to keep company with his young Laird
and the Laird's fellows on something like equal
These bucks attended, by way of relaxation, all
terms.
the "maidens," or harvest-homes, as well as all the
markets, ploughing-matches, and horse-races, within
their reach, in order to be the privileged partners of
the bonniest lasses who had previously proved their
skill and industry in reaping the corn.
My grandfather did not arouse the wrath of humbler
swains, nor did he fall a victim to any one of the
rustic heroines.
His Laird was more susceptible. He
was one of the parties in an irregular but perfectly
legal Scotch marriage, which he did not find courage to
confess to his mother, who presided over his primitive
mansion-house, till he was seized with a dangerous
illness, and was believed to be at the point of
death.

The old lady, a well-connected woman of high spirit
and a somewhat high hand, at once sent for the humblyborn wife, and, meeting the scared, distressed young
creature on the doorstep, hastened to reassure her
with the magnanimous declaration, " I don't blame
you, my dear it was my son who was in fault."
Nevertheless, till the day of her death the proud
mother kept her place as the qualified mistress of
her son's household, sitting at the head of his table,
while the wife on sufferance submitted meekly to sit
;

at the side.

My grandfather

sometimes dined with his old friend
the Laird and the two ladies, not without an uneasy
sense of what he and everyone else knew, that there
had been days, not so very far away, when he had
stooped to the young lady sitting so demurely opposite

BALASS DAYS
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him and patronized her on a free-and-easy footing.
had lived long enough to understand why she had
always refused to grant him the customary kiss at the
end of the dance when the young Laird was by.
She
was not yet the mistress of the mansion in possession,
but she would be in due season. She was no longer
dressed in short petticoats, a buff or blue short gown,
her head protected with a child's sunbonnet, or at
a " maiden " with her brown clustering curls intertwined with a real snood. She wore now trailing
silks and laces, with glittering chains and brooches,
every day. She had her hair every afternoon powdered
and drawn up over a cushion. It was not so winsome
as the soft-cropped curls had been, but no doubt it
was far grander and more imposing, and she had
learned pretty table manners, and was learning
to

He

pretty behaviour of every kind.

world would Harry have put the young
lady out, or drawn down on her a frown from the old
madam, the real lady, by venturing on delicate ground
or being guilty of dangerous allusions.

Not

It

for the

was only when the

frank, friendly Laird, sure of

himself and his position, would not be deterred, by
the presence of his mother, from a joking reference to

past scenes that my grandfather would take heart of
grace and respond, " Aye, it was you, Mistress Alan,
who was wondrous saucy to all your poor partners

Aiblins I would not say that there
at the ploys.
might not be an exception in favour of a gentleman
who, as he is in the present company, it is not needful
to

name

My

He was
and

I

him."

grandfather's bachelor days were soon ended.
a bridegroom at nineteen to a bride of sixteen,
have not found that there was any objection

A STRICTLY DOMESTIC MARRIAGE

5

made

either to the youthfulness of the pair or to the
prematureness of the union.
My grandmother, Helen Burn, was not a yeoman's
daughter. (I am using the term " yeoman " in the
broad sense in which it was employed in my mother's
day, when it was applied freely to the tenants no less
than the owners of all the larger farms.) Neither was
she a daughter of Fife. She came from one of the

three Lothians; and different counties were then farther

removed than

different

countries are to-day.

She

belonged to a family of architects to whom various
public buildings in Scotland are owing. The young
girl had arrived in Fife on a visit to an elder
sister, the second wife of the master of the Grammar
School in the county town. When one considers the
comparative difficulty and rarity of such visits at the
period, one may conclude this visit was probably meant
But fate
to last for several months, perhaps years.

and the ardour of a handsome, well-endowed lad
brought the story to speedy conclusion. The first
encounter of the couple was when Helen Burn was
returning from bathing in the clear water of the
pleasant little River Eden, which flowed past both
Eden Bank and Balass, and reflected the queen of the
meadow, the marsh marigolds and kingcups, which
grew on its banks. The girl's fresh youthful beauty
did its work on the spot.
It was a suitable and
desirable marriage on that the relations on both sides
were agreed. My great-grandfather the father of the
bridegroom was particularly pleased with the match.
One result of his satisfaction was that he immediately
bought the small farm and farmhouse of Eden Bank,
and retired to it with his wife and daughter Elizabeth,
transferring the tenancy of Balass to his son. So

—

—

—

BALASS DAYS
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strong was the impression of his family that he intended

Eden Bank not only

for his

own

residence, together

with his wife and daughter, but that he regarded

it

as

a future dower-house for his daughter-in-law should she

survive her husband, that this belief
in the family,

and remained an

was chronicled

article of faith

with the

Eden Bank was well suited for the
purpose he intended it to serve. There it stood, with
its garden, its pasture for a cow and a pony, and its
fields, so that if Harry Gibb died and the lease of
next generation.

Balass passed into other hands, his

widow might have

close at hand, ready prepared for her, a comfortable

home and means of support to which she could retire.
The only stipulation in the will, by which he devised
the farm to his son

Harry in the first place, was that
room in the house set aside

there should always be a

unmarried sister Elizabeth. Two quaint
items added to this arrangement were that, as an exception to the rest of the furniture of the room, the eightday clock was to belong to Harry, and that the said
Harry was to do a near kinsman's duty in regularly
carting the coals necessary for Elizabeth's fire from
for Harry's

the nearest coal-hill.
It

seems odd,

in the circumstances, to

an account of the pair's elopement.

proceed with

But the readers

Diary " may have noticed that the
frequent elopements of the day did not uniformly
signify revolt on the part of young blood against
constituted authorities. It was sometimes merely a
sign of reaction against the inordinate display and
publicity with which marriages had come to be celebrated.
It was positively more modest and decorous
for the young people to steal away by themselves, and
be quietly married in the nearest town or manse, than
of

Fanny Burney's

"

HOME-KEEPING
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consent to play the principals' part in the noisy parade

and jovial uproar with which more formal marriages
were usually accomplished.
Scotch marriages were easily compassed. English
marriages were not such simple affairs. But one may

how some

read in Fanny Burney
folks

managed

to

small family dinner, at

slight,

At the close

present.

family retired

fastidious gentle-

There might be a
which a clergyman was

conduct them.

the

to

of the feast the ladies of the

drawing-room and occupied

themselves as usual with their needlework and

When

tatting.

the gentlemen joined the ladies the clergyman

— aware

that one of the

gentlemen carried a special
licence and a wedding-ring in his pocket responded

—

by taking

to a slight signal

his place behind a small

table furnished with the necessary Prayer-Book.

the same

moment

a self-conscious

At

pair disengaged

themselves from the surrounding company, advanced

and stood side by side before the
man following and remaining a

table, a

second gentle-

little

behind, in order

to represent the necessary authority

who gave away

woman, when

was tied without more ado.
grandmother's case the proceedings were
even more simple, and the couple still more left to
themselves " to gang their ain gate," and that with the
full consent of all concerned.
One can imagine them

the

In

the knot

my

summer morning, before the
world was astir, to keep their last lovers'
which Harry's horse, provided with a pillion,

stealing forth in the early
rest of the
tryst, at

was a

dignified, significant

survived to this day
eloping couple,

and

among

who seem

figure.

A

tradition has

the descendants of the

in the far distance so

young

combined ages, together with
that of the horse which bore them, did not amount to
childlike, that their

BALASS DAYS
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So they set out on their happy yet tranquil
undisturbed by fears of pursuit, accompanied by

forty years.
flight,

bitter reproaches
I

and a humiliating capture.

conclude, from other crumbs of evidence which

have drifted down to me, that the innocent culprits,
after their privileged escapade and the fulfilment of
their marriage, had the grace to take a farther journey
by repairing straightway to Helen Burn's home in
the Lothians, in order that she might introduce her
husband to her parents and relations. The two seem
to have been cordially received, without a shade of
blame, except in one small particular. The weddingring plays no part in the original simple Scotch marriageservice.
However, convention demands the ring, and
all Scotch married women wear wedding-rings, put on
in private on the wedding-day, or shortly afterwards
by the bride herself, by the bridegroom if the couple
are shyly sentimental, or by

Now, Harry,

some favoured

friend.

blundering eagerness, had forgotten to get a wedding-ring, and the bride arrived at
her father's house without the sign on her hand that
in his

she had entered the honourable state of matrimony.
Mrs. Burn, whose maiden name was Helen Hogg (her
family

was possibly a homely divagation from the house
That
Liston), was jealous for the proprieties.

of New

a married daughter of hers should appear without
a token of her promotion

The

names

was not

to

be thought

of.

mother and daughter were the
initials
of
the matron corresponded to
the
and
same,
what had been those of the maiden. Mrs. Burn slipped
Dff her own wedding-ring, with its H. B., and put it
on her daughter's finger. The mother's ring would
not be missed, and could be easily replaced the next
The
time she was in Haddington or Edinburgh.
Christian

of

A WEDDING-RING
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young

wife's hand should not remain another day
without the distinctive mark. Thus it happened that

Harry Gibb's

wife's

wedding-ring had

first

been her

mother's, and that its initials were those of her girlhood,
and not of her wifehood.
The bride of sixteen lived to be an elderly woman
over sixty, but I do not find any trace of her having
ever again visited her early home and her relatives.
There was only the Firth of Forth, with a few miles of
land journey on either side of the Forth, between the
girl and her father and mother, with the brothers
and sisters growing up, in a sense, strangers to her.
Though there was no record of even the shadow of a
quarrel, there is no mention of her having once more
crossed the Forth and traversed the once familiar
roads.
My mother stood midway in her father and
mother's family, but she could never have been under

her maternal grandfather's
tion,

she had

little

roof.

With

her uncles and aunts on the mother's

knew

their

lives, as

a single excep-

or no personal acquaintance with

names and the

side,

though she

principal events in their

doubtless communications passed between

the families on such important occasions as those of

and deaths, while the members of
were not otherwise given to letter-

births, marriages,

either family

writing.

One of the most difficult things
how familiar distances, which we
regard as

trifles,

loomed large

for us to realize is

are accustomed to

in

the eyes of our

middle-class grandfathers and grandmothers in the

days when a voyage to India occupied half a year, and
the coach journey between Edinburgh and London

meant days and nights on the road.
what sounds as grievous waste of

We
time,

must count
marked by
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unknown

how
how

fatigues

and dangers,

in

order to understand

was the environment of our predecessors,
circumscribed were the lives they led, how deep
limited

and unchecked their partialities and prejudices.
That early, unceremoniously-enacted marriage was

happy one. The couple faced many troubles
and sorrows together, with a cloud of adversity drawing
nearer and nearer and gradually closing down on
them. But where their mutual relations were concerned there, at least, was " no defeat." Whatever
illusions my grandfather had to renounce, whatever
disappointments he had to suffer, the image of his wise
and gentle " Nellie " as the flower of womankind was
a notably

never eclipsed in his estimation. And to her he
remained the beau-ideal of manliness and kindness.

His generosity might be taken advantage

of,

his trust

abused, but these were his neighbours' shortcomings,

and

in

no way impaired

his merits.

After a faithful

union of many years, death took her from him, but
during the time he survived her the memory of her
lasted with him, the sweetest thing he possessed.
When he was an old man, crippled by rheumatism and
paralyzed, a prisoner in his wheeled chair

grandchildren playing round him, the
bore the Christian

name

among

little girls

of the wife of his youth

the

who
were

always recognized as having a special attraction

for

him.

The homely
its

old farmhouse, situated in the centre of
barns and byres, and encompassed, not only by the

dwellers in the

stalls,

but by the inhabitants of the

bothy and the cot-houses, might not be an elegant nor,
in the judgment of modern critics, an altogether sanitary habitation but no one could deny its cheerful
It was a little colony and kingdom in
sociability.
;

itself,

A PLOUGHMAN'S LIFE

n

"

Farm-town,"

well expressed in the old term

which described

its

character.

In those days of frugal habits and simple living a
farmhouse was a byword for a bountiful establishment,
not only because of its sheltering rows of stacks, but
on account of its general abundance, signified by its
dairy and poultry yard, its pigs, sheep, and oxen, with
its "mart" (ox) killed at Martinmas, its pork and
mutton hams, its puddings, black and white, made all
the year round. Tea was drunk in the farmhouses by
the good-wife and good-man even when it cost fifteen
shillings a pound.
The working class had little variety in their food, but
it

was

cerned

sufficient,
;

support.

their diet

At

so far as farm-labourers were conwas wholesome and enough for their

stated intervals their sacks of oatmeal

and potatoes were weighed out and delivered to them,
and morning and evening their measures of fresh,
sweet milk were supplied. If a man chose to make
"brose" (that is, hot water poured into a portion of
salted oatmeal in a wooden "cap," or bowl, and taken
with new milk) instead of betaking himself to the more
troublesome preparation of porridge, that was his own
business. The wooden " cap " and the horn spoon
with which he had been started in his herding days

might

still

constitute his sole table equipage, but he

wanted no more. Without doubt his ruddy cheeks and
stalwart arms were maintained in full force on what
was apt to strike a stranger as meagre fare.
When the young ploughman grew older and took to
himself a wife he was promoted to porridge instead
of brose and "kail," the little garden of his cottage
furnishing the necessary " greens."

By

the time he

attained the rank of a full-blown foreman he had his
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own

pig and pigsty at the end of his garden

even,

if

;

he might

a valuable servant, rise to the possession of a

cow's grass in the pasture and a cow's
of the byres.

now been

The foreman's cow and

stall in

one

pig have before

pointed out with a grim smile, by the farmer

and best-cared-for stock
on the farm. Such conditions represented a certain
amount of plenty and prosperity in the widespread
suffering and starvation of war-times. Take note, also,
that in the period between herdboy and foreman,
master and servant lived on too close a footing for the
servant by any misadventure to suffer unaided. In old
age, when the ploughman's strength was gone, he was
frequently kept about the place as " hagman," or cattlehimself, as being the best-fed

feeder.

These old dying
stood

in

enterprise,

the

gone-by feudal system
of individual independence and

relics of a

way

and the world's progress was

them away; but while they

lasted

to

sweep

they served

a

purpose, and that not an unkindly one.

The old farmhouse abounded in homely comfort,
though foreign even native luxuries were carefully
limited or shunned. Self-indulgence or idleness were

—

—

Wheaten or loaf-bread was not
Scotland, where ovens for baking

held at arm's-length.

in common use in
bread were not to be found in the houses of the middle
class; but there was an abundance and an agreeable
variety of " bannocks " and " scones " and oat-cakes,

which took the place

of,

strictly speaking,

" bakers'

bread."
Candle-light, the only artificial light,

was counted
made

expensive, though the candles were sometimes

farmhouses from the mutton-fat of sheep killed
In these later days, one
for the use of the household.

in the

HOUSEHOLD GODS
is
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struck by the Scotch economy, which gratified itself

by not only providing the dinner-table with

food, but

also supplying the light for the hospitable board from

The women-servants were

tne same source.
limited to " cruizies

"

either

(rude simple oil-lamps with the

wick made of the plaited pith of rushes), or, in order to
enable the women to spin the hanks of yarn, a certain
quantity of which they were bound to produce by the
terms of their engagement, the open kitchen grate was
fed with blazing " parret " coal, round which the
spinners sat in a circle, with their wheels and reels,
just as in summer they sat round the open kitchen
door till the glory of sunset, and the gloaming, merged
into " black mirk."

The

carpets in the ordinary living-rooms were, as

a rule, of drugget

grown wood
Scotland.

wood was

—

;

the tables and chairs were of home-

oak was not plentiful in
something superior was wanted, cherryThe ornaments were chiefly
chosen.
pine or birch

:

If

trophies of sport

— foxes'

wooden boxes

—owls,
— behind panes of glass

brushes, stuffed birds

partridges, long-tailed pheasants

sometimes
keeping
in
on the side-table, and chimney-pieces,
countenance foreign coral and shells, a silver cup or
two, prizes gained at agricultural shows and curling
matches, interspersed with the remembrances of beast
and bird. On the walls were a few engravings of
The farmer's womenkind were not
Biblical subjects.
yet so cultivated as to furnish pencil drawings to
mingle with the prints, as in the case of the daughters
in small

fixed

of the Vicar of Wakefield

of the family

was

;

on the

but

walls,

any youthful member
skilled in needlework

if

sufficiently

she might be commemorated by a laboriously-executed
sampler, in which were recorded, in addition to the

BALASS DAYS
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name

of the sampler-worker, the

names of her

father

and mother, brothers and sisters, in their proper
order, so that it has happened a child's worked
sampler has been received in a law court as a proof
of some candidate or client's birth and descent.

The

family Bible

other books were

was in a place of honour, but
commonly conspicuous by their

I
never heard that my grandfather and
grandmother were given to reading, save the news-

absence.

papers, which, to be sure, in those stirring times told

many

a thrilling tale of battle and siege in which our

were engaged.
Over such a home, a human hive, a girl good-wife
a title still freely employed came to preside at Balass,
to be cherished and petted and when the elder generation passed away from the neighbouring farm of Eden
Bank, which occurred before long, to reign as a queen
with unquestioned supremacy over her rustic kingdom.
The men-folk, from the chubby herd-boy to the whitehaired hagman, paid her whole-hearted honour. The
women " cot-wives " and house-servants were more
critical; but it was only till they had satisfied themselves that she was a woman of sense far beyond her
years, just and kind in all her dealings; then they
awarded her loyal regard and faithful service. But
her subjects were not confined to human beings
soldiers

—

;

—

—

every animal in the stalls, every horse and its foal,
every cow and its calf, sheep and its lamb, crowing
cock and cackling hen, were the joint property of herself
and her husband, to be cared for by her, no less than
by him. There was no excuse for her being idle, no
lack of interest to fill her days, no temptation for her
to sink into the disgraceful habits of those sorely left

to themselves

—good-wives

spoken of by their neigh-

YOUNG
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bours with bated breath as gaping fine ladies, sitting
with their feet on the fender, nouvelles in their hands,

and pampered lap-dogs on their knees.
Neither was Mrs. Gibb of Balass a stranger in a strange
land. She might never again see the Lothians, the home
of her childhood, her father and mother, or those of her
near kindred who were not adventurous enough to cross
the Firth and seek her out, the central figure in her
Fife " Farm-town"; while, according to us, in our new
ideas, they were little farther off than next door to
her.
But she had her own elder sister near at hand
She had her
to consult when she wanted advice.
husband's two sisters, Marget and Helen, married to
two brothers, Arthur and David Edie, whose farms of
Nydie and Dron were at no great distance. Nearer
still were her husband's father and mother, and their
unmarried daughter Elizabeth, occupying the farmhouse of Eden Bank. She was in a circle of congenial
friends and neighbours, among whom young Harry
Gibb, frank and guileless, who kept an open heart and
an open hand, as well as a hot head and a pretty stock
of dogged prejudices, was a high favourite.
There
was one drawback to this idyllic experience, which
Mistress Helen shared along with most of the women
of her set a hundred years ago, in the convivial habits
of the men with whom the women had to do.
It was
only at a very little earlier date that it could be recorded Duncan Forbes of Culloden, one of the best
men and most perfect gentlemen of his generation,
when he visited his Highland kin, was not in a condition to pull off his boots, or have them pulled off by
a servant, for a fortnight on end. Take note, however,
that such

excesses in

respectable

community were largely

for

members

exceptional

of the

occasions,
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such as markets, sales, visiting hospitable friends,
celebrating

victories

warmings, marriages,

of

the

British

" dergies,"

arms,

and the

like.

houseIf the

excesses were periodical they were on a smaller scale

;

they were anticipated, came to be regarded as a matter

were judged and condoned accordingly.
Harry Gibb's perennial outbreaks were on the afternoons and evenings of the weekly corn-markets in
Cupar, when he and his fellows visited the town to
compare and sell their grain and stock.
of course, and

By an
larly

ill-fated

custom,

my

grandfather dined regu-

on those market-days with

his cousin,

an astute

business man, the agent or manager for the County

But this by no means diminished the conwhich was the established rule on such
occasions.
It would have been an unheard-of, wellnigh an unsatisfactory, thing for the hearty, sociable
yeoman to have returned sober from the market. His
wife used to tell her daughters in after-years how in
her early married days she used to sit late by an open
window in her quilted petticoat, her feet drawn under
her, a kerchief tied over her matron's cap for warmth,
listening wistfully for the approaching beat of a horse's
hoofs, unable to restrain a shiver at the consciousness
that their father's safety depended more on the horse's
sure-footedness than on the rider's clear sight and
steady hand. Her relief came when she heard by
a peculiar wooden " thud " that the pair were in the
act of crossing a bridge over a burn not far off, and
that the worst of the road was passed.
With regard to the triumphant celebration of the
good news from the seat of war, it was not always
of a public character. That stalwart, friendly Harry
Gibb, of more than a third generation back in Fife, was,
Bank.

viviality

NEWS FROM THE SEAT OF WAR
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as might have been expected, one of the most patriotic
of men, in

a

style

which became a leading

citizen

yeomanry cavalry.
With his abounding bonhomie, he was under the
necessity of calling together his swarm of retainers to
rejoice with him at the receipt of the last glorious
soldier in the

county's troop of

Was

tidings in the local newspaper.

ploughman

a Briton ?

Was

wife and children, to hear the

not the humblest

not he entitled, with his

news

of the conquering

heroes abroad, to share in the country's exultation

?

Accordingly, the servants, indoor and out, were sum-

moned

meet and listen to the reading aloud of the
of the army's success.
announcement
welcome
Probably, in his zeal, Harry anticipated the unyoking
of his horses and the leaving of his crops and flocks
to their fate, and brought in their keepers to play their
part in listening to the more important concerns of the
to

nation.

The

room in the house, and the most suitable
was the stone-flagged kitchen, with
its cross-beamed roof, from which hung suspended a
goodly wealth of flitches of bacon, hams, smoked fish,
nets of onions, bundles of dried herbs, etc.
The
largest

for the gathering,

whitewashed walls glittered and shone in the red
glow from the open fireplace with pewter plates and
mugs, a copper warming-pan, a brass preserving-pan,
brass candlesticks, the shelves laden with an ample
It may sound
array of blue-and-white stoneware.
strange, but Harry himself was not the proud reader
He had received a fairly
to the gaping audience.
good education in the neighbouring town, but he did
not reckon himself a scholar.

He

could hold forth

on ordinary topics, municipal and political, on market
but in his partial
prices, and so forth, with the best
;
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estimation his elocution
Nellie.

He

was not equal

to that of his

tackled with difficulty the strange

names

which abounded in these foreign despatches, but with
his unbounded faith in Nellie's powers he had no
doubt that she would grapple with the most " fichly "
(difficult) word in the language or the most outlandish
term in the dictionary or geography book.
So Nellie was installed in the principal chair, not
without reluctance, for she was a specially modest,

young woman, considerably tried by the
charges addressed to her by her husband, bidding her
retiring

speak up " and let everybody hear.
At the same
time, she was spurred on to raise her soft voice to its
utmost pitch, in order not to fail or disappoint Harry,
"

whose love for and pride in her made him exacting
where her gifts were in question.
Where the war news contained any reference to the
gallant deeds of a

Thomas Graham,

well-known Scotch

officer like Sir

or of a local magnate such as Lord

Hopetoun, the interest and excitement were redoubled.
Then Harry would call on his mistress to halt for a
minute while he proclaimed enthusiastically that the
company should drink the hero's health and that of
the Commander-in-Chief.
If the season was not in or close upon harvest-time,
and the great barrel of harvest beer could not be
resorted to, there would be a serious attack on the
"greybeard " (the big brown jug), containing the whisky
in ordinary use for the master's tumbler of toddy and
the supply of drams regarded as the perquisite of
messengers travelling a distance of miles with communication from friends. If the messengers were men,
the refreshment of a glass of whisky was considered
their due
if the messengers were women, in plaid
;

BUONAPARTE EXPECTED
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shawls worn all the year round, and, in lieu of bonnets,
broad-bordered mutches, or the quainter, more becoming high sow-back caps, with their broad black
ribbon bands, the refreshment was modified, as it was
They had
to the women on the present occasion.
a glass of the mistress's sweet cowslip or elder-flower
wine, or of her cinnamon waters.

By

the time the couple

reached the age of

full

who

resided at Balass had

manhood and womanhood, but

while their children were

young, a bombshell fell
It came from across
the seas by one of those curious links which bind the
great and renowned ones of the earth to their simple

on the

quiet, peaceful

still

farmhouse.

and obscure brethren. It was by an action of the
arch adventurer and conspirator, the all-conquering
Corsican soldier Buonaparte, that the safety of Balass

was threatened. The French Emperor's troops were
encamped ready to sail from the French seaport, and
nor foes questioned that the next
man who had laid the pride of
Continental Europe in the dust would be to invade
Great Britain. Britain thrilled, but did not quake at
the prospect
rather she regarded with stern congratulation the opportunity of coming at last to close
grips with a foeman worthy of her steel.
For twenty
years or so he had been ruining her trade, and
reducing many a household, including thousands of
her population, to starving misery. Her brave sons
had shed their blood like water, holding in check the
encroachments of the enemy, while Britain struggled
with his great marshals and captains now she was to
come face to face with the mighty Corsican in a tug of
war in which one of the two must perish. English,
Scotch, and Irish were to fight under the most sacred

neither friends
colossal

move

of the

;

;
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obligation of

all,

when men should

stand up to do

and their
hearths, for " the ashes of their fathers and the temples
battle to their last breath for their country

of their Gods."

Harry Gibb's troop of yeomanry cavalry was called
lie in camp on Kelly Law, a low green hill on
the coast of Fife, as a lively expectation was entertained that Buonaparte would seek to enter the adjoinout to

ing Firth of Forth and land on

its

shores.

Dearly as my grandfather loved his wife, his children,
and his home, his warlike ardour sustained him. But
alas, for his poor Nellie and for his chicks
It afforded a desirable diversion, as the dread moment
of parting drew near, when a neighbour yeoman, who
was likewise bound to the supposed seat of war,
arrived at Balass with the ostensible purpose of
bearing its master company to the rendezvous of the
troop.

To

the sympathizing neighbour the wife and mother

appealed.

In the middle of her awful apprehension

that her warrior

was departing never

was troubled and

fretted

by a minor

to return, she

fear.

It

might be

a blessing in disguise to save her stricken heart from

breaking.

There would be time enough

grieve and tremble

when

in

which

to

the travellers were gone.

In the meantime there must be something to think oi
and do for her dear man. Harry's credit and comfort
must occupy her to the last. Harry had never been
able to tie his neckcloth properly, never since she had
known him. He had always been forced to come to
her for assistance. She did not know what he had
done in the inconceivably far-off days before they two
were acquainted, before his wardrobe came under her
care whether he relied on the assistance of his

—

HARRY'S NECKCLOTH
mother and

sisters,
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or appeared in public in a state of

Anyhow, times were changed she was
responsible for him now. If the worst came to pass,
and he was called upon to meet the King of Terrors,
she could not endure to foresee her " braw lad " in the
last grim moment a spectacle to men and angels, with
dishevelment.

;

Would his friend and
and see that Harry's neckcloth

his dress in slovenly disorder.

hers

come

was

rightly tied ?

to their aid,

My grandmother was
circle of relatives
I

am going

of the

mind of the consumptive

when her end came,

English girl who,
:

"

Bring

me

called to her

a clean nightcap, for

to die."

Everybody knows that the expected invasion did
not come to pass. Even Buonaparte withdrew the
challenge he had himself thrown down. Harry Gibb
like many another citizen soldier, returned safe and
sound to his home at Balass, to be received with a
jubilant welcome

CHAPTER

II

My mother, and her brothers and sisters, were
educated at the Grammar School, over which their
uncle

was master,

assisted

as the " Little Master."

I

by his youngest son, known
have no knowledge of what

were the attainments of the head-master, classical or
mathematical. A scrap of verse which he composed
He had keenly
is all that has come down to me.
resented the fact that the son and heir of the local
dignitary, the laird living in close proximity to the
town, did not attend the school along with the other
pupils, but had a private tutor in the person of one of

the collegiate parish ministers

what

my

phantic

;

and

in reference

to

grand-uncle chose to regard as the sycoservices

of

reverend

the

scathing lines were penned

"He

gentleman,

the

:

bent his sacerdotal back,
carried Jamie Rigg."

And

There were old exploded customs still in practice at
the school.
During the short, dark winter afternoons
it was lit
by candles contributed by the scholars
who came on a certain day laden with a packet or
packets of candles. As the contribution was understood to be voluntary, the number and the size of
the candles, whether " moulds " or " dips," were left to
the liberality of the givers, while the liberality was
stimulated by the honour bestowed on the greatest
22

"VICTOR AND VICTOR'S MAN
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He was brought to the front, and received the
of " Creeshy (greasy) King."
On another day

giver.
title

of the academical year as many boys as possessed
game-cocks brought them to the school, and there was
a regular cock-fight in the presence of the whole
school, the master and the senior boys acting as

The

was entitled "Victor,"
boy who owned him was styled
"Victor's Man." The performance was wound up by
Victor's Man, with Victor on his shoulder, being carried
by a detachment of the boys round the school preThe cocks slain in the engagement became
cincts.
the perquisite of the master.
Imagine the rich diet of
cocky leekie and roasted birds with which my grandaunt must have regaled her household for days
What supper-parties she must have indulged in what
hampers she must have forwarded to friends at a
distance
When the school was undergoing repairs,
scholars
were taught for some months in the
the

judges.

while

victorious bird

the proud

!

!

parish church

— then

a venerable building suited to

the picturesque tower, the gift of a former minister

son of the

soil,

one of the country gentry.

—no

In the

church there was a stone effigy of a knight in armour,
said to have been a Crusader, termed familiarly and
not very respectfully " Long Fernie " (Fernie. was the

name

of an estate in the

neighbourhood which had
left by the Crusader).

doubtless been the pleasant land

My

mother, as a small girl whose youthful spirits

and love of fun needed to be subdued, used

to be sent

to stand in the awful solitude of the recess in

lay the figure of

My

Long

which

Fernie.

mother was the third daughter, and

I

fancy

there must have been an interval of a year or

between her age and that of the

two

sister next her in the
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family, as she was, for a time, the only girl

walking

alone, or with her brothers, along the country roads to

the town.
spirit,

When

alone she suffered, in spite of her

much searching of heart

men should

lie

lest Buonaparte and his
hidden in a small plantation which she

was obliged to pass.
She was more in her element on her return walk,
when there was no need to hurry, and she figured, a
merry little tomboy, among a band of brothers who

The group had often a
convoy of schoolfellows, among whom were found
names which the great world heard, and has not yet
patronized and teased her.

One was

forgotten.

that of the son of the minister of

the neighbouring parish of Cults, the quiet, modest lad

who had

yet such a deep conviction of his powers that
he wrote from the " smack " which carried the shy, raw
boy between Leith and London that " Scotland would
yet hear of David Wilkie." The other was "Jock
Cam'ell," the elder son of the senior minister of Cupar,
and the future John Campbell, Lord Chancellor of

England.

Gibb would let the
and English "
and " shinty " (a form of hockey), with which they
sought to cheat the monotony of the daily trudge to
and from Balass and the town. She had to submit to
a grave reproof from her mother for her incipient unLeft to themselves, the brothers

sister take part in the

games

of " French

womanliness, because she, a girl, could think of playing
such rough boys' games. Hockey is now the chosen
game of the girls and young women in schools and
colleges,

in

which women

take pride in excelling.

Autres temps, autres mceurs.

The sons of the family, Andrew, Adam, Arthur,
Harry, George, and a second Andrew, the Benjamin of
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most part finished their education, as
had done before them, at the neighbouring

the family, for the
their father

Grammar School. The exception was in the
Adam, who went to college in Edinburgh, and

case of

studied

medicine, probably along with his two cousins, Robert

Adam Wiseman, who were

and

doctors in Cupar.

them

in

There

is

a

both
one of

afterwards

monument

to

the old churchyard, erected as an act of

gratitude for his kindness to the poor of the town.

The

Gibb family was
and shops for the
fortunes of Harry Gibb were on the decline, and the
ambition of the sons must needs have dwindled in the
descent from professions to trades.
The young men left home after an early breakfast,
walked to the town, and there went their various
ways. Their early dinner was eaten most likely at
the table and with the family of each lad's employer.
The patriarchal custom of an apprentice boarding and
sleeping under the roof of his master was not yet
further training of the lads of the

got in the Cupar banks,

obsolete.

who was

I

know

offices,

that the

eldest brother,

;

Andrew,

learning banking in the Fife Bank, the bank

my grandfather's cousin, stayed with the banker
and his wife, though the town was at no great distance
from his father's house. Business hours were not
long and business was taken pretty easily in a little
country town more than a century ago. Work was
finished at a reasonable hour, and the workers
returned home with a little leisure, when the days
were not too short, for fishing, for quoit-throwing, for
social visiting, for whatever sport or entertainment
was on foot. At the haymaking or in the harvest,
when there was the necessity for speed, these youths
could throw off their coats and lend valuable assistof
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ance

in the all-important

duty of securing and stacking
if it had to be done by the

the hay and the corn, even

uncertain light of the moon, riding heavily

among

gathering banks of cloud.

My mother and her sisters, Jean, Marget, and Helen,
passed from the Grammar School to take one or more
terms at dressmaking, under the honourable auspices
of the sisters of one of the two Doctors of Divinity

who were

Church
These Misses Adamson were for their part
the owners of the sole mantua-making and millinery
establishment. So well recognized was their status
in society, and that of the girls who were taught home
dressmaking by them, that Dr. Adamson used to stroll
into the working room and give the workers the
additional advantage of hearing him read in his solemn,
sonorous church voice the portion of his newspaper
containing the very last war news.
The same girls who were supposed to acquire dressmaking from the Misses Adamson went on to receive
collegiate heads of the Established

in Cupar.

the finishing touches to their manners, together with a
few accomplishments, from the Misses McPherson.
The last were two high and mighty Highland ladies
who had somehow drifted to the Lowlands and to
keeping school in the capital of Fife. These ladies,
one of whom was deformed, had an imposing effect
on their pupils, who never spoke of them and their

school in after-years save with a reverence bordering

on awe.

Their school was

in

two divisions

called simply the " school," presided over

— the lower,

by the one
by the name of " the
seminary," under the care of the other. With the
Misses McPherson my mother worked, in delicately
coloured silks on white satin, a wonderful bird on
sister

;

the

higher, dignified

"UN COQ GRATTANT"
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a wonderful tree.
The big bird still sits on the
wonderful tree, and hangs where I can see it on my
wall.
It was one of the stereotyped examples and
final achievements of a girl's higher education at the
period.
The other example was a fruit piece, in
moulded and tinted wax, of apples, pears, cherries, etc.
The last was put into a square wooden box like the
cases which held stuffed birds.
The satin piece was
framed behind glass, like a picture. One of these
fruit pieces was the work of my Aunt Helen.
These
exploits in handiwork anticipated the thesis in mental
work with which a modern young woman winds up
her college career, and by which she hopes to get her
first class.

think

I

it

must

son's school that

been at the Misses McPhermother was taught to repeat the

also have

my

which marked her attainments
Her children would coax her to say part of

solitary fable

in future years.

From

in French.
it

to

them

the careful, daintily correct

which she went through the well-known
etc., I fancy words and pronunciation
must have been drilled into her by some emigre.
French

Un

in

coq grattant,

Though exceedingly fond of music, neither my
sisters was taught to play on any
musical instrument. There was no spinet at Balass.

mother nor her

By

were growing up, their father's
was diminishing too rapidly for any likelihood

the time the girls

capital

of a spinet or a piano being bought for their use.

But

this deprivation did not interfere

gift

of song which most of the family had in a

degree

with the natural

marked

nor did it exclude courses of lessons in
dancing, which was then taken up as quite a serious
study in graceful steps and dignified deportment.
My mother arrived at such distinction in this branch
;
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of education that at the dancing-school ball, given

competent

highly

the

teacher,

by

and witnessed and

joined in by the entire upper circle of the town, she

was

selected to

as she

was

open the

ball

by dancing a minuet,

particular in always calling

it,

or,

a minuet

de la cour with her gifted master.
y

I believe my grandfather and grandmother were a
handsome couple, and that they transmitted their good
looks more or less to their children. Their sons seem
to have been lads goodly to see, and of their daughters
my comely, bright-faced mother was wont to speak of

That could only
have been by comparison with the others. Jean was
I
have heard old
the beauty of the countryside.
people speak of her, in the terms they had been accustomed to apply to her when she and they were young,
as " bonnie Jeannie Gibb." In addition to her charming
brunette face, she had a pretty wit, a sunny temper,
herself as the plainest-looking sister.

and a brave

among
The
though

her

spirit

own

next

;

she was a general favourite both

people and the outside world.

sister,

Marget, was even more striking,

less winning, in her style of beauty.

It

was

of the stately and severe kind, a noble and strongly-

marked

with

profile,

its

slightly masculine tendency

softened by the ivory whiteness of her complexion*
to church the first

As a bride of eighteen she went
Sunday after her marriage — an

occasion which in

Scotland was always distinguished by a special toilet
hers was a dark blue cloth riding-habit, a primrose
vest,

and a man's

The youngest

tall hat.

sister,

Helen, had at this time reached

the stage of girlish loveliness
the words of the old ballad
"

The

lily

in the

bud

when

it

could be said, in

:

will

r

be bonnier yet."

MARRIAGE THE SOLE CAREER
The

life

of the Scotch

yeoman household
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a hundred

years ago seems to be reproduced, according to what

one reads, in the

The women

New

of the

England farmhouses of to-day.
family were

as

industriously

occupied as the men. They did much of the work
along with the servants, who had the dairy and often
field work to accomplish in addition to what they did
in the house.

The daughters shared with the servants
many hanks of linen yarn.
The yarn was to be woven into table and

the obligation of spinning so

Why not ?
bed

which formed a considerable part of what
would receive as her " providing," or outfit,
on her marriage.
All women, generally speaking,
each

linen,
girl

looked forward in those days to marriage as their
natural destiny and sole career.

momentous

Many of them

took the

with little inspiring affinity either to
passionate regard or too prudent calculation, rather
with a happy-go-lucky recklessness. There was a
step,

saying, and a corresponding belief, that a bad

husband
none at all. Who could tell whether
the derelict might not reform ? and there was always
the chance of children entering the breach and sufficing
Not a few wretched marriages were
for the evil day.

was

better than

the result of this callous philosophy

;

but, after

all,

very

unhappy marriages were the exception and not the rule.
Most husbands and wives, if they did not ask too much
from each other, shook down together, and got on well
enough, if they did no better.
The girls made their own underclothes and everyday dresses, and helped their mother in doing what
was not tailor's work in their father's and brothers'
wardrobes. It would have been a disgrace to the
young women, and would have reflected discredit on
their mother, if they had not been fair cooks and
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housekeepers capable of managing middle-class houseMy grandmother, quiet and retiring as she
holds.
was, showed no lack of firmness and wisdom where
the welfare of her family was in question, and, if
anything, she

rather the dominant

power

in their

Restrained force of character came out and

affairs.

took

was

effect

when

she raised her soft voice and exercised

her authority as one of the heads of the house

— to

more worth and purpose, probably, than would have
been true if she had been a scolding virago. She
would have been the last woman to have sent out into
the world useless, incompetent daughters.

In

fact,

so

hard-worked were my mother and my aunts that their
very pleasures were apt to take the form of work.
These young women and their companions gave and
attended quilting-parties, in that, too, serving as a

New

England girls. The company sat
round a long quilting-frame and put in many a lasting
precedent for
stitch,

while they talked as

fast as

they plied their

needles, or else they raised their voices in solos or
in

chorus in their favourite merry or pathetic songs.

women were well accustomed to singing
an instrumental accompaniment when my
mother was young. It was a useful faculty, for they
could and did sing anywhere over their work, by their
children's cradles, to relieve the dwindling gaieties at a
friend's supper-table, au pair with a "friend" out in a
rustic garden-bower, or resting their backs against
a yellow " stook " in a harvest-field, when the field
Middle-class

without

was empty of all save the two.
The quilting-party was not confined

to the

members

which might have rendered it a little insipid.
brothers
of the performers were permitted to drop
The
But even the lords of
in as it drew towards evening.
of one sex,

A QUILTING
creation

were expected

more senses than one

to

make themselves
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useful in

in contributing bass to the treble

of the music, or in creating

a

diversion by the special

display of a pair of "fine yellow buckskins."

The

young men shifted the set of the frame. They renewed with blue or black ink on the stretched-out
material the fading lines which formed the squares
the

quilters

ing

the

stitched,

ending by punctually thread-

needles as they were handed back to be

refilled.

Another performance, half serious work,

half play,

degenerate into a romp, was not likely to be
equal favour by my grandmother. The smoothly-

liable to

held in

spun yarn was roughly bleached, awaiting its complete
bleaching until it was woven. Both yarn and linen
had to be exposed to sun, wind, and water for many
days before it could attain the lily whiteness which
was desired. The operation was brought about on
the Balass bleaching-green, which was situated by the
River Eden. The primitive mode of bleaching was to
spread the articles on the "green," and at frequent
intervals to souse them with river water again and
again, as it was by the process of wetting and drying,
and not by the use of chemicals, the bleaching was
done. The practice was to take up the water from the
shallow river by a scoop and cast it over the linen.

The action, frequently repeated, was fatiguing, but it
was not beyond the power of healthy young women
trained, not by gymnastics, but by a variety of household work. On a summer day this out of doors work

may have been

refreshing.

However, there was a pleasant footpath which ran
from Cupar town by the public washing-green, known
as the " Cart Haugh." This was the town promenade,
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called " the

Water Ends," and extended

farther in the

direction of Balass bleaching-green.

Now, the town's offices and shops closed before it
was late, an arrangement which only concerned the
fair

bleachers in so far as

Some

it

had

to

do with their work.

of the girls' brothers might be

condemned

to

take their places in shops, but the daughters of Balass

drew the

above shopmen. Clerks were different.
Scotch clerks never meant to remain clerks. They
were always bound to develop, not only into masters,
but to masters in professions M writers " (lawyers) or
bankers,

line

whose sons they generally were.

If

young

yeomen stooped to thread needles at quilting-parties,
young writers could condescend to throw water over
linen which might (who knew?) end in the service 01
the man who stooped.
After the water was discharged here and there, who
could object to the willing assistant of the tired bleacher

rippling water, to

where he and she could
watch the glistening linen and the
calculate the exact moment at which

the sun had gone

down

finding a dry spot on the green

down

sit

I

am

to rest to

?

in a position to state that the gallant aid thus

freely afforded

was not always known

to

my

grand-

mother, and did not, in any case, meet with her entire
approval.

Before

the

family were

scattered,

overflowing the crowded old farmhouse,

they
its

filled

to

low-roofed

rooms, narrow passages, and steep stairs made gay
with the echoes of blythe laughter and light steps.
Neither were the family without visitors. How could
they be accommodated in the crammed house
All

modern

?

inquirers have noticed the elasticity

with which these old houses could be expanded in
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days when laws of scrupulous privacy were not in
evidence.
Kindred affection and friendship invaded
every hole and corner with innocent audacity.
" Shake - downs " (improvised mattresses and bedclothes)

were

laid

down on

the floors of the bed-

rooms, causing the number of the ordinary occupants
to be

doubled and trebled.

The

greater the gathering,

the wilder the scramble for toilet accessories, the

higher the glee of the youngsters, who were always
ready to welcome opportunities for the interchange of
interesting confidences and for comparing

merry notes

of comment.

A more ceremonious visitor than those who usually
came one who claimed and was entitled to special
attention was a near relative of my grandmother's,

—

—

who ventured
in

in the

order to see

a married

how

sister of

course of years to cross the ferry

She was
Aunt Gall,"

her kinswoman fared.

my

grandmother

—

"

the wife of a substantial burgess of Edinburgh, the

owner

of a well-known cabinet-maker's shop.

Mrs. Gall

was

in

woman,
company she met

a clever, public -spirited

whose wits were sharpened by the

her husband's place of business, which she did not

disdain to frequent.

One

of the customers and visitors

was Sir Walter Scott. He was acquainted with the
Burn brothers, the architects, and found in their
sister a lively, intelligent crony.
She had considerable originality, and was well abreast with the interests
and topics of the day. James Watt's invention of the
steam-engine was in the air, casting its shadow before
it, and some inkling of the principles on which the
invention was founded had reached my grand-aunt,
because,

when

she descended on her Fife brother-in-

law's household in her silk pelisse, her fur cap out of
3
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doors, or her gauze turban indoors, she

amazed and

bewildered her friends by pouring forth a flood of

She was full of the new power of steam
and the wonders it was to accomplish. She sought to
illustrate the machinery it was to set in motion by
fresh ideas.

labouring with her silver mother-of-pearl fruit-knife
an unfailing article in the pocket of every well-bred

woman

of the period.

She

tried to cut

a turnip, and arrange them

in

wheels from

order on the table

before her.

need hardly be said that her country cousins,
from the oldest to the youngest, with one consent, bred
of ignorance, stole pitying, incredulous glances at each
other, and unhesitatingly regarded the enthusiast as
It

"half daft."

The

natives of the farm had

more respect and regard

son Richard, who also visited them.
was being bred to the law, and appeared with

for Mrs. Gall's

He

eclat

among

his isolated rustic kindred.

better understand him, and he

upon

made

They could

a lasting impres-

Think
what a revelation the delicately-nurtured, town-bred
lad must have been to the girls whose brothers and

sion on them, especially

men

his girl cousins.

acquaintances generally offered so great a con-

He entered their circle in what was to
them a refined and fashionable dress his silk stockings meeting his buckled knee-breeches, his swallowtailed coat with its short waist and high neck, his
They could not approve
daintily embroidered vest.

trast to him.

—

of his mother's eccentricities as a

but they drew

woman

of science,

long breaths of admiration, almost of

reverence, as they exchanged the whispered information that he,

Richard Gall, was a poet!

He had

written verses and songs considered of undeniable
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promise by the best judges. The Balass girls, who
sang the songs of Allan Ramsay and Burns, must have
quickly responded to such an appeal. How charming
it would be to have their girlish graces commemorated
by their Cousin Richard after the style in which Burns
had handed down to posterity his praise of " Mary
Morrison" and "Bonnie Leslie."
Richard Gall has been described to me as very
handsome and winning in his conversation.
He
had not long time granted to him in which to write,
for he died when he was twenty-one years, of consumption, the disease so fatal to his race but he had
been sufficiently diligent to leave material enough
behind him to be collected and published in one thin
little grey paper-covered volume, long forgotten.
The
echo of his songs has been a little less fleeting, since
some of them are still to be found in collections of
Scottish songs. A cradle-song is the best remembered.
;

CHAPTER
There were
in the

town

hospitality,

III

other acquaintances settled willy-nilly
of Cupar, subjects for

my

grandfather's

more fascinating than poor young
There were the French officers living

still

Richard Gall.
and lodging on parole in the little town, while the
rank and file of that particular consignment of
prisoners were kept under strictest surveillance in
the depot at Perth. The Cupar party were so many
Othellos, with their strange adventures and pathetic
misfortunes.

si

The Scotch and the French were old allies in history,
and however unlike superficially, they seem never to
have failed in experiencing a subtle attraction for each
Certainly the foreign officers were made curiother.
ously welcome in the country town, which their
presence seemed to enliven rather than to offend.
The strangers' courageous endurance, their perennial
cheerfulness, their ingenious devices to occupy their
time and improve the situation, aroused much friendly
The position must have
interest and amusement.
been rendered more bearable to the sufferers, and
perhaps more respectable in the eyes of the spectators,
from the fact, for which I am not able to account, that,
undoubtedly, the prisoners had among themselves,
individually and collectively, considerable funds.
The residents treated the jetsam and flotsam of war
36
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with more than forbearance, with genuine liberality
and kindness, receiving them into their houses on
cordial terms.

Soon there was not

a festivity in the

which the French prisoners were not perHow the complacent guests viewed those rejoicings in which the

town

at

mitted

—nay, heartily pressed to attend.

natives, as they frequently did,

commemorated

British

enemy is not on record. But there
was no thought of war and its fierce passions among
the youth of the company in the simple dinners,
suppers, and carpet-dances in private houses. There
were congratulations on the abundance of pleasant
victories over the

now sit
home was within

partners, and the assurance that no girl need

out a dance or lack an escort
a certain limited distance

were not

if

her

beyond which the prisoners

at liberty to stray.

I have heard my mother and a cousin of hers dwell
on the courtesy and agreebleness of the outlanders
what good dancers, what excellent company, as
the country girls' escorts.
I
have listened to the
interested talkers as they animadverted on the subject
the gossip often containing an animated appeal.
Had there ever been any man to compare with
Beranger ?
A listener to the conversation used to ask herself,
" Could this irresistible individual have had a drop of
the blood of his namesake the poet in his veins ?"

—

As was almost

inevitable, the natural result of such

it was acceptable
Love and marriage
ensued between the youngsters, the vanquished and
the victors.
A Colonel who was one of the band

intimacy followed, whether or not

to the open-hearted entertainers.

married a daughter of the Episcopal clergyman in the
town, and I am aware of at least two more weddings
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which eventually took place between the strangers
and the inhabitants. (These occurred at the end of the
prisoners' stay.)

In the meantime,

outdone

in

my

grandfather was not to be

magnanimous

hospitality, for Balass

was

within the assigned limits.

On

one memorable occasion the would-be host

invited a large detachment of the French, so that

it

was wellnigh the whole body staying in the town
who were asked to come out to Balass to breakfast.
Next morning they appeared. Unfortunately,
" Harry's " memory was not to be depended upon
when the date of his acts was a market night, so that
it

failed to retain the fact of the liberal invitation or

it to his wife at home.
Accordingly, my
grandmother was confronted one fine morning with

to transmit

the alarming incident of the unexpected arrival of a

gentlemen
counting, with reason, on
host

of

bland

in

faded

being

blue

uniform,

heartily fed

and

graciously entertained.

Happily she was a

woman endowed with

tranquillity

of temper, while the ample resources of an old bountiful farmhouse were speedily brought to bear on the
situation, dispensed as they were by the fair and

capable

henchwomen who

house of the

relieved the mistress of the

more arduous

of her duties.

There was

no disappointment in store for the patient, ingenious
gentlemen who were wont to edify and divert their
nominal enemy by making small excursions into the
fields to

snare larks for their private breakfast-tables.

Another generous

invitation of

my grandfather's

a narrow risk of having a tragic end.

Not

all

ran

his sense

of the obligation of a host nor his compassion for the

misfortunes of a gallant foe could at times restrain
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race antagonism, and his intense mortification at any

occurrence which would savour of national discom-

Once, in entertaining some of these foreign

fiture.

among whom was

officers,

Gibb was

enough

a maitre d'armes,

Harry

propose a bout of fencing
with the expert. It goes without saying that within the
first few minutes the yeoman's sword was dexterously
knocked out of his hand.
What defeated on his hearthstone, before his people,
by a frog-eating Frenchman, the captive of his bow
and spear at least, of his country's arms
How could
he, a yeoman and a Scot, be expected to stand such a
foolish

to

!

—

!

humiliation ?

Every other consideration went down before the
deadly

insult.

In less time than

it

takes to

tell

the

became grim earnest. My grandfather
fists on the other combatant, taken unawares

story the play

turned his

and not prepared for the attack, sprang like a wild-cat
at his throat, and, if the bystanders had not interposed
and separated the pair, murder might have been committed under his own roof by the kindest-hearted man
in the countryside.

The French prisoners increased the sociability and
Cupar to an extent which did not meet with
the approval of Government. The crisis came when,
in gratitude for the kindness shown to them, the gentlemen suddenly resolved to pay for the erection of a
gaiety of

little

theatre in which they should act at short intervals

for the gratification of their hosts.

The
among

case

was without

know,
keepers located on our

parallel, so far as

the prisoners and their

I

—

leagues
It was going a great deal too far
beyond the common humanity and cold civility which
were all that was necessary. It was happening in
shores.
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where it was not yet altogether out
mind how Scots and French had fought shoulder

Scotland, too,
of

common enemy — the English.
Queen had been reared in France,
crown as a French King's consort.

to shoulder against a

A

hapless Scotch

and had worn
In

its

more recent times Scotch and French had formed

The old Stuarts had fled to
France in dependence on French aid the unhappy
exiles from the risings of the '15 and '45 had found
there a last refuge. No such undesirable, unseemly
intimacy between the conquerors and the conquered
was to be tolerated.
The French prisoners were suffered to play only
once in their theatre, and then the rout came for them.
alliances without end.

;

Amidst loud and sincere lamentation from all concerned,
the officers were summarily removed in a body, and
deposited in a town at some distance (one of those
traverse) from their former
gage de amitie, which could not
well be hindered, the owners of the theatre left it as

distances

hard

so

guardians.

As

to

a final

a gift to the town.

Was there

a party from Balass present at that single

performance, which, as
leave-taking?

Was my

it

turned out, was a pathetic

mother's mastery of

Un

coq

by her and others as a key to the
comprehension of the French play? And were the
mortification and bewilderment which followed on

grattant regarded

her perception of the inadequacy of the key, even with

Beranger as one of the actors, the reason why she did
not speak of the scene, and left no account of it to
figure in this narrative ?

A very different visitor from the Galls and the
French prisoners frequented Balass. He was held in
sufficient account, and had the warmest seat by the
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fire on the bench in the wide kitchen chimney.
He
found both master and mistress ay, and the "young
mistresses " would come into the room to chat with

—

—

him, to get such tidings as they could from the last

farm-town at which he had stayed. This was no
common beggar this was one of the King's Bedesmen, whose blue gown and medal were the badges
bearing his warrant for claiming food and shelter.
He and they were stamped on my mother's memory.
He was an old soldier. He had fought in the wars
for his country.
He was entitled to " bite and sup "
and a bed under a friendly roof. He was a respectable, venerable figure.
If he had not the wit of an
Edie Ochiltree, he could, for the most part, retail
glibly the local news.
He was as good, nay, better
than the local newspaper, for what the Blue-gown
had to say did not appear in print for half a dozen
days, till the paper's weekly issue came round.
My grandfather was fond of congenial company,
and the taste increased rather than diminished with
years and the cares which years brought in their train,
from which he was fain to seek a diversion. He craved
his womankind's support in the visits he paid.
But
my grandmother, with less taste for or need of such relaxation, soon found it incompatible with her domestic
duties, and withdrew from such rural engagements.
Jean's society was apt to be monopolized by another
claimant Marget was married, and settled at a distance
of several miles from Balass.
He had to fall back
upon his third daughter, Mary, still in her earlier
teens.
She rode on a pillion behind him on many a
neighbourly expedition to share " pot-luck," to grace
a house-warming, to patronize a penny wedding, and
add a much-needed contribution to its stores. She
:

;
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actually on one occasion rode the " bruse

" with her
This must have been an adventure undertaken
on the impulse of the moment, and without the know-

father.

my

ledge and concurrence of
the bruse

was

grandmother, for riding

a decidedly riotous as well as an ancient

ceremony. It occurred on the coming home of a bride
to her husband's house. In order that the event might
be attended with sufficient eclat, much licence was permitted in a mounted torchlight procession, in which,
to the

accompaniment of shouting and cheering and

the firing of pistols, wild races were ridden in order

wedding

to overtake the

couple, who, in a carriage

or on horseback, were in front of their friends and

The goal was achieved by the rider who
reached the pair and their house, and the prize
he could claim was a kiss from the bride. The whole
adherents.
first

exploit

was more

like

the

feats

of

Harry Gibb's

bachelor days than the performance of an esteemed

middle-aged husband and father with an excited young
daughter hanging around his waist.

There

is

one more

episode

deserves preservation, for
interlude in

my

mother's

it

life,

of the time which

was not only

established her latent love of reading.

her elder sister Marget and her
it

is difficult

for

me even

of the persuasion

I

a pleasant

but also stimulated and

home

In referring to
after marriage,

day to divest myself
that one of the beauties

to this

long held,

had consented to be an old man's spoilt
My uncle by marriage, it seemed to me, was
darling.
always shown in that light. My mother would inadvertently, I dare say, give the same impression.
True, there were sixteen or seventeen years of difference between his age and that of his wife, and she was
destined to survive him more than forty years. But
of Balass

AN OLD MAN OF THIRTY-FIVE!
when

I

come

to

reckon

how

old he must have been at

the date when he wooed and won her,
" old man " of my imagination and

estimate could not have been
five to forty

— in
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I

find that the

my

mother's

more than from thirtyHowever,

the prime of manhood.

manhood was soon reached and overstepped in the
days when William Pitt ruled England in his twenties,
and Oliver Goldsmith made " Sir William Thornhill "
masquerade as " Burchell " in the " Vicar of Wakeso tired with the polite world by the time he
was thirty as to vacate his place in honour of his
unworthy nephew.
The effect of my uncle's advanced years on the shy,
proud young girl he took to wife was to convert her
at once into the most dignified and discreet of young
matrons. This suited him admirably, while he was
field,"

the

most indulgent of husbands,
recommendation in Joanna

letter the

fulfilling

to

Baillie's

song

the
:

" Half husband,

I ween, and half daddy,
As humour inconstantly leans
The chield he had need to be steady
Who yokes with a mate in her teens."

He had

decided views on what a married

He was

woman

proud of his young wife's beauty
perfect in its severe style and he would not suffer it
to be diminished by any frippery or foolery of dress.
He had sufficient influence over her to imbue her with
his excellence of taste.
Her gowns, good in material,
were of the soberest and plainest in colour and
fashion.
Her matron's cap, in accordance with his
judgment, was destitute of fluttering ribbon or artificial flower.
It was of simple net, the border pinned
beneath her chin. She might have been a Puritan or
should be.

—

a Quakeress.

—
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John Walker was a man before

Whig

his day, a strong

when such opinions were held in
and derision; no name too contemptuous

or Radical

detestation

or abusive, such as " Black-neb," "Jacobin," or "

Red

Republican," could be bestowed on him and those

who

Scorn and ridicule were
on the party and what were often the

shared his convictions.

lavished

grotesque demonstrations in which, for the sake of
consistency, he

saw himself bound

to take a part.

He

met reproach and derision alike with stanch
and endurance.
Well connected, and by trade a
manufacturer, his mill was worked by water-power.
Mill, dwelling-house, and the cottages of his millhands, were situated in one of the loveliest miniature
spirit

"

dens

"

(small glens)

in

Before the

the country.

group of buildings was built there was no carriageroad through the den, which must have been a woodland fairyland.

The

first

occasion

when

a post-chaise

through was that on which the mill-owner
brought home his young wife. Master and servants
formed a little community apart, ruled by the justiceabiding, kindly-disposed head of the party, while its
serious-minded girl-mistress regarded her husband's
mill-hands very much as her mother had been
accustomed to view the cotters of the farm-town of
They were not mere servants they were
Balass.
retainers, and, with few exceptions, faithful and
drove

:

attached.

It

was

a transitory stage in the people's

which could not continue.
It was not desirable that it should, but it had
its merits no less than its defects.
The mill-hands looked up to my aunt, young as she

history, consisting of elements

was, with

little

question.

They came

to her freely for

advice and assistance in their domestic concerns.

She
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prescribed medically for their and her children in

simple

forms of

Middle Ages.

I

like

illness,

the chatelaine of the

remember seeing her

in later years

overlooking a preparation of calico dipped in melted

meet the many
for which the
medicated cloth was considered a sovereign remedy.
John Walker and his wife were poor in the early
years of their married life, and she was bent on addbeeswax, which she kept

in stock to

applications for the relief of burns,

ing as

little

domestic

Her

as she could to the family expenses.

staff

was

My

child in arms.

when

her

grandmother

lent

limited

favourite daughter the services of

baby was a
her married and

first

my

mother, then

She went for a long
during which she was to make

a bright, active girl of seventeen.
visit

her

to

sister,

herself generally useful.
It
life

was
at

a

happy holiday

for

young Mary Gibb,

Balass, though cheerful

and

since

was

diversified,

decidedly strenuous, with a great deal to do and no-

body to be spared.
These conditions were more
marked as time wore on and cares and troubles
increased.
Blebo Mills was a haven of quiet rest by
comparison.

The
and

duties which devolved on the visitor

agreeable.

She was required

to

were

baby's nurse and set her free for other tasks.

summer and

fine weather.

What nursery

equal to an open-air nursery for a healthy

light

relieve
It

the

was

could be

little

child ?

Thus the pair had but to cross a white - painted
wooden bridge, which spanned the mill-stream, to
find themselves in a sylvan solitude.
At the same
time, the child's keeper was within sight of the
windows of the house, so that she could summon
aid or be reached at a

moment's

notice.

My

uncle
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was very indulgent to his young sister-in-law, and
was pleased to find that they had two tastes in
common.
He was an ardent lover of nature, and well acquainted with every detail of green glade, mossy
rock, slender thread of waterfall
to

quite

respectable

a

He had made

domain.

— swelling

cascade

— which

the best of

it

in winter

varied

his

by laying down

footpaths and erecting rustic seats for sitting, to take

advantage

of

the

best views,

acting

on

his

own

prompting, since his wife was more of a utilitarian
than an

idealist, sensible

rather than intellectual.

here was young Mary, fond of flowers at

least,

But
pro-

posing to work in the garden after the boy was in
bed.

The second

taste

was

for books.

He had

been a

great reader from his boyhood, and had accumulated

a fairly respectable library of a solid sort.

was

The marvel

where books were few and far
between, where there was no time to read what books
were to be found, the child Mary's eyes had learnt
to brighten at the sight of a book or a newspaper.
that at

Why should

Balass,

?

Nothing

could be easier in the present circumstances,

when she

sat at

her inclination not be gratified

her post across the burn, with the choice of a

tree-root for a seat and a leafy screen to protect her

from the sun. She could lay the baby in her lap or
on the warm grass at her side, where he had sufficient
daisies and buttercups to toss about him, or, when he
sank into a peaceful slumber, she could turn to her
book with a still more quiet conscience. Of course
he did not expect the girl to take to his books. There
was a lending library in Cupar which he understood
was specially for the use of women. He was in the

"THE SORROWS OF WERTHER"
town once a week, and could bring out a book
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for

Mary.

Many

a book he brought her, though his wife did

not quite see with him in the matter.

Marget was

not a reader, and she thought reading, except in the

"good book" on the Sabbath day, a worse
than doubtful occupation for a young girl. It would
be better for Mary to take out her seam with her, and
put in a stitch when she could. But kind John Walker
case of a

ruled that

was

Mary should have

the opportunity,

a treat so long as there

and Marget had too much respect

for her husband's affection for her sister to prevent

him having his way. One of the books brought to
my mother which impressed her greatly was "The
Sorrows of Werther " in a translation, of course.
She often spoke of it long afterwards, and would ask
wistfully, when modern books were being discussed,
" Have you read The Sorrows of Werther ?" Another
book on which she set a high value, much higher than it
deserved, was one of Fanny Burney's novels. But it
was not " Evelina," which still finds readers as a
famous classic, nor " Cecilia," which, if it has ceased
to be read, retains claims from its animated descriptions and clever, if exaggerated, studies of character.

—

'

'

My mother's

faith

was pinned

to " Camilla, or a Picture

of Youth," in which the author's didactic morality
and her extreme sentimentality had nearly reached
I wonder if there is one, not to say
many, persons alive who have waded through the
five volumes of "Camilla," or have dipped into the
author's last novel, "The Wanderer," for which she
was paid three thousand pounds, and in return fell
far below her ordinary level, while she descanted in
sonorous Johnsonian language on the unlifelike details.

their climax.

CHAPTER
The

misfortunes which beset

his later years at Balass

of the " white scourge

"

IV

my

grandfather during

began with the

first

stroke

(consumption), which ended

by ravaging his family. The earliest victim was the
eldest son, Andrew, who was learning to be a banker
with my grandfather's cousin, the Cupar magnate.
In an effort to save Andrew, an Indian cadetship
was procured for him, probably the one return benefit
conferred by his master, who had already succeeded
in establishing several of his sons as officers in the

East India Company's service.
got,

and he

set out

My

uncle's outfit

was

on what was then the long voyage,

but he did not live to reach his destination.

He

died,

and was buried at sea. My mother, as a young girl,
remembered dimly the arrival one day at Balass of
a young lady on horseback riding alone. The child
had never seen the visitor before, and never saw her
again.
But Mary knew that the stranger was admitted and closeted for an hour with my grandmother; then the lady departed as she had come.
This was the girl whom the dead lad had loved,
who had loved him. She was paying a stolen visit
to discover what particulars of his death had reached
his kindred, and to snatch the boon of crying in confidence for a few fleeting minutes with his mother.
Then came the end a sorry one of " bonnie Jeannie

—

—

BONNIE JEANNIE GIBB'S ROMANCE
Gibb's

"

romance.

Among
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her suitors had been twin

brothers, the sons of near neighbours and intimate
friends of the family. As will happen, Jean had given
her preference to the least worthy brother, a bold,
dashing, reckless young fellow, who had seen the

London, from which he had brought
little gold watch
a useful and
valuable ornament rarely seen at the waist of a girl
in a farm household of the period.
The couple had known each other from childhood
the two families were on the most intimate terms the
engagement was well known, and warmly approved of
by both. But, for some reason which has escaped me,
the marriage was delayed for a time. The test proved
too great for a restless, fickle man.
He became

world as

his

far as

—

sweetheart the

;

entangled in a disgraceful connection with another
girl in his

own rank

of

a scrap of honour, he

life, to whom, if he possessed
was bound to offer the poor

Unless he complied with

reparation of marriage.

the obligation, he need not attempt to hold

head again among his

up his
companions, who would cry

shame upon him.

News

of the trouble reached

my

grandmother, from
probably

what source she declined to tell her children
from some relative of the wretched girl.

My

grandmother's decision was

offender's

engagement

to

Jean

at

—

once taken

;

the

must be instantly

and presents (including the
dearly prized watch) returned to him without fail.
The two families, so long and so closely connected,
must be thenceforth strangers, since any intercourse
would be awkward and embarrassing.
Jean, with her heart wrung, her maidenly modesty
and passionate regard alike outraged, agreed to the
broken

off,

his

letters

4
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sentence, and from that hour the sun

her

She might not show

noon.

at

it

went down

for

she might go

;

about her usual tasks laughing, jesting, and looking
very much as before to a careless observer, for she
was a woman of spirit and sense, with a share of her
sister Marget's proud self-respect.
Above all, she

was too generous

to cast her

own

to bear.

even married
broken,

She

—but

burden on the bowed

who had enough

shoulders of others,

lived
all

the

for

cares of their

a term of years

same her spring

of

— she

life

was

unquestioned faith and
fearless happiness extinguished for ever.
The next trial was the sudden wilting and drooping
of the flower in the bud, Helen.
Friends who were
specially fond of her had taken her to a ball, where
she was the youngest and sweetest belle, but where
its

early glory of

she had caught a cold which she could not throw

off.

Grieved at the mischief done, these kind friends
carried her with them to drink the mineral waters at
Pitcaithly, one of the spas then regarded as a
panacea for every ill that flesh is heir to. Crowds
flocked to it to be reinvigorated by the treatment, and
to be enlivened by the gaieties dear to a girl's heart.
But, alas
fatal

!

the cure in this instance

was only

a

little less

than the blistering and bleeding, the ordinary

dealing with consumption, to which she was subjected

on her return home, where her short

life

was speedily

ended.

My grandfather's worldly affairs were getting worse
and worse. It goes without saying that he was active
and energetic in his fields, and among his stock, and
he seems to have been reasonably careful and
methodical in his business habits.

My

grandfather's

life

was

spoilt

by

his

unbounded

HARRY

GIBB'S

RUIN
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and adviser, and by the fatal facility
with which he complied with this cousin's request.
Harry Gibb's ruin was brought about, not by the failure
of the County Bank, over which his kinsman presided
trust in his friend

that

was

a great local misfortune,

its

disastrous conse-

quences extending from the little town all over the
county of Fife but it did not occur till a later period,

—

when among

the sufferers

whose weekly

hospitality

was the influential man for
Harry Gibb paid dearly.

In the days of the honest yeoman's prosperity, the

wily banker kept himself and his bank
getting his cousin to act as u caution

"

all

the safer

by

—as security in

the case of doubtful clients.

My father, who was the only lawyer in the family,
had many papers deposited with him, and at one time
was in possession of a huge collection of these thoughtlessly signed bills.
My mother could remember seeing my grandmother in tears after a messenger had
arrived from the bank to remind her husband of a
transaction he had wholly forgotten.
As an example of the odd, but not unknown,
mixture of self-will and easy temper which may be
met with in the same man who in one mood would
cry, as Harry cried, "I'll be crossed by no man!"
and in another was capable of such undoubting confidence as rendered him a prey to the designing
an incident is recorded of my grandfather which
is only paralleled by Thackeray's action when he was
found by a member of his family in the High Street
of Kensington carrying off bodily the chief ornament
of his drawing-room chimneypiece, because it had
just struck him it would look well on his friend John

—

Leech's chimneypiece.

A

great porcelain punch-bowl, ordered and

made
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China, and finally brought

in

by

a

friendly

my

sea

-

captain,

home and presented

who was

a

devoted

commonly lay beneath
room sideboard, and was the pride of
It
had also excited the
the Balass womankind.
attention and drawn forth the admiration of a slight
acquaintance, a Cupar gentleman who had chanced
crony of

the sitting

to call

grandfather's,

-

on business

at the

the visitor encountered

The next time
grandfather in the town

farmhouse.

my

the gentleman spoke of the bowl, and renewed his
praises of

its

size

and beauty.

Oh, do you like it ?" exclaimed the highly gratified
owner. " I am sure you may have it, if it pleases you
so much. Send out for it any day."
The unscrupulous gentleman sent out promptly,
and thenceforth the coveted bowl graced his wife's
drawing-room.
There was the customary struggle, for Harry's survival money was borrowed, paid, and repaid with
interest in connection with Harry Gibb's affluent
"

brothers-in-law.

Eden Bank with
and

affection of

The
its

pleasant

little

dower-house of

dependencies, due to the foresight

my

great-grandfather,

was

four thousand pounds, and sold in vain.

sold for

All had to

be given up, including the lease of Balass. Harry
Gibb was left a broken man a " dyvour," in the old
Scotch term the more pitiable in such a category
because a ruined farmer's occupation was gone, and
he had retained nothing by which he might retrieve
his losses.
He might put on a brave face, grin, and
bear the worst but what resource could come to him ?
He could do little to help himself beyond hiring himself
out as a farm bailiff. But the patent fact that he had
not been able to manage his own farm successfully

—

—

;

STRAITS OF DISPOSSESSED FARMERS
recommend him

did not

farm of anybody

for the

management
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of the

else.

have heard of deplorable straits to which the
illiterate farmers of a former generation, once small
kings in their way, were reduced.
They opened
taverns or kept toll-bars they started on small agencies
for the sale of potatoes or coals, doing a petty village
business they even descended to work in the ranks
I

;

;

whom the farmers had formerly
been the patrons and masters. In these cases the
wives and children of the unfortunate farmers fell
of the day-labourers, of

down with them, sooner or later, in the
But perhaps it was a more common

women

of the

wrecked household

to

social scale.

result for the

come

to the front

and play the part of bread-winners and so it was with
my brave, patient grandmother. She entered the
breach, found a house in the neighbouring town of
Cupar with sufficiency of accommodation to take in
what furniture had been saved, to fit her, with the
assistance of her unmarried daughters, to receive lads,
contemporaries and companions of her sons, as boarders.
;

A kind, motherly, careful woman, she did not fail

in

her

undertaking; and so matters settled themselves for the
time, while my grandfather adopted the most promising
course open to him

— that of acting as a land valuer and

auctioneer.

But the deadly enemy of the health and happiness
of the family in their changed circumstances was not
routed was not even propitiated. The fatal disease,
which still slays its thousands, in the beginning of the
nineteenth century slew its tens of thousands. It has
been noticed of consumption that, when it riots in a
family, it will frequently confine itself largely to one sex.

—

The sons

die while the daughters live, or the daughters
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are cut

down and the sons are spared. Where my grand-

was in question, it was chiefly the sons
Harry and George Gibb were attacked
in succession, and died at home in the middle of their
friends and companions, at a time when there was no
father's family

who

suffered.

thought of isolating the complaint and its victims.
Harry, I believe, had opened an earthenware and
china shop George was probably still in his appren;

ticeship to

some other trade

in the town.

a serious-minded youth, and had
a Dissenting church in Cupar.

Harry was

become a member of
With great difficulty

he induced his father to come to his church one evening
in order to hear a favourite preacher.
Unfortunately,
the elder Harry, who was exactly the kind of man to
cling to Church and State as his watchwords, had his
pocket-handkerchief stolen, and never failed afterwards
to assail his son with half-triumphant reproach

taking him

among

for

a set of thieves.

Poor father and mother! with their heart's importunate cry, Why should their boys be taken from them,
and the sons of other parents remain untouched ?
An interlude in these trials and bereavements was
brought about by the marriages of my mother and
my Aunt Jean. But each brief cheerful episode was
soon clouded over once more. Arthur Gibb, an elder
brother of the two younger sons, had gone north,
probably in the track of an uncle, a Burn, one of his
mother's family, who had resigned the pursuit of architecture for that of fish-curing, of all things, and was
a wealthy fish-curer in the fishing town of Wick, in
the county of Caithness. But Arthur Gibb did not
try fish-curing he got a situation as one of the subfactors to the Duchess-Countess of Sutherland in the
neighbouring county of Sutherland. He rented a
;

A COACH JOURNEY

IN

WINTER
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house in the country town of Golspie, was married,
and the father of a son. But neither did he escape.
The bracing air of the north was of no use to him
a wife's care did not

ward

desperate desire to

live, to

his child, to see

enough

to

provide for the safety of

him grow up

keep the father

his turn, in
at

The

off the cruel malady.

to

manhood, was not

in existence.

He

died, in

what was then looked upon as the wilds,
his home and the civilized

a far distance from

Lowlands.

My

father

was by

He was judged

that time a

member

of the family.

the most available person to represent

the relatives at the funeral.

He

took the long journey

when

his

He had

to

north by coach, at a season of the year

progress was stopped by a snowstorm.

walk part of the way.
On his arrival he found the
mourners in a state of consternation, because of the
blocked-up roads, which would not permit them to
bury their dead out of their sight without distressing
delay. Besides, in accordance with Highland practices,
the young widow's house was so crowded with friends
and followers that there was no room for him.
Quarters had to be found for him in the Castle of
Dunrobin, in the absence of the Duchess-Countess
and the family.
But the heaviest blow was yet to fall. Adam Gibb,
the son, who was a doctor, must have been a man of
fine character.
A small oil-painting of him has been
preserved. It shows a young man in a professional
white neckcloth and black coat, presenting to the
public a pleasant, sensible face, with eyes as blue as
the sky above him.

An

old friend of the family

who

remembered him, in speaking of him to me, said how
generally he was liked. He was thoroughly trust-
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worthy, with the joyous, generous temper of his sister

He was

Jean.

the natural stay to

whom

the rest of

the family, especially the heads of the house, turned in
their trouble.

He had begun
town

country

of

Monifeith,

county of Forfarshire.

was sent

for to attend a

the country.

The

as a surgeon in the

practise

to

sick

in

Late one

the

neighbouring

summer

night he

man at some miles' distance in
man had burst a bloodvessel.

Bent on losing no time, Adam Gibb mounted his horse
and rode full speed, getting greatly overheated in the
act.
In the fatigue which followed his services, and
in the chill and cooling-down of early morning, he rode
back, to be immediately seized, by a ghastly coincidence,
with a similar attack to that of the man whom he had
just quitted.

Considering the family tendency and the medical
it then received, Adam Gibb had got his
death-warrant, as he knew.
He returned to his father's house so utterly
shattered in health that, though he survived for
months, even years, it was only as a hopeless invalid.
But he would have given himself the sole chance of
treatment

recovery, according to the professional belief of the
time,

by repairing

to a

warmer

climate.

In spite of

Andrew's death by the way, Adam
too would have sailed for India, had not the girl to
whom he was engaged objected so strongly to the
his elder brother

step that he stayed at

One

home

to die.

mother
There was
a single survivor, a boy, the younger Andrew, who in
the flitting from Balass had carried the cat, the only
service which he could render. To rescue him, if

was

to

of his last efforts for his father and

try hard to save their one son.

YOUNG ANDREW
possible,

from the

fate

REVOLT
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which had befallen so many

of his race, Adam took the young lad to
Edinburgh, and summoned a consultation of doctors,

men

to see

what could be done

to save him.

The wise men pondered, and came to the conclusion
was to subject himself to

that the youth's best chance

— a kind
— while watching jealously, day

a system of counter-irritation and lowering diet
of permanent invalidism

by day,

for the

Surely

it

appearance of the

was by

foe.

a healthful instinct that the boy,

then in good health, rose in revolt, and refused to be so
dealt with.

He would

his chance.

The end

five

and take

live like other boys,

justified

him

;

he alone of his

brothers defied the enemy, and reached an age

considerably over

He made

threescore.

one bold

attempt to revive the connection with Balass, when, a

to

man with

a family, he returned, accompanied
and the stock of a farm, once more
hold the lease but times were against him, and he

married

by

wife, children,

;

was forced

to relinquish his project.

Jean's marriage

was

not likely to serve either her or her husband.

He

In the meantime, poor

was

a

young fellow

Aunt

name

of the

of Templeton, fairly

well connected, and an intimate friend of

my

father's.

He had an attractive nature and a gift of song,
which made him dangerously popular in his set.
Alas for " bonnie Jeannie "
He was also as unstable
as water.
Even she could not steady him. She had
not much time in which to weave her wiles. His
health had given way before the marriage, and
I do not know if the pair had so much as taken up
house, or if they were only preparing to do so. If
they had gone from my grandmother's house, they
came back very soon, both stricken, two more victims
!
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to be cared for

Adam Gibb

The Templetons and

and nursed.

died in that

terribly bereaved

house

within a month or two of each other.

My

mother was deeply impressed by the death of
her brother Adam, who remained cheery and bright
to the end.
She was one of the watchers by him,
seeing and appreciating his unselfishness, his reverent,
manly submission, and his perfect calmness and
courage.
She was within hearing the last night
when he asked one of those around him to read aloud
the

hymn
"

The hour

of

my

departure's

come

;

hear the voice which calls me home
I leave the world without a tear,
Save for the friends I hold so dear."
I

Out

at

Blebo

Mills,

John Walker's wife Marget,

among her kindred,
sought refuge in religion. Methodism as a sect had
only the slightest footing in Scotland. But at that

appalled by the havoc wrought

date,

when Moderatism was

at

national Church, every spiritual

its

height in the

movement was,

as

a rule, strongly tinged with Methodist attributes, with
their searching sincerity and their terrors, which

had more

to

do with the

Law

than the Gospel.

These keenly affected a woman, naturally earnest
and given to introspection, like my aunt, so that for
years her life was darkened by periodical fits of gloom.
A long time after Jean Templeton's death, a group
of her nieces, the daughters of her sisters Marget and
Mary, when walking along a country road, were hailed
by a gentleman on horseback, who, as he was about to
pass by them, stopped abruptly, and, looking keenly
in their faces, startled them by asking roughly, " Is
there any one of you called Jean?"
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The elder girls had seen before now the face whose
once handsome lines were blurred and discoloured
and the eyes ablaze with the wild fire of dissipation.
These girls recognized the man and were acquainted
with his name, though it was not in either of their
fathers' houses that they had met him or heard words
which were rarely spoken there.
It was not without doubt and alarm that her companions pointed to one girl who bore the name of Jean.
The rider drew up to her, stooped down, slid a halfcrown into her hand, and, with a " There's for you,"
rode off as he had come. Doubtless his thought was
that she would spend the money on some pleasure for
herself and her sisters and cousins, and for that night,
at least, would enjoy being queen of her company.
My grandmother, who had supported and tended so
many near and dear to her, died peacefully when she
was a little over sixty years of age. Her husband
survived her for seven years, spending the time under
the roof of his youngest son, who had succeeded him
as land valuator and auctioneer.
He was a bachelor,
on whose cheerful company the old man set store,
while the two married daughters who remained to
him, and were settled in his vicinity, looked after the
comfort of the pair, providing them with a succession
of discreet and trusty maid-servants.
A troop of grandchildren were a good deal with
their grandfather, who liked to have them with him.
He did not weary of their restlessness and noise,
and enjoyed to look on at their games. He had learned
patience with age, and answered untiringly, sometimes with a flash of humour, their ceaseless questions
:

"

When will it rain, grandfather?"

or to-morrow ?"

"

Will

it

rain to-night
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Bairns,

if it

does not rain some time, folk will speak

of the long drouth" (drought).

When

hard pressed, he could not refuse his young
listeners the treat of hearing him raise his quavering
voice and sing to them the old songs for which he had

been known

in his early days.

He would

give them

Scotland's derision, or the English General on

Troops

the Jacobite
"

stole a

Hey Johnnie Cope,
!

Or

are your

drums

whom

march

are you

wauken

yet,

a-beatin' yet ?"

or he would dwell, with peculiar masculine mockery,

on the splendour of the complacent heiress,
Fowler of the Glen ":
" Sillar

Tibby

buckles in her shoon,

Cockle-shells would set her better
Silly elf, it's for

That
I

"

a'

;

her pelf

the lads are wooing at her."

can just remember the venerable figure of a big

old man with white hair and a kindly smile, in his
wheeled chair, to which he was bound fast by paralysis
and rheumatism, as he sat in the window of the bright,
cheerful room looking down on the main street of the
little town he had known so well.
He had ridden and
run and ruffled with the best there in his day a man
of substance and influence as his father's heir.
With
his handsome person and his frank, honest, kindly
nature, he had been greatly beloved, of whatever faults
or follies he had been guilty. He had a soft spot in
his heart for me, one of his younger grandchildren, as
he had for the girls in the two families who had been
named for his wife. I was one of his own two
" namesakes."
The other was a grown-up man when
I was a little child, yet old Harry had been heard to

—

THE OLD YEOMAN'S FUNERAL
say that

it

was the wish

should marry
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of his heart that the cousins

—a

wish naturally ungratified. Harry
Gibb would sit at his window and watch for me, a little
girl of six coming from school in the middle of her
companions, and if she did not have the medal of her
class hanging round her neck, the hot temper of the
man who had refused to be crossed, who had nearly

would make a last show,
champion would not hesitate to attribute the
lack of the distinctive ornament to gross injustice and
a fraud on the part of the rascally schoolmaster! Her
poor old grandfather could not move to see the wrong
righted, but he did wonder of what her father could be
throttled the maitre d'armes,

and

my

thinking that he

was not

setting out at once to call the

scoundrel to account.

When

the

old

yeoman

—a

broken, failed

man

in

—

passed away, his funeral was attended by
gentle and simple and by a host of the poor, and was
one of the largest ever seen in the town. It was the
his dotage

man who had been the most
and the kindest of masters, who so
long as he had a penny to halve had shared it with
his destitute brothers and sisters.
irresistible tribute to the

loyal of friends

PART

II

A YOUNG COUPLE: THE BREAD-WINNER

AND THE HOUSE-MOTHER

CHAPTER

I

Mary Gibb were married on June 6,
He was
1 8 14 (the year before the Battle of Waterloo).
not quite twenty-one; she was in her twenty-third
The reproach of advanced age could not be
year.
brought against my father as it was brought against
Philip Keddie and

his brother-in-law,

similar

men

in

John Walker, of Blebo

that

Mills, or

generation of early maturity.

The minister who performed the ceremony is said to
have asked in troubled wonder of the said John
Walker, "Is that boy the bridegroom?"
The marriage took place at Blebo Mills, where my
mother had spent her happy holiday eight or nine
years before, looking after her baby nephew and
devouring books. Her home in Cupar was still in its
by the heavy shadows of
was not a fit place for marriage

hospital stage, darkened

sickness and death.

It

my

grandmother
altogether approved of the settlement for Mary. She
did not object to the man, but she had a word to say
against his origin. Perhaps in no case had she viewed
those clerks who were " bound to be masters " with
the favour which her daughters had extended to them.
festivities.

Besides,

I

do not think

63
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my

In addition

footing of the clerks

men

was not altogether on the
who were sons of professional

father

or of farmers and well-to-do tradesmen.

of Philip Keddie's forbears

Some

were adventurous enough,

but their successes did not benefit

my

father's

branch

of the family.
His grandmother on the mother's side,
whose surname was Philp from which his Christian

—

name,

—

had been ingeniously manufactured had
brothers settled in the West Indies, reputed to be

men

Philip,

of fortune.

shown some

As

a

little

lad

my

father had been

of the Spanish doubloons which these

gentlemen sent

to their sister.

or small, died with them.

No

Their fortunes, great

trace of

them arrived

in

Scotland.

Alexander Keddie, an uncle of my father's, was a
in the Royal George when the famous
vessel sank with its troops and crew as it was in the
Alexander
act of sailing from its place in the docks.
Keddie not only saved himself, but was also instrumental in saving another boy a young midshipman,
afterwards Sir Philip Durham, the hero of the mutiny
The two boys were from the same East
at the Nore.
of Fife coast district, and might very well know each
other by sight and by name. It is even possible that in
the primitive manners of these days they might have
sat together on the same bench in the same parish
cabin-boy

—

school.

An

anecdote was told of the father of Sir Philip,

when

him on
from the terrible disaster in which so
many victims perished, the slow-witted, slow-tongued
laird answered with hesitation that he had got a letter
from the boy to that effect, but that Philip was so given
that

a friendly neighbour congratulated

his son's escape

to

story

-

telling

that

he,

the laird, could not give

ALEXANDER KEDDIE
credence to the escape

more trustworthy

When
Durham

till it
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was confirmed from some

quarter.

the curious incredulity

was removed, the

family proved their gratitude to

my

grand-

uncle by securing for him one of those Indian cadetships which seemed always at hand

East of

in the

and were freely given, whether as the price of
reward for an act of bravery and loyalty.
Starting life afresh with the cadetship, and departing
for another hemisphere, the link between Alexander
Keddie and his family was broken, never to be renewed.
It was believed from such stray sources as found their
way to his kindred that he lived and throve in his new
station, and died a rich man, with no reference to his
kith and kin in far-away Scotland.
One of them, more
speculative than the others, used to approach my father
Fife,

a vote or the

with the proposal that the various branches of the
family should combine forces, and empower a reliable

messenger to go out to Calcutta or Bombay and ascerwhat had become of the dead man's estate. My
father promptly put down his foot on the suggestion
as idle and foolish, and certain to be barren of result.
I never even heard him mention the lost Alexander
and his vanished riches but the story, and that other
fascinating tale of the Spanish doubloons, somehow
tain

;

reached the children of the house,

who

caught hold of

them, hugged them, and delighted themselves with
childish fancies of fairy fortunes

day, from the East or from the

coming

West

to them,

some

— unsolicited, but

not wholly unexpected, and anything rather than un-

welcome.

A

cousin of

my father's was

in a respectable position

Helena when Napoleon was there in exile. I
remember him paying us a short visit, in company
in St.

5
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who had been named after
Adamson had frequently seen
of course, we craved for anec-

with a shy young daughter
Princess Charlotte.

Mr.

the ex-Emperor, and,

But it seems as if the shadow of le petit
which attained such gigantic proportions, still
dominated the world he had left, and served to close
the cautious Scotchman's lips, so scanty was the
information we extracted from him.
Other members of my father's family rose to some
eminence as local architects, like my mother's relatives,
Lasting examples of solid masonry in
the Burns.
bridges, etc., remained as their monuments. Another
member was a gunmaker of repute, whose guns were
But of my father's near
in demand all over Scotland.
relations, his father held no higher post than that of
underground manager in the coal-pits of the Wemysses
dotes of him.

caporal,

of

Wemyss

Castle, near the village of Methil.

He was

an upright, hard-working man, for whom his son had
great respect and affection.
But my grandfather married, unfortunately, a woman
without the qualities which would have fitted her to
manage his earnings so as to give him a comfortable
home and to rear his family in such a manner that
they might be a credit and comfort to their parents
and themselves. If she did what she could, it was
but a poor doing. My father, a shy, sensitive child,
was a lonely boy in the uncongenial surroundings
of a large family of brothers and sisters all more or
less unlike him.
An old man who had a fancy for
the child used to take him fishing, and teach him to
say his prayers.

Most of the money my grandfather had been able
to save was spent on his eldest son, who was sent
But he
to Glasgow to be trained as an engineer.

A POOR SUITOR
threw up

his advantages,
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and went to sea as a man
Dundonald. Reckless,

before the mast under Lord
daring, and clever in his

own

line,

much

like his leader,

he was not to be depended upon, and came back from
the sea as poor as when he went away. He returned
to a collier's calling in the

Wemyss

from which he never rose more than

My

pits, a

position

a step.

father got his entire education at the parish

and as soon as possible, while yet a mere lad,
home, and birthplace, to become a clerk in a
Cupar lawyer's office, first to lodge, and later to board,

school,

left his

in the town.

My grandmother from Balass was prepared to accept
poor suitors for her daughters poor as Harry Gibb
had rendered himself; but why should the girl quit
the rank in which she was born, and connect herself

—

with a family like
suitors born in her

my
own

father's ?

station

;

Mary had
let

other

her choose one

of them.
It

was not

till

my

grandmother found

that

her

daughter was on the eve of following her mother's
example and eloping with her lover, but against,
instead of with, the good-will of her relatives, that she
consented to the marriage.

Then John Walker came to the rescue. Between
him and my father there had grown up a sincere
and lasting regard, undisturbed by the difference in
age and by the fact that, while both were keen
politicians,

they held diametrically opposite sides in

politics.

My

father had kept himself to himself, had studied

he was able, and, with the native modesty
on the one hand, and on the other the essential delicacy
of thought and feeling which was a marked feature in
as far as
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him, was soon accepted by the best of the youths of
the

town

as a

He was

He

chivalry.

associate.

fit

not without

his

vein

of

romance

and

had more than the ordinary Scotch-

man's respect for learning, while any culture in women,
to which he had been wholly unaccustomed, had a great
He used to tell to his amused
attraction for him.
family circle in later years, with the dry fun which

sounded irresistible from his grave, quiet lips, who
had been his standing goddess, worshipped from
a respectful distance, in these early Cupar days,
when, with the slender income on which he contrived
to make a decent appearance, there must have been
pretty sharp pinching where both back and board were
concerned.

The commanding regime
as teachers of girls in the
its

place

was the

of the

Misses McPherson

town had come

to

an end. In

less autocratic rule of ladies

named

Greig. They had, however, introduced a novelty in
the shape of the young governess who was my father's
He had nothing whatever to do with her at
divinity.
close quarters.

He had

hardly seen her near at hand.

had never spoken to her. He did not know her
name. But he would follow her, and the double row

He

was there to teach, in their daily walks,
humble a distance that he did not
suppose the lady of his dreams was ever aware of his
She was not always the same young lady, but
escort.
These
it was invariably the Misses Greig's governess.
ladies seem to have made frequent changes in the
Often he was
single representative of their staff.
apprised by the shock of witnessing her departure
in one of the coaches whose goings and comings were
of scholars she

only

it

was

at so

constant sources of interest and excitement, watched

A SUICIDE'S GRAVE
and waited for by the public of Cupar.
then inflicted was

painful,

the
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If

the

pain was

pang

speedily

assuaged, since by one of the next coaches the de-

parted heroine's successor
arrive,

and to her the

was

silent

tolerably certain to

worshipper instantly

transferred his devotion.

So much

for the

vein of romance in

my

father.

Several instances of his chivalrous temperament are
preserved.

The

was not

to bury a suicide
him a dishonoured
grave in the open country at a point where four roads
met. The body of a native of Cupar whose senses
had unmistakably given way was thus treated. My
father was one of the party of young men who, indignant at the inhumanity of the action, walked out
after nightfall, armed with pick and shovel, to the
juncture of the four roads, raised and removed the

old barbarous custom

in consecrated ground, but to dig for

coffined corpse with all respect, carrying

town, and finally depositing

it

it

into the

in the kirkyard " lair,"

where kindred corpses reposed.
The old gaol was in the centre of the town, a cheerful
situation for the prisoners, but one which was subversive of discipline. My mother could remember
the prison windows, always full of eager faces inspecting what was going on in the streets without. She
had seen the prisoners' friends communicating with
them by the simple device of strings let down from
the window, which were drawn up again, bringing the
coins and the letters intended for the men in durance.
A notorious evildoer, known by the sobriquet of
"Jenny Nettles," used to squat on the cobble-stones
calmly waiting for her turn in this convenient intercourse.
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Of course it was highly desirable that an end
should be put to this free-and-easy system of incarceration, and a

the

town

— an

new gaol had been

built quite outside

imposing-looking pillared structure like

a gentleman's house, void of offence, but

by no means

so accommodating in the matter of communication

with the prisoners and the public.
gaol were pulled down, there

If the dilapidated old

would be no

difficulty in

once removing the prisoners to their fresh quarters.
But, as it happened, the party in the Town Council with

at

which

my

father's firm

was concerned were opposed

My

to the instant demolition of the building.

was

sent to

Edinburgh

prevent the destruction.

and from the

ferry,

the mandate, and

to

He

rode on horseback to

crossed and recrossed

was back

father

procure an interdict to

it,

secured

in a marvellously short

But the scene, as he reached the end of the
street in which the gaol was situated, was marked by
clouds of dust rising from the already half-demolished
time.

old gaol.

Though

the object of

my

father's errand

so great an impression had been

made by

was

lost,

the faithful,

breakneck speed with which he had fulfilled his commission and served his employers that, the next time his
party had the majority in the Council, he was given the
freedom of the town as an acknowledgment of his feat.

When

County Bank went far
town and neighbourhood, the manager or
whom Harry Gibb had the misfortune to be

the great failure of the

to ruin the

agent, to

related, succeeded in getting off scot-free for the

malpractices which had led to the disaster.
fortunate accountant,

by

his principal,

who had been

was made the

un-

led off his feet

He was
money which he

scapegoat.

arrested for the disappearance of

many

An

TEA-PARTIES IN PRISON
could

hope

not

pay,

to

was hanging over

while

a
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criminal charge

He was

lodged as a
and sanitary
arrangements of which did not correspond with its
elegance.
The lad had been popular in his way, and
there was considerable indignation aroused in the
town, where he had near relatives, at the callousness
with which a simple, thoughtless tool had been first
deluded and drawn into the vortex, and then abandoned and sacrificed.
The mode in which the indignation was expressed
was almost as unconventional as the process of the
strings dropped from the old gaol windows in order
to bring up tidings and contributions for the prisoners.
The good-natured matrons of the town, in whose
houses the offender had often figured among other
young people, laid their heads together to keep up
his spirits and assure him of their sympathy.
They
his

debtor in the elegant

head.

new

gaol, the space

held a series of tea-parties in his

Of course

room

in the gaol.

the ladies invited the company, and sent

modest feasts.
had not been on familiar terms with the
unhappy delinquent a good deal his junior neither
do I suppose the Cupar men in general, however softhearted, were inclined to come prominently forward
in connection with Eben Anderson and his offence.
But a friend of my father's was a near relation of the
young fellow. For that very reason the friend did
not act, so as to awaken suspicion by an attempt to
help his kinsman to make his escape.
My father had to bell the cat by throwing dust in
the eyes of the guardians of the law. This was accomplished by taking advantage of the debtor's freedom
on Sundays. He had been out of prison all day, when,
in the materials for the

My

father

—

—
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towards evening, but still too early for his return to
my father might have been seen openly and
coolly taking a little stroll with the culprit in the
immediate outskirts of the town. At a favourable
gaol,

moment, when the pair found themselves unobserved,
was suddenly increased till it brought them
near a wood, where they separated. The prisoner out
on his Sunday's leave made his way quickly among the
trees and bushes, to lie hidden there till the first gleam
of dawn, when he cut across the country and reached
the seaboard. From the coast, after a little more
lurking and hiding, he succeeded in getting on board
a vessel sailing for America.
There he had nothing
more to fear, since extradition treaties did not yet
exist.
He settled in what was then the Far West for
their pace

the rest of his days, acquired land, prospered honestly

and only stole back, when age was creeping
his outlawry all but forgotten, to catch a
last glimpse of his country and what kindred remained
In the
to him before he crossed the Atlantic again.
meantime, my father took a circuitous route back to
the town, entering it from quite another quarter, or
and

fairly,

upon him and

" port," with a disarming' air of innocent unconscious-

ness.
I

cannot

tell

what was the penalty

and
guess

for aiding

abetting the escape of a prisoner, neither can

I

what punishment might have been involved in removing the remains of a miserable man from the
common ground, where they would have been trodden
underfoot by indifferent wayfarers, and conveying the
corpse within the walls of a peaceful kirkyard and
within the shadow of a venerable kirk-steeple.
father

was not

he ran the

risk, as

My

upon to pay in either case, but
he would have faced double the

called

THE DEATH OF THE FIRST-BORN
danger

in
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the cause of humanity or at the call of

friendship.

The young

couple's income

was narrow, and they

above
a baker's shop. These flats were different from the
spacious flats of to-day, and from the comparatively
comfortable commodious flats in the larger towns, and
were merely used, as a rule, by the tradesmen whose
shops were underneath. There my mother's first four
started their married

life in

a small

think,

flat, I

children were born, and there the two elder children

The

died.

first-born

was

a fine

little girl,

who

lived

two years, the pet and plaything of her invalid uncles

She had had her picture painted, regardwhich could be ill spared, and
before the picture was brought home the child, of
whom her young father was very fond, was dead.
The picture represents a chubby rosy child in a red
frock, with red shoes to match.
She is seated on a
rustic seat, with a woodland background a basket of
cherries is by her side, and she holds cherries in one
and aunts.

less of the expense,

;

little

dimpled

death

my

left its

An incident

fist

mark.

in

connection with her

Just before and after his marriage

be a dandy in his way, had been
enough of one, encouraged by my mother, I make no
father, inclined to

question, to cultivate a queue

— a long, soft curl grown

back of the head, not unlike a cavalier's lovelock, allowed to fall over the coat-collar, and kept in

at the

its

place

by

a black ribbon, with

together and

tied.

made my mother,

which

it

was gathered

After the death of his

little girl

he

despite her remonstrances, cut off the

queue, because such vanities were no longer for him.

My

mother kept the queue among her treasures, so
my eyes have seen and my fingers have touched
such a queue as was worn by Maximilien Robespierre
that
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and many a

distinguished but more harmless

less

gentleman.

A

short break

of the

little flat

was made in the quiet, everyday life
by a business visit which my father

Some

paid to London.
of

the

were made, even

my
a

under

which journeys

in the generation following that of

My father had taken his passage in
My
had been gone a fortnight.
looking for a letter from London,

grandfather.

"smack."

mother

was

when she
of

of the details are significant

conditions

difficult

the

It

got one from Burntisland, on the shores

Firth

lying becalmed.

of

Forth,

The

where the packet was
was a month on the

traveller

voyage, detained by contrary winds, with the proso nearly eaten up that passengers and
crew were reduced to cabin biscuits for the most
part.
The sight which seems to have impressed my
father most was that of the Duke of Wellington
riding to the Horse Guards, and giving a military
salute in return for the uncovered heads which he
passed.
The Iron Duke never came to Scotland,
where he would have been received with acclamation.

visions

CHAPTER
The

little

flat,

though

stances of the pair,

II

keeping with the circum-

in

was not favourable

to the health

A candid doctor
he did not take a house with
a garden he would soon neither have wife nor child.
There were excellent houses of the kind in Cupar. Its
of my mother or of her elder children.
told

my

father that

if

pretensions as a county town were proved by the

presence within its bounds of many good old houses
and gardens, which were more like the country houses
of the neighbouring lairds than the houses of poor
professional men or of tradesmen. In fact, these had

been the town houses of the neighbouring nobility
and gentry when a county town sufficed them for
a winter residence, with the town's social gaieties, and
saved the county set from hurrying to the capital,
having to travel a much greater distance and to
incur far heavier expense.

In

my

House "

mother's day there

— Balmerino

House

still

stood " Lady Betty's

— associated

with the

last

Lord Balmerino, who died on the scaffold for a Steuart
House, where all that was left of the

rising; Lindores

Leslies lingered Preston Lodge, whence a Prince who
had danced with fair " Mallie Lee " led out another
proud and fair dame a dweller in Cupar in the reign
of the second Charles. A tradition survives of her
that she had contested the honour of being the belle
;

—
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of Edinburgh with that

same Mallie Lee of

whom

it

was written
"

A

Prince came out from Holyrood,
with Mallie Lee,"

And danced
the

Prince

being James,

Duke

of York, who,

like

other Princes, has undergone a modern whitewashing,

but of

whom

it

is

certain that he sat in the Scotch

Parliament House and witnessed unmoved the tortures of the boot and

thumbscrew

rebellious Covenanters, to melt,

if

inflicted

on the

possible, their un-

and defiant dourness.
These good old houses were not of so remote a date
as to deprive them of comforts and conveniences.
They had come into existence long after the demolition
of the castle, on its hill, where Davie Lindsay's proquenchable

faith

testing play, "

The

The Three

Estates,"

was

acted.

single objection to one of the smaller of these

houses and gardens was that their rent was a heavy
drain on my father's slender finances, though by this
time he was confidential clerk in his office, with the
near prospect of a junior partnership, and the dignity
of being, at least nominally, one of the masters to

which

all

Scotch clerks aspired.

In mortal terror of the double bereavement with

which he was threatened,
a large garden, and there

my father took a house
my country born and

with
bred

mother recovered her health, and there were born
who grew up to manhood
and womanhood. On the interesting occasions of their
arrival, my father is reported to have retired and spent
nights in the seclusion of a Dutch summer-house in
the farthest corner of the garden, where he was within
reach if need were, while he was beyond sight and
four of the six children
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avert, which, manlike,

But the golden days
Cupar were something apart from its old houses
and gardens and from the historic memories of its
castle, of which not a stone was left, and of a dilapidated building known as the " Temple Tenement," the
tenants in which paid no taxes because on the site
of their dwelling-house there had stood in the far-off,
he could not bear to witness.

of

misty past a preceptory of the Knights Templars.

The

distinction of the

law-courts,

its

little

town was

that,

with

collegiate church, its coffee-room,

its

and

which good actors came on their
provincial tours; its stage coaches, its upper class never
sinking below the educated ranks of argumentative,
loquacious lawyers and their households, it was a
miniature Edinburgh. Having no trade, it had no
wealth, and had arrived at the careless, scornful
attitude of being perfectly unabashed in its poverty,
little

theatre, to

proclaiming with jesting glee that the capital of the

whole community was not more than thirty pounds,
which was generally borrowed and in the risky hands
of the most impecunious of its members.
Old Cupar took its place and its pride on the high
standard of its intelligence, its wit, its somewhat jovial
simplicity, and its independence.
It was a law unto
itself, admitting and excluding whom it would to its
very citadel. Small, according to modern measurement, as the incomes of the professional men who
were its magnates were, these incomes were equal,
in connection

the cost of

with the simpler habits of the time, to

much

hosts and guests

These
were not misers they were not even,

friendly free-and-easy visiting.

as a rule, gifted

:

with the calculating prudence of

mercantile circles.

—
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At

men of law was the " Shirra "
who happened to be the grand-

the head of these

(Sheriff Substitute),

father of the late Mrs. Millais, a

widower with

He was

abroad.

family scattered

his

the kindest and

same footing with
fellow-townsmen that he was reckoned one of the

cheeriest of men, so entirely on the
his

Merry Andrews

three "

Shirra

;

Andrew

"

—Andrew Jamieson, the

Andrew Welch,
Gibb,

my

a notary in the

town

;

said

and

uncle, the youngest son of old

Harry Gibb and the

sole survivor of his brothers,

himself a land agent and auctioneer.

Andrews were content
their acquaintances less

make sport
endowed with

to

drollery in the famous three.

These Merry
for those

of

the spirit of

Many were

the stories

told of the Shirra, with his boyish love of fun,

which

and must be indulged
whatever the consequences, and of the utter absence
of false or, for that matter, genuine dignity incumbent
on a man in office.
The Shirra had a person in his employment as
part groom, part gardener. The man was half-witted,
and his oddities were irresistible to his light-hearted
master.
The servant had very bent legs, which
brought upon him the name of " Bowsie." This term,
in unison with his absence of self-control and violent
demonstrations of temper, caused the street boys to
run after him with mocking cries. These attacks were
met with wild runs on Bowsie's part, in futile attempts
The
to catch and punish the insulting offenders.
Shirra had often witnessed, and, in spite of his
thorough good-nature, been unable to help relishing
took no

obstacle into account,

the absurdity

Walking
ing at a

of,

the scene.

in the

little

garden one day, with Bowsie workand over-

distance, temptation overtook

THE "SHIRRA"
came Bowsie's master.
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behind

strolled

heaped-up bunches of peasticks, and,

in

a

some

falsetto

of shrill boyish voices, called " Bowsie
Bowsie !" as if the gross personality had been uttered
by invisible imps in the air.
The incorrigible jester met his match. The victim
raised himself stiffly from his stooping posture, turned
slowly, and looked with stony eyes at the perpetrator
of the hoax " Div ye think," he shouted back scorn!"
fully, " I dinna ken it's you, ye auld id-y-ot
The Shirra's maid-servants adored him. At the same
time, they " went over his head " and ruled him with a
imitation

:

rod of iron.

They thought themselves

fully justified

in resenting

the liberty he had taken

when he

considerately invited

some

in-

friends to dinner without

previously consulting the convenience of his domestics.

The poor

penitent Shirra ventured into the kitchen,

where the ill-used damsels were supposed to be overwhelmed with work, humbly begged a loan of one
of their " brats

" (kitchen aprons), proceeded to tie it
ample
round
waist, then took up the basket of peas
brought in from the garden, with the cullender into
which they were to be shelled, and, sitting down
meekly on a kitchen chair, sought to lighten the burden
he had imposed upon his household by giving them
assistance in their work.
My father had received an "open sesame" to the

his

society of the town.

my

It

was a

little

more

difficult

with

mother, though she was the better born and bred

which dealt with the men were
from those ruling the daughters

of the two, for the lines

somewhat

different

of the neighbouring farmhouses.

The

girls

were per-

mitted to hold a certain amount of intercourse with
the townspeople, to receive their education at the
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town

and
However,

to attend their larger, less select

much

adaptability of character, so as to

schools,

parties.

possessed of
suit

my

herself easily to

mother was quick of

new

wit,

and

She rose

surroundings.

rapidly to the heights of intelligence and good manners

presented to her as an example. Both she and

were

my father

were of such sympathetic natures as
and to value
keenly the gaiety of the town, and to become one of
the most popular couples of the younger set. Soon
my mother was the favourite chaperon at the winter
assemblies, the most successful lady-president over
of an age and

to get rid speedily of superficial rusticities,

the charitable soup-kitchens.

The

family

of the town's middle class

life

was not

unlike that of the country, except that the hours of the
three meals

—breakfast, dinner, and

supper

the same.

Tea was

—a

a fourth meal

not an afternoon refreshment

only the

women and

central table, with

of plates,

bearing

its

— but,

—were not

regular meal,

as a rule,

who

it

was

round the
prominent tea-tray and its array

its

children

sat

variety of tea-bread,

butter,

and preserves. The breakfast and the dinner, both
early, were the substantial meals the supper was a
light and simple affair.
Even in houses of good
standing it frequently consisted solely of a bowl of
porridge or "sowens," served in soup-plates and
supped with milk or of a dish of herrings, fresh, salt,
;

;

or red (cured), to be eaten with

new

potatoes

when

in season;

or of "bread and cheese and radishes,"
very much as they were favoured by Cowper and
Mrs. Unwin. Luncheon did not exist. One is tempted
to think the cost of living in professional classes

must

be about doubled by our modern practice.
Even at social gatherings the entertainments were
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reasonably free from extravagance.

Dinner-parties

were comparatively rare, and the guests were mostly
confined to men, when sherry and port were the only
wines drunk, and that very moderately. With cheese
and dessert there was Edinburgh strong ale or porter.
If excess followed it was in the shape of whisky toddy.
The prevailing form of gaiety was what was styled
" tea and supper," the invitation to which often included
the words "in an easy way."
The company did not
often exceed five or six couples. The gentlemen not
infrequently omitted the first part of the programme,
but they came in time for the amusement provided
whist at sixpenny points. If any young people drifted
in to what was essentially a party for married couples,
they had a separate table with round games of cards.
The supper was modest enough, limited to such dishes
as are now banished from our tables, or only figure as
breakfast-dishes or dinner entrees such were tripe,
kidneys, " minced collops " (the Scotch dish was made
from fresh meat, not rechauffe from meat already

—

cooked), crab-pies served in the crab-shells,

etc.

On

merriment and the wit, which represented the feast of reason and the flow of soul, played
freely more freely than at the more formal and more
substantial dinners banquets which, when women
were present, marked " house-heatings," marriages, etc.
Such rivalry as existed was chiefly in connection

this light fare the

:

—

with the
it

menu

was an

furnished by the presiding matron, as

affair for

which the mistress of the house

did not disdain to hold herself accountable.

Even

if

she relegated the dinner to her cook, she was understood to be in possession of sufficient superior knowledge to qualify her in guiding and superintending
the cook. ...

It

was

the

same on more ceremonious
6
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when

occasions,

the provision for the sustenance of

body was at once more solid and more elaborate.
There were dishes with which a house -mother's
special gift was associated.
She did not object to

the

stand sponsor for them, as in the case of the Princess
in the "

Arabian Nights," whose cream

with her

own

tarts

were spiced

delicate allowance of pepper.

One

lady

had a reputation for home-cured rounds of beef, which
were near to bearing her name another was known
;

for her pigeon-pies, another for her tipsy-cake.

mother pinned her

faith in the

My

matter of fame to her

hare-soup.

There was private and personal honour for indidishes, as there was private and personal
honour for after-supper music, given by the singer,
unaccompanied, in the seat which he or she occupied
Each tuneful lady or gentleman
for hours at table.
had her or his particular song as an acknowledged

vidual

right.

To have

misappropriated the right established

by long usage would have been a distinct act of rudeThere was no craving for novelty in the songs
ness.
rather a cordial welcome for old favourites " Scots
Wha Hae," " Ye Mariners of England," " Ye Banks
and Braes," or " Allan Water," were sure to be received
:

with acclaim.
It

may have been

old ditties

musical ignorance which made the

so agreeable, since only tunefulness

was

asked for; there was a wonderful amount of tunefulness about in these days. There was one advantage
the singer could
in music as it was practised then
sing at any time or place, as inclination prompted or
:

good-nature implied

— in

the garden, in the fields, in

the workroom, in the garret, over one of the longspells of

needlework

to

which

women

not only duti-

"MY MITHER BIDS ME BIND MY HAIR"
fully applied themselves,

took positive pleasure

;

but in which

by wakeful

many

of
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them

children, at friends'

supper-tables.

My father was what used to be called in Scotland
"timber tuned," without musical ear or voice, though
he was fond of being sung to, and was considerably
moved by the experience. My mother always called
herself the least tuneful of her family, and I never
heard her sing in any company. But I remember her

My Mither Bids Me Bind My Hair," to soothe
my first attack of toothache, as I sat on her knee, a child

crooning

"

of four or five years

when

the song again for

more than

it

happened.

I

did not hear

when a
French girl who

half a century,

French version was sung to me by a
had been trained to sing in an operatic company. My
musical faculty is no greater than my father's was, yet,
in a moment, my mother's voice was in my ears, with
her record of how little her hair and everything else in
creation was to her when " Lubin was away."
The old Cupar day began to most of the professional
men with the advent of old Michael Kilgour, the local
barber, who was not only an exceedingly respectable
old gentleman he was bound, in order to render himself and his visits popular and profitable, to be a gossip
of the first water.
It must have been something of a
task for the old visiting barber to regulate his morning
calls, not only according to the early or late hours of his
public but in addition, when his subjects were married
men, he had to act so as not to disturb the repose of
:

;

the mistresses of the various establishments.
ever, there

were occasional matrons

How-

sufficiently philo-

sophic to regard the closed curtains of four-post beds

enough privacy. In that case they were rewarded
by listening at their ease to the latest town news, even

as
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to lifting

up

their voices

from the retirement of their

pillows and entering with zest into the conversation.

My father and mother were not in this category, though
some of their friends were. My father, in his bachelor
days, was too poor to afford a barber's services, and,
though not a man of skill with his hands, had been
under the necessity of learning betimes to shave
himself.

Enough for the day's business which followed
were these long, long days of the past.
They
were longer than the present twelve hours, they
were treated deliberately, and only a tithe of the
multitude of modern engagements and obligations
were crammed into them. People attended at the
Sheriff's court, begun at ten, continued to the early
dinner-hour, which, however, ranged

two

to four o'clock.

offices still

already from

Business with the heads of the

ceased early, as in Balass days, but

it

was

much according to what was considered
work and inclinations of the workers. It

regulated very
the stress of

might, on occasions, be

continued

The

till

resumed

after

dinner and

supper.

were largely conand fishing in their seasons. Outof-door games consisted mostly of golf and curling.
recreations of the gentlemen

fined to shooting

men
The second was viewed with
more pronounced enthusiasm, and included men of all
The

first

was

left to

a great extent to lads or to

retired from active work.

ages and classes for the players.

But

it

could only be

played for the few days or weeks of ice in winter. There
was not always enough, even in Scotland, of frost to
make the nearest loch or pond available for curling.
The chief public holiday was June 4th, held all over
King George III.'s dominions, and apt to be a saturnalia
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The only other days which approached

of rejoicing.
it

in frantic
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excitement were the days of the recurring

before and after the New
Year were already relinquished by the middle class, for
the most part, to children and the poorer orders. The

elections.

The " Daft Days

"

polling-day of the election

was the

climax, during

which bribery walked abroad barefaced.
all,

which Cupar

Town
ally

But

the election of privileged boroughs,

in

figured, apart

Council,

who were

after

among

from the members of the

strongly tempted, and gener-

excused for yielding to the temptation, to

sell their

votes in return for a provision for their sons by the

patronage of the coming member, bribery did not often
exceed neckerchiefs and ribbons of the candidate's
colours,

bought up and lavishly distributed among

the wives and daughters of the future constituents.

My father and the senior partner in his firm were
on one occasion heavily burdened, and eventually
betrayed, by a client whom they were attempting to
guide in the way he should go. The gentleman in
question was an odd specimen of a laird and baronet,
who could hardly have existed in a later generation.
He began life in the humblest circumstances, with the
exception of this fact that he happened to be the
cousin and next heir of a man in a much higher rank
of life. The poor relation enlisted, and served as a
private soldier in the army, fighting in the wars
abroad. Certainly his intelligence and knowledge
were not superior to those qualities in his comrades,
He was
of whom he was a disreputable specimen.
which,
if
sentence
it
had
under
a
lying
been carried
out, would have meant so many lashes from the cato'-nine-tails, when the tidings arrived that he had
inherited an old baronetcy, with land enough to have

—
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two quaint manor-houses. Sir Michael was at once
the unreliable master and the abject slave of his
agents, to

whom

he turned

new

for direction in his

leaders
into

more

tried

in

in

blind

sphere.

bewilderment

Never were bearto marshal him

their efforts

something like decent behaviour befitting the
which he had arrived. He had frequently

station at

half-crazy, malicious impulses to contradict his guides

and come out

Such a

in his true colours.

lout had manifestly

little

capacity for com-

prehending political principles, but he could at least
have the name of the candidate for whom his agents
judged that he ought to vote hammered into him.
Yet so conscious were they of the mingled knavery
and perversity with which he would manage to evade
and foil them that at one particular election the partners
took turns in watching him day and night, until the
one in charge, in fancied security and modest triumph,

brought him up to the poll. Then, with a leer of
defiance and a round oath, he looked his astonished
guardian-angel in the face, and shouted the name of
the opposition candidate as he prepared to record his
vote in an illiterate scrawl.
It

was

true, in

connection with this sorry

who had been

laird, that

from his desk
at the risk of her life, in one of his drunken bouts, the
will which my father and his partner had got the
husband to sign as a protection for her and her family.
his wife,

To
it

his servant, stole

save the will she hid

remained safely

till

it

in the garden-wall,

where

Sir Michael had recovered from

his besotted mania.

A

queer blunder occurred on the occasion of Sir
By the order of his agents a quantity
of black cloth was sent out to his nearest manor-house
Michael's death.

A BARONET'S WINDING-SHEET
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purpose of hanging the family pew in the parish
church, in order to pay proper honour to the rank of

for the

The low-born

wife and her cronies,
supposed that the cloth was meant
Surely a laird
to be a winding-sheet for Sir Michael.
and a baronet could not be clad in his coffin like an
the deceased.

in their ignorance,

man

ordinary
it

was too

!

late to

By the
amend

time the error was discovered
it.

Accordingly, the ex-soldier

lay swathed in black broadcloth instead of in

fair linen.

my

father must have had an unhappy
views which were always on the
losing side of public favour.
No doubt the mob
collected to play their pranks in such scenes were
It

seems as

tendency

if

to hold

not altogether serious in their demonstrations.

was

often

more of horseplay than of violence

There
in these

election attacks.
Still,

women.

the

My

was alarming even to brave
mother used to sit up till the small

situation

hours, listening to the uproar without in fear and

trembling, expecting every

windows looking

to

moment

to

have

the street smashed,

all

the

when she

must hurry to the nursery to soothe the startled
children.
She was watching all the time for the
return of my father, after he had been pelted with
the filth of the streets, and had the tails torn from
his coat, by the flying squadron of disturbers of the
peace.

CHAPTER
That was an age

III

of nicknames, derived from a trade

("Pan Rob"); from personal

peculiarities

("Much

Kidd," in recognition of the large size of the gentleman

from a matter of temperament (" Gloomy
November," a vivid picture of an individual of
saturnine aspect) from historic precedent (" Solomon,"
in question)

;

;

"The

—

"Talleyrand")
when the
French Revolution was exercising France and stirring
Europe.
It was also an age of practical jokes.
The consideration which impresses most people, in looking
Prince

Regent,"

back on the habitual employment of these nicknames,
and on the performance of these practical jokes, is that

were not a troop of schoolboys, but a
of grown-up men, some of them middle-aged in

the offenders
circle

their professional

derived

much

career,

satisfaction

who yet appear to have
from the simple source of

practising the frolicsome habits of their early days.

Surely laughter came more easily to the lips of old
and young two generations ago.
As one illustration of the kind of roguish jollity which
had a fast hold on the town taverns, and now, looking
back,gives them a pleasant resemblance to Burne-Jones's
" Jolly

Mermaid "

— as he

dubbed the kitchen where

guests could be Philistines
incident, in

which

my

if

they liked.

The

father took part, occurred in
88

his

following

my

THE VIEW FROM THE SUN TAVERN
town of Cupar. A group of professional men who
and seemed
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had
one

have nothing better to do,
into the Sun Tavern.
in which they were
drinking a moderate refreshment for the benefit of the
house, looked out on a garden.
The back of the
house commanded, not only the Sun Tavern's garden,
with its apple-trees and gooseberry-bushes, its breaks
of peas and beans, its beds of onions and carrots,
and its narrow flower-borders, but also the adjoining
garden, belonging to one of the gentlemen present.
The view included the dwelling-house, to which the
last-mentioned garden belonged, some of whose windows, with their cross-lights, betrayed the secrets of oldfashioned housekeeping. Through one of the windows
leisure,

to

summer afternoon withdrew
The window of the tavern,

of a

room

set aside as a small dairy, described in the

" the milkhouse," which to-day would
probably be termed the " creamery," could be seen
shelves with milk, eggs, butter, etc.
" Why, there is my mother going herself to skim the
basin with the thickest cream for her tea 1" called the

vernacular as

owner

of the house, directing the company's attention

to the fact.
fied

And

old lady,

in

at that

moment

her widow's

the figure of a dignitall

cap and house-

spencer, wearing a pair of " muffles" (gloves with the

and carrying a china creamjug in one hand and a silver spoon in the other, was
distinctly seen slowly coming on the scene, proceeding
to put down her jug, and preparing to skim the basin
on the window-shelf.
tips of the fingers cut off),

was commonly recognized that the speaker held
mother in high respect.
Mother and son were
well-to-do and well-born, as well as fairly well off,
living on their private means rather than on his
It

his
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Among

lawyer's profession.

their distinctions, one,

on which they set store, was the circumstance that
the old lady had another son settled in London in
the enjoyment of a Government office, and he had
possessed sufficient influence to get his mother
appointed to one of the sinecures long since abolished.
"
It had to do with the office of one of the " henwives
of Queen Charlotte.
It
goes without saying that
Mrs. Stark had as little acquaintance with Queen
Charlotte's hens as with Queen Charlotte herself.
Mrs. Stark only knew, and liked the world to know,
that she was the servant of the good old Queen whom
her worthy subjects held in the highest honour.
She was proud to serve her Sovereign in any capacity,
even without the modest income which rewarded the
all

Humble

service.

as the

title

of " henwife

"

sounded,

it

could not be considered beneath the matron's station,
seeing that the daughters and sisters of marquises and
earls

—in one
— did

Mr. Pitt

instance a near relative of the great

not object to figure in palace records

as palace housekeepers.

With composure and
on

to

deliberation the old lady

went

do her duty of skimming the milk, perfectly

unconscious of the eyes watching the process from

window

Sun Tavern.
what would you wager," cried the wag of the
party one of the three Merry Andrews " that your
mother does not lick the spoon when she has finished ?"
"She will do nothing of the kind," protested her
a back

of the

" Stark,

—

—

son indignantly " the manners of a milkmaid are not
my mother's manners. Though she may choose for
pleasure to play a milkmaid's part in order to have
;

pure cream for her

Welsh,

my

mother

tea,
is

I

would have

a lady."

}^ou understand,

A WAGER
"

Not

a doubt of

Andrew

admitted the unabashed Merry

it,"

"

cheerfully.
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The

truth

is

so unmistakable

you will not mind wagering us four a dinner here
your expense any day we like to fix upon, should

that
at

Mrs. Stark forget herself in the

way

have mentioned.
cream is unco rich
I

Remember, there

is

and sweet."
" Done, against

my mother's forgetting

way you

a temptation

;

herself in the

suggest," cried the deeply aggrieved

son.

" I

should not mind wagering a dozen dinners, so
sure am I that no lady would be guilty of such a low,
childish trick."

From

that

moment

the watchers glued their noses

window-panes, and gazed in breathless excitement at the trial about to occur in the opposite house.
Only Mr. Stark chose to exhibit contemptuous care-

to the

lessness.

Carefully and calmly the innocent old lady ended

Then, alas the seduction of the
sweet cream proved too much for her.
She
raised the spoon when her work was completed and
put it quickly into her mouth.
her pleasant task.

!

rich,

The movement was hailed with such a shout of delight
from the window of the Sun Tavern that it echoed
across the garden and smote the ears of the victim,
who, dropping the spoon, stood in open-eyed wonder
at the

clamour.

These were the years in which the Wizard of the
North was weaving his spells, making a sensation in
households greater than was ever known before in its
peaceful Victory. The town bookseller did a profitable trade in retaining a few copies of the last published Waverley Novel, which he lent out at sixpence
the volume per night.
My father sat late, entranced
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But my mother's reading days were
over for the present, since duty came between. She
had her young children, her husband, and her house
to attend to, and what a duty and pleasure all three
over the stories.

were to her
What a ceaselessly busy woman she
was in the middle of the incessant round of friendly
visiting and simple gaiety
It was not as in the old Balass days, when more or
less roughness and rusticity were permissible amidst
the bounty of a hospitable farmhouse. She had become one of the Cupar ladies, the wife of a gentleman
who had passed his examinations as a notary, and was
!

partner in a business firm
"

She

He

And

:

will order all things duly,

have a pleasant home."

shall

demanded much more than was required in a homely, crowded farmhouse, one which
adverse fortunes soon darkened down. Progress was
his credit

the order of the day in furniture and dress, even that
of the children.

Mahogany and rosewood had taken

the place of deal and birchwood, Brussels carpets
of druggets, ivory instead of horn for the handles

of knives.

Solid silver

spoons and prize cups.
water-jugs,

etc.

What

was no longer confined
There was cut crystal

to
for

pride the mistress of the house

what were then regarded as testing tokens of
substance and refinement befitting a prosperous professional man whose culture was that of a gentleman
To crown all, my mother would not have been her
father and mother's daughter if she had not kept
a margin, inevitably small, but still a margin, to which
had

in

she could turn in order to supply substantial kindness

and consideration to those dependent on
to the very poor.

her,

and help

MY MOTHER'S PICTURE
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There

is a picture of her painted at this time, as a
from the painter to my father, by young Robert
Scott Lauder, afterwards a well-known Scotch R.A.,
and the founder of a school in Scotch art. She is not
painted in her house-dress of merino or printed calico,
with the universal black silk apron of the housewife

gift

by
and
the broad white collar extending to the shoulders,
the cap with its cheerful blue or pink ribbons she is
in the demi-dress in which she went to these friendly
easy tea and supper parties. There she sits, with her

any sombreness

of the time,

in the dress relieved

:

kind, placid face, in a comely, sedate-looking black silk

gown, which might have been the dress of a Puritan
or a Quaker.

The bodice

chief fastened

by a familiar cornelian brooch.

closely over her

"

is

cut square over a necker-

comb-curls

netting, as light as

there

is

"

is

Fitting

a cap of the finest

In the background

filmy lace.

a glimpse of a fawn silk shawl with a dim,

rich border.

The

ring with a bit of coral on her hand

The

which
seems to detract from the dainty sobriety of the whole
is a broad gilt band round the wrist, probably a fashion

is

as familiar as the brooch.

single touch

in bracelets of that day.

But though

my mother was

great in housewifery,

her bright, inquiring mind did not

lie

fallow.

She

took a lively interest in the topics of the day, which

she heard often discussed by clever, original

my father's

men

of

and she made time to master the newspapers.
She used to recall the events they recorded
long years afterwards. She told me one instance of
Byron's coldness to his wife from the very beginning
of their married days, which I found confirmed from
an entirely different quarter and after a long interval.
She had been much touched by that strange appeal
set,
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from the erring husband to the insulted and outraged
wife, which was found with the paper on which it was
written blotted with the writer's tears. In this deadly
quarrel my mother, with only the vaguest acquaintance
with the truth, was inclined to take the husband's part.

She could not comprehend how any woman,

let

the

offence against her be ever so grievous, could resist

the prayer.

much

She

feeble,

I

respond
keenly.

herself

was tempted

to try

to the influence
I

would repeat the verses with
mother was very old and

When my

feeling.

if

she could recall and

which had once

affected her

spoke of the piteous old story, and said the

words
"

Fare thee well
Still

Instantly the pale, shrunk
and murmured wistfully
"

;

and

if

for ever,

for ever fare thee well."

Even though

lips

took up the next

line,

unforgiving, never

'Gainst thee shall

my

heart rebel."

She had been deeply interested

in

another society

scandal, the details of which, after they had been long-

would mention as particulars with which
everybody must be well acquainted. The story had
to do with an unfortunate heiress called Miss Tilney
Long, who had fallen into the unscrupulous hands of
a notorious fortune-hunter named Wellesley Pole.
His betrayal of her trust and harsh treatment had
been the indignant talk of the world of rank and
forgotten, she

fashion long ago.

My

mother's two favourite heroines were Princess

Charlotte and the Empress Josephine, and she by no

means

relished

any depreciation either of their merits
It was a little difficult to avoid this

or their wrongs.

"GOOD QUEEN CHARLOTTE"
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were concerned, as my mother was
stoutly by the crude sensational
slander, which certainly had a somewhat wide circulation among the less well informed and more
credulous part of the public of the period. It was a
heavy accusation against poor " Good Queen Charlotte,"
where the
inclined

because
in

first

hold

to

it

held and spread abroad the wild report that,

her infatuation for her son the Prince Regent, and

and

in her hatred of his disreputable wife, she plotted

compassed the death of

their daughter, together with

her infant, the heir to the crown.

Apart from the keen

disappointment the deaths caused to the nation, the
scanty ground for the extravagant horror was the
suicide of the principal doctor presiding over the royal
birth

and the speedy death of the head-nurse.

of regarding these

unhappy incidents

Instead

as the not un-

natural result of balked ambition and unavailing regret

any way connected with the calamity
which had befallen England the vexed populace deif,

indeed,

it

was

in

—

cided to convert a great misfortune into a ghastly
crime, and insisted on viewing the

unhappy

fate

of

doctor and nurse as incontestable signs of gnawing

remorse.

The

old Queen's subjects

fell

more

readily into the

cruel and baseless suspicion because her early

and

deserved popularity had been for many years transformed into dislike and distrust on account of what

was

believed, without foundation, to be her rapacity

in claiming

her perquisites and privileges, and her

stern strictness in dealing with those

offended her.

An

whose morals

illustrated Life of Princess Charlotte

volume lay about our house, and finally subsided into the nursery. Of course the book contained
no absurd charge against those in high places on
in a thick

;
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the contrary,
Its

charm

in

full

was most

it

respectful to

all in

authority.

servant-maids and children lay in the
illustrations, not so much of the poor young Princess
to

dress

and of Prince Leopold

in

elaborate

uniform, as of grim professional representations of

embalmed remains of the dead in different chests
chests which must afterwards have been enclosed in the larger coffin, the whole connected with
the dreary torchlight procession wending its way by
night down the " Long Walk " at Windsor.
There was another fantastic scrap of Court gossip

the

—

little

which took

young

its

among

place

Princes.

My

with Princess Mary,

the

many

mother related
to

whom

it

tales of the wild
it

in connection

could never have

Without question it was a version of a
romance which hung about the memory of
Princess Amelia, who fell a victim to consumption
Apparently the story
in her twenty-ninth year.
had its origin in the pathetic last interview between
father and child. The Princess had sought to see the
King, her father, whose pet and darling she had been,
in private, had taken leave of him, and had given him
a ring she had worn, which she asked him to keep and
wear for her sake. But the parting with the child
of his old age was too much for the blind and ailing
man, who hastily withdrew as his tottering reason
gave way, never again to recover its balance.
Some Court chronicler found in these materials, sad
enough in themselves, ground for a thrilling drama.
It was said that Princess Amelia had sought to see
the King, her father, in order to confess to him her

referred.

similar

private

marriage

to

General

Fitzroy,

one

of his

equerries, to entreat his forgiveness, and to bespeak
his protection for the child

born of the marriage.

It
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was further alleged
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that the King's acute distress

and

speedy loss of his reason were caused by the resentment and pain aroused by the shock, which was
followed very shortly by the death of the Princess.
Additional colouring was lent to the tragic story by
the fact that the dying girl happened to have a little
godson, the child of one of her doctors, of whom she
was fond, on whom she was accustomed to bestow

many
her

favours, while after her death the Princesses,

sisters, still

Of

continued to pet and cherish the boy.*

Empress Josephine, the deposed and superseded wife, my mother was a warm partisan. Little
was then known in England of the lovely, pleasureloving, coquettish Creole, except what related to her
beauty, her charm of manner, and her misfortune in
being dismissed from her exalted position by her
Emperor's side because she did not provide him with
an heir. Modern investigation has much to say of
the

youthful levities and insincerities, and of
frivolities

and

antipathetic to

womanly

which would have been highly
a Scotchwoman, whose standard of

follies,

duty and loyalty was widely different. Even as it
was, I can remember how we sometimes teased my
mother by doubting the perfection of her paragon,
and quoting in support of our doubt Bourrienne's
statement that, in order to meet the inordinate amount
of her personal expenses, she consented to receive pay
from the arch-policeman Fouche by acting as a spy on
her husband's movements, and reporting them to the
head of the State police.
There was one mode by which the poor professional
* Oddly enough, the tale of the alleged romance of Princess
Amelia has been revived, and has appeared in book form quite
recently.
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men

of Cupar did not refuse to turn an honest penny
and add to their limited incomes. The near neighbourhood provided a well-known race-course. Once
a year there was a meeting for races, continuing for

a week.

These horse-races were largely attended, not
say by the nobility and gentry of the county, but

to

by magnates from all parts of the country, in keeping
with the general advance in travelling from place to
place already visible in the middle, as well as in the

There was an " ordinary " for meals in
the principal hotel, where visitors, if they chose, could
dine and sup together. There was a succession of
balls in the handsome County Hall, for the benefit of
the ladies who accompanied the gentlemen on these
occasions.
But as to furnishing superior sleeping
accommodation for the week, neither the best nor
the worst inns had resources to meet the urgent requirements. Such lodgings as were to be had in the
town were equally inadequate. There was nothing
upper, class.

for

it

save that the professional residents should lay

aside their privacy and let the

main part of

their houses

During the interval the men and women
into holes and corners. For their
obliging temper in subjecting themselves to this in-

for the week.

crammed themselves

convenience, the tenants of the houses secured the

patronage of the mighty among their countrymen and
a

handsome enough douceur, which was

left

to

the

generosity of the donors.

So

spirited

and enterprising a

woman

as

my mother

readily availed herself of the windfall, rendering the

discomfort less to her husband,
the arrangement,

by sending

who

heartily disliked

off the children to the

care of their aunt and uncle at Blebo Mills, and

persuading

my

restive father to endure the

by

ordeal.

A WIFE'S GIFT
It

was
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peculiarly distasteful to him, but

enjoyed

it

;

for to

stimulus to a

cope with

woman

difficulties

I

believe she

was a genuine

of her disposition.

In one memorable year she found herself, on the

departure of her paying guests, with no less than

pounds to dispose of, for these were her earnwhich my father did not touch. There was no
deficit in the payment of the customary household
expenses.
My mother was to spend the money
brought to her in this casual way just as she liked,
and did she not enjoy the spending of it ?
It was one of her happy innocent secrets and
triumphs. She laid out the whole thirty pounds on
an unexpected gift from her to my father. She was
not content with anything which Edinburgh could
supply. A local tradesman had to send all the way
to London for the watch which was not to have its
superior among the watches of the heads of the older
and more important legal firms of the town the very
Sheriffs watch was not to be compared to it. That
watch has done its duty for many a long year, having
survived for nearly a century its first donor and

thirty
ings,

—

recipient.

CHAPTER
Time passed, the elder of

my

IV

father

and mother's

six

womanhood. My father's
responsibilities on his family's account became more
pressing.
He was aware that there was not sufficient
business for the many lawyers in the town to render
it probable that his profits as a junior partner would
children were growing up to

greatly increase.

He had been happy

to join the educated class,

to find himself accepted as a

welcome

associate of

and

men

He had not chosen the
law as his profession from any special faculty or
To follow the law had been the
preference for it.
only course open to him. Indeed, though he might
have liked the profession on a larger scale among the
judges and advocates of Edinburgh, for many of whom
he cherished immense respect and admiration, the law
as he saw it practised in the little country town, where
it was in danger of descending to what was pettifogging, far above which it did not often rise, awoke
no liking in him on the contrary, it caused a growing
He sought a new outlet for
aversion to its details.
He turned instinctively
his powers and his ambition.
to mining, with regard to which his father's occupation
as underground manager of well-known and extensive
coal-pits had given him a certain familiarity.
At the same time he had no practical knowledge to
of culture and intelligence.

;

ioo

A COAL-MINE
He
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had never been down a coal-pit
in his life, and he had made no scientific study of the
subject.
But his imagination had been caught by the
stories he had heard of the chances and opportunities
mining provided, of the great fortunes sometimes
made from modest beginnings. True, these were the
next thing to fairy tales.
They were founded, undoubtedly, on precedents in some instances, though,
perhaps, the actual number of corresponding failures
were not sufficiently taken into account. As it was,
the very risks and uncertainties were not without
their attraction for a man with a strong dash of
romance in his composition. His was not a gambler's
craving rather a yearning for what was not of the
common, but what was striking and wonderful.
He went about his change of pursuit deliberately
enough, remaining a partner in the legal firm in Cupar
for some years after he had invested such savings as
he had been enabled to put by him in the lease of
a coal-seam on the east coast of Fife.
He contented
himself with putting the works under the personal
and careful superintendence of his father, who left
his former post for the purpose, but did not long
outlive the change, while my father only went down
to the coast once a week to look into matters and
pay the colliers' wages. The exception was in the
middle of summer. This made a difference from
the rest of the year, because it was then that the
Cupar Grammar School was closed for the holidays.
The occasion brought the advisability of sea-bathing
for the children, which was then viewed as a crying
necessity by the bulk of the natives of an inland town,
Thus a compromise could be made.
into prominence.
The neighbourhood of Grange Colliery to the sea was

fall

back upon.

—
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a great advantage by enabling
spot for a

month or

six

weeks,

wife and children, leaving the

moment

my

father to be

when he

on the

joined his

Cupar Law Courts

for

hands of his partner.
A still further advantage offered itself. The heavy
expenses incurred by the surface damages, which were
caused by the sinking of pits, the erection of machinery,
the maintaining of a coal-hill, etc., compelled my father
to take a lease of the farm which contained the minerals
he desired to exploit. It constituted him a farmer in
a small way, as well as a coal-master.
There was no farm-house on the farm, only an old
mansion-house, which had been condemned to be
the

pulled

in the

down

was found

space, with a

little

furnishing,

for sea-bathing lodgings.

servant

However,

in 1793, fifty years before.

perfectly susceptible

was put

times, so that

into

my

it

of repair, and

it

its

was an ample provision

In addition a trustworthy
to act as caretaker at other

father could stay there instead of

repairing to the village inn during his weekly visits
of inspection.

By an odd

coincidence the coal-seam, farm, and the

mansion-house, were part of the property of the young
son of the ex-soldier and uncouth baronet, Sir Michael,
for

whom my

were agents.
It was not

father and the senior partner in his firm

till

Grange Colliery gave a

of being remunerative that

mind

to give

up

my

father

his partnership in the

leave Cupar altogether, and

come with

fair

promise

made up

his

legal firm,

his family to

a permanent home at the old house in the near
neighbourhood of the pits.
The weather-beaten white house, with its pillared
entrance and its flower-garden, stood on the top of

make

LARKS AND SWALLOWS
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a little brae, which has been gradually ploughed down
and practically effaced from the landscape. But when
it was a prominent feature it rose in the teeth of the
local scourge, the east wind, which at times raged for
weeks so fiercely as to throw down the stacks in the
stackyard and scatter the goodly sheaves right and
left.
Not a tree less hardy than an elder-bush could

stand its severity without being hopelessly blighted,
even by the June gales, and that in the most unseemly
manner. Blackbird and thrush, linnet and finch, found
no resting-place for their little feet, no bower for their
mossy nests, and so avoided the spot. Only the lark,
" blithesome and cumberless," rose high in the stinging
air, and sang
oh, how merrily it sang before it dropped
down to its nest in a tuft of grass, with the curtain
hung out by a sheltering plant of yellow ragwort.
Besides, there were swallows every summer, black
and white, to welcome back from their long journey
over the seas. They came to build in our windows,
and my father would not allow them to be disturbed,
though my mother, like a good housewife, felt aggrieved
by the injury they did to the immaculate panes of glass
and window-sills.
What a view the miniature brae commanded,
as far down the Firth as the Isle of May, from
which "Jamie the Rover," the poor Chevalier de
St. George, whose merits his countrymen are only
now beginning to recognize, looked out on the narrow
all that separated him from his father's
slip of water
kingdom, in which he never acquired so much as a
grave.
Up and along the blue highway the eye
ranged past the Rock of the Bass the home of innumerable sea-fowl on which was built the damp
dungeon-prison where stout Covenanters languished,

—

—

—

—
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past the huge fort of Tantallon, the stronghold of the

mighty Douglases, on
nestling

wellnigh

to

the

Island of Inchkeith,

within

the

shadow

of

the

lion

couchant of Arthur's Seat.
Inchkeith and the

May

have each a lighthouse.
Standing on the brae in the summer dusk both
could be distinguished like twinkling stars which
had descended to earth. That of Inchkeith was a
revolving-light, and came and went, appeared and
disappeared, in the darkness with a magical

The windows

the

in

front

of the

house

effect.

had

a

The
view from the brae.
opposite lights looked down on a wide strath, and
the sight was almost as fine as that from the front
windows over corn-fields, which came close to that
side of the house, and across the valley, bounded by
the hill, Largo Law, the Rires Moors, and opposite
hill, Kelly Law.
There was a local bit of doggerel
limited version of the

—

"

When

Law puts on its hat,
Law may look to that
When Kelly Law puts on its cap,
Largo Law may laugh at that."
Largo

Kelly

And

;

the sun and the rain obeyed the old saying.

Largo

Law Thomas

At

Rhymer came in. (I am
Ercildoune, who, when he was
the

speaking of him of
not in fairyland, condescended to

visit

the district

and leave prophecies there.) When a white bull
bellowed on Largo Law, and the sound of a trumpet
answered to the call, gold would be found on the
spot.
The prophecy was said to be accomplished
after a fashion when cattle were herded on the Law,
when a troop of volunteers lay in camp there, and
when the farmer who owned the cattle, and leased
the Law, bore the name of Gould.

"BOBBING JOHN"
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In the shadow of Largo Law lay Largo Bay, commemorated in an old song of more than local celebrity:
" I cuist

And
Three

And

my nets
fishes I

to boil,

in Largo Bay,
caught nine
;

and three

to fry,

three to bait the line."

The village of Lower Largo was the birthplace and
home (when he had a home) of Alexander Selkirk, the
Robinson Crusoe. His gun, his sea-chest,
and the cocoanut from which he drank were long kept
there as evidences of his connection with the place.
At some distance along the strath was Balcarres Craig
and the old house of Balcarres, in which Lady Anne
Lindsay wrote her song of " Auld Robin Gray."
In the old panelled dining-room of Grange two
panels opened from top to bottom to display an alcove,
with deeply scalloped shelves, painted white, on which,
and on a table beneath, which could be drawn out, the
family plate had been freely displayed on high days
and holidays.
Such preparations must have been
made for the entertainment of " Bobbing John," the
eccentric Earl of Mar, who landed near the harbour,
and came up to the mansion-house of Grange for the
purpose of accomplishing the rising of the '"15."
The lairds from far and near were assembled, and
doubtless filled the long table running down from
the little white table and the shelves with the glittering plate. Alas it was another meeting of these brave
rebels, who had forsaken their homes to fight for the
original of

!

Steuarts in that chaotic battle of Shirramuir,
"

Some
Some
Some
But

A

say that

we won,

say that you won,

say that nane

this

I

ken

battle there

won ava man

at Shirramuir,
I

saw man."

;

when
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Another panel opened into one of the turret rooms,
on this flat, there was a fair-sized window
and a fireplace which had been laid with Dutch tiles,
while the hooks, on which tapestry had hung, were still
visible on the walls.
An old crone from the neighbouring village spoke of a glass door which had at
one time replaced the withdrawn panel, and was
connected with the tragedy of the house; for that
was what might be called the headquarters of the
family ghost, with whom none of my family had any
acquaintance. The story was that a mother and a son,
noted for their incorrigible tempers, had once upon
a time been mistress and master here. One of their
violent quarrels, which frequently arose between the
two, occurred in the middle of a thunderstorm, which
had caused the young man, who had been out shooting,
and carried his gun in his hand, to take shelter in the
in which,

house.

In the middle of the din of the storm the servants

below stairs heard first loud angry voices and then a
sudden sharp report, as if the house had been struck,
followed by a cry of horror. Running up the stairs to
discover what damage had been done, the men and maids
found a half-distraught man, who had not a word to say
to them, the glass door shattered, and lying before it a
dead woman unscorched by lightning, with no sign nor
smell of fire on her clothes, but with blood streaming
over her dress and a bullet in her heart. The narrator proceeded to declare that the story was hushed
up the family had sufficient influence to procure
silence the public were told that the house had been
struck by lightning, the glass door shattered, and the
lady killed. No record remained of what became of
the miserable man.
But from that date a lady in white
;

;

THE WHITE LADY
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was said to haunt the shadowy windows and doorways in the late evening and at early dawn. She
was sufficiently considerate to refrain from crossing
the path of
that of the

who had

my innocent father and mother, and from
band of invincibly light-hearted youngsters

taken possession of her former quarters.

CHAPTER V
It

was while Grange was only our summer sea-bathing

we

quarters, and

retired for the winter to the

Cupar, that the lastborn

we

left us.

Poor

called her in our Scotch tongue.

to attain her

among

little

house

in

Eezie, as

She only

lived

two years, but her memory long lingered
alert, and

us in the light of a singularly bright,

keenly sensitive

ness and readiness as

was markedly

conspicuous for her quick-

child, as
I,

who was two years

deficient in these qualities.

her senior,

My

father

and she had one special confidence between them.
When he returned from his weekly visit to his coalworks, he never omitted an understood ceremony.
As he drove up in his gig and alighted on the pavement beneath the nursery window, he gave a peculiar
whistle, which Eezie, if awake, never failed to hear,
and she went off like a shot, disdainful of guidance
and assistance. She could only descend the stairs
by walking backwards and holding on by each step
The
in her progress, which was marvellously rapid.
front-door was opened for her, and she was out on
the pavement by my father's side, when the goal was
reached and the prize won. This was his handing
to her his large whip, which stretched far down to
her feet and rose high above her head. It was with
difficulty that the little hands grasped the whip, but
she was

its faithful

custodian
1

08

till

the

owner entered

IN
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The first time he came home after her
made the whistle mechanically, and, no happy-

the house.

death he

child appearing, he stood a minute

—

—

poor father
with
drooping head, and the whip hanging from his hand,
till he recovered himself and passed indoors.
What were views, panelled rooms, or even ghosts
to the heads of a middle-class family, granted their
intelligence and taste, who had to leave a centre of
civilization and retire into the wilds?
For Grange
!

and mansion-house were alike in the wilds.
neighbouring villages were almost entirely

colliery

The

tenanted by fishermen, by

my

father's colliers, or

by

hand-loom weavers, masons, and carters, or, at the
best, by retired sea-captains.
Elie, the largest village,
at half a mile's distance, had some middle-class houses
with middle-class occupants but even these were very
different from the residents in the county town, and,
like the neighbouring farmers, were primitive and
unsympathetic in their habits. The farmhouses were
hardly any of them within a mile's distance they
were mostly two or three miles off. The district,
still without passing steamboats and coaches, was
remote and inaccessible. The natives in the middle
rank were old-fashioned, uncultivated country folk,
;

;

not infrequently well-to-do
but slow in the extreme to
in their opinions

their

in

make

and customs.

circumstances,

the smallest advance

Cupar, with

tional advantages of trained intelligence

its

and

was very different in every respect.
The spell which Cupar had cast over my

excep-

culture,

father in

might have lost something by long familiarity;
but the place and the people were always dear to him,
and the wrench was severe which ultimately transported him into the depths of the country. The transearly

life
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planting of the couple

was

a

somewhat sore experience,

and to the end of their days the little town where they
had spent much of their youth and married life continued to have a foremost place in their estimation.
At Grange anything like equality of companionship
was at an end for a period of years till the transplanted
family took root, and had time to accommodate themselves to new soil. Indeed, visiting for my father and
mother came nearly to an end, since it presented so
many difficulties, and as the destination was farmhouses with which Balass in its time might have been
called progressive and adventurous.

The

exceptions were

when my

riding horse, which carried

father

him over the

mounted

his

fifteen miles

him from his old interests and friends.
But such visits could only be an occasional indulgence
on the plea of business in the bank with which he had
been accustomed to deal, and in the offices of the
lawyers, to whom he now became sometimes a client.
My mother, too, traversed the ground, though not
oftener than once a year, occasionally not in two
years, when she paid periodical descents on her only
remaining brother and her sister Marget, John
Walker's widow, left in affluent circumstances,
staying on with her eight daughters at Blebo Mills

that divided

for

some time

removing

to a

The mode
days' visits

after

house

of

my

her husband's death, eventually
in

Cupar.

mother's paying these eight or ten

was homely

in the extreme.

After the

putting down of the high, narrow gig, which was
rendered positively dangerous by the bad farm road,
my mother was under the necessity of falling back
cheerfully on one of the corn-carts, in which a carthorse was yoked, and was driven by a ploughman

A FARMER'S DAUGHTER
Sunday

in

Apart from her general dishome, my mother counted her
slow, jolting progress, which many another woman
in her position would have held an indignity, as well
as full of discomfort and fatigue, of no account.
After all, my mother, a farmer's daughter herself,
had more affinity with the very rustic yeomen by
whom she was surrounded than my father ever could

in

his

inclination

best.

quit

to

She was incapable

feel.

of raising artificial barriers,

or suggesting the points in which she differed from

But in spite of an excellent conwhich had defied the consumptive tendency
of her family, and had kept her, after the first few
years of her married life, in good health till she
attained a hale old age, she laboured under a physical
her neighbours.
stitution,

infirmity, which, as far back as

I

can recollect, made

walking, unless for a very short distance, next to

impossible for her.
a

house where,

in

a prisoner in

winter and in bad weather, weeks

would pass without a

My

She was wellnigh

visitor crossing the threshold.

having defended himself from the effects
of banishment and isolation, gratified his political
tastes in his Edinburgh newspapers, reading every
father,

debate in Parliament from end to end.
too,

in passing events,

sion

My

mother,

She had a lively interest
was beyond her comprehen-

loved those newspapers.

how

and

it

rational people could be indifferent to them.

For further distraction
with his

new

enterprise,

my father was much occupied
my mother launched her-

and

without hesitation into obligations compared with
which her loving care of her household and house in

self

Cupar was

as a

trifle.

Her

native light-heartedness

might brighten, but did not dazzle, her shrewd foresight.
She saw from the first that though there might
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be

gifts of fortune in the

sources of ruin.

The

comparatively settled,

pits,

there might also be

old tranquil, easy days of a
if

modest, income were at an

would be advisable, nay, it was incumbent,
up every power she possessed, and lend her
help in making provision for the accidents and reverses
which might lurk in the future. She was aware of my
father's ignorance and incompetence as a practical
end.

It

to brace

farmer, and, as far as she could, she caused the farm

pay on the side which she could take up.

to

for

many

years, while

servants' wages,

my

my

As

a fact,

father paid the rent and the

mother, by her exertions in con-

nection with the dairy, fed and clad the household.

As
and

it

happened,

my

in the

end every resource was taxed,

mother's contribution to the maintenance of

was a conspicuous factor in its record.
The farm which my father had been forced to rent
along with the coal-seam, while he knew nothing of
the family

farming and had no liking for it, would have been
at the most a white elephant on his hands, useless if

my

mother could come

Her bringing-up at
and, what was best

Balass ceased to be

not a serious loss, but here
to the front.

a dead-letter,

of

all,

the responsi-

bilities she assumed were a labour of love, since she
had kept a warm heart for the associations of her
happy youth before the blight of sickness and poverty
fell

upon

it.

Fortunately, while she could not walk a quarter
of a mile without difficulty, she

was

as active and

ever within doors and in the immediate precincts. Her course was taken, and she
indefatigable

as

returned to the habits in which she had been reared,

and

—

town ways her nine o'clock
engagements with the smart and

laid aside all her later

breakfasts, her close
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dainty equipment of house and children, were so far
things of the past.

She rose again between
ing,

and

once

at

mistress's share of the

her husband

knew

five

and

appropriated

morn-

six in the

more

than

the

work

of the farm, of which
and for which he cared less
whole hopes and energies

little

begin with.
His
were centred in the coal-work. She established
her dairy on a considerable scale.
Poultry farms
were unheard of in those days, but she took care
that her poultry-yard should be remunerative. She
had her women - servants to milk the cows and
churn the cream, to feed the pigs and calves. The
profits of the first belonged to her department, and
to it also appertained the roasts and hams which the

to

As

pigs yielded.

for the calves, she loved

could to pass them over to

my

father to

fill

when she
an empty

corner in his purse.
In connection with the welfare of the calves under

her supervision, one of the pleasures of the children
of the family

was

to be taken with

her to see the

calves get their supper, just as another indulgence

which mother and children shared was to stroll out
in fine gloamings to see the ewes and their lambs
walking and trotting in procession back from their
pasture to the " reed," or barton. The offices were
in a very dilapidated condition, which there was no
money to remedy. They were near enough to the
mansion-house for the breath of kine and sheep to
be felt on occasions, while a low from the cattle or
a bleat of a sheep broke the silence at intervals.

My

and helped to make
A greater ordeal than any other in a matter

mother made up the

the cheese.

butter,

which could not be entrusted

to such subordinates as
8
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willing but ignorant and inexperienced farm-servants

was

also

surmounted by

She measured out and

her.

sold supplies of milk, for which the children of the
colliers

and

who

other working people

all

the nearest village

stayed in

came early every morning.

Finally, a duty devolved at regular intervals

my

mother because of

my

father's

upon

unacquaintance

with the details and distaste for them.

This was

to

overlook the dispensing of the quarter's instalment of

oatmeal and supply of potatoes to the bothie servants.

The oatmeal was kept stored away in the laundry in
wooden u press," or " girnel," in old days termed

a big

" the ark."

My

mother's peregrinations

among

the scattered

neighbours were hardly more frequent than her visits
some evil befell her neighbours

to her kindred, unless

when she was eager

My

father had the

to come forward and be of service.
same pitying impulse. He wrote

more "intimation cards" of deaths and "funeral
letters" (which were then written and sent from the
house of mourning, but are now consigned to a printer
and the post), and attended more funerals than any

man far or
The dominant

other

near.

man

in the parish

was

not the priest, though he was a notable figure.

He

was

middle-class

the banker in the one village, which contained a

bank, and also the office factor or agent of the principal

landowners of the district. The amount of power in
the hands of such a man, and the temptation to use
it tyrannically, are evident.
The banker and factor in
question could count among his other advantages an
imposing presence and handsome face. The farmers
around, whose business was done through his bank,
over whose prospects he had by his recommendations
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or non-recommendations to his employers the lairds,
great influence, looked up to him with
deference, and with

much outward

almost abject submission.

My

whose business continued in the hands of his
old Cupar comrades, and whose laird was not one of
the factor's employers, had no matters of personal
father,

interest to subject to his judgment.

Personally,

my

and was amazed
in

speaking

father disliked this man's arrogance,
at the illiteracy

at a public

which caused him

dinner to give William and

Robert Chambers by their Journal a place in the
world of letters above that of Sir Walter Scott. In
looking back on the smouldering enmity which
existed thenceforth between my father and the local
magnate, I can see what a check it was likely to
prove to our being well received among the mass of
his satellites we who were already outsiders, regarded
quite as much in the light of townspeople, with their
" uppish " airs and graces, as if we had hailed from
Edinburgh itself.
Really the only men with whom my father had much
in common were the ministers of our own and the
next parishes. The parish minister was dignified and

—

stately,

a professor of ecclesiastical

history in the

Andrews, as well as a parish
minister, one of the last examples of the holders
of a plurality of livings in the Church of ScotHe was, I think, of comparatively humble
land.
extraction, of which he showed not a vestige.
He
appeared always by right and by nature an autocratic
Withal he had what used to exist,
ruler and leader.
not seldom side by side with a Scotchman's proverbial
respect for ability and culture, a sentiment quite distinct from sycophancy and snobbery, a positively
University

of

St.
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single-hearted, chivalrous regard for birth and breed-

He was

an excellent preacher, thoughtful and
eloquent, and the possessor of what was wont to be
regarded as "a massive style," for all of which my
father had an immense admiration.
My father walked,
summer and winter, foul weather and fair, the better
ing.

better part of three miles to listen to his minister,

whose earnest and conscientious working of his large,
widespread parish was not the least of his merits.
For many years the Doctor he was a Doctor of

—

—

Divinity preached three carefully-composed sermons
every Sunday in summer, two in his parish church,
and the third in the course of an evening service

—

self-constituted labour of love

—held in

a schoolroom

one extremity of his parish. In winter the parish
church was neither heated nor, I think, originally
supplied with artificial light, and so was exceedingly
at

cold and dark, and, as in ordinary circumstances a

considerable proportion of the congregation could not

have returned to their homes by daylight, he condensed the two "diets of public worship" into one,
preaching a lecture and a sermon, or practically two
sermons on end, with only a psalm or a paraphrase
(hymns were not then sung in the Church of ScotHe prided himself on knowing every
land) between.
individual,
great or small, in his parish.
family, every
This feat was accomplished by what were called
" ministerial visitations "

—

official visits

of inspection,

the delivery of addresses, and sometimes the use of
the " Shorter Catechism."

In the course of these visits

No
every change in the population was notified.
doubt he possessed also the royal faculty of quickly
recognizing any face he had seen before.
The Doctor had married early a lady who was said
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have been in her youth among the beauties of his
She was well born, and had a small

University town.
fortune

— too small to influence such a man in the choice

were by no means on
a par with the other attractions which may have dazzled
him, and they did not improve with time. What might
have been mere silliness and foolishness in a pretty,
spoilt girl ended by dwindling into something on the
of a wife.

Her mental

qualities

verge of half-wittedness in a

woman

incapable of

managing her household and family. There was not
enough money to hire the service which was otherwise lacking, and the establishment became a byword
for waste and discomfort.
Of the four sons and
two daughters the Doctor's wife brought him, there
were only three from whom he could derive the
smallest satisfaction.
The others were a trial and
disgrace to him.

What brought
was

the reverend Doctor's misfortunes to

which he was led by two neighbouring ministers, and by his own impatient temper.
In the presbytery to which he belonged there were
one or two ministers on the moderate side in Church
politics.
Certain of these gentlemen were far from
spiritually minded in their indifference to the practices
and opinions of their parishioners. Such conduct
was an offence to their more orthodox and consistent
brother, who, in his fervent discharge of his duty, was
a crisis

a feud, into

not only a reproach to the Laodiceans in his sincerity,

with his imperious temper he could not
alone.

At every meeting

let

them

of the presbytery he sought

to bring to light their shortcomings, so that there

were

constant bitter wranglings between the representatives
of the opposing parties.

The

Doctor's enemies, watching lynx-eyed for a flaw
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in his

a floating, incredible

about this

and

They caught up
scandal which was in existence

armour, took their revenge.

man whose very virtues, no less than

his high

rendered his opponents unscrupulous
An ugly, vague whisper was in circula-

fiery spirit,

against him.

company in which such whispers were bred
once a year, this proud, upright Churchman,
philanthropist, and missionary in his sphere, was in

tion in the
that,

some distance from home and
by appointment, in the obscurity of a
little-known town, a woman in humble circumstances,
accompanied by a child. He had an interview with
the woman, and, it was vowed, paid her money before
the habit of going

meeting, as

if

dismissing her.

There seemed
in

sufficient

evidence that there existed

connection with the Doctor, a fact of which he

haughtily and steadfastly declined to give any ex-

Was

planation.

he standing in the breach and risk-

ing the sacrifice of himself in order to shield the real

That could be credited of the Doctor.
Could the culprit be the one grown-up, dutiful son
in whom he took delight, who was in the Church
like his father, with regard to whom guilt would
equally mean ruin, compulsion to resign his living
and quit the Church with a stain on his reputation
which could never be effaced ? Was the sinner the
offender ?

principal heritor in the parish, a married

a

grown-up

character,

a

member

family, a

who was

man

man

with

bearing an unimpeachable

also the

owner of

a noble name,

of the class to which the assailed Doctor

had always paid sincere homage ?
The Doctor's enemies had just enough ground to
enable them to compel the unwilling remainder of the

presbytery to appoint a commission to inquire into the

AN UNFORTUNATE TEMPER
matter

—an

act which,

however reluctantly exercised,

held something like an insult in

The commission,

led
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it

to the accused

man.

by the gentlemen who had taken

up the sordid scandal, carried its inquiries into the
Doctor's parish, and held a sitting in his very church,
where his parishioners were summoned to appear and
bear testimony, if they had any in their possession,
against their pastor.

My

would not be present on the occasion,
but he sent members of the family on whom he could
rely to make him acquainted with what took place.
Nothing was vouchsafed which could be called evidence on the accusation. The slander was unsupported and inconclusive, so that the whole miserable
father

story collapsed.

Had

it

not been for the cardinal infirmity of the

victim's temper, the charge

must have been dismissed.
by the

But, unfortunately, at an earlier meeting held

commission, an ineffective witness in the shape of
another

woman

to appear.

She

could not reach

with a baby in arms had been cited
travelled in an open cart, and she

home

till

past midnight, while the

season was winter and a severe frost prevailed.

was found

When

baby lay dead.
Alas alas the very next day, which chanced to be
Sunday, the sorely aggrieved and incensed Doctor, in
the open church, in the itching ears of the congregation, prayed in his extemporaneous prayer that the
murderers of the child might be forgiven. The conshe arrived
!

it

that the

!

sequence was an immediate

suit for libel in the

Law

Courts.

What did it matter that the base charge was dropped
and the penalty paid ? The persecuted man's health
had been slowly but surely undermined, though he
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still

strove to hold up his brave head and go about

his manifold duties as he

had done formerly.

disruption of the Church of Scotland

came

on.

The
All

the Doctor's sympathies had been hitherto with the

party which rose up against State supremacy.

members

quitted the

Church of

Its

their fathers, resigned

and went out empty-handed in faith.
To this extreme course the Doctor could not go. Like
many another perfectly honest and faithful minister of
the Church of Scotland, he regarded the last step, which
so many of his friends took, as uncalled-for and unjustifiable
a view easily understood in a man always
inclined to pay deference to constituted authority. But
there is little room left for fairness and tolerance in
the heat of partisanship. He remained in the halfdeserted Church as by law established, and was passionately assailed by some of his old parishioners and
his former allies as a renegade, a trimmer, a lover
their livings,

—

temporalities rather than of spiritual
freedom and the claims of his Divine Master.
Perhaps the misrepresentation did not signify much
to the man who was already beginning to feel the cold
touch of death upon him. He sank rapidly into a
prematurely aged man, his very voice failing him,
too hoarse to utter half of the powerful sermons once
Happily the end
so highly prized by his hearers.
was near, and he passed away from his bitter
of material

enemies and heavy reverses

to his rest

and reward.

These are sorrowful finishing touches to put to a
and honoured figure, that in his own field
of work for the good of the community was long a
beneficent autocrat. On the high days of his Church
services, when he was in his prime, at the administration of the Sacrament, which was only celebrated then
striking
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with elaborate and solemn ceremonies once a year,

midsummer, the Doctor was wont to gather round
him as his supporters and assistants the most eminent
leaders and eloquent speakers in his Church. On the
days of the week, when there were no services, he
would have a select few of his parishioners to meet

at

My

these distinguished men.

father used to enjoy

the privilege, and thoroughly appreciated the wit and

wisdom which flowed around

My

him.

mother, in her solitude, made a great discovery.

She found, residing

one of the nearest villages,
own through the two
brothers Edie who had married her father Harry
Gibb of Balass's two sisters. The maiden ladies,
Miss Effie, Miss Kirstie, and Miss Nancy Edie, were

family

relics

connections

in

of

her

bygone generation.

of a

They had

a small

competence, and dwelt in a cottage of gentility with
their "lass" and her "lantern." The three gentle-

women were
and

well educated for their day, well bred,

intelligent, especially in the case of the

of the three.

They were

youngest

excellent specimens of the

yeoman farmers. The
companionship was an immense

flower of the families of the old
acquisition of their

boon

to

my

mother, between

attachment was established.
first to

whom

and them a lasting

The Misses Edie were the

give us youngsters a personal introduction to

glow-worms, comparatively rare in the neighbourhood,
and to sea-anemones, which they had cultivated for
their amusement.
I received from Miss Nancy the
The
gift of three volumes of The Ladies' Magazine.
oldest volume dated exactly a hundred years ago from
now, with illustrations of the dress and literature of
the time. Their mother had taken out the magazine
when it was a serial regarded as fitting reading for
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a gentlewoman.

On

the flyleaf of each volume

written, in the delicate Italian

was

hand of the period,

"Cecilia Edie."

But there was a species of outing for my mother
which was a matter of principle, and therefore must
be accomplished.

This was attendance

at the parish

which was between two and three miles
distant.
The corn-cart, the plough-horse, and the
ploughman were again put into requisition. Pride
should not interfere accordingly my mother put hers
church,

;

In going
church there were two straw-stuffed sacks instead
of one, since miles of road were hard on small feet, as
on weary older feet. The sacks were placed vis-a-vis,

in her pocket

without an instant's hesitation.

to

and, after

all,

the airy and comparatively spacious corn-

was not an altogether unpleasant conveyance for a
short distance. To the young fry, who had no dignity
to lose, it was an agreeable opportunity for watching
the plodding pedestrians, among whom was the head
cart

of the house, and for indulging in fun and chatter.

The tugs-of-war came when the jolts of the springless
were severe, or when the sun blazed or a sudden

cart

shower

of rain fell, and it became an urgent necessity
up parasols or umbrellas, which not only shut
out the occupants from any view, but had an intolerable
propensity to poke themselves into the faces of the
to put

persons seated opposite, with a desperate threat to
the eyes and with the anguish of such a tangle to

the hair as patient Grizel herself could not have stood

unmoved.

The church by

the side of the placid loch stood on

a brae as steep as our

own Grange

brae.

Only im-

posing equipages with pairs of high-stepping horses
attempted that brae. The custom was for those of the
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who drove to church in one-horse " chay s "

modest seclusion at a short distance
But the seclusion was not so
complete that other and smarter vehicles burnishedup, old-fashioned gigs, fine modern dogcarts and
droshkies were not whipped past us with a confident dash on their way, outstripping us in our snail's
progress, or else following our example and alighting
close at hand.
The owners of these gigs and dogcarts
were socially no better than ourselves burly farmers,
with their stout or spare wives or sisters dressed in
clothes which had cost a solid heap of current coin
to alight

in

outside the church gate.

—

—

—

of the realm.

No

better socially ?

woman among them

What middle-aged

had danced the Minuet de la
Cour for the edification of an admiring room, had
finished her satin piece under the eagle eyes of the
imposing Misses Macpherson, or could have repeated
a line of Un Coq Grattant were it to save her
life ?
But these were not my mother's reflections,
though they might have been her children's. She had
an honest attachment to the yeoman atmosphere in
which she had been born and bred, in which she found
herself again, to which she had been loyal throughout
all changes. She abstained from mocking comparisons.

CHAPTER
In temperament

He was

my father

VI

and mother differed widely.
broad mind

sensitive, reticent, critical, with a

which saw both sides of the question, and, further,
careful of committing itself.
She was impulsive,
frank, disposed to be hasty in her conclusions and
dogmatic in her opinions, with a corresponding
tendency to rashness which her sense and shrewdness did not always serve to check.
It was impossible that two such natures, funda-

was

mentally the opposite of each other, should

fail

to jar

But my mother was brought up in that
which Sarah set the example of calling
her husband lord and master. My father's word was
law in the family.
My mother had an unbounded
respect and admiration for his qualities. On his part
he, with his superior intellect and greater knowledge
of the world, depended upon her in minor matters and
trusted her implicitly.
How he missed her bright,
hopeful presence when she was absent paying her
short Visits to her people in the days when letterwriting was far from a daily institution
I can recall
my father, who would have disdained to fret or to
admit that he felt dull, far less to take any step to
recall the absentee, wandering around idly with a
suspicious resemblance to disconsolateness before
cross-questioning, in a vague and abstract fashion,
occasionally.

old school in

!
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the daughter most likely to have the information
"

Can you say when your mother

My

father,

when

thirty -four or

his eighth

child

thirty -five years

habitually a grave and silent

While

my

father's

of

man

no means without humour, but
kind, and only found its way
many burdens and worries.

it

in those days,

was

at

word was

home ?"
was born, was
age.
He was

to be

is

by

of a quiet, dry

times through his

law, so seldom

was

it

spoken, and so rarely did he interfere in our particular
concerns, though he took to the

am

in them, that

I

the degree of

awe

full

at a loss to this
in

which

we

a fatherly interest

day

to

understand

children stood of him,

fact that we ventured when he
argue with him, because we knew
We were able to recognize the
that he liked to do so.
humour which underlay his silence and gravity, and
every now and then bubbled up in our hearing. We

notwithstanding the

was

mood

in the

knew

to

when he had

leisure he would listen with
our crudest notions.
We were very
conscious of his alarmed and anxious tenderness
when illness attacked us. It occasioned a degree of
distress which his touch of shyness could not conceal.

that

patience

After

all,

to

I

believe

it

was

that

shadow

shyness which kept his children, while
a distance from him.

My

of infectious
still

young,

at

and taciturnity became
were doomed to silence, as

father's natural reserve

a grievance

when we,

too,

he snatched a brief respite to
newspapers or his book in the midst of us
in the family sitting-room, where we all congregated
for he suffered from the not uncommon disadvantage
of not being able to keep his attention fixed on his

in his love of reading

master his

reading within earshot of a babel of youthful voices.
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The

period of his reading clashed, unfortunately, with
our time of evening relaxation. This occurred when
we met together around the central table, and by the
limited light of one candle

(a "

distinguished from

a " dip

the corners of the

room were

"),

mutton-fat mould

shedding so
in

little light

"

as

that

deep shadow, prose-

cuted our several devices of sewing, knitting, reading,

drawing, since

who

we

juniors were

among

those happy

work deaf to any amount
But what noise could exceed the
joyous clamour with which we hailed my father's withdrawal ? the ringing chorus with which we compared
notes on our progress on our several occupations
persons

could read or

of noise around us.

during the interval of forced silence, while we retailed
such gossip as we had come across in the course of
the day? I cannot think without compunction of the
lack of sense and consideration, for which we were
never censured, that made us grudge my father his
brief season of rest from business engagements, and
made us rejoice when he closed his book or threw
aside his newspaper and left us, in order to trudge to
the village and have his nightly interview with his
overseer in the pit.
A happier recollection is the delight with which we
used to hail his return home at a later stage of our
lives, when he would come back earlier than usual and
make a break in the monotony of the long winter

evenings by teaching us to play whist.
My mother in her earlier years had the reputation
It was said of her and
of being a great disciplinarian.

my Aunt Walker

that so complete

was

their authority

on the occurrence of
any turmoil in the distance they had simply to walk
to the bottom of the stairs which led to the children's
in their respective nurseries that
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and clap their hands in Eastern fashion, in order
But either my mother's gift
had
weakened
rule
of
by the time it reached her
younger children, or else the character given to it
can only
had never been altogether justified.
I
remember her large indulgence, and the truth that
with her quick intelligence and her natural eagerness
and impetuosity, together with her exhaustless interest
in our performances of all kinds, and the suspicion of
thoughtlessness which she shared with my brother, she
was not infrequently the merriest child amongst us,
getting into scrapes now and then just as we did. She
was the very light of the house.
There had begun for the heads of the house that
long and hard struggle with Nature in which the great
mother often comes off the conqueror. It was not so
much a contest open and above board with the farm
it was down in the dark bowels of the earth, where no
one could say what a day or an hour might bring forth,
that the battle was waged.
In the very beginning
fortune was missed by my father's inevitable ignorance
region,

to restore instant quiet.

of the science of mineralogy.

In boring to ascertain

the exact situation of the coal-seam for which the pits

were

to be sunk, the borers passed through a layer or
bed of ironstone, the nature of which was undetected.
It was not recognized then either by the workmen or
by my father. Had it been known it would have
probably altered entirely the story of the pits and
of all connected with them. The existence and extent

of the strata of ironstone in the various localities in

which they have since been worked was then only
partially known and understood.
Ironstone was
eagerly sought after and highly valued. The circumstance that no blast-furnaces were anywhere near
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Grange

coal-pits,

have

be carried to a distance to be further smelted,

to

and that the half-burnt stone would

of less moment at the time, because Elie Harbour
on the Firth of Forth, from which it would have been
shipped, was a primitive concern in the hands of the
representative of one of the old county families. Whatever his faults as a man of pleasure and a spendthrift,
he was widely known for his easy-going generosity.
He would have been the last man to have rendered

was

the exporting of the ironstone profitless by exacting

such heavy harbour dues as to make the transport of
little value to the coal-master.
As it was, the opportunity was lost, and it was not till a long period of
years had elapsed

— not

till

after

my

that the existence of the ironstone

father's death

was discovered by

his better-equipped son.

The disaster of missing the ironstone was at least
unsuspected by the person principally interested, but
it did not take much time or skill to find that the coalseam was likely to be unsatisfactory. It was full of
"faults" and "hitches." It could only be worked at
very considerable expense, and was always liable to
sudden failure from the disappearance of the coalseam, which, in past ages, had been dislocated and
by volcanic action, so that fresh pits had
sunk where it was judged the coal would be
found; while there was always the secret apprehension,
which no scientific assurance could altogether stifle,
that some day the capricious treasure might vanish

thrust aside
to be

entirely.

My

father pursued his course steadily; there

was

no alternative. He hoped against hope, encouraged
now and then by a temporary improvement to trust
that these ruinous breaks and arrests would come to
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an end, and a more or less undisturbed condition of
the mysterious under-world would follow. In that
case all would still go well. His enterprise would
have been warranted, and prosperity would still be
brought within reach.
A minor source of loss to
philosophically.
it,

It

and perhaps,

was beyond

also,

he,

my
his

he bore

father,

power

to prevent

who had been

fond

of

sport in his day, and fain to snatch hours from his

had some sympathy with the
were a peculiar set of men,
just as they were not a large body.
They were not
office to

shoot and

delinquents.

His

fish,

colliers

The Grange men
colliers in general.
mixed and intermarried freely with the families of the
fisher folk, the handloom weavers, masons, etc., the
natives of the little village, in which there was no
"Colliers' Row"; for the colliers' houses stood promiscuously and without distinction among the other
houses. Every summer there was an overflow of the
young and able-bodied men in the village, not confined
to the fisher community, though the expedition to be
engaged in was to try the men's luck at the North Sea
belated, like

fishing.

was the very time of the year when my father
ought to have been laying up piles of coal on the coalhill in anticipation of the winter's demand. Then scores
of carts one of them driven day after day by a hardy
old woman, the widow of a carter came from near
and far, and drew up, covering the ground, the drivers
It

—

—

waiting their turn, sometimes for hours, to be supplied.

But

when

how was
the main

the extra supply to be in readiness

body of the

colliers

had levanted

to

take a turn at the herring fishery in the far North ?

Sometimes, when the fishing was

at

its

best,

9

the
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was profitable at other times the specucame back poorer than when they went away
but they had always the change and the adventure.
speculation

;

lators

The

colliers'

health doubtless profited, but

purse suffered in the process.

my

father's

True, he was saved

from paying the wages of the defaulters, but the gain
was more than counterbalanced by the inability to lay
up a sufficient stock of winter coal.

may

was a sense of gratitude for the
indulgence shown the Grange colliers in what was
literally a summer outing which led them to take the
resolution of making a presentation to their master.
For it was close upon the time of the " hungry forties,"
when Chartists were waxing rampant and hostility
between employers and employed becoming marked.
My father had refused to grant what he regarded as an
unfair claim made upon him by a farm servant. The
case went into the small-debt court, and was won by
It

be that

it

of the colliers, who happened to be
what they viewed as unfair treatment of their master, and resolved to show the different
terms which existed between him and them. I have in
my possession the silver snuff-box which was given
on the occasion, with its inscription " Presented to
Mr. Philip Keddie as a mark of respect and esteem
from his workmen of Grange Colliery." With the
date, "21st May, 1838."
I was a little girl then, and stood with great glee,
along with my mother and the rest of the family,
at the open parlour window, to see the men walk in
procession, accompanied by a band of music, down
the garden path, and my father going out to meet

the servant.

Some

present, resented

:

and greet them, smiling and holding his hat in his
hand. Later we went into the laundry, where the
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men had

supper, to listen to the speeches and the
music of the band, when the bandsmen, in their anxiety
to do justice to their stirring strains, crashed in the
top of the mangle on which they sat. I heard my
father,

when addressing

the audience,

tell his

guests

them sincerely for the token
of their friendship, that it should not, and ought not to,
alter the necessary relations between them as master
and servant.
frankly, while thanking

CHAPTER

VII

Although bad air was not infrequent in the Grange
Pits, causing work to come to a standstill for days,
there was no explosion during either my father's or
my brother's lease. The loss of life was confined to
one

man —a

warned not

He had been

simple, easy-minded man.
to

work under an overhanging and

dangerous fragment of rock.
He disregarded the
warning the rock fell, crushing him, and his life was
;

the penalty.

In another accident a lad

was

injured,

During a long convalesence, to which
my mother ministered faithfully, she was unable to
prevent the fiasco of his mother a reckless, callous
woman selling the entire wardrobe of the poor fellow
lying defenceless. It had been the mother's premature
impression that he would have no further need of clothes,
so that on his recovery he was found in tears over the
but not

fatally.

—

—

painful discovery that he

was

left

without a stitch of

wearing apparel.

The only other
Colliery, which was

the Reres
hands for a
Women were already forbidden by Act of
time.
Parliament to work in the pits, but they were still
suffered to work on what was known as the "pit
There they helped to pull aside the laden
head."
buckets of coal as they were sent to the surface, and
A young woman whose
to "stack" the contents.
fatality

also in
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occurred

my

at

father's

WATER

IN

THE

PITS
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marriage was to have taken place in the course of a
few weeks was thus employed unfitly, as it strikes
a later generation when she missed her footing, fell

—

—

and was killed on the spot.
She was faithfully mourned. The man she was to
have married proved hard to console, haunting her
grave in a neighbouring churchyard for many a long
headlong into the

shaft,

night.

But though fatal accidents were few, the Grange
had their catastrophe. Suddenly, with no great
sign beforehand, though happily not so violently as to
occasion loss of life, water began to rise in the main
pit.
There had been water there before, and a little
brackish burn or beck found its way to the upper
world and flowed through the green pasture to the
sea of the Firth. Beasts did not drink from that little
burn, birds did not hover over it, in spite of its clearness and coolness, because of the brackishness in its
taste.
Yet it was not sufficiently salt to leave a
deposit or to do any harm to the adjoining vegetation.
Steadily and certainly the water came on, flooding
the level and rising by degrees, till it was plain that,
if not stopped, it would swallow up the underground
machinery and stop the engine as well as swamp the
Pits

working.

Where

did the water

come from ?

Was

it

from

sources unsuspected of natural accumulation in an

undiscovered vacuum in the strata

?

Had

there been

old workings at the place, and had the water gathered
till

it

burst

its

boundaries

?

Or, as the sensation-

loving public did not hesitate to say half under

its

breath, had not the sea of the Firth of Forth forced

an unrestrained and unrestrainable entrance, and was
not the case hopeless, and

my

father ruined ?

For

i
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what labour or ingenuity of man could stay the great
waves and bid them, like Canute of old, come so far
and no farther, only to find their command scorned ?

The scaremongers pointed to the brackishness of
it was the sea and nothing
else, after it had travelled some distance and been
the water as a proof that

by the standing water it had met in its way.
But so had the water which had reached the surface
long before the pit was flooded been brackish always,
while the intruding element, numbering only a few
weeks of existence, was neither more nor less salt
diluted

than

its

My

predecessor.

father accepted one or other of the

first

two

—

either a vacuum in which a store oi
water had lodged, or old workings which had not
been known, so distant in time that~ they had been

explanations

works were started. He was
strengthened in his view by the opinion of such
scientific experts as were consulted.
The one method to be pursued was to set the engine
forgotten before his

to

pump

plished.

out the water,
It

was

if

such a

feat could be

a long and arduous task.

It

accomtook a

whole year, working day and night while at intervals
the leathern " bucket " which formed at that time an
;

—

important but not lasting

detail,

playing

its

part in the

working of the stronger machinery — wore out and had
to

be replaced at considerable risk to the engineer,
lowered midway in the pit to effect the

who was

It brought about a delay of hours in the
pumping, with the corresponding rise of the water.
On these occasions my father remained all night on
the pit-head in order to see that no care to prevent an

change.

was neglected.
During the slow progress of weeks and months

accident
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throughout the bleak spring, the bright summer, and
the returning chill and sting of autumn and winter
there was no absolute certainty that there might not
be a further overflow from some other undreamtof reservoir, and the heart grew sick and heavy with

There was

uncertainty.

still

the recurring dread, in

spite of the assurances of science to the contrary, that

the surmises of the experts might not be right after
all;

the sea, the indomitable sea, might be advancing

with stealthy but sure steps, might be upon them with
the last faint hope of happier, more prosperous, days
gone for ever. The sole comfort and encouragement
was derived from the punctual measurement of the
water in the pit and the announcement of the inch or
two or the fraction of an inch by which it had un-

deniably subsided.

On
with

the brae on which the old white house
its

noble view up and

down

was

built,

the Firth, the laird of

the Grange in an earlier century might have stood by
the side of the " Bobbing John " of political speeches

and songs, who had planned his disastrous rebellion
in the very house at his back, and watched with keen
anxiety for the French ship bearing the unfortunate,
belated Chevalier, and for the English ship, vowing
vengeance, on his track.
From the brae a hundred years later wistful eyes
looked down on a homelier, but to them not less thrilling, spectacle
the empty, idle pit-head with its group
of buildings, the two gaunt engine shears like iron
arms conspicuous among them, the tall chimney with
its trail of black smoke floating across the grey sky.

—

When
was

all

was

well, in the short winter days, the traffic

at its height

—a

many busy men made

crowd of horses and
the

hill lively,

carts and
and flushed the
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warmed

cheeks, brightened the eyes, and

the hearts of

But when the water was in the
pits, cheeks paled, eyes grew dull, and the hearts
heavy and cold in unison with what the helpless
sympathetic gazers.

saw spread out

lookers-on

to pick out the

two

little

The coalwas easy

before them.

was wellnigh deserted and desolate.

hill

It

blue-painted "tents" which on

ordinary occasions had served as offices on the spot

my

books and papers, where he received
the men's reports and paid them their wages and for
the elderly, not ^together popular, clerk, with his
documents employed in the interests of the laird to
check each output of coal in order to realize the laird's
royalty. There was no need for poor, apologetic Mr.
Beveridge when there was no coal to be got at to
for

father's

;

make
Mr.

Therefore,

a return to either laird or tenant.

Beveridge's

door, while

its

pulsory holiday

tent

was shut up with a locked

master, like the colliers, took a com;

but

my

father's

was

still

to the fore

with an open door, and leaning back on the hard,
narrow seat within, or hovering without, was the
single, spare figure

the

all

At

keeping patient, weary ward on

but forsaken ground.

last

the bottom

of

the pit

was reached and

drained of the water, which was not the sea.

The

seam was found intact, and the working of the
But amidst the natural rejoicing
coal was resumed.
there were grave considerations which could not be
coal

overlooked.

My

father's small capital

savings he had been able to

and the few

make were exhausted.

He had to work thenceforth by the
money — habitually borrowed often

borrowed
by an
honest man's terror that he would not be able to meet
the bills drawn upon others, etc. that he would also

—

—

aid of

tortured
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Brave and quiet by
humour, little
wonder that he grew still graver and quieter, while
the gleams of humour came more seldom to relieve the
darker background.
Influenza had not then come to stay with us and
involve his friend in his losses.

nature, with the undercurrent of dry

make

its

raids perennially every spring

only an occasionally dreaded
itself in the vicinity,

and

my

visitor.

—

it

It

was

still

presented

mother, in her pity for

the sufferer, one of our nearest neighbours,
special effort to reach his house, found

cent and restored to the family circle,

made

a

him convalesin which she

spent the afternoon, seeking to entertain the invalid

and

raise his spirits.

In return, he had the misfortune to transmit to

her the illness under which he had been labouring.

With

the

chest

weakness

she

had

inherited

—the

legacy which the white scourge that had devastated
her family had bequeathed to an otherwise healthy

woman

— influenza

form of pneumonia.
Bleeding was still the approved remedy. Her doctor
found that she had been so often bled in her youth, her
veins were so knotted, he feared he should have to
bleed her on the back of the hand, an inconvenient
place for the operation, which he was just able to
avoid. The first time she rose from bed, when the
newly-closed

wound

took

the

burst out bleeding afresh,

take her place as nurse to

my

father,

who was

was

to

seized

in turn with influenza in the guise of inflammation of

the lungs, and

when

was dangerously

ill.

It

was

a dismal

sheep-dog Gasto, missing his
worshipped master, sat howling on the garden wall,
and refused to take food till he and the food were
carried into the bedroom, where, recognizing the
time

his faithful
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figure stretched

on the bed, and receiving an

invitation

from the familiar voice, the poor, loving animal con-

A

more cheerful incident of
glimmer of tears
behind the laughter it excited
was the action of
Robert, my brother, a boy in his early teens, then
absent attending the Madras College School in St.
Andrews. Having got the consent of the master of
his boarding-house, he set out and walked the more
than a dozen miles between him and his home, along
a road where recent snow-drifts had risen to such a
depth that at some points they left white banks higher
than his head on each side of the way. He was under
the innocent impression that he came to free his father
sented to eat a morsel.
the illness

— though

it,

too, held a

—

from the obligation of paying the

collier's

wages, and,

upon his boyish shoulders the burden
of managing the works till the head of the house could
resume his usual duties.
further, of taking

CHAPTER

VIII

The world without was going on

my

of

father

and mother and

way

its

irrespective

their absorbing private

concerns.

There was a great

eclipse

complete as seen from our
Britain and Ireland.

It

came

of

little

the

sun,

islands of

to pass

almost

Great

under the most

favourable circumstances, in what should have been
the brilliant sunshine of a

when our wise Doctor

midsummer day

first

— a Sunday

emulated Dr. Chalmers

in

preaching a thoughtful astronomical sermon, and then
announced from the pulpit that there was to be no
afternoon service. The congregation were desired to
go home and watch for themselves the sight which, in
its approach to completeness, would not be seen again
for another hundred years.
It ought to impress men
and women more than anything their minister could
say, and if they did not lay to heart the evidence of
the majesty and might of even a single act of the Lord
God their Creator and Preserver, the fault would be
theirs.

How we
little bits

gathered out of doors and watched through

of

smoked

glass a shrinking sun, with a strong

sense of our inability, in our littleness, to master the
strange sight

!

The sun was then at its zenith, with
shadow appearing and creeping over
we had no longer need of the smoked

the moon's black
its

disc until
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glass,

but could, for ever so long a

unblinkingly at the

period,

stare

dimmed and darkened monarch

There followed the observation of
the pensive twilight while it was little more than high
noon, the undoubted surprise and dismay of other
living creatures in the world beside ourselves the
of our daily sky.

—

birds fluttering back to their nests, the cattle lowing
in

vague alarm as they returned

dewless

chill,

The

to their stalls.

as of a transformed

nightfall

which

came over the earth, was something to shiver at. We
were ready to welcome the comfort and stir when the
grim shadow began gradually to pass off, until the
liberated sun once more rode high in the heavens and
dispensed light and warmth and cheer to the whole
creation.
I don't think anyone who witnessed the
great eclipse could ever forget

The

it.

disruption in the Church of Scotland, which

shook the entire nation, stirred my father and mother
less, inasmuch as they, with the grown-up members
of their family, stood by their parish minister, the
redoubtable, tempest-tossed Doctor, and remained with
him and many another sagacious and devout minister
in the Church of their fathers, gallant and courageous
as the great secession was.

The calamitous

failure of the potato crop rendered

any country walk very dismal that autumn, by the
sight of the blackening, withering leaves of the potatoes

among

the otherwise rather rank vegetation, the result

of the moist heat of a close
tainted air

was heavy with

damp

season,

when

the

the sickening smell of the

decaying roots. However, the calamity which brought
famine and desolation to Ireland and the Western
Islands of Scotland did not affect

The

soil of the

my father

farm was, for the most

financially.

part, sandy,

and

THE SLIDING-SCALE SHAWL
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preserved largely what potatoes had been grown, so
that they could be saved for seed, though they could
not be spared for the table.
It

need hardly be said that

my

father took a deep

in the political crisis which followed, and
ended with the repeal of the Corn Laws. He had a
great admiration for Sir Robert Peel at that crucial

interest

time, the turning-point in his statesmanship.

I

still

a lively impression of my father's absorbed
study of The Economist, Cobden and Bright's paper.
It was sent to him by his nephew, one of the two sons

retain

of John Walker, of Blebo Mills,

who was an

out-and-

His sons had removed his
manufactory from Blebo Mills to Dundee, and from
out Radical in his day.

were in the process of making
was not precocious in these matters.

the original business
large fortunes.

I

What

my memory

stayed in

in relation to the subject,

and struck me as much as any other point at that time,
was a shawl my mother bought at that date. It was
called the "sliding scale shawl." The design and the

name

referred to the gradual abolition of the

Corn

Laws, by which their complete removal was heralded.
I wonder if any other person living remembers the
" sliding scale shawl."
I can testify that it did credit
to its inventor.

The

pattern illustrating the parlia-

mentary decree was simple and

effective.

It

consisted

of stripes of virgin white, alternating with stripes of

rectangular lines, ranging from a deep purple, and
shading, line by line, into a delicate

lilac.

Yet another period of desperate doubt and acute
anxiety had to be encountered by the brave holder of
the lease of the Grange coal seam a heavy handful,
strewn with many thorns and few roses. An impression had arisen that coal, either an expansion of the

—
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flighty,

shifting

stratum

my

father

worked

to

his

sorrow, or another, possibly more sedate, stationary,

and profitable seam might be sought for and found
on the land of a neighbouring laird, lying next to
what was looked upon as ours, the property of the
last impecunious representative of the old Jacobite

So strong was the impression that active
were taken to ascertain its truth or falsehood.

Malcolms.
steps

A

stranger, reckoned an expert, with several assis-

tants,

was empowered

to bore in all likely places for

the precious mineral.

My

father knew, or believed

he knew, from the
proof obtained in the sinking of a well on the verge
of his farm, where more coal lay hidden under the
adjoining fields. He knew, also, that there was not
custom in the remote and not very accessible locality
for two separate and independent collieries, unless the
one was so much bigger and more important than the
other, that it would create means of communication,
and make a trade of its own which was likely to
swallow up the lesser trade. This was by no means
impossible, supposing the discovery of a mine of more
workable coal appearing on the scene, worked with
more capital, and in conjunction with a better endowed
and more liberal landlord, and a tenant less racked
and harassed by difficulties of all kinds. My father
did not fail to comprehend that, if this chance befell,
there would be the speedy and utter destruction of
his own frustrated ambition and dwindling, dying-out
hopes.

Again,

it

was my

father's

fate to

keep track of a

dangerous enemy, not simply the forces of nature, in
double power of man and nature
in alliance against him.
And here was no longer an
this instance, but the
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open watch before the friendly interested remainder
of his workpeople or on his own hill-head. It was the
covert inspection of the

movement

of a rival, to

whom

any betrayal of special interest and knowledge, or any
emotion on his part, might offer a clue to what he
conceived was his jealously-guarded secret. He had
to assume a perfectly impassive, indifferent front, as if,
supposing he knew what the interlopers were about,
he regarded the attempt, which he was aware would
be futile, with composure and scorn. No other attitude
was possible to him whilst his honest and honourable
soul stealthily regarded the borers from point to point.

Keeping

at a respectful distance,

many minutes where he
unseen, as

or

his

he would stand for

considered himself unnoticed

family

in

his

judge, wistfully contemplating his

confidence
fate,

could

and that of

those near and dear to him, hanging in the balance,
tell him how
pendulum was swinging.
The air was full of rumours, now of the success and

while he craved for the smallest sign to
the

triumph of the invaders, now of their frustration and
defeat.
He was compelled to listen to the talk of the
countryside on the traces of coal presenting themselves in company with the other stone, and to look
at morsels surreptitiously got by officious sympathetic
supporters and see them subjected to a fiery test, under
which they would crack and splutter and flame away,
to be pronounced, with a short sigh of relief, combustible trash not worth having for the taking or
they would smoulder and glow, and be sickeningly
eyed in grave silence and with a sorrowful shake
of the head at the indication of genuine good fuel
buried for ages in the depths of the earth, and found
at last by a lucky seeker.
If suspense can turn a
;
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man's head and break his heart,
chance in this case.

it

had an excellent

The ordeal came to an end. No coal of any sufficient
marketable quality or to any amount was discovered.
The

borers drew up their rods, and vanished from the

That time of tribulation was past. The steady
grind with difficulties was so familiar that they had come
scene.

to be regarded as matters of course, only

numbly

felt

and scarcely deserving of mention. But it was now
clear that my father could not do more than struggle
on to the end. It would be little short of a miracle
if he could surmount the obstacles in his path and
yet lay up a provision for his family.

members were

all

Happily, the

The only son

but grown up.

of

the house had been for a term of years launched on

the career he had chosen.

It

was high time

that the

daughters, also, should go out into the world and

do their best

to earn their bread.

One

after another,

year after year, they went, courageous, hopeful, not
unstirred with that

tingling

possible adventure which, in
the spirit in youth.

At the

sense of novelty and

women

as in men, braces

last there

was a group

eagerly sped on their way, and helped by the utmost
stretch of effort

parents.

and ingenuity on the part of their
consisted of the two youngsters

The group

in charge of an elder sister, sent forth to found a new
home, which might become an abiding rallying-point
and refuge for the rest of the family when the old
home was gone. For this purpose the old couple
would fain have stripped their house of well-deserved
comforts and luxuries so that the other house might
be less bare.
My father and mother, who had shared so many
bright days and dark days, were left to themselves,
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when age was creeping upon them, in the old,
rambling mansion-house, the floors of which had
echoed to the tread of so many light footsteps. There
was not a room in it which did not hold the ghost of

just

the dear, bright faces of children tenderly cherished

and

in health

in sickness, in

and most precious of

infinitely the best

possessions.
it

joy and in sorrow, as
all

earthly

Dean Alford has recorded how strange
left them to

couple whose family have

feels to a

realize the experience of being again alone together,

order to travel in company the remnant of what

in

is left

of their

and yet

how

in a joint pilgrimage.

life

unlike, the experience

honeymoon days when
and

How

must be

like,

to the

the couple started as

man

wife.

My
when

mother has

told

me

of the terrible first night,

the silence and stillness of the old house got

on her nerves. Every word spoken, every movement
made by the servants below stairs, was heard with
startling distinctness.
My father would look up from
his book or his newspaper with an urgent appeal in
the look, and make some irrelevant remark as an
excuse to find
the

same time

how
in

she

was taking

the situation, at

mortal terror lest she should allude

to it and break down in her reply.
She knew him
and herself better than to do that she was conscious
of answering him as vaguely and to as little purpose
as he had spoken. She was only sensible that she
must spare the tears at all costs. She had been
accustomed to say proudly in her busy cheerfulness
that she had often known what it was to be sad, but
she could not admit she had ever known what it was
;

And now deadly dulness threatened her,
deprived as she was of that intimate companionship

to be dull.
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with her children, and that pleasure-giving occupation
with their interests, which had made up so much of
her

ever since they were born.

life

But it was only the one night, she assured me, that
she was miserable with unbearable loneliness and
unsatisfied longing.

A new

day brought back the

old round of strengthening duties and of consistently

recurring self-imposed
light.

tasks

illumined

Thoughtful friends of the family,

by a fresh

whom

they

had time to make among their neighbours, arrived
to break the shock of the loneliness and cheer the
brave pair.
Never again were they so overcome.
The separation was for the good of all, especially of
the youngest fledglings, who had stretched their wings
and flown. There were the weekly letters warmly
welcomed and often referred to. There were the
recurring holidays, which brought the flock back full
of the latest doings, and finding ready listeners to the
smallest details.

There was
a

little

still

another experience to encounter

time before

Grange.

Early one

my

father and mother quitted

summer morning, one

of the last

summers the two spent in the old home, the messenger
came with the summons which is not to be defied that

my

father always regarded as the intimation that his

work was
drawing

all

but done, and that his days on earth were

Yet he had not reached threescore years, and until then he had been spare and
active of body, young-looking for his age, and, save
to

an end.

for that brief, sharp illness in connection with influenza,
he had enjoyed excellent health. The shock of paralysis

came suddenly when only my mother of the family was
beside him and when his doctor was at a distance of
three miles, a space which the farm servant sent to
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fetch him covered with such a will that the horse he
rode lost every shoe from his feet on the way.

The

attack

was

slight,

my father speedily rallied,

and

but he was never the same

man

again.

He

used to

remark of Sir Humphry Davy's, that
from that day he felt the cold touch of death upon him.
The lease of Grange Farm had nearly expired no
more surface damages were likely to occur the old
mansion-house, unless in the holidays, was a world
My father
too large for the shrunk household.
resolved not to renew the lease, but to retire with
my mother to one of the better-class houses in the
village of Elie, which was sufficiently near the coalworks to prevent any great inconvenience from the
say, quoting a

;

;

change.

But
of

it

whom

was not only the younger generation, some
had grown up in the old house, who felt

a pang at the disruption.

by disliking

all

My

father,

who had begun

that had to do with the farm,

and by

finding nothing congenial in his farming neighbours,

had learned

to think differently.

When

little

more

than a raw lad he had been taken into the exceptional
society of the county town, which could be
in its

on a small

when

compared

advantages of culture and progress to Edinburgh
scale.

the lines

Naturally he had been fascinated

first

him were thrown in a
the lines were withwhich seemed little better than
cast for

brilliantly pleasant place.

drawn, and reaction,

When

in, he had recoiled
which was uncouth, ignorant,
and rough in the material. But he learned to admit
that he had only held part of the truth, and that
mother - wit and original shrewdness had at least
something to say for themselves in disputing for

the old primitive surroundings, set

with distaste from

all
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superiority with even the best veneer of culture and
refinement.

He

sense and keen

learned to appreciate strong

common

humour wherever he found them

—nay,

to take a positive delight in the quaint simplicity, the

unvarnished raciness, the comic grotesqueness with
which thoughts worth weighing, and words which
deserved a hearing, were often spoken.
There was an institution in the village called by its
representatives in different ranks the "

Town

Council,"

which my father loved to attend. The meeting was
held weekly each Saturday night in a room in the
house of a highly respectable boot and shoemaker
modest man who felt honoured by the company which
gathered round him. Chief among them was a wealthy

—

retired candlemaker, well connected

was

among

the old

mental qualiHe
ties that he took the lead in the little assembly.
was caustic and sarcastic to a degree, while just and
natives of the village

;

but

it

for his

kindly withal. There was a portly, well-to-do woodmerchant and cabinet - maker, and his quiet and
" pawkie " son.
There might be an occupant or two
of the villas beginning to be built on the outskirts of
the village when the gentlemen's wit and wisdom
were sufficient to outweigh their sensitive gentility.
There was now and then a skipper of the salt sea and
foreign parts.
The whole affairs of the nation, the
local events of any consequence, were freely and fully
discussed by the councillors. My father used to take
all men visitors with him to the Council to enjoy the
pithy version of the day's news and the village gossip.
Another and more deeply valued evidence of the
honest regard which had been growing up during the
score of years between the latest comer and the old
residents in the district who had come to know and
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value each other was shown at the sale of farm stock,
etc.

It

had happened that when

my

father

was under

the necessity of taking the farm, agriculture had been
in a comparatively flourishing condition,

nected with

On

able price.

and

con-

all

pursuit could only be got at a consider-

its

farm

his quitting the

it

chanced to be

unfavourable years when everything

one of those

standing crops, farm implements, were disposed

cattle,

of cheaply, so that unless there

was some

alteration in

the prices he could not be called a favourite of fortune.

But

it

bours,
for

was then

whom

that he found the well-to-do neigh-

at first

he had been tempted to slight

what he regarded as

their frugal churlishness

niggardliness in the details of their domestic

life

and
and

broad contrast to
the easy circumstances with which Providence had
blessed them. His feelings were different when he
in their bargain-making, furnishing a

recognized that they were generously bidding against
each other in order to keep up the tone of the sale,

and

to enable

was being

him

sold.

to insure a better return for

They had

what

doubtless learned in their

turn to respect his integrity and courage, and to understand him and be sorry for his misfortunes.

My

and mother were not left by themselves
A daughter was with them to share
the anxiety and discomfort of the sale and removal
from the mansion-house to the village, where one is
thankful to remember they spent a restful, happy
period.
My brother gave up his post on the Glasgow
and South- Western line of railway, and came home

much

father

longer.

to relieve

A

my

father of the

management

pony-chaise was got to take
still

what was going on

of the pits.

father for^a daily

at the coal-hill.

He

able for his newspaper and his books.

My

inspection of

was

my

iSo
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mother had leisure to return to them,* and to engage
embroidery of which she was fond. Both

in the pretty

shared with

all

their hearts in the cheerfulness of the

recurrence of the days which brought once more for
a season a circle of

young

But the decline of

was

manifest.

him, on July

He

around them.
though gradual,
with all his family around

faces

my father's health,
died,

16, 1852.

My mother, who

had nursed him day and night

for

the three years his illness lasted, stayed for a time

keeping house for my brother at Elie.
When the
house was broken up in its turn, her daughter's
house, of which she was a cherished inmate, became
her home in the little town which she had known from
her early years.

She

She died on September

7,

1869.

lived to be eighty-one years of age, having sur-

vived her husband seventeen years.
* The young reader who had grieved for the " Sorrows of Werther,"
whose interest had never flagged in following the sentimental troubles
of "Camilla" in the "Picture of Youth," lived to enjoy Bulwer
Lytton's " What will he do with it ?" and to be charmed with George
Eliot's "

Adam

Bede."

PART

III

THE THIRD GENERATION

CHAPTER

I

Mary Gibb who
number. There was
another Margaret, another Mary, and another Helen,
with a Robert and a Jessie, names derived from my
father's side of the house, and a Henrietta, the namesake of old Harry Gibb of Balass.
It had been a source of regret to my mother that, her
children being nearly all girls, she had not been able
to preserve the names of either her husband or her
father in the household.
By the time the youngest
child who survived was born my mother despaired of
having sons to perpetuate the names dear to her. She
was fain to content herself with a feminine version of
one of the names.
But though she was a woman whom difficulties did

The

children of Philip Keddie and

lived to

grow up were

six in

not dishearten, happily she could not bring herself to

adopt the queenly Philippa for me, especially as

it

by the not very common but quite
insignificant surname of Keddie.
So she wisely de
creed that my name should be less high sounding, and
at the same time not a travesty of her father's name in
the form of Harriet, which she disliked. So Henrietta
The name seemed fated to have
it was destined to be.

was

to be followed
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it turned out it was by a
marvel that it was not Jemima instead of Henrietta.
The custom which prevailed then in Scotland was

a masculine source, but as

that the first child a minister baptized was, as an act

of courtesy to

mark

the occasion,

named

after him.

Shortly before the day appointed for my christening
a young minister, newly ordained, named James Adamson, strayed into the town of Cupar on a visit to his
His father was one of the ministers
father's manse.
Since the unwitting intruder was

town.

in the

son of the reverend Doctor of Divinity

a

who was

drop in at his sisters', the mantua makers and
milliners, and to read aloud for their benefit and that
of the girls, sitting round with their seams, the last
word of the war in the Peninsula, my mother felt

wont

to

bound

My

to pay respect to the son.
mother had still less leaning

Harriet as a
in a

name ?

name

for her child.

She could not

for

Jemima than to
But, after all, what is
the sake of a name be
to

guilty of putting a slight on her old minister in the

Assuredly I should have been
person of his son.
Jemima had not another infant, which appeared for-

moment, entered
Jemima Alves.

tuitously at the last
started

life

as

Among my

the breach and

earliest recollections is that

of being

carried out in a servant's arms, after a juvenile illness,
to see the floral arches erected in the streets in

of the passing of the Reform Bill of 1832.

honour

In the far-

receding distance of time the plumes of purple

sheaves of white

which the

child

lilies,

was

lilac,

and the great crimson peonies
upon to admire blend in-

called

extricably with other trophies of the kind displayed in

the
etc.,

many "walks" — gardeners'

walks, masons' walks,

which were the order of the day.

The masons'
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walks were the most alluring, with the glittering
worn on the occasion
to the gay lilt of

jewels and the leather aprons

"

Hey, the merry masons,
Ho, the merry masons
Go prancing along."

Changes were taking place in the town of Cupar
some beneficial, some a little doubtful in their results.
The community was no richer. Trade, with its
rampant successes and defeats, did not stir any more
than of old the tranquillity of the place. The men of
the middle class were still a gathering of members of
learned professions asserting their intellectual superiority.

But they were beginning

to

do

it

with less un-

questioned supremacy and less choice heedlessness.

Yet the whims and cranks and boyish exploits were
only on the wane, not entirely exploded. We children
were not allowed to miss what we could fully appreciate and delight in.
I can recall being brought down
from the nursery, one of a sleepy band, to wake up
presently to ecstatic delight at witnessing a spectacle
calculated to excite such a feeling in youthful breasts.

was an Irishman who had
Waterloo put an end to the
wars for a time. He had brought from the brilliant
Dublin of those days and from his rollicking, adventurous camp life many reminiscences of wild
escapades and marvellous child's play. He stood at
the moment to which I refer the centre of an admiring
group of his host and hostess, their guests, and as

The

chief of the revellers

been an army surgeon

many

till

of their servants as could contrive to steal

up

and station themselves by the open dining-room door
in order to have a part in the play.
He was without
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To the back of his waistcoat was pinned a
bunch of strips of paper which he had carefully cut
and curled into an imitation of a lady's cluster of
ringlets.
My father and another man were stationed
ready, a hand of each fastened behind his back, the
other hand holding a tall candlestick with a lit candle.
A path was cleared round the central table, and to the
challenging air of a distractingly lively jig, which the
performer sang with mocking emphasis in a fine
brogue, he danced round the table as wantonly, dauntingly, and rantingly as ever the defiant highwayman
danced when
his coat.

"He

played a spring and danced around
Beneath the gallows-tree."

The present hero was pursued frantically by the
two candle-bearers, whose task it was to light the
paper ringlets fluttering exasperatingly in time to the
mad tune of the capering dancer. It is hardly necessary to say the feat was not accomplished, while the
audience shouted with laughter, the children screamed
and clapped their hands in their glee, and my mother's
carpet was in danger of being converted into a sea of

God rest you, merry dancer; you have
your grave for half a century, but while you
lived you did not forget earlier ties!
When more

candle grease.
lain in

strenuous times came, you stood with loyal kindness

by the children of your old friends.
What had been my grand-uncle's school, conducted
by him and the son who was his sole assistant, was

now

a

flourishing

grammar

school,

the

building

enlarged to supply accommodation for various departments, worthily
Professor of

represented

Astronomy

in the

by Nichol, afterward
Glasgow University

CHANGES
William Graham,

in later
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years an English teacher of

and Andrew Roy, finally of
Co-education was carried on in

reputation in Edinburgh

Dundee Academy.
Cupar Academy. While
taught there,

my

;

my

elder sisters were well

brother also laid the foundation of a

good education.

My

sisters

received,

in

addition,

lessons in music, in French, and in the fancy needle-

work,

still
highly esteemed, from a trained and
accomplished gentlewoman, Mrs. Bonnar, who opened

a finishing school for girls in the town.

In these advances in education there were some
regrettable details.

The

little

theatre, the gift of the

French prisoners, which they presented unconditionally to the town on their removal to other quarters,
was annexed to the school, not as a theatre, but as
additional class-rooms, in which the stage played a
part in public examinations and exhibitions of the
attainments of the scholars. The Church of Scotland
never had been favourable to the theatre, and just at
this period plays and play-actors were anathema
maranatha. Without doubt the town council believed
they had done a good and justifiable act when they
got rid of the poor Frenchmen's natty little theatre, to
which good actors had come on their provincial tours.
Taverns as a resort for the middle classes were
abandoned; the frequenters of the one coffee-room
were dwindling and dying out. Another institution
a good deal neglected, and only patronized by incorrigible readers,

was

the town's library, established to a

considerable extent by contribution of books from
It had been a great improvement
on the lending library, mainly for women and girls,
presided over by an indigent, ignorant gentlewoman.
The second library, too, was also hanging in the

local well-wishers.
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its contributions waxing fewer instead
more numerous.
Cupar's claims to intellectual
eminence were concentrated in the law courts, while
the lawyers themselves were growing more con-

balance, with

of

ventional, less united, less of a jovial, witty society,

almost rivalling the circles of Edinburgh judges and
advocates in their mental activity, their conversational
powers, their facetiousness.

But we children were well enough off, and some of
us were rather remarkable in our way. A young lad,
an artist, Gourlay Steel, brother of Sir John Steel, the
sculptor, and himself afterwards distinguished as an
animal painter, visited one of the families in the town,

who were on
mother.

The

intimate

my father and
my small brother

terms with

lad took a fancy to

because of the open-mouthed interest with which the
child watched the lad drawing.
The elder taught the
younger to cut out in black paper (the broad edge of

funeral letters), with the nursery scissors, horses, deer,

dogs,

etc.

Naturally

my brother Robert's performances

seemed so wonderful to his mother that she got some
of them pasted on embossed cards, which she proudly
presented to his or her acquaintances.

One

of these

cards happened to have been preserved, and several
artists to whom it was shown many years afterwards
expressed their surprise at the extraordinary feeling

by the owner of the
These competent judges were of the
opinion that the card might have been the early
record of a great animal painter. When the same boy
was older, his favourite schoolmate* rejoiced in the

for the different animals exhibited
little

*

W.

fingers.

A. Taylor, writer (notary),

and

his brother A. Taylor,

bank

agent, and sometime Provost of the town, were our fast friends so

long as

life lasted.
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The
Navy

possession of a book, in seven volumes, called "
British Trident."

and

its battles,

It

was

a history of the British

illustrated with the

most blood-curdling

engravings of slippery decks, waving cutlasses, and
boarding-pikes, leading up to a climax of heaps of

dead and mortally wounded men ever put on paper.
On this work, borrowed volume by volume, read and
reread, Robert browsed mentally, with the utmost
satisfaction, for years of his boyhood.
So great was
his enthusiasm that he contrived, with his born
mechanician's hands, to construct a miniature navy of
toy ships, answering in proportional size and rigging to
each vessel in the fleet. They were cut with his penknife out of such bits of woods as he could acquire,
having pins for bolts and thread for ropes, carefully
shaped bits of calico for sails, and snips of narrow
ribbon for flags and signals. These facsimiles of all
the frigates and smaller craft of the service bore the
names of the originals, and went through the battle

manoeuvres according to what was written

in

the

" Trident."

One would have thought he would
been an

artist,

certainly have

or a sailor, or at least a traveller in

foreign countries in pursuit of game, living or dead,
big

or

little.

He was

neither.

took an intelligent interest in
sea,

and had a quick eye

the last he

it.

He loved art, and
He was fond of the

for all kinds of shipping.

was an attached

To

friend of animals, but to

no further extent did the indications presented by the
man.
Among other changes which were fast altering the
world was the disappearance of old national holidays
and customs. Hallow-e'en, with its mysterious ques-

child reach maturity in the

tioning of the future, St. Valentine's

Day with

its
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gallantry, Beltane, with

its

bonfires

— the

very Daft

Hogmanay with its cakes, Han'sel Monday with
money gifts, first footing and guisarding, or mum-

Days,
its

These holidays had been
house of Balass, but
had been handed down to the working class and to
children, and were shrinking and shrivelling to
ming, were

all

on the wane.

in full force in the past at the old

inanition.

One

relic of the

Guisards survived

piece of masquerading arranged

by

in

my

an innocent
mother, in

which the parts were played by her two smallest
daughters, Jessie, aged six, and Henrietta, four.
Jessie, a quaint, pretty, black-haired mite, was got up
as one of the German broom-girls, who came at intervals to the town selling brooms used in dusting,
and made from the willows of the Lahn, singing, in
guttural accent, M Mein lieber Augustin." Like her
models, Jessie was dressed in a frock with short,

full

Her head was crowned by a high, gay " furniture print " cap.
Her little hands were filled with the
dainty cream-coloured brooms. I was a homely child,
skirts.

and did not lend myself readily to anything smart and
I was put into an amphibious kind of
garment, which had been worn by Robert when he
consisted of a complete hybrid
It
was my age.
costume, starting with a small boy's breeches and
picturesque.

ending
frock.

in

a

When

low-necked,

short-sleeved

baby-girl's

our disguise was concluded, a servant

took us round a circle of our mother's friends to see
if they could recognize us, a progress which meant
petting with cakes and sweets.

My

mother required the services of two nursemaids when there were three nearly helpless children
in the nursery.

Jessie, so delicate at six that she stir
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needed constant care and attention I came next, and
a healthy, but by no means far forward child at
four, my younger sister, Eesie, a baby of two, wound
up the family. She was as quick and sure as I was
slow and uncertain, as light and rapid, with a fairylike lightness and swiftness, as I was heavy and inert.
The two maids in the nursery, when deprived of
one of their charges, took one each of the two remaining children, and inevitably fell to forming a couple of
;

was

opposing factions.
Bell, an elderly, experienced nursemaid, had the
care, by appointment and choice, of the delicate elder
child, while the healthy, sleepy-headed younger fell to
the lot of Nellie, a
It

was not

young woman

of

some

character.

the best thing in the world to have the

children pitted against each other by their respective

champions, but the competition did not continue long

enough
Bell

to

produce any lasting rivalry.
a curiosity even then.

was

of the time.

—false

other

endowed with what were
worn by matrons

possessions she was richly
called " fronts "

Among

hair largely

Her mistresses had included red-haired,
women, and Bell,

as well as brown- and black-haired

who had

fallen heir to

the cast-off fronts, used

to

wear them impartially and indiscriminately, without
a thought given to consistency, simply in consideration
of their greater or less shabbiness.

example, within

my

Scotch Church going

She was

the only

knowledge, of a member of the
in white, as to a festival, to take

went along with her family,
country church of their village, at some miles
distant from the town in which her employers lived.
the Sacrament, and she

in the

In these days the Sacrament

was only administered once

a year in country districts.

Midsummer though

the
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season was, the weather was not always propitious

gowns, nor was their getting up uniformly
But, without fail, Bell's gown was washed,
starched, and ironed, and solemnly put on, alike to
show her sense of the honour of sitting down at one
of the " Tables " and as a symbol of the cleanness of
life and purity of heart required in the intending comfor white

convenient.

municant.

What weird nursery tales Bell could tell, such as
never reach children nowadays
She had legends
!

like

that of

"The Robbers

of Clatto Den," or the

strange, mysterious dialogue for which, in order to

deliver

it

properly, a second narrator had to be got.

Who killed Downie ?" and
began with the sorrowful, half-incredulous exclamation, "Is Downie dead?"
The story had its origin in the long unexplained
The

significant title

was

"

it

tragedy ending with the death of a college janitor in
the northern University of Aberdeen. But Bell's most

myths had to do with a "Johnnie Barfit"
(barefoot), who most certainly must have been " Earl
Beardie," the wicked Earl of Glamis, who, for his sins
in general and one profane aspiration in particular,
was condemned to sit dicing, cursing, and swearing,
and playing cards for ever and ever with his reprobate
companions in a room sunk out of sight in his Castle
of Glamis. Earl Beardie had lands in Fifeshire as
well as in Forfarshire, and a ruined castle of his was
thrilling

—

it

Struthers Castle ?

—stood

near Bell's native village.

There seem to have been intervals in his endless
games of cards which enabled him to cross the Tay
If Bell
to Fifeshire and revisit his various haunts.
had not seen him herself, she could vouch for the
trustworthiness of several of the villagers who had

"THE LORD

IS
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undergone the experience. They had encountered
on dark stormy nights a tall, bearded man wrapped
in a long dark cloak, who, on account of his shoeless,
stockingless feet (probably an illusion to some penance
to which Earl Beardie had been subjected) glided past
them so suddenly and noiselessly, with no warning
beforehand of his coming, that they could not

up courage

to hail

summon

and challenge him.

Nellie of the next generation

was

less imaginative,

while she was as tenacious in her affections.

She was

an adept in plain sewing; she had been taught in a
sewing-school superintended by such magnates as the
Lady Lucy and the Lady Marianne Leslie Melville of
Nellie particularly desired that her child

the period.

should early

reflect the merits of her teacher, and be
her at sewing.
But, alas
the child's
fingers were all thumbs, and her progress was what

a

credit

to

!

might have been expected in the circumstances. The
failure was made worse by the contrast afforded by
Bell's child,

whose

deft little fingers could

hem

well-

nigh as correctly as Nellie herself could, and that in

Poor Nellie she had to fall back on my
That showed itself as soon as I
could master one or two syllables, which, by the way,
I could not do till I was six years of age.
But I did
not stop after I had once begun. Then my father led
me by the hand to the shop of the only bookseller in
the town to get a child's book for me. He introduced
no time.

!

love for reading.

me

to the bookseller as "

of reading."

I

My

little girl

who

is

so fond

can faintly remember the incident,

My mother
had been at church to hear an evening sermon, and
Nellie had employed the time before putting me to
bed in teaching me to repeat the Twenty-third Psalm
together with another of the same date.

1
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Psalm of the Shepherd King's so dearly loved in
My teacher had been so carried away by
her success that she kept me out of bed to what seemed
an unearthly hour for the return of my mother, in
order that, while the iron was hot and the words still
fresh in my memory, I should recite the verses without
that

Scotland.

faltering to the admiring listener.

Forty years afterward, when
"

The Lord

my

is

Shepherd

"

my

was

mother lay dying,

the last thing

I

read

to her.

Poor

My

Bell

!

her history was not without

its

tragedy.

father had

been expecting a business letter of
some importance, and was perplexed and amazed by
its non-arrival. One of the servants chanced to hear him
speak of his letter, and mentioned to my mother the
coincidence that Bell in the nursery, who had been
a

little

odd

her ways of

had been looking long
she had at last reNot being a scholar, she had found herself

for a letter

ceived.

in

—a

love-letter

late,

—which

unable to make out the contents, but she would not
suffer

any of her more accomplished "neighbours"

to read

it

hoarding

to her.

She was contenting

unread.

It is

my father's missing

letter

it

herself with

hardly necessary to say that

and Bell's unexplored epistle
be one and the same, and that the
unfortunate Bell was destined to speculate for a time

were discovered

to

over her letters in the seclusion of a lunatic asylum.

CHAPTER
The

II

winter gaiety of the three "Assemblies" was

even by the

little

people in the nursery.

felt

These were

subscription balls for which tickets were sold, and,

keep them free from offence, they were
managed, not by a Master of Ceremonies, it is true,
but by a committee of respectable gentlemen, heads
in order to

of families,

who

acted as stewards in giving introduc-

whose wives played the

part of matrons
and chaperons.
How popular these balls were may be guessed by
one detail. Though costly, imposing wigs and hair-

tions, etc.,

powder were things of the

past, ladies' hair

was

still

dressed for festive occasions with an elaboration of
towering puffs and plaits, piles of curls, and cascades
of ringlets, the composition of which

went

was only one

beyond
There
Cupar

far

the art, or lack of art, of untrained fingers.
skilled hairdresser for ladies in

Miss Kilgour, the sedate and mannerly member of a
whose head was Michael Kilgour,
the old gentleman who obligingly played the part
of a visiting barber of a morning.
The tail was the
younger sister of Miss Kilgour, who attended her in
her office as the humble bearer and dispenser of the
necessary combs and brushes, hairpins, and curlingtongs.
But how was one professional to cope with
hairdressing family

a

town

full

of gentle clients,
163

upon

whom

she had to
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work individually and not in battalions ? Her aid
was bespoken weeks before, and, as time passed, the
applications for her work were further and further
antedated, until the only resources

left

to the intending

was to have their hair dressed, not to say
in the early morning preceding the great night of the
ball, but on the day before, more than twenty-four hours
ball-goers

in

advance of the

gala,

with the obligation of spending

the intervening night sleeping in high-backed chairs that
the striking specimen of hair, interspersed with clusters
of artificial flowers or cockades of ribbon, sometimes
intact, which
weary heads were suffered to subside on their customary pillows.
Any maiden bloom
likely to be lost by the fatigue of the process was
supposed to be replaced by the glow of happy ex-

with nodding plumes, might be preserved
could not be

if

the

on the part of the debutantes, even of the
hardened ball-goers. Good-natured matrons like my
mother filled their houses, long before their own
daughters were old enough to join in the gaiety, with
happy guests from the country. Such pleasure as the
elder women derived from the occasion was drawn
little
from the reflected delight of their children
figures in pinafores and cropped heads, privileged
to stray from room to room in order to look at the
hilaration

—

pretty

young

to try

on

ladies in the last stage of their toilet,

their rings

and bracelets and finger their

necklaces of coral and white cornelian, the last not

whiter than the round throats about which they were
clasped.

Dancing, though

when French

it

had become

less graceful

than

emigres, fallen from their high estate,

taught shy and clumsy English boys, like William Pitt,
and less heavy-footed, bashful English girls to tread

CHARLESFORD AND HIS PUPILS
the dainty measure of the minuet,

still

there
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was much

deference and dignity implied in the decorous quad-

with

rille,

its

polite

Coverley, better

French origin

known

"The Haymakers"

in the

in Sir

;

Roger de

Scotland of that day as

haymakers of Scotch art, doubtless) and in the figures and steps of many of the old
country dances, with their picturesque, sometimes
historical, names.
There was also agility, vigour, and
much whole-hearted joyousness in Scotch reels and
But there was no more thought of
strathspeys.
(the

;

romping, with other kitchen attributes, than there
of listless boredom in the quieter, slower dances.

was

The

different styles of

dancing were alike maintained

in serious, almost solemn, order.

a performance

still

They were

part of

deliberately and conscientiously

carried out.

Children were taught to dance with much care and
thoroughness, for dancing was not only an elegant

accomplishment, not to be despised,
deportment, ridding

its

pupils of

it

was an

aid to

many an awkward,

For children there still lingered the
"high dance" and the ballet -dancing with its entreungainly habit.
chats.

The famous Cupar dancing-master, Charlesford by
name, was not a resident. He came once a year and
gave a course of lessons, during which little else was
thought of by the youthful dancers. Charlesford was
a rather fine and decidedly irate elderly gentleman, of
whom his pupils stood much in awe. There was a
legend that he had been connected in his younger and
better days with the Italian opera, probably with the
ballet.
At week-ends he had the custom of deserting
his lodgings, resorting for the time to the principal
inn,

and luxuriating

in

extravagant,

if

not riotous,
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He had

living.

a

knowledge of human nature had

that supercilious, fiery gentleman, as well as a pretty

Over and above what might
be called the elementary dancing, in which all the

taste in figure-dancing.

pupils were trained, and, in addition to the various

made by

displays

group had a

little

the capacity of

its

his

crack dancers, every family

own, suited to
members, and danced to a popular
figure-dance of

its

where parents could

air at his public ball,

feast their

eyes on the performance of their offspring.

The whole community
and

old,

—

upper class young
great and small, ladies and gentlemen

flocked to these balls.

in the

To

assure the attendance of

the gentlemen no less than that of the ladies, the

master of the ceremonies had a dance for the boys in
the character of members of the Guild of Masons,
wearing the appropriate aprons and making signs and

among the men
womankind had to conthought that here was the

gestures which excited great laughter
present, while their ignorant
tent themselves with the

shadowing forth of some of the secrets of the ancient
and mystic craft, from any further acquaintance with
which the gentler sex were absolutely debarred. My
sister Helen and one of the girl cousins from Blebo
Mills were amongst the best dancers in the school.
By the directions of the master they were furnished
with pairs of castanets, scarfs fastened to their wrists
taking

the

place

of

mantillas.

Thus

attired,

the

danced a Spanish dance, beginning with slow,
languorous movements, and ending in an impassioned

girls

furore of motion.
I

had

in

my

possession a programme of one of

Charlesford's balls, which

century ago.

The

was danced not

far

from a

figure -dances culminated in

a

"LOVE AMONG THE ROSES"
ballet,

called

Roses."

The

in

the

girls

selves in a double

were

programme
in

row

the
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Love among the
arranged themwhite frocks, which
"

school

in their

de rigueur on the occasion.

One

of the seniors

appeared at the top of the dance, her arms laden with
what represented wreaths of roses, and were, in fact,
circles of wand bound with sprays of artificial red and
white roses. Thus encumbered she danced down the
ranks, disengaging and presenting in turn as she
passed a wreath to each dancer. After the ranks had
parted and closed again and again, and disposed of
their garlands in every graceful fashion, the opposite

rows were finally formed as at first, each girl holding
her wreath above her head so as to make a bowery
Then down the living lane, armed with Cupid's
lane.
bow and arrows, which she pointed as she came at
each of the laughing, blushing big girls on either side,
skipped, in time to a lively air, "Love" in the person of

my

little

was

the youngest child then

four-years-old, black-haired sister.

Jessie

— too young to be a pupil

but in her love of music and dancing she had always

accompanied her sisters to the hall, and regularly
every day the strict disciplinarian of a dancing-master
found time to summon her gravely to the floor, as he
summoned his other pupils, while he played a tune
and looked on with much diversion and considerable
interest and admiration as the mite the observed of all
observers started with the utmost gravity to execute
for several minutes her improvised steps and figures.
It was the same small sprite, accustomed to call her-

—

—

who shortly afterwards
door by a violent fever. In
the feeble, irritable state in which she was left it was
considered desirable to treat her unreasonable behests
self " the flower of the flock,"

was brought

to death's

1
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as

if

She was
Sunday morning, her small

they had been wise, sovereign decrees.

lying in her crib early one

and figure white and shrunk, her lips still parched
and blackened by the fire of the fever which had all
but consumed her, and had stolen from her all her
baby liveliness, so that she lay ominously spent and
still.
On the top of her little night-cap (these were
the days of universal night-caps) was perched a turban
(these were also the days of turbans) in which my
mother had sported a plume of bird of paradise
feathers.
The child had taken a fancy to the turban,
and had cried to have it put on her head.
Thus invested, she suddenly announced, in weak,
faltering accents, just after she had petulantly refused
to have food for a dangerous length of time, that she
might take a bit of Peggy's cheese and a bit of Tammas
face

Aitken's " shortie."

The

watchers, hanging breathlessly on any utter-

ance of the weak voice, looked at each other in dire
dismay. Peggy was the cook, and her cheese was a

kebbock of wooden consistency kept in a kitchen
Surely Peggy's cheese was only fit for a
ploughman's digestion. As for the shortbread, which
on weekdays formed a conspicuous attraction in the
window of Tammas Aitken's neighbouring shop
closed for the day of rest
though a dainty cake
enough and in general favour, it was notoriously solid,
cupboard.

—

not exactly a suitable diet for a juvenile invalid in a
sick room.

But when

it

came

to

an extremity, might not a few

crumbs of cheese and shortbread be

less hurtful to the

tiny tyrant than the lengthening of an exhausting fast,

together with the paroxysm of weeping certain to
follow a refusal of the demand.

THE DRAWING-ROOM OF THE DAY
A
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up Tammas
who was taking an hour's longer rest on the
Sabbath day, and get from him the coveted cake.
messenger was sent post-haste

to rap

Aitken,

Long years afterwards that instance of Sabbathbreaking on her part used to be jestingly cast in the
teeth of the child, woman grown, whose reverence for
what she regarded as the sacredness of the day, along
with the due observance of all religious proprieties,
was strongly characteristic of her.
My mother abdicated the office of decorating her
drawing-room no slight task in those days in favour
of her growing-up daughters. As the elder girls grew
up they were expected to take the drawing-room as
their particular province.
The living - room of the
family was the dining-room its occupants showing
themselves indifferent to the lingering fumes of joints,
fish, cabbage, etc.
The drawing-room was kept intact,
and in chill order for visitors. Besides, there were
vestiges of unreality in the fantasticalness and the
fragility which, from the days of Queen Anne wellnigh to those of Queen Victoria, were judged fair
attributes of what was peculiarly the room of the
ladies of the establishment.
An airy tricksiness was
permitted to haunt the place, till it was succeeded by
the severe realism, the heavy matter-of-factness which
was associated with the early reign of Queen Victoria.
The books ranged around the central table, to be
looked at rather than read, were annuals, books of
beauty, illustrated editions of Byron and Moore,
Bulwell's " Pilgrims of the Rhine," was among the
last of the set.
Interspersed were pretty imitations
of elegant trifles, small baskets dipped in alum in-

—

—

—

tended to represent four tiny taper-stands, with patterns
made by gummed-on rice roughening the surface, and
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eventually brushed with red paint to counterfeit coral.

The

largest eggs of geese and turkeys blown, flattened
one end, and bound with gilt-edged paper, figured
as small vases. A grand edifice of wire was the
skeleton and substitute for a large vase. The work
was completed by threads of wool of a suitable colour
skilfully covering the wires, while the middle of the
vase was formed by a compression of the wire bound
round with a broad white or pale-coloured satin ribbon,
hand-painted with lilies and roses to appear a girdle
of flowers. Trays of bread seals carefully kneaded to
receive impressions, and then left to harden and retain
the marks of the finest crests and mottoes and the
most famous initials which their makers could compass.
Fortune-tellers in the shape of roses, each unfolded
at

petal containing a record

of destiny nicely written,

when

were

as yet typewriters

riddles for

the

entertainment

not.

Collections of

of guests, like

that

owned by Emma Woodhouse and Lucy Smith,

as

given in Jane Austen's " Emma."

My

elder sisters constructed, for the adornment of

the chimney

-

piece,

figures

which were known as

" fan ladies."

Sheets of

stiff

were pleated
sufficient

skirts

to

coloured paper, blue, green, or red,

form

skirts,

flat,

indeed, but with

breadth to have included a hoop.

were gathered together

to

These

resemble a waist in

the belt of which the beautiful head, bust, and arms,
cut from a fashion-plate,
position

by

were

inserted,

the stick of a real fan,

back to support the paper

front.

and kept

introduced

What

at

in

the

service these

rendered in protecting the flushed cheeks and
dazzled eyes from the glow of the fire, or in creating
a gentle breeze to refresh the guests, I cannot tell.

effigies

A TRANSPLANTATION
I
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do not remember to have seen the fans

in use.

I

suspect they had something of the skeleton in their
composition, and were meant to be chiefly viewed

from a respectful distance.
Neither was the dining-room altogether forgotten
in the matter of decorating the dinner-table and the
dinner.
I have a faint recollection of the principal
cook in the little town arriving with her tools tinshapes and giving my sisters lessons in cutting out
facsimiles of flowers in turnips, carrots, and beetroot.
Carmine paint was used to tinge delicately the turnip
petals.
These were arranged in starlike flowers, with
a little greenery, in the shape of boxwood, to garland
joints and fowls, as well as blanc-manges.

—

—

The

transplantation of

my

father and

mother

to

Grange occurred when the eldest of the family was
seventeen years old and the youngest seven. The
small fry did not suffer for a time.

change, and at a farm, with
creatures

ground.

— calves,
But

its

lambs, chickens

—

A

child loves

and young
finds a charmed

animal

life

to the elder girls the deprivation

was

even more severe than that suffered by their father
and mother. Fresh from school, accustomed to hold
daily intercourse with a host of young companions,
the separation and isolation were little better than if
they had been landed, and begun life anew, in one of

beyond the seas. It did not signify very
much that, instead of twenty or thirty or fifty miles
from their nearest neighbours, the girls were only two
or three miles away, when they had been used to
the colonies

finding their friends next door, or across the street.

This was especially true in winter, when, between
bad weather, bad roads, and the delicacy of more than
one of the girls rendering it difficult to traverse even
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was made as impracticable as
by ten or twenty.
Above all, when the space was surmounted the
company was unsuitable. By an accident, which was
short distances, visiting
if

the miles had been multiplied

a positive misfortune in the circumstance, while

must occur occasionally

it

populated districts, the number of young people happened to be
very limited, and those resembling in age the belated
in

sparsely

-

differed widely from them in tastes and
This was hard to youth, which, craving society
on one side of its nature, and yet on the other side is
perversely exclusive, intolerant, and easily prejudiced.
But the first thing to be thought of was provision

new-comers
habits.

for the

family.

education of the younger members of the
My father had set his heart on my brother

all the advantages in education which he himhad lacked.
The parish schoolmaster was an
unusually good classical scholar, even for a parish
schoolmaster of these days. He had so great a name
for his knowledge of Greek and Latin that his house
was usually full of boarders
boys from the upper
middle class, many of them come from considerable
distance to profit by the instructions given in Kilconquhar School. My father would fain have had my

having
self

—

brother a classical scholar, but the boy's abilities did

what was the chief
support and glory of the school, to which he rode
between two and three miles on his donkey, did not
profit him much.
In a couple of years or so he was
sent to St. Andrews, where he lived in a good boardinghouse and attended the Madras College School, then
very popular with the public. That was his entrance
into the world, his return from the holdidays making
not

lie in

that direction, so that

the beginning of those bright spots in our home-life

WILSON'S
which

"

TALES OF THE BORDERS"

his presence in the family circle

never
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failed to

produce.

According

to a

custom which prevailed

his separation from the rest of us

at the time,

was rendered

less

complete by the journeys to and fro in a carrier's cart
of his primitive wooden trunk, which brought his

home

washed and mended, and maintained
a correspondence closer than could be effected by the
post, not yet boasting a penny postage throughout the
United Kingdom. If the trunk was not the rose, it
had been near the rose, and had borrowed some of its
fragrance. The trunk was eagerly looked for, not only
clothes

because of

to be

its

regular

membrance which

letter,

but for the unfailing re-

the writer sent to his

little

sisters at

—

home. His pocket-money was not princely threepence weekly yet it supplied a generous margin
sufficient to enable him to send regularly small consignments of rock or other sweets to the youngsters
at home.
Robert's correspondence and mine seems to have
turned principally on an announcement, erroneous
as it proved, of the immediate publication, in serial
numbers, of Wilson's " Tales of the Borders," on
which our desires were centred. A St. Andrews
bookseller must have suffered much persecution in
consequence of the mistake. Wilson's " Tales of the
Borders " did not make their appearance for fully
twenty years to come. By that time my craving for
them was exhausted. It was Robert who remained

—

faithful to his first love.

CHAPTER

III

My sister Jessie and I, nine and seven years of age,
were educated at home by our sister Margaret, aged
seventeen. She was fairly qualified for the task, which
she undertook cheerfully and discharged faithfully. It is
more than thirty years since she and I were parted, yet
she still seems so near me, so much a part of me, that
But I
I feel as if it were not for me to write of her.
wish to do so were it only in a desperate endeavour
to show what a woman may be, in order to enlighten
those persons who, from their unfortunate experience,
have learned to look upon women at their best as mere
ornaments and toys, the weaker vessels, the sport of
passion or idle whim, whose jealousy is their most
striking trait, whose very love means exaction, while
their rage expresses itself half in petty spite, half in

vindictive cruelty.

Even at seventeen Margaret was our mother's right
hand a second mother to her younger brother and
sisters.
She spent hours, months and years, in
teaching a pair of pupils who used any amount of
liberty with her, who were tempted by her unfailing
patience and good humour to be as self-willed and
provoking as they knew how to be.
She made a
large part of her own and their clothes. She rose

—

betimes, like the wise

woman

in

Proverbs, to super-

intend the preparation of the early breakfast which
i74

A SECOND MOTHER
she shared with

my

mother.

The
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care of muslin, lace,

and the box-pleating of the cambric frills of my father's
dress shirts, fell upon her in the great ironing-day
which succeeded the washing-day once a fortnight.
She would sit hours in a hot room, engaged in the
details of ironing the frills, pelerines, collars and caps,
to which a hasty rough touch would have been
destruction.
And she would always speak of the
occupation as really pleasant and interesting.
The workaday existence in the old farmhouse of
Balass had descended to Grange and to Margaret. It
may have been a little softened and lightened to her,
but it did not cease to be arduous. It was rather
more responsible, and it was not half so social.
In order to give pleasure and,

my two

if

possible, health to

elder sisters in their love of flowers,

my

father

got the flower-garden well laid out with the stipulation that the

by

their

own

two should undertake to keep it in order
However, my sister

service thenceforth.

Mary, delicate from her childhood, frequently confined
house for many weeks, or sent from home to
escape the rigour of the climate, was not able to do
more than give directions and make suggestions
carried out by Margaret in the heaviest labour they
caused her.
In looking back she seems to have been working
for us all day long, winding up other obligations by
putting Jessie and me to bed, curling our hair, hearing
us say our prayers, sitting by us with a book (I
remember on one occasion the book was " Pen Owen ")
to the

till

Jessie,

who was

a timid child,

house was not always
voices of

Blebo

young

silent

visitors

and

from

Mills, friends of Robert's

fell

The
The merry

asleep.

still.

Cupar— cousins from

— would

rise in the
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and reach the room, still called the nursery, but
nothing would draw her from her self-imposed old

air

woman's

part.

When

any member of the family happened to be ill,
it was a matter of course that wherever Margaret
might have been sleeping (sleeping-rooms for each
member of the family were an impossibility) she was
taken out of the room in which she had been, and
installed with the invalid for days and weeks as long
as the illness lasted.
No one of us would have consented to have any other nurse with us.
She was
no weary, broken-down drudge, but a young, bright
woman not far past her girlhood, full of cheer and full
of lively humour.
She was not a handsome girl or woman. The good
looks of my mother's family came down to her children
only in a modified degree.

The

attraction of Margaret's

above all, in its sweetBut Mary, the sister next her in age, with little
more than a year between them, so that they were
linked together as if they had been twins, though not
what could have been classed as beautiful, nor even
pretty, had that intangible charm of distinction and
grace which is sometimes more powerful than beauty
itself.
There was attention and admiration for her
wherever she went, while the elder sister was apt to
be overlooked. Mary from a baby had been reared
with the utmost difficulty. Her health required conMargaret was hardy, and
stant care and cherishing.
not to say independent it was an independence which

face lay in its intelligence, and,
ness.

—

carried the burdens of

Sometimes
there were
doctor

many

others on

for part of the winter
six or

and

its

shoulders.

spring,

when

seven weeks of east wind, Mary's
in sending her away from the

was imperative

A GAY COUNTRY TOWN
coast,

with

destination

its

was

bleak,

the

cold,

and
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bitter winds.

more sheltered

islands,

Her

where she

could stay with friends in Cupar, or relations at Blebo

walk of Cupar. And what a privileged
Cupar it seemed to the exiled family in the solitude of
Grange
It is difficult to make those unaccustomed
Mills, within a

!

Why a
to such a contrast to realize the situation.
sojourn in the little town, with its many pleasant,
its round upon round of friendly teaand carpet-dances, its lectures, its very Sunday
evening sermons and weekly evening prayer-meetings,
were full of stir and movements, of secular gaiety and
spritual rousing. Its clean pavements, its brilliant gaslights, were a comfort and joy in themselves.
Even
the jars of coloured water in the chemist's windows,
lit up by the street lamps, were a joyous variety

familiar faces,

parties

among

the fascinating, dazzling contents of the drapers'

and jewellers' windows. A stay in Cupar to an unsophisticated country visitor was like a season in town
to a girl of another class who had dreaded the doom of
exclusion from her natural kind and her proper sphere.
But when Margaret stayed for successive winters
and springs at home she faced these seasons in their
most trying and unattractive moods mud and mire,
snow and sleet, chill and darkness, wild tempests, impassable roads, and a sense of being forgotten and
forsaken in the unbroken quiet and monotony. At
times the gloom in my father's affairs gathered round
our house, while she kept working blithely and bravely,
and was still working perpetually for others.
Yet I declare solemnly that, though in a position to
detect the slightest jar, I never saw anything save the
warmest, most perfect affection between these two
sisters, so differently endowed and differently placed.

—

12
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never found the chance to detect in the elder any
sentiment apart from innocent pride in the gifts of the
I

younger.

Tennyson wrote

of a man's character that he

was

a

have always looked upon my sister
Margaret as a selfless woman. Doubtless the genus
is rare, but I can bear testimony that it is not without
an example, and when it occurs there is seen one of
the happiest creatures to be met with on God's
" selfless

man."

I

earth.

A

sad day in

quitted

home

my

life

was

that

on which Margaret

to take a situation as governess and

But I need not say we who
behind stranded believed we could not do
long without her. Glad was the day when she came
back to us laden with presents for her people, which
had taken much thought and pains and a large proassistant housekeeper.

were

left

portion of her slender salary to procure.

A common impression exists that Scotch children
with parents "sitting under," as the phrase goes, a
Presbyterian

or certainly

minister are,

Calvinistic

were, brought up amidst the gloom and terror which

many good
creed.

people associate with John Calvin and his
This notion is, and has been, much exaggerated.

We were not subjected
the kind.

My

to

father and

school in the Church.

teaching of his children

with what

I

believe

any depressing influences of
mother were of the milder

My father left the religious
to my mother, in accordance

was the general custom, unless

in

the houses of ministers, elders, or very strict professors of religion.

Among

the latter

I

know

there

were children who were taken to every "diet" of public
when they were not in church on the
" Sabbath," or Sunday, were expected to be occupied
worship, who,
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they were not
These children
were commonly called upon when the evening came
to end the strenuous da3^ by giving in turn all the
answers to the Westminster Shorter Catechism.
My mother assembled us
It was not so with us.
around the central table, the youngest child on her
knee, and heard us read "verse about" (in alternate
verses) one or two chapters in the Bible. She did
she was the least
not dogmatize on what we read
dogmatic of women. I think she considered that if
we could read the words we could understand them,
and that it would be presumption on her part to
interpret them. She said a little more to us when we

in learning

psalms or paraphrases

if

reading books of a religious kind.

;

talked about the engravings in a large folio Bible in

two volumes, which was always present on the occasion. It had been the gift of my grandmother
Helen
Burn to her two elder grandchildren, my mother's

—

—

daughters, before they could speak, not to say read.

hundred years old, and has many
fine, some very much the reverse.
ended with the pleasure to the
reading
generally
The
younger members of the group of looking at " the Bible
Among them was a representation in
pictures."
miniature of the garden of Eden Adam kneeling, Eve
standing by, the Devil in the form of a serpent, and a
bird perched conspicuously on a branch of one of the
My mother would point to that
trees in the garden.
bird, and say with sad solemnity words to the effect
that it was in that bird Adam and Eve first saw death
which their sin had brought into a happy world and
imposed on the innocent dumb animals. Her audience
listened, deeply impressed, and grieving for the little
That Bible

is

a

engravings, some

—

bird.
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In later years

often

I

modern

science.

I

own

my

wondered where

had got that anecdote, so opposed

mother

to the teaching of

knew she would

not add an in-

Holy Writ. In the end I found
the story was given in "The Death of Abel," an oldvention of her

to

world metrical narrative

at

one time very popular

in

Scotland.

In spite

of

my

mother's

showed a great delicacy

in

natural

frankness,

dealing with others in

relation to her deepest feelings, her closest
vital interests.

She shrank,

she

and most

as a rule, from discussing

them even with near and dear

She had a

relatives.

positive horror of glibly conversing on sacred subjects,
which was not the fault of her day. I recollect when
her children were grown up some of them were speaking with two friends in her hearing, without any idea
of being flippant or not sufficiently reverent, of some

how distressed
Hush hush !" as

of the great mysteries of Christianity,

she was, and

how

she kept saying "

she would have spoken
rushing in where angels

When

to foolish,

!

overbold children

fear to tread.

a great loss befell her late in

of her only son in his prime,

life

which cut us

— the

death

to the heart,

—

from which she never entirely recovered one of us
cried out in wild protest, appealing to her as when we
were children, as if she could help us. Her sole
wondering reply was, " But it is God's will," as if in
saying that all was said there was no room for further

—

question.

She made no claim to be a specially religious woman.
While she was not only a regular attendant of the
church, according to the practice of her country and

she was so unvarying in her appearance at what
she called "the Sacrament," which in her early life
class,

A BOOK-RIDDEN CHILD
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was only administered once

a year, that though she
had borne many children, and suffered from occasional
severe illnesses, she had never missed attending a
Sacrament from the dawn of her experience when she
first became a communicant till the period in extreme
old age when she could only totter to church (there is
no private Communion in the Church of Scotland).
One is reminded of the mother of Archbishop

Temple, who, when appealed to by a friend to conlife and death and the

sider the serious questions of

God, answered, in simple sincerity, in
such words as " I have tried to do so all my life."
With my brother (my playfellow when he was at
home) absent at St. Andrews, and my sister Jessie,
delicate and more disposed to sit quietly sewing
(what heaps of sewing there were to do !) beside our
elder sisters than to play with me, I was without
games, without the companionship of children like
myself very desirable at my age. From necessity as
call

to serve

—

well as from choice

I

Books

read incessantly.

children were soon exhausted, so that

I

for

progressed

betimes to books for the "grown-ups," happily, for

wholesome as well as
Waverley Novels," of which my
possessed an edition. There was less whole-

the most part, into the entirely
the

enchanting

father

"

some mental food

for a rather sickly little girl not yet
her teens in several of Warren's contributions to
Blackwood's Magazine, under the title " From the
in

Diary of a Late Physician."

The

stories

included

"Death at the Toilet," "A Slight Cold," "A Man
About Town," " The Magdalen." The sombreness of
these studies in a popular magazine regarded as light

reading was corrected for more mature readers by the
riotous fun of " Noctes Ambrosianae," the fine

humour
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of " Mansie

Waugh," and the by no means tame

adventures recorded

in

"Tom

Cringle's Log."

When

the household funds were not too low, we
read in Cupar Library, the books being conveyed to

and

fro in a

green baize bag tied with a string and

entrusted to an independent-minded, erratic carrier,

who

often delivered the bag days and nights after

its

journey was completed.
When Robert
was at home, he and I would try to lessen the delay
by visiting the carrier's house of call in the next village,
and carrying the bag, if the bag was there, home between us. We took the road by the stretch of sandy

six hours'

beach, that

we might

sit

down by

the way, unfasten

the string, and investigate the nature of our burden.

Great was our satisfaction
contents

;

when we approved of the
when they were

equally great our vexation

Once they dwindled
volume of sermons.

not to our mind.
book, and that a

We

always read

in the village library,

to

a single

which, as

it

not only supplied the readers in the village, but those

neighbourhood, with books, was not to
be despised. A committee met once a year, and bought
one or two new books, which were in great request
in the adjacent

for

some time afterwards. The

and bookseller

in the place.

ours, or rather of mine.

librarian

He was

He was

was a stationer

a staunch ally of

a character, and had

a history.

He was a tall, lantern-jawed man, with
gait.
He had red hair, and I had almost

a drooping

written red

were red-lashed and mostly downHe had long bony
hands grown over with red hair. He was always shy,
timid, and tempted to rely on others, as one might
easily guess he had been when, as a lad of fifteen, he

eyes, because they
cast

—not

caring to meet yours.

THE VICTIM
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was the complete

tool of a rascally elder brother.
His
had culminated in an attempt, with the aid of
an accomplice and this dupe of a lad, to rob the mailcoach, when on a particular night, as the conspirators
were aware, it was due to traverse the district with
outside passengers only, save for the pair who, for
their own ends and purposes, had booked for the
inside.
The part that the lad had to play was to
hoodwink the coachman and the outside passengers,
of whom he was one, by sitting with a large dog on a
chain at his side, and by seeking so to rattle the chain
and tease the dog into growling and barking as to
mask the sound of the depredations which were being
committed in the boot of the coach.
The crime was detected and frustrated, and the
criminals were arrested and brought to justice. The
three were tried, the elder brother and the accomplice were, by the laws of the time, sentenced to
death and executed.
The unhappy lad received a
pardon on account of his youth, and of the degree
to which he had been misled and overruled by his

rascality

brother.

Surely
pardon,

have

for,

led

austere
Baptists.

no

miserable

from that

a

life,

youngster
terrible

blameless, industrious,
since

On

better

period, he

and

he made one of a

the most stormy winter

could see him trudging, without

fail,

deserved

seems

to

somewhat

strict

sect

of

Sundays we

miles along the

road past Grange, in order to join in his church
worship.

He

disarmed the harsh judgment of his neighbours,
and worked himself up till he had a shop of his own,
and was a tradesman in a small but well-to-do way.
He married respectably and happily, had a family of

1
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well-conducted and thriving sons and daughters, and

was altogether
I

a

worthy member of

have had a theory that the

society.

air of the eastern sea-

board, blighting in

its

so bracing that

helped prodigals to reform as no

other air would

it

severity, was, in another sense,

have

helped

there were reclaimed drunkards
a

desperate

stage,

when

the

them.

Undoubtedly

who had
horrors

arrived at

of

delirium

tremens prostrated them, yet who lived to be sober
members of Christian Churches, exemplary citizens,
and good husbands and fathers. Whether God alone
helped them, or the air, as pressed into the service,
it was a comfort to see in the men and
examples of Browning's man and wife, who,
after sinking to the lowest depths of degradation,
were reached and redeemed at last. This was true of
the foulest swearer, the fiercest brawler, the most
dissolute and abandoned of the not very choice
specimens of humanity who were wont to gather
round the site of the old Market Cross of Cupar, in
the centre of the town, and sell fish brought in carts
from the coast, to which he belonged. That chief of
reprobates was destined to come in the end to his
post, new clothed and in his right mind, a genuinely
converted man. Who are there to disavow the possibility, to deny, or belittle, or grudge the miracle ?
But my poor friend in the little stationer's shop had
Many a confidential
never been such an outcast.
dealing I had with him, and I have reason to think
that, though he himself was no student (books were
his business, and not his pleasure) he had some kindly
sympathy with my girlish love for them. He used to
send mysterious messages to me by other members of
the family as to a friend, of whom, and of her tastes

aided them,

women
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and wishes, he had considerable understanding. " Tell
her" he would say, " that if it " (the library book I was
bent on getting) " comes in as I expect, and if she will
haste ye and call, she will find it."
But my father once saw the poor rescued waif
standing, white and shrinking, in his own cheerful,
prosperous little shop, of the possession of which,
and of its creation by his own steadiness and diligence
he was proud, listening to the story of the past, which
he was unable to deny, brought back to him in the
angry taunts of a customer privileged by his rank
and influence. The taunter was a man of birth and
breeding, who ought to have been incapable of such
conduct, since he

was

also a

man

of genuine kindness

of heart and generosity of nature, who, at any other

moment than

that when an ungovernable temper had
been roused by the supposed neglect of some order,
would have indignantly repudiated the cruel retaliation.

My

father hurried from the shop in mortal shame,

not for the defenceless culprit, but for his passionblinded accuser.
It

was on

name commonly
saw one of the earliest

the counter of Gilchrist, a

abbreviated to

" Gillie," that I

numbers of Punch. I can tell the date, because it contained a version of the " Court Circular." It professed
to give a solemnly

pompous account

of the daily in-

cidents in the nursery of the infant Princess Royal

Empress Frederick). How many times she had
been carried round the royal room, when and with
what zest she had swallowed her pap. I had not seen
a paper of the kind before, and it filled me with
wonder, and, in my youthful gravity and intensity,

(the

with a certain amount of disapproval.

What

kind of

1
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was that ? I had to live and
Lady Grizel Baillie's old song

foolish jesting

meaning of

"

Werena my
I

Had Punch

learn the

heart licht,

would dee."

not risen and flourished, there would

have been a sensible diminution in the gaiety of the
and without that brave gaiety to relieve the
pessimism what would have become of the poor
nations,

nations ?

As
tary,

a necessary, almost inevitable, result of a seden-

book-ridden

childhood,

took

I

to

the stuff and doggerel children perpetrate

little

dis-

had always haunted
turret-room opening from the sitting-room,

torted echoes of their reading.

the

scribbling

— dim,

I

which served as an office for my father. It was also
the source of an attraction for me, because it was our
library so named, though in reality it answered more
to the idea of what was once known as a " bookcloset."

Under

my

latest infatuation

my

I

took to laying

employing
them on my own behalf, when, of course, as my handwriting was even viler than might have been expected,
I rendered them useless.
It is a proof of a father's
patience with his children, and a Scotch father's profound respect for anything with the most distant
approach to learning, that I was never really punished
for the inconvenience I caused him, or prevented from
repeating the offence. His naturally hot temper was
" That child
satisfied with the indignant explosion
!"
So far as my conscience
has been at my pens again
was concerned, 1 was in such a fine frenzy of comnefarious hands on

father's quill pens,

:

position that

I

felt

must take the pens

as

if

if I

I

could not help myself;

died for

it

—

I

queer, perplexing

"THERE CAM' A YOUNG MAN,"

ETC.
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mite that I was, in a blue and white checked pinafore
which bore the picturesque old name of " a sacque,"

because

it

was

tight to the waist in front, while

it

hung

loose from the throat behind, like the silk or gauze

sacques of the fine ladies of the earlier Georges'

As

regime.

often as not

chin,

and hanging

I

chose to wear an old

my mother's pinned under my
down to my heels. My hair was in

brown crepe shawl

of

a curly crop, between sandy and
apt to be in wild disorder.

myself from

my

brown

and

in colour,

In this guise

I

either hid

kind in corners with a book and a

silent protest against

being disturbed, or

I

trotted in

any person who would listen to me
(most frequently my sister Margaret was the victim),
insisting on repeating the last verses of poetry ballads
generally which had taken my fancy.
the track of

—

—

It

was

in

days that
door,"

these light-hearted, hardly responsible

" there

who

man to my daddy's
known his desire to
daughters of the house. He

cam' a young

should ere long make

woo and win one

of the

brought an introduction from an old friend of my
father's in Edinburgh, and was received in all courtesy
and kindness.
As he was on a holiday expedition,
lodging in the next village, with all his time at his
disposal, he soon became a habitue of the house.
He
was reputed well connected, and was well-bred, while
he was reasonably handsome. His position at his age

Lords of Session
and steadiness, and

as confidential clerk to one of the

was

a warrant for his ability

for the

probability of his

Everything

appeared

rising in

his profession.

his

pretensions,

but in the course of a few months

my

father heard

an evil report, not of the young

man

was

suitable

to

— he

himself

perfectly well-doing, as well as gentle and kindly
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— but

of a

member

the champion, and

whom he was
he rather rashly brought to

of his family, of

whom

The account my

father heard was very
misconduct of one member of
the family caused him to doubt the standing of the
others.
Though my father was himself a poor man,
struggling with difficulties, he was in no haste to get

Grange.

likely garbled, but the

He was jealous

rid of his daughters.

and happiness, and

at

for their welfare

once made up his mind to nip
The next time

the suitor's approaches in the bud.

the poor fellow arrived unexpectedly, with a mistaken

assurance of the old friendly reception, he was met so
coldly, with

no invitation

to stay or return, that

took the only course open to him.

he

He went away

—

and wrote to my father I think also to my mother
with a full expression of his hopes and intention. In
reply to these he received a polite but curt and uncompromising dismissal.
In a family like ours, at once united and isolated,
full of sharp-eyed and sharp-eared youngsters, with
nothing to distract their attention, the proposal and its
rejection was speedily common property.
Oh, what
a bonne bouche of delightful excitement and enlightenment it presented to us
We were not divided in our
opinions.
We were not tempted to take opposite sides
in the constant discussion which went on.
My mother
had always in any question of consequence deferred
entirely to my father's judgment, though, perhaps, in
!

this instance

she was a

little

pleasant acquaintanceship.

sorry for the result of the

The

heart of the daughter

concerned remained quite untouched.

She was ready
what we

to scout as merrily as the rest of us scouted

regarded as the gentleman's audacity. For with the
superb egotism of youth, in this case a family egotism,

A WOOER
we
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chose to think him not

at his claims,

fit to be one of us, laughed
and consigned him and them to a limbo

of scorn and sarcasm.

No
in

doubt it would have been different even with us
our ignorance and inexperience, if the attitude of the

girl directly interested in the

Supposing

matter had been different.

my father had been

to acquiesce,

propitiated and brought

we should have enjoyed immensely the stir

and gay doings of a wedding. But, after all, marriage
festivities would soon have been over, one of us would
have gone from our ranks, and we should presently
have relapsed into our ordinary extremely quiet and
monotonous life. I declare I believe in the end we
derived much more interest and entertainment (inhuman young wretches that we were) from a wrecked
love-suit than from one which had prospered and
come to its legitimate conclusion. That would have
only endured probably for a few weeks or months at
the longest this continued off and on for the better
part of two years, languishing sometimes on account
;

of continued absence, but breaking out in fresh spurts

by reason of renewed encounters deliberately planned

The best of
knew when it would begin all
we be absolutely sure of what

on one side of the principals
it

was

that

we

neither

over again, nor could

in the affair.

would be, for the gentleman would not quit
Mild
the field he would not relinquish his purpose.
as I believe he was, and rather lacking in self-

the end

;

assertion, these qualities, or the absence of qualities,

did not hinder

him from being doggedly

persistent.

After being absent and silent for a time, he would
reappear with a flash and a dash, witching the world
with noble horsemanship as he galloped across the
links in sight of the

Grange windows, or he would
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turn up on familiar terms in the house of a neighbour

whom we were

with

not aware that he had ever ex-

changed words.

—
more than a child
— to measure his merits and demerits, but

was too young

I

time

little

I

at the

rather

liked him, because in his fervent determination to re-

commend

himself to the whole family, he assailed

ruling passion by plying

My sister

me

my

with loans of his books.

Margaret, the wisest of us, and old enough

always considered that the young man's
and perseverance might have ultimately won
his cause with the object of his affections, while my
father's obduracy, in which he was not altogether
reasonable, would in all likelihood have given way,
and a happy marriage might have been the natural
and desirable ending.
But there were two great barriers to the young
man's success. The first arose in part through his
single-hearted rashness, which made the story public
to judge,

sincerity

property, to become in time a matter of lively curiosity

and diversion

An
by

in

our narrow

unfortunate suitor

his mistress, but

by

circle.

who

all

is

held at bay not only

her kith and kin,

is

sure in

his desperation to cut a ridiculous figure, while his

movements

are an

amusement

to foolish youngsters such as

to the spectators

we

and

At the same

were.

time their anguish to one of the pair

is

the disastrous effect on the other

pretty sure to

follow.
is

a

man

to

make himself

hardly a recommendation to a

spirit,

to

For

is

though the performance

make her

and
and

is

a laughing-stock also

likely to take the aspect in her

unjustifiable persecution.

of sense and

her sake

is

and

a laughing-stock

girl

for

certain,

;

to tend

a grave offence,

eyes of indelicate

THE INTERLOPER
But the greatest obstacle of
of a false friend in the matter

all
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was the appearance

—one who

be aiding the lover and promoting his

professed to
suit,

while in

reality he was rendering him absurd and obnoxious
The interloper
in the eyes of the girl he loved.
very handsome and attractive man cared for the girl
himself, and made her care for him as much as a selfrespecting woman could be made to care where there
was no open declaration of regard, and if it was her

—

—

destiny to suffer she would remain silent as the grave.

For the man

who

played the supplanter's part, surrep-

titiously, was himself bound by an early engagement
from which he could not escape, of which my sister

knew nothing

except in a

faint,

dying-out rumour of a

connection in past years which had not been

and was believed

The

to

have been broken

fulfilled,

off.

complication came to an end in time.

The

open and worthy suitor withdrew at last the secret
and unworthy wooer found himself under the neces;

sity of returning to his earlier allegiance.
like

my

weak

sister

who make

a mistaken choice,

Women
however

physically, are strong to endure mentally with-

out a sign.

She made no

sign, only people in looking

might notice that though no alteration was
in her looks
and she was still in her
youthful prime she began to stand aside as a mere
looker-on at the life around her. She had ceased to
be an active party in it the interest she felt, the
sympathies she expressed, were all for the younger
members of her family, whose lives were yet to be
crucial question for her was
lived, because the
answered.
The man whose hopes were shattered, who might
have been in the end privileged and prized as a
back

—

apparent

—

:
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brother-in-law, passed entirely out of our

life

except

few cursory and widely separated scraps of information which drifted to us at long intervals. We
heard he married eventually, and finally died while
still in middle life.
In looking back on a long past story, I cannot help
recalling and admiring the quiet dignity so simply
expressed by my father and mother. The open loveaffair had been freely discussed.
The hidden loveaffair, however clearly guessed, was not mentioned by
my father and mother. They knew of it more or less,
and may have spoken of it between themselves, but
never in the family. When it came to an end, it was
incumbent upon them still more than on their daughter,
for her sake as well as for their own, to make no sign.
Therefore they were not the last with their congratufor a

lations to the bridegroom.

The

usual habit prevailed in the neighbourhood of

entertaining the newly-married couple.

I

have already

were commonly in the form
Dinner-parties
of the old-fashioned teas and suppers.
place with
existed,
and
took
for gentlemen only
tolerable frequency but dinners where ladies figured,
though they were beginning to be held in the middleclass circles, were still regarded as too formal, pretentious, and costly an example of hospitality.
I cannot remember if it was a newly-introduced
dinner, or an old customary tea and supper that was
I rather think it was a
celebrated on this occasion.
Certainly it was intentionally a state and
dinner.
said such entertainments

;

festival

banquet

—a rare event in

our quiet household,

—

which my father
of
the temporary
taking
advantage
mother
gave,
and
absence from home of the sister to whom, brave as she
with

its strictly

restrained expenses

A LAST SERVICE TO A DEAD MAN
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was, the ceremony would have been wellnigh intolerable.

The

received

all

bride

came

her wedding-dress, and

in

the attention and honour which

due — nothing was lacking

to celebrate

was her

her promotion.

If the bridegroom's heart failed him, if he felt any pain
and shame for the part he had played, there was nothing
left for him to do but to swallow regret and affront with
as good a grace as was possible.
There was an instance of proper pride in circumstances, but there was more than pride to be accounted
for in the compassion which was bestowed without
stint when, in a few years, the health of the recently
married man gave way, and he died soon after the
The funeral took place
birth of his second child.
from the farmhouse, situated more than half a mile
from the church and churchyard. For some reason
there was no hearse the coffin, that of a tall man,
was carried by relatives and friends, according to
It was summer, with
a custom nearly obsolete.
hot weather, and the task was a heavy one. After my
father came back from the funeral he dropped some
words on the selfishness shown by members of the
company in their reluctance to come forward and to
;

relieve

the exhausted bearers of their sad burden.

Then we knew, without

saying,

that

he

—a

slim

middle-aged man, anything rather than a Hercules
had come forward and taken the lead in performing
the last service to the dead

him

man who had wronged

sorely.

13

CHAPTER
When my

sister Jessie

was

IV

fifteen,

and

I

was

thirteen

my mother attained her wish of having
Edinburgh to get at least six months'
attendance at a finishing school. Robert was already
years of age,
us sent

to

serving his apprenticeship to a firm of mechanical

engineers in Leith, and one set of apartments could

accommodate both brother and sisters. An elder
sister was sent with us to keep house and to stay with
us.
It was thought the plan would be less expensive,
less trying, and more home-like than banishing two
entirely home-bred girls into the strange surroundings of an Edinburgh boarding-school. The arrangement was successful, with allowance made for one
short, sharp attack of home - sickness on my part.
Perhaps, as

we

entered the school at the spring term,

and fell perforce into the middle of the school books
and exercises, with the beginning of which we had no
acquaintance, our studies were somewhat uphill work,
while high places in the classes and prizes were out of
the question.

But we saw something of the world outside of
Grange, were units among hundreds of girls like ourselves, and felt the stimulus of competition and of
highly-trained teaching.
deal of

what we meant

If

we

to learn,
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did not learn a great

we

certainly learned

THE QUEEN

VISITS

SCOTLAND
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something which was worth acquiring, and the occasion
made an epoch in our lives.
One of our teachers, by that time a middle-aged
man, an authority in the great institution he had
helped to found, was the same William Graham who,
in his earlier years, had taught in Cupar Academy, to
whom my mother had given silk stockings as a wedding
gift.
He knew whose daughters we were, and never
failed to look pleased when he was able to give us a
word of praise. It impressed us all the more, since
he was a good deal of a despot in his style of
teaching.

home again, with my education finished
was fourteen, the next event which stirred
the quiet of our lives was Queen Victoria's first visit
to Scotland.
As I was the youngest of the family and
Settled at

before

I

under age, and as only a detachment of the household
could make the expedition to see their Queen, I had to
stand aside and be left behind with the sister next me,
and with my mother, which, happily, I had sense enough
As it was, I saw and felt it
to understand was right.
all through the keener eyes and livelier powers of
observation of my elder sisters and my brother. To
them it was a rare and brilliant experience, to which
they brought ardent, intelligent spirits and minds in
their freshness unsated and unspoilt by perpetual
excitement and a succession of public spectacles
palling on their senses

by the mere circumstance of

their inevitable repetitions.

My

father took heart of grace, as

became a yeoman

who had been reviewed
Sands when the portly,

soldier in the second generation,

with his troop at Portobella

middle-aged fourth George, bringing his evil reputation
along with him,

made

his

fleeting descent

on

his
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city.
My father rose with the lark by five
on that glorious August morning, accomplished
a sail of three or four hours' duration up the Firth of
Forth, and was resting and refreshing himself with
breakfast in a friend's house, assured that he was well
in time for the coming ceremony, when the catastrophe
of the day occurred and rendered his journey use-

northern
o'clock

less.

But

if

my father could do no more than start

breakfast-table in dismay at the

from the

sound of the clashing

Queen had come and gone,
were more fortunate. With the energy

peal of bells which told the

his boy and girls
and exhilaration of their years they had arrived at the
happy conclusion that so memorable a day could not be
too long, nor the enjoyment of so fine a sight too protracted.
Therefore they started early, and took the
places engaged for them on an empty stand, convinced
that to watch the company arriving, and exchange
merry, interested comments on every figure which
struck them would be pleasure enough and amusement
enough for hours which must pass till the climax
of the appearance on the scene of the Queen and her
Prince, when the drawn-out drama would reach its

splendid completion.

My

people were thus pleasantly engaged, with the

when they were suddenly startled
and infected with the inexplicable thrill and stir
which passed through the slowly gathering throng as
Lord John Scott, the brother of the Queen's host in
time wearing on,

Scotland, the

down
air,

Duke

of

Buccleuch, came

the street, bare-headed,

galloping

his hat in the

" The Queen the Queen !" to arouse
company and acquaint them with the
royal cavalcade was at his heels.

and shouting,

the unconscious
fact that the

waving
!

AN UNEXPECTED ARRIVAL
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But alas
Lord John was one of your beloved
vagabonds, the wildest and wittiest of knight-errants
in his class, adored by his clan, his family, his wife,
He had
herself an original and charming woman.
been in his day guilty of many mischievous tricks and
practical jokes
and however grossly improper and
unworthy a practical joke in the shape of a false
alarm would have been in the present instance, those
who heard and saw the noted merry jester, who were
unaccustomed to think of him as taking things seriously,
!

;

could not rid themselves of the impression that the
avant-courrier

was making game

of

them as

usual,

though unworthily, and in unwonted bad taste, on this
People only gaped and grinned, while the
occasion.
Queen, for whom the utmost loyal preparations had
been joyfully made, was in the very act of arriving,
unexpected and unwelcomed.

Queen

Victoria,

one of her

many

whose considerate punctuality was
virtues,

had been unpunctual for

once, or, rather, time and tide had been against her.

She was announced

to enter

Edinburgh

for the first

time at noon, while her yacht arrived at Granton Pier

By an odd omission no
Granton to learn her mind
on the subject of landing. She was a good sailor, but
the Prince Consort was the reverse, and no doubt
there was a desire to put an end to his sufferings by
If that
getting him on shore as quickly as possible.
several hours before noon.

accredited person

was

at

was not the reason there was some other unexplained
misunderstanding which caused the Queen to take her
subjects by storm. She landed and drove to her ancient
city two or three hours before the appointed time for
arriving, flurried, vexed, receiving no greeting save a
few straggling cheers from the amazed occupants of
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the half-empty stands and the hurrying wayfarers in

She was met by no eager officials, no
Lord Provost with his Bailies at the barriers, which
had been erected in order that the keys of the city
might be presented with due decorum. There were no
old-world picturesque Archer Guard to claim their
privilege of being her escort. The few belated members
of the corps who presented themselves only added an
the streets.

additional touch

of ludicrousness to the fiasco, for,

marching with disciplined dignity and
sedateness on each side of the carriage, which should
have been slowing, with graceful consideration, for its
foot guard, the horses were trotting, and the archers
were running, looking as if they must drop with
exhaustion, if they were not permitted to grasp the
sides of the open carriage as a stay for their fatigued
legs.
The absurdity of the sprinkling from broken
ranks some of the performers not young enough to
instead

of

—

—

be equal to frantic exertions was further accentuated
by the curious quaintness of the dress and arms of the
gentlemen.

These are preserved

Henry Raeburn's famous

to posterity in Sir

portrait of Nathaniel Spens,

laird of Craigsanquahar.

Thus Queen

Victoria proceeded, without ceremony,

to the very heart of her Steuart ancestors' stronghold,

sweeping swiftly past the few, by comparison, enterprising sightseers playing the part of the early bird in

pursuit of the early

do

in

worm, not knowing what

else to

the bewilderment and discomfiture of a big

blunder.

Fashions, even standards and tastes, change, but

was considered
of

women

it

time a proof that one of the best
and wisest of rulers might yet be guilty of
at the

errors and breaches of the laws of colour of which

AN ENTHUSIASTIC YOUNG SUBJECT
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a qualified Abigail might likewise have been innocent,
since the

Queen came

into

Edinburgh wearing a rose-

pink silk bonnet and wrapped in a Royal Steuart
tartan shawl.

The enthusiasm

one subject of the Queen's,
showing how eager her young subjects were, was
not damped by a contretemps. My brother had set his
heart on paying his personal homage to his Queen,
and on receiving from her, if possible, an individual
acknowledgment which should be for him alone. He

knew

of

the carriage road to Dalkeith Palace, the

of Buccleuch's seat,

where he was

Duke

to entertain the

Robert knew also a short cut which intercepted the road. He was swift-footed and agile he
ran like the wind the distance which intervened and
gained his point, when he found himself the solitary
figure on a short stretch of country road, along which
the carriages must pass. He scaled one of the dry
stone dykes on either side, and took breath as he stood
confronting the approaching carriage, in which sat the
Queen and the Prince Consort. When it came opposite, he took off his hat.
I do not know that he put his
hand on his heart I should say not, since he was a
blate Scotchman, but he certainly bowed so low as to
endanger his equilibrium. Enough for him that the
Queen's kind blue eyes took in him and his devotion,
and possibly guessed the cause of the panting condition in which he had accomplished his feat, as in
return for his deep bow she gave him a gracious smile
and a bend of the head all to himself, while the Prince
continued to sit with his arms crossed, chatting and
laughing over that and other events of the day.
With regard to the unlucky mistake which marred
the Queen's reception, everything which could be done

Queen.

;

;
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was

cordially undertaken on both sides to atone for

the misadventure.

Something could not be undone.

She had unwittingly forced her way, as it were, without the keys and minus loyal addresses, into her
peaceful city, which had been only too

much

elated

very tumult of rejoicing at her coming to take all
the necessary precautions. A day was fixed and kept,
to put the cart before the horse, by the reappearance, as
if for the first time, within the bounds she had already
penetrated. There followed the reception by the Lord
Provost, her acceptance and return of those keys so
important as a symbol of power and trust, and, finally,
her listening and replying to loyal addresses major
and minor. The Royal Caledonian Society, with the
in a

Duke

late

of Argyll, then a fair-haired stripling, at

head, as well as the Archer Guard, were
ance,

and

in their

now

its

in attend-

proper place.

Thus the great rite of the occasion, which had only
been deferred, was celebrated. By the kindness of
a friend my family group were enabled to witness the
celebration.

After
to

all,

the previous mistake

be frankly laughed at

perhaps

—than

was more a thing

— somewhat

seriously deplored, and

at half ruefully, but heartily withal.

shamefacedly,

was laughed
Witty parodies
it

of any old song which could be pressed into the

were sung with glee even in the Court circle,
which debonnaire Lord John was said to have
introduced them with fine effect.
The best of the parodies was written by two
demure and decorous Scotch gentlewomen, sisters
who sedulously withheld their names from the clever
production, in part because they were personally
acquainted with the Lord Provost, Sir James Forrest,
service
into

CLEVER PARODIES
who came
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in for the raciest of the sarcasm,

this instance

was a travesty

of

my

which

in

grandfather's old

Jacobite song, "Johnnie Cope":
"

Hey Johnnie Cope, are you wauken
Or are your drums a-beating yet ?"
!

was converted
"

Hey

yet

?

into
!

Jamie Forrest, are you wauken yet

Or are your

?

bailies snoring yet ?"

Another good parody was the work of a parish
minister, and was founded on the verses written on
the burial of Sir John Moore.
It began
"

Not a drum was heard, not a bugle note,
As the Queen to the barrier hurried."

As an example
Prince Consort,

of the genuine good-nature of the
it

was reported

that

when

various

Scotch songs were being selected to be sung to the

Queen, and somebody suggested the fine old song,
" The Flowers of the Forest," the Prince, misled by
a word, hastily interposed " No, no
Can't you let
that poor man alone ?
sufficiently
has
been
He
:

!

teased."

With my mother

and energetic, and four
was left very much to
my own devices. For a time, after returning from
Edinburgh, I made a conscientious attempt to keep up
still

alive

elder sisters to help her,

my

I

education, in a desultory fashion, taking history

one day, French another, and so on.
habit of scribbling

my
me.
to

head was more
I

be

down any

But the childish

story which

the

ordinary

size.

into

and was too much for
I supposed
Guessing that my bad
it and its author's way,

attractive,

got the length of a novel of what

handwriting might stand in

came
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Margaret carefully rewrote the

silly little

production,

which, like previous attempts, was a crude echo in an

unconscious

new

fashion

story

was

effort to

my

to be

reproduce and combine after a

recent

favourites in fiction.

submitted to a competent authority,

and, according to the sentence pronounced

see or not to see the light.

remained

The

upon

it,

to

Fortunately for me,

it

in the dark.

The only author we knew even by sight was Mrs.
Gillespie Smith, of Gibbliston.
Through her husband,
a retired naval officer with whom my father had some
acquaintance, the manuscript was brought under the
notice of a competent

critic.

Mrs. Gillespie Smith was the illegitimate daughter

Ambassador at
St. Petersburg.
I have always understood she was
adopted and brought up by two ladies one of them
of

Sir

Robert

Keith, the

English

:

the

Dowager Countess

who

of Balcarres; the other her

Edinburgh house
during the winter season. These ladies were well
known to Sir Walter Scott, who acknowledges his debt
of gratitude to them for supplying him with many
of the old Edinburgh traditions.
In Mrs. Gillespie
Smith's girlhood she probably had many opportunities of meeting the great novelist in these ladies'
company. Her future husband, Captain Smith, spent
his prize-money in the purchase of a small estate in
the east of Fife. There the husband and wife resided,
mixing on equal terms with the home-staying, quietliving gentry of the neighbourhood. With the younger
members of the Balcarres family she was on intimate
and affectionate terms, like a valued kinswoman of
lifelong

friend,

another generation.
contributor to

shared

her

In her maturity she

Blackwood 's Magazine.

was a regular
Her shorter

MRS. GILLESPIE SMITH
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were some of them so good that it is surprising
She had a series
dealing with marriage under different circumstances,
and according to the various customs of different

stories

they have not appeared in book form.

countries.

In the series

another was

"

A

Marriage

series dealt with the first

epochs

"

was

human

in

A Marriage at College "
a Hospital." A second

and

last,

which form de-

I can only recall
have a vividly agreeable recollection of the great cleverness, the mingled
humour and pathos of the tale.
I am afraid the judge thus appealed to must have
been scandalized by my performance, but I do not
think she either spoke or wrote much about it. What
I chiefly remember was her
care not to hurt my
feelings and her recommendation to wait.
In the
meantime she sent the address of Colburn, as the
publisher most likely to consider a young author's
manuscript. But happily we came to our senses in
time not to trouble any publisher with our goods.
Not long afterwards I met a man well known and
popular in literature, who told me solemnly that he

cisive

in all

histories.

the " First and Last Dinner."

I

had never recovered entirely from the publication of
his first essay in writing.
It had been practically his
ruin in the light of his doing anything great as an
author.

Mrs. Gillespie Smith's abilities were not confined
to

one

field;

she got

many

prizes from the great

agricultural society for the excellence of her recipes
for ham-curing, butter-making, etc.

My

mother pos-

sessed one of them on which she set great store.

Mrs. Gillespie Smith's reel-dancing was so fine a feat
that,

at

a

when she
yeomanry

stood up with an old General
ball to

show how

reels

Durham

should

be
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danced, the whole company gathered round to witness
and applaud the brilliant performance. I saw her
occasionally at church, and have a lively recollection
of her plain-featured but exceeding piquant face.
It

goes without saying that

in

our seclusion

not entirely without balls and parties.

were held

we were

The former

schoolroom decorated
for the occasion.
The yeomanry balls, which were
graced by the wives and daughters of the officers as
well as by the womankind of the rank and file, where
all

the

in a primitive hall or

men were

the kind.

middle

Other

in uniform,

balls

were the gayest

were confined

affairs of

entirely to the

We

had also our parties in private
houses. These parties were almost as few and far
between as were the balls. Perhaps it was for that
reason we looked forward to them eagerly, did not
enjoy them much, but talked of them before and after
their occurrence with a zest unsophisticated youth
supplied to most things bearing the name of pleasure,
taking little account of their heaviness and dulness.
There was sometimes a little dancing at these parties,
but more frequently the round games of cards of a
class.

The

previous generation provided the entertainment.

most formidable peculiarity was the
lasting several hours,

down

long, long sitting,

each side of the supper-

which songs were sung, healths and toasts
"
drunk even in old-fashioned quarters, " sentiments
table, at

circulated.

But as an instance of the improvement

in

drinking habits of the middle classes, though so

the

much

time was spent at the supper-table, at which wines

were sent round, there was little or no
Such an offence
have
been
regarded
grave
would
as a
disgrace to the
and

spirits

excess or approach to intoxication.

LACK OF POPULARITY
offenders,

and an

insult to the host
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and hostess and

the guests in general.

Such

gaieties

were interludes

in the

extreme quiet-

am afraid, with the exception of my
mother and brother, who had many points of resemblance, we were not popular in the first part of our
ness of our

life.

I

We were a step in advance of our
neighbours where education and culture were constay at Grange.

cerned, and

that

Besides,

hard for youth and inexperience to have

it

is

alone

is

a

source

of alienation.

the slightest sense of superiority without the sense

getting tinged with complacence and arrogance.

Years
of
the
world
are
needed
knowledge
to
tone
down
and
artificial distinctions, and to show how little they
matter after

all.

CHAPTER V
As an

illustration of the uneventfulness of

our family
and to stand
out in my memory are the visit of Harriet Duchess of
St. Albans, the widow of the young Duke, and earlier
the widow of the wealthy old banker, Sir Thomas
Coutts, to a country house in the parish, with our
sanguine conclusion that we should see her at church.
The other was the public games, held once or twice on
Dunbarnie Links, within a short distance of Grange.
To see in the flesh a Duchess a real live Duchess
would be a gratification with the gratification doubled
by the fact that the august lady, as Harriet Mellon,
had been a poor girl and an actress, whose rise in life
could only be compared to that of the heroine in some
of the novels we came across. An actress and Duchess
combined was almost more good-fortune than we
life,

two incidents

sufficient to excite us

—

deserved.
all, we did not see the buxom Duchess.
She
come to say her prayers in our parish church.
Our grievous disappointment was only softened by

After

did not

our being permitted to look on her announced heiress,
Miss Burdett-Coutts, then a tall, slender young woman,
modestly withdrawing from the gaze of the rustic
congregation.

The gathering on Dunbarnie Links was the
of an inspiration which had taken hold of some
206

result

of the

"THE GAMES"
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more energetic members of the upper class. They
were desirous that it might be a physical benefit,
as well as an amusement, to the young ploughmen, carters, etc., whose work was the drudgery of
following the plough and their diversion sweethearting in a wide sense. It was proposed to revive
running, leaping, throwin their favour the old games
ing the quoit and the hammer, for which the natives of
Scotland had once enjoyed an honourable reputation.
Accordingly, subscriptions were collected to defray
the expenses, a choice was made of a suitable space
of turf, where blue harebells and white tufted cana

—

flowered in their season.

green

bent grass

It

protecting

stretched to the bluethe

sea-border, while

beyond lay the wide expanse of yellow sand and grey
sea.
Prizes were offered, judges appointed, and candidates, as well as spectators, invited freely
the young
giants to play and the lookers on to admire and
applaud the powers of the champions.
To prevent any sense of invidious distinction with

—

regard to the class of the players, several stalwart
yeomen and a sprig or two of gentility entered the

compete with the farm-labourers.
No doubt it was cheerful during the long summer
evenings which preceded the contests to see and hear
ardent young lads practising for the "games," and the
spectacle itself on a bright summer day was pleasant
and friendly from the animated group in the centre to
the crowd watching beyond the peaceful strife with
breathless interest, the whole within the circle of open
carriages which had brought the country gentry on the
lists to

scene.

But the Scotch peasantry are proud, serious, and
very dour. It was found that the best of them repudi-
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making play for
It was only
lads of the class, who had

ated the idea of thus, as they held,

the entertainment of their social betters.

the light froth, the foolish

readily responded to the invitation.

was known,

the

When

games were abandoned.

the truth

In place of

an annual celebration, they ended with one or two
representations.

The

public occurrences of the time, of which

read with the greatest

relish,

though

we

we

could take no

personal share in them, were the search for Sir John

Franklin and the brave adventure of Grace Darling

Fame

where she was the lighthouseAnother great interest was the
Eglintoun Tournament and its Queen of Beauty. So
was the reception given to Robert Burns's three sons
on their return from India, and so Waverley Ball,
which was held in Edinburgh, to which every guest
came in the character of a figure in Sir Walter Scott's
off the

Isle,

keeper's daughter.

novels.

Our

Blebo Mills family, and old friends,
with their sons and daughters, usually came in summer, when they could get a little excellent sea-bathing.
For any other form of entertainment to replace the
visitors, the

picnics, pleasure

to

the

excursions, and rounds of parties

which young people generally look forward as
crown of friendly hospitality, we had but two

substitutes.

We

took our visitors to see Elie House, the

place near us.

It

property of Sir

was a

stately

Wyndham

show

Georgian mansion, the

Anstruther.

The

family

were permanently absent, while its fine set of public
rooms, among them an armoury, with its valuable
contents, remained intact.
To wander through the
spacious, beautiful rooms was something of a liberal

"YOUNG SIR JOHN"
education.
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Full-length copies of Rubens' pictures in

the Louvre, illustrating the lives and death of Henri

Quatre and Marie de Medici, covered the walls of the
drawing-room.
Over the dainty Carrara marble
chimney-piece hung a choice "Sir Joshua" a lovely
portrait of Jenny Faa, once the mistress of the mansion.
Jenny, in her pink silk gown, with the black velvet
band round her white throat, was of gipsy extraction
but her marriage into the Anstruther family was no

—

low mesalliance, though

it was often cast in their
Her father was a great merchant in his day,
and Jenny was his heiress, and had been one of the

teeth.

acknowledged belles of the old Edinburgh assemblies, presided over by Miss Jacky Murray, Lord
Mansfield's sister. Jenny was an exemplary wife and
mother, and was a better woman than her titled successor, who had the older books in the library, because
of what she considered their unsightly covers, thrown
out of the library window to make a bonfire on the
lawn beneath. The same imperious lady drove in her
coach many a mile round by Stirling Brig to avoid
trusting her precious person to the waters of the
Forth.

was a relic of
whose story was a more recent

In the great walled garden there
"

Young

Sir John,"

and more romantic tragedy. It began with his posthumous birth just after the sudden death of his young
father.
The next heir was his uncle, dissipated and
profligate,

and understood

to

be in the hands of the

So great was the dread of the poor young
widowed mother that an attempt would be made to
make away with the child (an act of which his spend-

Jews.

thrift

uncle was, with

all

his faults, incapable), that

she would not allow the infant to be carried out by
14
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his

nurse unless escorted by an able-bodied man-

servant.

The apprehension seemed

to

Lady

linger with

Anstruther, even after her son had passed through

boyhood without accident or injury and was approaching manhood. It was said that she exacted
from his tutor a promise that he should always go out
shooting with his pupil when the lad was engaged in
sport.
In spite of the promise, the youngster, probhis

managed

ably irked by the restraint,

to start

on a

shooting expedition accompanied only by an under-

graduate of

hedge

it

his

own

In passing through a

age.

was generally believed that Sir John's gun
and shot him dead on the spot. The other

went off
lad was so stunned and shocked that he could give no
clear account of what took place. The accepted explanation was quite probable, but, of course, there
remained those who said that the coveted opportunity
had arisen at last for the replenishing of the prodigal
uncle's coffers and the repayment of the Jewish loans.
Elie House garden continued in the custody of the
elderly gardener in whose hands it had been in Sir
John's boyhood.
The man now held it, not as a
servant, but as a tenant.

Still loyal to his

old alle-

up in their original conditions and lying side by side two small gardens, once
the pride of the youthful owners' hearts. One was Sir
John's the other had belonged to a small girl cousin,
sent home from India to be brought up by her aunt,
giance, he faithfully kept

;

Lady Anstruther.
fretted

In the early days,

under necessary

restrictions, the

when

the girl

boy had been

Never mind when I grow up, I'll
marry you and make you my lady,' and you will be
over them all." As it happened she was the first to
heard to say

:

"

;

'

QUEEN CHARLOTTE'S RUBIES
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by fever before she was well past her
autumn morning when
her boy-lover lay stretched in his life-blood on the
peaceful stubble beyond the obstructing hedge.
The climax of the attraction of Elie House was also
the end of its being available for us and our friends.
It was the great sale, which lasted for several days,
bringing crowds of distinguished and undistinguished
buyers from beyond the bounds of the county, and
restoring for a brief space life and animation to the
long-deserted house and park.
Our second resource was the Ruby Rocks, a shelving
range on the shore of the Firth of Forth, which contained one or more small veins of a precious stone of
the nature of the ruby not so fine as the Burmese
rubies, but with an affinity to the Bohemian stone,
and certainly deeper and ruddier in colour than the

die,

cut off

childhood, years before that

—

garnet.

We

could not reach the veins in the rock at

ebb only my brother
what came within his reach with a
geological hammer.
Even then none but the merest
sparks could be got. The continued wearing action
of the waves was not quite so destructive.
It broke
off morsels about the size of a small pea, which were
occasionally obtained.
Anything which a lapidary
could cut was rarely got. Perhaps seekers were more

any

was

state of the tide at its lowest
fit

;

to attack

fortunate at an earlier date, for the fact remains that
Fife Hunt (Jenny Faa, doubtless,
among them) presented Queen Charlotte with a set

the ladies of the

of Elie rubies as a special gift and a local tribute.

In my day and up to the present time the minute
specimens of these rubies are procured by turning
over
with most success in sunshine
the sand
and fine gravel of the little bay. Sometimes a half-

—

—
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grown
and

village

girl will

will sell the spoil.

visitor

who

make

a trade

of the search,

But, as a rule,

— to

by no means an unpleasant one
prone on the sunny sands, when the sea
It

is

it

the idle

gives time and trouble to the pursuit.

is

sit

or

lie

not leaden

is

and chill, but silvery cool, and let the warm sand
and gravel trickle from a spoon or through your
fingers till the tiniest flash of light calls forth an
exultant cry, and a crumb of ruby, the size of a pin's
point, is carefully extracted from its surroundings, and
deposited in a pill-box or some other diminutive receptacle,

treasure.

selected in proportion

A

friend of ours

the

to

Lilliputian

was so lucky and so

inde-

fatigable in a holiday month's search for the atoms,

more than visible to the naked eye, that, though
they were beyond or beneath the most skilful cutting,
she had a gold cross roughly encrusted with them as
they were found, making a beautiful ornament.
In winter a young cousin from Blebo Mills or Cupar,
where my aunt went to stay, would take pity on us,
little

braving the long, dreary bleakness of the season on
the east coast of Fife, brightening

with us for months,

till

it

for us

by living

the time of the singing of birds

was once more

at hand. These welcome, long intimate
from near relatives or close comrades were relics
of the still longer visits, enduring for years instead of
months, of our predecessors in former generations.
The result of our isolated life was that we were
shut up for sympathy and companionship to each
We read the same books often, having them
other.
read aloud by one member of the party while the
visits

others worked. In this way we made the acquaintance
of Dickens in his " Nicholas Nickleby," the " Pickwick
Papers," the " Old Curiosity Shop,"

etc.

It

would take

"THE BLOOD OF MURDERED TIME"
me
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long to express fully what an era the experience

made

in

we gave

our

lives,

how

fascinated

we

were, and

how

ourselves up to the fascination, far beyond

the possibilities of criticism.

But

it

was not only books that we read in common
in the same work, especially needle-

we were interested
work, plain

sewing,

or

fancy work, which,

when

was pursued

in all

other work was not called

for,

Scotch households of the class and the time from
breakfast to early dinner, from dinner to dark, and

beyond dark, by whatever artificial light could be procured so many busy bees stitching, stitching, netting,
knitting, embroidering, with no thought of murmur or
revolt.
Of the economy and usefulness of the plain
sewing there can be no question. One word as to the

—

fancy work.

In a sense

it

was not work,

was an

it

acknowledged and cherished pleasure. The habit has
grown of ridiculing and censuring such fancy needlework, extending from the severe condemnation of
Robert Hall that it was " red with the blood of
murdered time," down to the mocking laughter spent
on the hapless mortal who remarked with satisfaction
that she had done her duty she had completed so

—

many yards of tape-trimming. Why not ?
say I am an enthusiast for tape-trimming,

I

cannot

but, as

I

understand the matter, the value of the work depended
on the motive which called it forth and the fidelity with

which

it

was

carried out.

the grotesque ugliness of some
examples of fancy work I cannot call it art needlework. These were to be found mostly in the department of Berlin-wool work, and were produced almost
universally by the deterioration of both patterns and
materials.
But even in that much-scoffed-at quarter
I

freely

grant

—
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the greatest offences

work had

were not committed

the

until

cheap degenerate days. Let
us remove from fancy work in general the reproach
of hideousness, since all the condemnation was not
fallen into its

deserved even

in Berlin-wool

work

at its best,

when

the patterns were designed by artists of a kind, and

there

was some attempt

carefully to select the wools

and harmonize the colours.

work

still

it

;

Age,

too,

was kind

to the

further softened and mellowed in the

act of fading too crude tints,

till

the pleasant, subdued

tones of some of the old tapestries were reproduced.

But Berlin-wool work had from the first the disadvantage of being largely mechanical, with little room
left for individual taste and enterprise.
One has to

more recent embroideries,
what fine
"Minerva's
results can be accomplished by the needle
plough."
The very conventionality which is com-

go back
whether

to earlier or to

in silks, wools, or cottons, to see

—

pulsory in the adaptation of different materials

is

so

well devised, so formally delicate, with an expression

own, that it is attractive instead of repellant.
(I had better say that such a description does not
apply to the Bayeux Tapestry, which is curious and
interesting in its truth to history, but is in no sense
all its

beautiful.)

However, not much

later in point of time

before the close of the Middle Ages, travelling by likely

and unlikely ways from French convents to English
and Scotch country houses, quite another style of
embroidery prevailed. Who were the embroiderers

work it is hard to conThe designers must have been true artists

of these beautiful pieces of
jecture.

in their

way.

Walter Besant made the comment on
the embroidery work by the patient, loving hands of

The

late Sir

FANCY-WORK
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—the household
generations — in comparing

wives, mothers, sisters
of former

it

sempstresses

with similar

work bought from the nearest embroidery shop, that
the one was a possession stored and treasured, the
other a thing of the moment, cast aside and forgotten
without scruple

and

when

later fashions

its first

had taken

The modern world,

freshness had perished

its place.

us be thankful, has

let

appreciative of the old embroideries.

specimens of modern crewel work

in the various art

schools, notably in the Kensington Art School,

are beautiful exceedingly

—a

grown

There are also
which

delight to the cultured

eye and to the satisfied imagination.

Nothing so

artistic

came

the smallest approach to
It

was

Grange girls, but
was warmly welcomed.

to the

a refreshment and an exhilaration for us to be

employed

in

such creations.

after a fashion, painters

work was
in

it

It

was

and poets.

to find ourselves,
If the

piece of

worked at it each
the pride of the younger girls

a large one, several of us

her turn, and oh

when they were

!

entrusted with a tiny bit

—a

cluster

of nuts or an ivy-leaf.

younger members of the family
afforded keen enjoyment
the pleasure never palled on my mother till her age
was hard on fourscore. She was an adept both in
plain and fancy work she had done a large part of the
plain sewing in the household linen and the underclothes of her family when they were young, and she
had seen that her daughters were reared to do the
same. She had been trained in the fancy work of her
generation.
She could tambour, she could do the
point-stitches in old lace which were engrafted in the
white muslin embroidery Cowper has immortalized.
It

to

was not only

whom

the

work

fancy or art

;
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She knew

that dainty industry

shire needlework," as, for a time,

paid

home

by the name of "Ayrit was the skilful, well-

women

industry of the peasant

My sisters, who were experts

county.

of a Scotch

at the industry,

hoop over which the Ayrshire women
many a collar and pair of

did not use the

stretched their work, but

being exploded), long pelerine, scarf and
Apart from embroidery and
patchwork, and as a species of colossal fancy work,
cuffs (ruffles

apron, they embroidered.

my

useful as well as ornamental,

by the

knitted stockings

mother,

who had

legion, knitted three large

white cotton bed-quilts in small squares, or smaller

resembling clam-shells, which she
make one great bedcover. Woe
her largest and best, in which she had knitted
patterns

pretty

stitched together to
is

me

her

!

initials

and the date of her finished achievement

in open work, was ruined at a London laundry.
It
was dragged out till it could have covered a house,

not to say a bed, and discoloured

wind could restore
Mercifully,

my

its

till

neither sun nor

pristine whiteness.

mother's sight was spared to the

verge of extreme old age, and how the eyes would
glisten with gratification over the self-imposed task

— not

She was an orderly

a labour, but a delight.

She would begin, with the pretty, serious
importance of a child engaged over her first sampler,
to arrange all her materials beforehand with the utmost
care, so that they might be kept safe and unharmed,
and she herself have no further need to think of them.

woman.

Whether by ourselves or with a congenial kinswoman, whether in the absolute retirement of winter
or in the comparative sociality of summer, the gala

seasons of our

and

girls,

life

came

still,

on the occasion of

as

my

when we were boy
home

brother's return

THE LARGO BOAT
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with or without some of his comgrim memory is associated with one of
these merry visits. It was winter, and very stormy
weather. Robert left about noon to walk across Largo
links and embark in a steamboat, which, making a circuit round the coast, took several hours to reach the
port of Leith. Six or seven hours afterwards, when
evening was come and a candle threw a dim, religious
light on the table round which we sat as usual with
our work or books, my father, who, as we understood,
had been down at Earlsferry receiving the report
of the day's work from the underground manager,
came into the room, and, instead of seating himself
amongst us with his newspaper, began to walk up and
down behind us.
My mother, quick to detect any sign of trouble in
his face, stopped in her knitting, and attracted our
attention by calling to him with fear in her voice, " Is
anything wrong? What is it?"
He stood still, and looked round pale and confused,
not knowing what to say, so began at once to contradict
for a brief stay

panions.

A

himself.
" No.
Yes. I heard at the ferry that there had
been an accident to the boat going out to the Largo
steamer. But you need not be alarmed the report
'

'

;

was contradicted

the next minute.

The

accident

coming back from the steamer.

was

have got
Finlayson (our next neighbour) to ride to Largo and
bring back word of what really happened."
Certainly it was the boat coming back from the
steamer, bringing passengers ashore, and there was
no occasion to be distressed.
There was occasion. It was clear he had heard
conflicting accounts, either of which might be true.

to the boat

I
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He

himself could not conceal his agitation.

the

first

Indeed,

record which had reached him was to the

effect that the

boat going out to the Largo steamer

was swamped, and crew and passengers had alike
perished, so terrible was the sea.
It was that story which had drawn from my father
the agonized cry, " My God my son was one of the
!

passengers."

Later came the partial contradiction. There had
been a bad accident, but it was to the boat coming
back from the steamer, not to that rowing out to her.
What was the truth ? To have it confirmed either
way we had to await the return of the messenger.
When a few words of incoherent desperate assurance
had been spoken, we all sat in cowering silence, doing
the only thing left us to do, listening with all our
might for the arrival of tidings only my mother could
not altogether suppress the half-sobbing sighs which
caught her breath.
The storm, to which we had paid little heed before
my father had entered with his tale, rolled and rattled
over us, shook the loose sashes of the old windows,
howled down the wide chimney. We were at least
three-quarters of a mile from the sea of the Firth of
Forth, but we could believe that we heard the loud
waves lashing the shore in their white foaming fury.
Sitting shivering there, we were magnifying the storm
into a tempest such as had not been known before that
night on our coast. Even if it was the boat coming
back from the steamer which had been capsized and
smashed like an eggshell against the rocks, what
warrant had we for the belief that the steamer itself
could live through such a wild war of wind and water,
and had not been lost in making for its port ?
;

THE RETURN OF THE MESSENGER
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At last the messenger was among us. Doubtless he
had not tarried in bringing his news, though the interval had seemed an age but he was a heavy, slow
man, to whom quickness of body or mind was impossible.
It was the boat coming back from the
steamer which had been upset (as we had been fain to
believe from the first, we were all ready to declare),
and in place of the drowning of all the crew and
passengers, as had been reported, the disaster had
dwindled down to the drowning of one poor sailor lad
who had been returning from a distant voyage, when
he met his death within sight of home. Already his
body had been washed up on the beach. It was in
;

order not to face that sight in relation to his only son,
as well as to share our suspense, that

my

father had

sent another person in his place to learn the truth.

red-haired Sandy Finlayson

had done his
brought us essential comfort.
As to
opinions with regard to the violence of the storm, or
conjectures as to the fate of the steamer, they were
Big,

errand, and

equally beyond him.

As

it

happened, Robert had not only arrived

safely,

but had spent that night of anguish on his behalf with
a party of friends at a concert.

But before setting out

with his company, he wrote and posted a note to

tell

us of his safety, although he was unaware of the
accident which had befallen the return boat from the

steamer.
that

was

He judged

from the roughness of the passage

we might feel some anxiety. (What a fine lad he
He was the only passenger who showed such

!)

consideration.

My

father never

liked accosting strangers

morning on
of a

his

way from

;

made

calls,

and

dis-

but he went the following
the post-office to the house

widow lady with whom he was not

acquainted.
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He was aware her two sons were fellow-passengers of
my brother's in the Largo steamboat of whose safety
he could inform her, earning her lively gratitude.
Unquestionably we girls saw a little more of the
world, and moved more about than our progenitors
had done, but how few and how short were our
flights
We could not afford to go far from home
!

unless for

some

definite

and rather important

object.

Travelling for pleasure or even for information was

never thought of. If it had come within the range of
our ideas, it would not have been supposed that girls
could travel unescorted by father, or brother, or near
kinsman. Our father and brother could not be spared
from their legitimate work. We had no loose cash to

spend during my whole youth at Grange. I can only
remember one instance when a journey, which lasted
several days,

was taken not

for business, not to visit

friends, but to see a little of the world.

It

was an

my father
of my three

expedition planned and accomplished by

and gratification
the Largo steamboat to
Edinburgh, and sailed by another steamer through the
Links of Forth, as near to the Highlands as Stirling.
The party left at five o'clock in the morning; they
took one day to reach their destination. Another day
was spent in going over Stirling Castle, from which
they could look down on the battle-field at Bannockburn. The nights were spent at the neighbouring
village of Bridge of Allan, where our Blebo Mills
aunt and cousins were staying for the benefit of their

for the enlightenment

elder sisters.

health.

They went by

CHAPTER

We

were

all

fancy, because

I

pulled

down

it

fifty

seem

did not

at

Grange

tenaciously.

it

in spite

We

seemed to belong
had been condemned

tenants, not owners, but
partly,

home

fond of the old

of drawbacks, and clung to

VI

it

it

years before

we

likely that

my

father took

were
to us,
to

it,

be

and

should have successors.

the daylight came down the wide old
There were occasional unexpected arrivals
In one instance, in a
of young crows and jackdaws.
room where there was never a fire on the hearth and
the chimney was permanently cold, a weasel was found
to have established its nest, from which it made nightly

More than

chimneys.

raids into the adjoining sitting-room.

it

I

In a bedroom which was occupied by sound sleepers,
was believed that a bat entered by the open window.
am not acquainted with the habits of bats or what

diet they

may

stoop to in extraordinary circumstances,

but one sign given of the bat's presence
tall

the top as no
tale,

was

candle on the dressing-table was eaten

mouse could have eaten

which naturalists may

of the eaten candle

is

it.

that the

down from

So went

the

laugh to scorn, but the fact

correct,

who

or what ate

it.

In

accordance with these free and easy entrances and
exits of the animal world,

of animals

— had, among

Robert

—a

passionate lover

young hawk
reared and treasured by

his other pets, a

taken from the parent nest,
221
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him, and trained to

come

at night to his

window (with-

out the knowledge of the heads of the family), claim
admittance, perch on the canopy of the tent-bed above

and stay there till morning. In my brother's
temporary absence his room was assigned to one of
our cousins a girl visitor, who, hearing a bird tapping,
his head,

—

fluttering against the

dim dawn
lenged

window-pane, mistook it in the
and admitted it, to be chalgrew stronger by a pair of wild,

for a pet pigeon,

when the

light

keen hawk's eyes staring

The

at

her with fierce intentness.

nearest village to us was about a quarter of a

mile distant, and

was inhabited

largely

by miners,

masons, and handloom weavers. It had some quaint
and curious distinctions. It had once been a royal

borough and had sent a member to Parliament. It
had possesssed at least one privilege of an ancient
date.
This privilege was believed to have been got
through the Thane Macduff in return for the aid the
villagers gave him in his escape from the usurper
Macbeth. For the same reason the village bore the

name

of Earlsferry.

A

romantic cave by the sea

shore not far off was, according to tradition, the cave

which Macduff had

hidden while the villagers
An ugly rebuilt
modern gable was yet the trace of a chapel he had
founded in gratitude for his deliverance when he returned from England with his lawful King, Malcolm
in

lain

took him provisions in their boats.

Canmore.

The

chapel had fallen into ruins, which the

thought to preserve by
rebuilding them in the form of a hideous solitary

villagers

in their simplicity

gable.

The

dirtiest,

most primitive of our

village lanes

bore the name Rotten Row, with its very different
Antiquaries asserted it was a corruption
association.

"PENNY-PIES"
of the Latin

name

for the road
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by which the Host went

along, in this case doubtless from the ancient chapel
to the

houses where the dying

lay.

Macduff, or some other mythical hero for
stands,

was

whom

he

also said to have secured for his chapel,

and by it for the village, a peculiar form of " sanctuary."
If any fugitive from justice took refuge in Earlsferry,
the

men

of the village could assert their right to

the hunted

man half-way

row

across the Firth before his

pursuers were at liberty to put out a boat in order to

on record that a Forfarshire laird
who had slain a fellow laird in a tavern brawl within
the last three hundred years availed himself of the old
sanctuary, defied the avenger of blood, and was able
to flee through Berwick into England, which was then
tantamount to a foreign country.
Seventy years ago Earlsferry had lost its Member of

follow him.

It is

Parliament, but

it

still

retained municipal dignities,

and boasted a Provost and
father's

colliers.

Once

Bailies,

some

of

a year they had

them

an

my

official

my father and my brother, when he
home, were regularly invited. The banquet

supper, to which

was

at

consisted of penny pies.

As

a thoughtful concession

on the part of the men where my father and Robert
were concerned, the Provost brought in his pocket a
small parcel containing two silver teaspoons, the rest
of the company, including the chief magistrate, helping

themselves with their fingers.

The popular

drink

was a harsh mixture of beer and whisky. But my
father was allowed to drink either toddy or grog, and
while my brother was still a boy a small supply of
ginger wine was provided for his delectation.
In Earlsferry my father's colliers were a majority of
the inhabitants, and from them we received enough
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was yet far removed from
But when we penetrated to the seafaring village of Elie, and the fisher-village of St.
Monans, then truly men women, too were "rude,
and spoke their minds." When a knot of young masons,
carters, etc., and their girl acquaintances, gathered at
kindly deference, which

sycophancy.

—

—

a corner, as they frequently did,

it

was impossible

even for a well-known inoffensive native of the better
class to pass them without hearing a bit of their mind,
suffered to float freely on the air, which sent the victim
tempted to sneak by on his or her way a sadder and a
wiser individual.
The practice extended to the children. My father
was under the middle height, and spare in figure, a
somewhat little man. The small coals in "the bing,"
My father
or heap, were locally termed "coom."
knew, and we knew, that he was familiarly known to
the gamin of the place as " Auld Coom."
Yet what consideration, what delicacy, the whole
rough community could show on occasions
When
my father was no longer able to walk or drive, he was
wheeled out in a bath-chair. If my brother was not
disengaged to wheel the chair, the engineer from the
works, who had been a number of years in his master's
!

service,

was summoned

to take

my

brother's place.

Nothing would induce Willie Livingstone to do so
without first going home and putting on his Sunday
Every
suit in order to pay proper respect to the task.
fine summer or autumn Saturday evening the younger
villagers, accompanied by all the idle half-holiday
makers, were wont to parade the streets with much
riotous shouting and laughter in addition to the music
But some time before they reached the
of a band.
house, where the watchers were gathered round my
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and music were alike hushed,
solemn silence the little crowd tramped past.

father's sick bed, jollity

and

A
in

in

sentiment was displayed in a different scene

like

more

was the custom of
Glasgow volunteers
be taken down on Saturday afternoons by train at
circumstances.

difficult

It

the time for a large detachment of
to

considerable trouble and expense to Helensburgh to
practise shooting at a target planted in a safe back-

water of the Clyde. But when in one instance it was
found, not from any intimation made by us, that an
officer of the

before had

volunteers

won

— the

same who three years

the city's medal for

his

building the bridge of boats over the Clyde

share in

—lay dying

an adjoining house within sound of the firing, the
whole proceeding was stopped, and the party returned
to Glasgow as they had come.
Of whatever errors
and sins common humanity's head or heart may be
guilty, take it in the mass, and it will be found sound
in

and tender

One

at the core.

hears frequent reflections on the state of art in

Queen

the early years of

the mid-Victorian stage.
thing,

was

—notably

affected.

Victoria's reign, reaching to

Everything, or almost every-

There were always souls unspoilt

the pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood,

fessed indeed to adhere to Nature (but
as their eyes

—a

limited set of eyes

it

who

pro-

was Nature

— saw

the great

mother). The infection spread from manufactures to
public buildings, pictures, poems, down to tables and
chairs,

cups and spoons,

etc.

All

was commonplace,
was

matter-of-fact to dulness akin to ditchwater; all
solid to uncouthness.

Further, the artificers indulged

which inclined to a monstrous
Glowingly bright or insipidly
colours, slavish copies of what may be caught in

in a terrible realism

caricature of Nature.
faint

15
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the subtle spirit, but can never be produced in the

dead

letter.

However, I am not sure that some of the offences
were not abuses of the virtues which had got a fresh
impetus from that height of admiration in which all
that the young Queen was believed to say or do was
devoutly held. We read and talked much, and heartily
liked what we learned of the truth and simplicity the
foundation-stone on which her Court was to be estabThere had been so much stupid excess and
lished.

—

gross extravagance in former reigns, such contemp-

and affectation, such folly and
what was worse still, sin
and wickedness. We were bent on remembering it.
We were young to be so sensible and good, but, like
our liege lady, we would lead busy, useful lives, content
with what we had, occupied with our duties, seeking
our reward in approving consciences and the peace of
well-ordered, happy homes. All was to be real and
lasting.
We were to reckon up the use, and not the
show, of our surroundings. These were to be made
to endure, while everything was to be plain and above
aboard. When we sought ornament it was to be in
the closest imitation of what our eyes actually saw
We drove away fancy and
and our ears heard.
expelled imagination, which at their best were forms
of intuition, unless they hovered very near the earth
on which we dwelt.
So we had statues in stone version of heroes in
broadcloth coats and tall hats, correct portraits of
family groups without an individual idea, battles
tible effeminate frippery

false pretence, leading to

following the line of history without a flash of

fire

on the part of the mechanical combatants, complacent
lovers with the world and Mrs. Grundy never absent
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from their thoughts, self-conscious children destitute
of the very quality which makes children irresistible.
But without question the return to what was real
and solid rid us of much that we were better without.
Fan ladies, alum for spa, and painted rice for coral
vanished in toto. If our chimney-piece ornaments cost
little, at least they were originals, not copies, foreign
shells, white and pink lipped, which peaceful waves
had floated gently with their living contents on the
sunny shores of the Pacific. We still had our elegantlybound books disposed of as daintily as possible. This
was in a radiant circle on a round rosewood table in the
room kept as a drawing-room and wont to be used for
visitors. These books were certainly there for display,
not study, but that was because they had pretty covers,
and Rome was not built in a day. Another object out
of its element in the centre of that unduly decked out
table was a white and gilt ice-pail never seen in use,
while the bowl of the pail was kept as a fitting receptacle
for a collection of wedding-cards without a suspicion
of cynicism in the arrangement

On

the other hand, in the dining-room, the family

sitting-room,

than on

we

erred rather on the side of barrenness

that of superfluities

;

but

it

was

in the process

it had more
do with the customs in the class of the period than
of our individual tastes. The forties, as we knew
them, were less indulgent to a love of beauty, or even
to a craving for personal ease, than was the end of the
last and is the beginning of the present century. There

of going forward, not of going back, and
to

was

still

a compelling regard, not only for a sovereign

now, but for an invading future. To have goods which
would wear well, like Mrs. Primrose's wedding-gown,
was still a dominant consideration. Thus, the colours
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of carpets expected to last for a generation

a dingy

brown and

were usually

drab, or a dull mixture of blue and

green, under the impression that brighter colours

Even

fade speedily.*

or blues and greens,

to protect the

we had

would
browns and drabs

a hideous save-all, called

a " crumb-cloth," covering the unattractive carpet.

The

crumb-cloth was

if

of dark grey drugget

bound as

in

protest with glaring scarlet braid.

Window-blinds served to clothe the windows, but
window-curtains were largely unknown, and certainly

we had

the perfection of daylight " broad," white, clear

unimpaired and unsoftened. The floor, unlike
was covered in every corner,
leaving no shady retreat, no polished or stained boards

and

cold,

the undraped windows,

beyond the characterless

carpet.

The sunbeams

reach the extremities, so that, as no crumbs

the crumb-cloth did not need to extend thus
the plain-looking carpet
exhibition of

itself.

A

was

suffered to

did not

fell

there,

far,

and

make a coy

side-table for books in addition

homely stand for housegood piano, a sofa which, while it was

to the central table for meals, a
plants, a fairly

covered like the chairs
with slippery horsehair, and had pillows shaped like
sausages. The sofa made the only attempt at solace,
comfortably ample, was, alas

!

The

panelled walls, which I grieve
one room in rather gay shades
of yellow, in the other of sober brown, remained bare
save for three square portraits in oils, an original but
varnished engraving of Sir Joshua Reynolds's " Little
Marchioness," and an odd, somewhat pretentious picture
picked up by my father at a sale, and bought, I think,
not to say ease.

to say were painted

in

*

—

felt by a later generation,
It was in a revolt from this grimness
dominated by thrift and foresight that the opposite offence of
cherry-red or pea-green, or else sickly pinks or blues, were introduced.

less

—
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This picture was by an English
Jeremiah Davidson, sufficiently distinguished to
have been a pupil of Sir Peter Lely's, and to have been
chosen to paint in his day Frederick, Prince of Wales,
and various members of the English and Scotch nobility.
for eighteenpence.

artist,

Our

picture

was not without

historical interest.

It

represents the Earl of Morton and his family in the

generation of "Jerry Davidson" the painter.
Earl is said to have been the last Englishman
suffered imprisonment in the Bastile.

The

who

The baby on

the Countess's knee was, according to tradition, shot

by

mischance when the
through France. It happened to encounter a riotous
rabble, who regarded the occupants as English spies.
The two girls I long believed from the statements of
family coach was

my

fired at

passing

and myself.
Of course these were the days when photographs
were not.
The chairs were ordinary dining-room
chairs, no cumbrous lounging chairs, not even an
easy-chair was so much as thought of in that utilitarian
but very cheerful room, with its broad daylight and
its very limited candlelight, its fine views both seaward
and landward. My father and mother sat in the same
servants to be

sister Jessie

straight-backed chairs as their children
sit

filled.

Not

to

upright would have meant idleness with no occu-

and the evenings were not for idleness, but for
work and reading, in both of which
general lively interest was felt. In those days chairs
were not merely seats on which one could rest they
were seats on which one was expected to work comfortably and read diligently. The relief introduced
by an easy-chair into the familiar scene was when
Robert spent some of his first earnings, supplemented
by a contribution from my sister Margaret's salary, in
pation,

light

pleasant

;
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the gift of a chair for

saying

how proud and

my

mother.

easy-chair's origin, but neither she nor
to sit in

it till

It

goes without

pleased she was to explain the

my father cared

they were in turn confirmed invalids.

The bedrooms followed

suit, and were barer still
than the sitting-rooms, for bedrooms were places to

sleep

in,

to dress

and undress

in,

and nothing more,

unless one of them happened to be occupied by a

detachment of happy, riotous children, for whom the
was good enough. Such conceptions as writing-tables, book-cases, lounging chairs
plainest furniture

or couches, cheval mirrors, a display of toilet adjuncts,

or of dainty invalid tea-services, had not yet invaded

bedrooms or entered the imaginations of middle-class
maidens and matrons.
It seems to me there was no place on earth so fresh
and sunshiny as that Grange brae, which, dreary in
winter, if visited on a summer morning, when the dew
glistened on the spiky blades of short turf, had its own
perfection and no place so serene and fragrant on a
summer evening, when the cows with the long swish
of their tongues were cropping the last mouthful of
supper eaten on the brae's slope when the sweet
scent of the mignonette, which flourished as profusely
as a weed in the sandy soil of the garden, and would
obligingly resow itself year after year, so that it
might be said to be a native, was wafted half-way down
the links which lay between it and the blue sea of the
;

;

Firth.

could still take you if weary feet would let me to
dyke hard by which was wont to be
tumble-down
the
crowned with a lovely crest of nodding saxifrage, and
to another dyke at whose base grew a long stretch of
I

veronica bluer than the sea or the sky.

A

multitude

TIME'S

CHANGES
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of snails, half hidden in their striped shells and in the

lush herbage, haunted the bed of veronica, and

were

haunted in their turn by flocks of yellow-hammers,
which made the snails their prey. Out of sight at

some distance one could hear the

birds tapping, tapping

the snails' shells against the stones which lay about,
in

order to break the shells and reach the contents.

The sound was like what might have been produced
by a party of industrious masons at a still greater
distance.
It feels ages since I saw the yellow cowslip, which
made the June Links gay, putting to shame the fine
Queen Anne's needlework of the eyebright, wild thyme,
and crow's-foot, and even the Grange garden, which,

in spite of its

was

in

bells,

exposure and

summer
Lammas

lilies,

and

annuals then cultivated.
late wilderness,

Mary planted

its

blighted spring blossom,

a mass of gilly-flower,

tall

Canterbury
hardy

roses, with all the

The garden

is

now

only a willow-tree, which

a deso-

my

sister

and a few stunted
elder bushes, which light feet used to brush through
in bold leaps from the garden wall, remaining of the
former summer luxuriance. The old house perished
by fire, and a roofless ruin with the daylight gaping
through its unsashed windows is all that is left. The
landmark of the brae the very brae is gone, worn
down from its exaltation and ploughed out of existence.
The roads, once frequented by carts bound for the
" coal-hill," are erased, so that one monotonous green
in a sheltered corner,

—

—

is all that is presented to the eye, because the
themselves were long ago forsaken and filled up

level
pits

an industry

is

gone from the country-side.

CHAPTER
My

VII

had become less and less
hopeful, until the possibility of his daughters having
to face the future depending on their own exertions
had grown into a certainty. My elder sisters had
already been governesses for several years. Eventually, we young women combined forces, and began
a school for girls in the little town of our birth which
father's circumstances

we knew

We were

so well.

destined to

of the imposing Misses

McPherson and

pressive Misses Greig.

It is

generation, with

its

the places

the less im-

a practice of the present

great educational advantages, to

ridicule such schools.

No

ness, thorough knowledge,
for scornful

fill

criticism.

doubt, so far as thoroughis

concerned, there

When

is

reason

learning dressmaking

and such posts as housekeeper and waiting-maid had
fallen quite out of

there

count for girls of the middle

was absolutely nothing

for

class,

them by which they

could earn a living except as teachers.

They might

not have had the slightest aptitude or inclination for

own education might have been of the
most meagre description, but the fact remained that
there was nothing else for them to do so long as the
prejudices of the day made them, and their friends for
them, shrink from the descent in the social scale, with
the forfeiture of their claims as gentlewomen and the
loss of their former associates.
teaching, their
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LADIES'
Accordingly,

SCHOOLS OF THE PAST
there

are

many

half- pitiful,
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half-

comical tales of governesses only some stages re-

moved

from their pupils. Having little
which they could do, the governesses employed their
excess of time in transferring to the younger generation their own silly, fantastic airs and graces.
in ignorance

But these were extreme cases. In Scotland especially, where John Knox had established ample means
two hundred years before, more or less, for the education of his countrymen and women, sons and daughters,

down

to the peasant class, there

was

laid

a solid

of useful learning from the beginning.
Granted that accomplishments were left a good deal

foundation

to take care of themselves, admitted also that ladies'

schools of upwards of half a century ago did

more than convey

a smattering of the arts and sciences,

not always quite correct, of the
existence,

still

little

a smattering

a bad thing for intellectual,

theories

then

in

round is not such
inquiring minds starting
build upon.
There are
all

from a solid foundation to
people to this day who prefer it to searching, accurate
attainments on one subject, while on a hundred others
the mind is lying fallow for, after all, life is short, and
we must specialize to some purpose if the specializing
;

here

is

to

make up

for the

blank there.

It is true,

likewise, that the ladies' schools of the past gave

more

attention to the formation of the character and the

moulding of morals and manners than to what was
purely intellectual. But was that objectionable ? What
was likely to be of most importance in a girl's life?
Her prospects of peace and happiness or of discontent
and wretchedness ? The acquisition by precept and
example of good principles and good behaviour, selfcontrol, faith and reverence, of a kindly and an obliging
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disposition, or the

power

to detect a false quantity in

a classical quotation and the ability to solve a mathematical problem ?

But the concession ought

modern education

of

for

very much of a novelty.

The

time.

As

is,

it

to be

women
It

made

is still

will

that the system

on

its trial, still

grow mellow with

hard, aggressive edges will be rubbed

one can see

its

off.

capacity for the development

of sundry excellent qualities, the very qualities in

which

have pronounced

critics

women

deficient

— to

and

wit, sterling truthfulness, justice, enterprise,

in-

dependence.

As
it

a last

word for the schools of a former generation,
remember that Hannah More and her

well to

is

clever, bright sisters
Bristol,

and

and that

later

sister, had, in

girls'

had a notable school for

Mary Carpenter, with her mother

the

same favoured

school far before

studies

it

offered

With regard

girls in

its

locality,

another

time in the nature of the

and the attainments

it

achieved.

to the deterrent or destructive influence

of the atmosphere on the peculiar gifts of the pupils,

Jane Austen, whose genius was that of the highest
common sense, finished her education in one of these
ladies' schools,

which have been

of pretence and folly.
love of English

country

thorough, spent years
period of her

London

life

Mary

satirized as hot-beds

Russell Mitford, whose

life

of the

was

so

genuine and

most impressionable

as a pupil-boarder in a fashionable

ladies' school.

In neither instance

ruling passion, the dominant faculty, crushed.
rather stimulated and matured by

was

the

It

was

what was reason-

able and natural in the change of air and scene in

its

environment.

So we were

to be school

ma'ams, beginning in 1848,

THE STUDY OF MUSIC
that year of national

and

more than one throne
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political convulsions,

suffered overthrow.

not so badly qualified as hasty readers

may

when

We were
imagine,

while the requisitions of 1848 differed considerably

from those of 191 1. We were almost all studiously
inclined.
More than one of my sisters had some experience in teaching, all of us had been taught music
from childhood, and those of us who were musically

endowed had received

The degree

special lessons in that direction.

of importance which the study of music

(generally in the form of piano-playing) held then in

was so great as to
Not only was the fee for

the education of middle-class girls

be positively ludicrous.

—

music lessons much the highest because each girl had
to be taken separately, and a considerable portion of
time given to her alone
the scrupulous attention
which was paid to music until nothing was allowed to

—

interfere with a girl's hour's or

two hours' practice was

broad contrast to the careless negligence which was
suffered to attend on her other studies.

in

The

well- taught

proficiency

of

classes in part -singing in musical

members of all
Germany was a

different attainment, with a different origin

and end,

from the English mode of exhibiting love of music.
There would have been some warrant for the
marked preference if it had been confined to musically
endowed children. But no whether tuneful or the
reverse, whether the child loved or hated the study,
she was sentenced to the long grind, often wasting
many hours which might have been more profitably
spent in other departments of higher value in the
work of life. This was a crying grievance to me, who
was not musical, though I had been perforce taught
music I resented the slight to other branches of
;

;
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shown to one
The only argument for the injustice which
seemed to me to hold water was that which compared
education in the extravagant favour
branch.

the effect on the small girls of being forced to learn
the technique of music to a similar effect produced on

who were obliged to master the Latin
grammar, which was the great burden of their young
lives.
It might lead to one or two of them becoming
the small boys

learned scholars.

Who

Anyhow,

it was
powers in
and forcing them betimes

could

tell ?

excellent discipline, bracing to their mental

teaching them application,
to take pains.

Even

so, application to

abstract, with its signs

and

music

in the

calculations, its bars

and

quavers and semi-quavers, could not be
accomplished without beneficial toil and trouble on

crochets,

the part of the small girls in their brave attempt to

comprehend what was otherwise incomprehensible
by reducing to memory hard words and strange definitions, though the process was apt to be watered by
oceans of tears.

The demand for the higher education of women,
with the foundation of women's colleges, has done
much

to

remedy the

lack of balance in their former

studies.

From

the

first

we

generally had a foreign governess,

my French and, latterly, my
had begun German when a pupil at the
Scottish Institution in Edinburgh. More recently a
young Hungarian officer, in exile after the Hungarian
Revolution, gave private lessons in German to my
sister Mary and me.
I read a good deal in both languages at one time,
and was fond of their literatures, but I could not
speak either language with any fluency. My nonwith

whom

German.

I

I

could rub up

A BROTHER'S SYMPATHY
musical

ear

failed

sounds with

facility.
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catch up and retain foreign

to
I

was

fairly well read for the

period in English literature and history.

Our
in

my

claims as a family to ability in art culminated
brother, who,

when

a schoolboy, vindicated the

reputation he had earned in his childhood for cutting

out familiar animals from black-edged paper, by win-

ning the

first

awarded to
Madras College
He continued through life to draw

prize of Shakespeare's plays

the best drawer and sketcher in the
in St.

Andrews.

much

ease and great love of the art. The attainment was useful to him in his profession of civil

with

though the necessity of
mechanical drawing spoilt his hand
engineer,

adhering
for

to

any other

kind.

He took the keenest interest in all which concerned
us and the school, and was ready to give hints or make
suggestions to

my

sister

Mary,

who

shared at a

distance his drawing faculty and his delight in

little
it,

so

would draw even when disabled by illness
any other employment. He was eager in procuring
us the best modern atlases, of which he could

that she
for
for

judge as an excellent geographer. In these particulars
we were not without qualifications which satisfied the
day to which we belonged.

We were four in number teaching in the school, and
our ages ranged from twenty-two to thirty-one.
In the early days of the school my father and mother
could drive over to see us. We had the great pleasure
own house, and they
that we could maintain

of welcoming them to our very

had the

relief

thing which
for a school

and joy of seeing

home for ourselves. I mention somemay encourage those similarly situated,
means much drudgery, not a little wear-

a comfortable
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ing responsibility, and the relinquishment in a large

measure of the happy equal companionships and lightBut the result of
the school was worth it, for my father told my mother
after bidding us good-bye the first time they visited
us that it was the happiest day of his life, since he had
hearted joys dear to young hearts.

seen that their daughters could provide for themselves,

and so were

We

were

safe in the
in

unknown

our father's and mother's friends.
the most

future.

our native town, among our

Our

pupils

own and
were

for

part the daughters of the ministers, bankers,

doctors, writers, or lawyers, such as

my

been, and of the neighbouring farmers, like

father

my

had

grand-

These pupils, taking them as a whole, were
innocent young girls, with good principles, well
trained, and well guarded from evil.
Individual girls
were occasionally rebellious, but no difficulty in
managing classes was found. The members were,
as a rule, of fair average intelligence.
The two I
father.

—

—

reckoned the cleverest very clever children died
still quite young, but certainly not from head

while

work

— they were two healthy, happy children, belong-

Each child might be an
phenomenon, nobody could prevent that but
their simple lessons were not the trouble to them that
the lessons were to companions with less ability, and
the pair were as great at play as at work. The one
ing to different families.

infant

little girl died,

;

strange to say, in a

after a trifling cold

;

fit

of apoplexy,

the other died in the course of

an attack of scarlet fever. The suggestion made as
to the cause of the deaths, as of those of many other
gifted children, was that an abnormal brain in early
life

has a peculiar delicacy, apt to be developed and

heightened by any illness affecting the children, so
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whatever the nature of the illness, it " flies," in
colloquial phrase, "to the brain," and frequently
that

proves

Whether or not

fatal.

foundation

of

truth,

it

sounds

the theory

not without

has

a

prob-

ability.

As long

my

as

my

father and

mother stayed with

my

mother

brother,

my

lived,

who

left

and while
the ranks

and to take up
for a time the coal-seam which he had worked, we
spent the greater part of our holidays with them near
We missed the house in which the
the old home.
younger of us had grown up, but we still stood on
familiar ground to which we were attached.
When our connection with Elie ended, our holidays
were spent for the most part in the Highlands of
Perthshire, or by the Clyde, to be near my brother
after his headquarters were in Glasgow.
But while we stood by Elie, we profited by its many
of his profession to assist

advantages.

The

father,

fine coast-line, the rocky, picturesque

beach formed scenes where we passed many hours
working and reading in convenient niches by the sea.
It

was during

book

that time that Charles Kingsley's

little

"

Glaucus " took hold of the English reading
world, and sent crowds of amateur naturalists to study
the wonders of the shore, and to form those private
aquariums which were at once charming toys and

We were all to be
our amusements in
such studies. My brother was then at home assisting
my father, and Robert and I were enthusiastic in the
novel pursuit. We accomplished a really creditable

interesting fields of observation.
naturalists thenceforth,

and

to find

and beautiful aquarium in a large glass jar well
furnished with growing weed and pieces of rock skilfully arranged.
This was our home for the lovely
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warted sea-anemones a feature of the locality. They
were much larger, and offered a greater variety of
brilliant colouring than was to be found in the more
common olive or red anemones. We had in their
company a mussel and an oyster, several star-fish,
crabs and soldier crabs, shrimps, a stone covered with
living serpulae, etc.
We were only able to acquire
and retain for six weeks one small fish proper, with a
head and a tail, fins and scales. I think he was one of
the fish known by the name of "John Dory." I have
not forgotten the pang with which we found him dead,
jammed between the stones, where he had forced
himself in a panic.
It was a punishment for our
thoughtlessness in exhibiting our sea spoil by candlelight to an admiring visitor.
We had a sea-creature very like a bit of orange peel,
with a tuft of what may be described as feathers at
the one end and a pair of horns at the other. This

Doris

by name was

minding

a

harmless, peaceable

being,

own business, which was, as far as we
to move round and round the jar near the

its

could see,

surface of the water, and then drop in a coil to the

bottom.
object,

Another bristling black and white little
which we rashly admitted without investiga-

dealt death all
This proved to be an seolis a bloodthirsty
wretch which fastened on the anemones and sucked
their life-blood, costing us some of the most valued
and rarest of our red and white, primrose and white,
A trochus, on the contrary,
lilac and white beauties.
tion within the precincts, forthwith

—

around.

He had the privilege of
he
was not too proud to
living in a silver shell, and
do his duty faithfully. This was to circle like the
Doris round the jar, and in doing so to use his tongue
was level-headed and

useful.

"AQUARIUM HUNTING"
as a sharp scythe, and shear

away
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the gathering green

which if not removed
would have obscured the interior.
In making our collection, our time was divided into
" spring tides and neap tides."
The moments of the
first and the available tide were jealously counted,

film of sea-grass in its first stage,

and few

as they certainly were,

lost,

when we

failed

on the rocks hanging
over pools, draggled with sea-water, battered by unpropitious weather, toiling home, regardless of appearIt
ances, laden with pitchers containing our plunder.
is not difficult to fancy the delight of a new and
unexpected find, with the enjoyment of hunting up its
history and habits in such books of reference as we
to present ourselves for action

possessed.

Many a merry company we encountered during
summer holidays, bent on the same errand when
all the world was aquarium-making.
The men were

these

in

their

shabbiest coats, and

wore

their

trousers

turned up, while they brandished defiantly spades,
pails, and baskets.
The women wore short skirts,

and

—

tell

it

not in Gath

— tripped

along cheerily in

sanguine, bashful belief that no critical eyes would

would denounce, the fact that they
were unencumbered with stockings, and had only neat,

detect, or at least

stout shoes to be presently slipped off from the dainty
feet in

order that the wearer might paddle in the

shallow water in which some of the coveted specimens

were lodged.
Dispersed on the shining slippery rocks, the parties
did not wait for introductions, but were ready to hail
each

other

with

offers of help,

stores,

friendly camaraderie, volunteering

making generous

exchanging

from the several
which there were

gifts

this or that of

16
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duplicates of marvels, in which other collectors

were

deficient.

When

these happy holidays

were

over,

our aquarium to the inland county town

we

carried

fifteen miles

where the " vestiges " of the sea were an
object-lesson for more than our pupils, and received

distant,

our due of praise from great and small.
We were able to keep the glass globe and

its

con-

tents in a fairly flourishing condition for eight or nine

months, during which Robert came to us for every
week-end, and never failed to bring with him a supply'
of sea-water.
illness in

The end came with

a case of dangerous

the family, monopolizing the attention of

everybody, and when the invalid was better there
followed the necessity of shutting up the house for
the next holidays, and of going to the Highlands

further inland) for change of air and scene.
to

whom

the aquarium

but he was
it,

my

was given accepted

it

(still

friend
gladly,

too inexperienced to be able to preserve

so that in his hand
It

The

was during the

it

perished speedily.

earlier

days of the school that

brother found the ironstone which our father had

missed in sinking the main pit of Grange Colliery.
Naturally it was a source of much eager speculation.

The mention

of it brings back visions of late arrivals
house in St. Catherine Street, where Robert
spent his week-ends, of midnight vigils round the
dining-room hearth, to which a lifelong friend and
near neighbour was summoned to assist by taps on
the wainscot heard next door. Then followed exciting experiments on morsels of ironstone, which
were roasted in ingenious retorts improvised for the
occasion. The result of the melting process established triumphantly the existence of the ironstone,

at the

ELDORADO
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and we thought for a time Eldorado was reached, well
aware as we were that its wealth would be shared
by all.
But opportunities once missed are rarely regained.
More changes than the death of my father, and the
assurance that a certain amount of ironstone was there
to be taken from the pit, had come to pass within
the last twenty years. There were no blast-furnaces
within a long distance for what must be a heavy load
of cargo, involving heavy carriage or freight. The
spendthrift,

easy-dealing Laird of Elie

House

(the

which we were wont to take our
visitors), the uncle and successor of "young Sir John,"
was long since ruined and dead. The estate including Elie Harbour on the Firth had been sold to, of
all people, one of the great iron-masters of Western
Scotland. Naturally he did not desire an increase of
iron not his own put on the market.
Quite as
naturally he may have wished to recoup himself for
the sums of money he had spent on the harbour. The
attempted improvements were predicted to be unsatisfactory.
Harbour engineering the most difficult
of any seemed likely to baffle the engineers employed.
The currents had not been sufficiently taken into
account, and the drift of sand increasing instead of
diminishing threatened to choke the harbour.
The apportioning of the harbour dues was in the
hands of the new Laird, and they were laid on to such
a forbidding extent that when Robert attempted to
ship the half-calcined ore to the Newcastle-on-Tyne

show

place

to

—

—

—

—

furnaces, the profit to the leaseholder

was next

to nil,

glamour faded
into the shadow the ironstone was left to keep company with the abandoned coal in that ignis fatuus of
so that prospect with
;

its

brief bright
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when my

brother had to give up the whole

concern, and to return to his profession as a civil
engineer, taking
it,

it

up

at the point

with the loss of a good

many

enjoyed by the contemporaries
before him.

But

I

which was made to
was no longer able

where he had

years of experience

who had

passed on

never heard him regret the
relieve
to bear.

left

my father

sacrifice

of the burden he

CHAPTER
We

VIII

started school-keeping in an unpretentious

little

above a druggist's shop, taking only day-pupils.
better flats in adjoining houses, with
a door broken open between the flats to enable my
sister Mary, already very much of an invalid, to escape
the fatigue of the stairs, and the necessity of facing the
open air of the street. When our position was fairly
established, and we began to have boarders, we settled
in an old house which had been the town-house of
Lord Balmerino. He was, with Lord Kilmarnock and
Lord Lovat, among the last sufferers who were beheaded on Tower Hill in the Jacobite Rebellion of '45.
It was he who, on driving back after he had received
his sentence, begged that the coach might be stopped
in order that he might buy a pennyworth of " honeyblobs," perhaps in remembrance of his gooseberries in
the garden of his great house by the Tay, or in that
Cupar house-garden we knew so well. His was an
flat

Then we had two

interesting house, in spite of a large

modern

Among

fine corridor

was one

addition.

and
drawing-room with panels painted white.
There was a large pleasant garden extending to the
small River Eden, and opening on the " Water Ends,"
an ancient promenade of the townspeople, bounded
on one side by the " Cart Haugh," the town's spacious
washing-green, with its one venerable tree of local

a dainty

its relics

of the past

little

renown.
245
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Later

we bought and

on the
This house was surrounded by
trees, had a really fine walled garden, and a good
avenue of its kind.
Brought up in a nearly treeless district, so that I
still,

lived in a house

outskirts of Cupar.

was

quite a big girl

when one

of

my

sisters,

who had

not always lived in the same locality, took pity on
my ignorance, and taught me to know one tree from
it is
difficult for me to convey the charm
which the modest copse and the shady avenue, with
their numerous singing birds, had for me. The avenue
was rendered specially attractive by its tall elms and
limes, its dark Irish yews, its one much-prized Italian
stone pine, and its contrasting gay touches (which I
suppose were solecisms in an avenue proper) made by
the white blossoms of the gean and the rowan (the^
wild cherry and the mountain - ash), the wax -like
berries of the snowberry, the fragrant purple plumes
of the lilac, the long sprays of the laburnum " dropping living gold," and the pink wild roses of the avenue

another,

rose-trees.

The

extensive garden, of which

we had

to let the

exceeded our needs, even when we were
family enlarged by three governesses and ten

half, as it far

a

many

approved fruit-trees,
and vegetables galore, with ample room left for large
strawberry and gooseberry brakes. There was still
boarders, held

varieties of

space for a host of old-fashioned flowers

— those

which liked best to be let alone, and to grow undisturbed, save by reasonable manuring. Such were tall
lupins, purple and white tall phloxes, purple and white
huge crimson peonies, lilies of many kinds. I never
beheld elsewhere such innumerable specimens of daffodils, varying in yellow from amber to primrose, and
;

BIRD-NESTING
from primrose

to maize,

while the
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lilies

changed from

the deep cup of the wild single daffodil to the
skirts of its double sister,

full

abhorred by pronounced dis-

There were
York and Lancaster

ciples of the last school of sestheticism.

many

roses

— cabbage,

blush,

and the moss-rose which loved such a peaceful home.

Among

the

more modern roses was

a

clustering

which clothed an iron railing, and
blossomed, not by hundreds, but by thousands.
The whole place was a revelation and delight to me.
On holiday afternoons in early summer I would go
noisette

rose,

bird-nesting like a schoolboy (as a girl the only nests
I

had seen were those of larks and swallows), and

I

would find a dozen nests of blackbirds, thrushes, hedgesparrows, and finches, in one expedition. But, as the
grounds were unfortunately open to the schoolboy
proper, the nests were frequently " harried," and left
empty within the next twenty-four hours. The entire
place

was very

attractive

that there

in

three out of the four

was only in

the depth of autumn
was a sense of oppression and dampness

seasons of the year.

It

brooding over the heaps of fallen leaves, which could
not be swept away quickly enough, as they threatened
to choke and bury us, while uncanny fungi, in the
shape of " dead men's fingers," thrust out ghastly
tokens to grasp us.
Winter, like summer, had its embarras de richesses.
In winter,

if it

a fairy world

was moonlight, there was a new world

— to

investigate.

We

used to liken

it

to

the bed of the sea with the snow-draped trees and

bushes standing like irregular white coral reefs. In
the daytime and in the sunshine, when gossamer
webs hung from bough to bough, and the red berries
of

the

many

hollies

stood

out

against

the

dark
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green

prickly background, the

scene was

equally-

irresistible.

But it was in March and April, the months which
had been so bleak and biting in the home of my youth
on the east coast, that the sheltered niche was at its
best.
Visitors came to see the glory of the crocuses
on the mossy lawn under the trees. It was converted
into a field of cloth of gold, relieved by patches of
silvery white and royal purple.
We could not take to

ourselves credit for the transformation.

It

was the

good many
years before by an invalid lad who had chanced to
amuse himself with trying experiments in the grounds.
The lovely bloom of crocuses presenting itself year
result of crocus-seed

after

sown profusely

year was his lasting memorial.

a

The

fact that the

lawn under the trees consisted more of moss than of
grass, and rarely called for cutting, was probably one
reason for the wonderful display, since the leaves of
the crocuses, so deeply rooted that

it

was

difficult to

reach the bulbs, were suffered to remain

till

they

withered and perished naturally.
On mild winter or early spring days the young
blackbirds mistook the season, and began to practise
their song, of which, when it was at its summer height,

we

liked to complain that

we

could hardly hear our-

selves speak for the burden of melody.
it

was succeeded by the

shrill,

In the evening

piercing cries of the

swifts as they flew hither and thither in search of their
insect prey.

Besides the small birds,

we

boasted a colony of nine

or ten crows, while a pair of cushat doves had put

such confidence

in us as to build their nest in a tree

The old gardener looked in mingled
sorrow and anger on our protection of these his pests,
close to the house.

THECKLA
but

we went
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cheerfully on our way, like the

little

burn,

" care

never minding," to the extent of surreptitiously
when it was in our power, the feathered
victims from the meshes of the nets he spread for
them.
disentangling,

Another denizen of the establishment inseparably
associated with Westfield

was a

was

a joy in herself.

She

and clever little dog, a descendant
Duke
of
Northumberland's Prudhoe breed,
from the
which a friend got for me. The little creature accompanied me when I went bird-nesting as in other absorbing pursuits. I was warned that there was danger in
I
the practice, but I remained incredulous for a time.
was painfully enlightened one day when I had examined
with great interest a willow wren's modest habitation
I had counted no less than nine fledgein the grass.
lings stretching their tiny heads begging to be fed.
When I returned to visit them they were gone, every
one, and the primitive nest was nearly obliterated.
On that day Theckla had declined to eat her dinner,
and was certainly not in her usual good spirits.
Further, I was told with mischievous emphasis that
there were traces of the down which precedes feathers
on young birds adhering to her mouth.
In time the shadow which had already fallen elsewhere deepened and fell more heavily, till this house
also had its sorrowful memories.
In the end we
parted with it as we had parted with more precious
beautiful

possessions.

The

little

town was not

neighbouring towns.

It

contact at intervals with

left

it

fail

the great

moving the northern world.
visited

belated

did not

in the agitation for

to

among

the

come

into

men who were

Cobden and Bright
the repeal of the Corn
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Laws, and an elder

came

sister

heard Bright speak.

to advocate the cause of

see Mazzini, but

we saw one

Hungary.

We

Kossuth
did not

of his countrymen in the

an able man, though with
umblemished character. He looked the
type of an Italian priest and politician, a past master
Italian rising, Father Gavazzi,

a less high,

When

in intrigue.

delivering an address in the town,

Thackeray accepted an invitation, and read a fine
lecture from his book on the " Four Georges."
We were none of us at the first great Exhibition
in Paxton's Crystal Palace in

new

fondly hoped that a

Hyde

Park,

when

it

was

era of peace and prosperity

was dawning for the world. None looked forward to
it more proudly and sanguinely than Queen Victoria,
the wife of the thoughtful and philanthropic Prince

Consort, the organizer of the exhibition.

The

royal

husband and wife appeared in public, surrounded by
their children, from the eldest, who was to be the
bride of the

Crown

Prince of Prussia, to the youngest,

the child in her nurse's arms.

Man

proposes, but

God

more time than could be summed
months, the Crimean War was raging, blood

disposes.

In hardly

up in
was being spilt like water, treasure which might have
worked many a much-needed social reform was cast
and civilization, believed to be advancing
by leaps and bounds, was practically arrested for a
generation. Within a dozen years the royal wife and
mother, the happiest of the happy, was a mourning
widow, sitting lonely on the throne, her young children
to the winds,

fatherless.

The Crimean War had

the special interest for us

two lads from country houses in our neighbourhood were in the thick of the hurly-burly, their
fortunes inseparably connected with it. One of them

that

ONE TAKEN AND ANOTHER LEFT
we had known by
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sight and hearsay in his childhood,

same time

had been a familiar
had
who,
father,
acted as political agent for the child's
when serving in the county yeomanry, had received
his billet in his agent's house, and a certain connection had been kept up between the families, whose
respective children occasionally met and played with
each other. The one lad, Henry Anstruther, of Balthe other at the
visitor at

My

Grange.

caskie, fell mortally

The

of

life

father in his lawyer days

wounded

in the first battle of the

New

Testament

in his

pocket were glued together with his life-blood.

The

campaign.
other

leaves of the

Robert Lindsay, of Balcarres, distinguished
himself by checking a momentary panic among his
men in the ascent of the hill guarded by Russian
artillery at the Alma.
He carried his colours riddled
with shot, to the hill-top, while he himself was unwounded, and was publicly thanked by his Colonel.
The young Ensign rose in the course of the war from
the rank of Ensign to that of Major and aide-de-camp
to his General.
He received from Queen Victoria the
gift of mittens, worked by her own royal hands, as
lad,

a tribute to his services in the trenches.

When

the

war was ended, he returned to England, crowned with
laurels, to win the heart and hand of one of England's
greatest heiresses.
What is more to the purpose, she
was also his early companion and true love. He
became the best of landlords, the trusted and most
generous of soldiers' friends, though he had left
He founded the Red Cross Aid to the
the army.
Wounded. A peerage was conferred upon him as

These were
on equal terms.
was a commentary on the scrip-

a small acknowledgment of his merits.

who

two

local

The

fate of the first

heroes

started

life
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tural

warning of the two men

taken and the other

left

;

in the field, the

one

while the history of the

second realized the adventures of a fairy prince, and
read like a splendid militant version of the achieve-

ments of Hogarth's " Industrious Apprentice."
Within half a dozen more years the Sepoy rebellion
broke out in India.
That disaster was of still deeper interest to my
native town. There had been a period in the town's
annals when its sons of the middle class contributed
considerably to the lists of commissioned officers in
the East India Company's service.
The principal
families sent son after son to fight in John Company's
army, their rank being considered just a step beneath

These
were the days when the votes for Members of Parliament were comparatively few, and centred to some
extent in the members of the town council, elections
to which were eagerly coveted while it was notorious
how successful the provost and bailies were in getting
appointments for their sons, by which they were
handsomely provided for, as the provision was then
that of officers in the King's or Queen's army.

;

regarded.

Why

these appointments should at one time have so

often taken the shape of commissions in the East India
I am unable to explain, beyond the
one of the directors of the great Company
was a Fife man, the son of the minister of a parish
in the vicinity of Cupar, and the Members for the
county or the borough were generally Fife men. Also
it might have
been a coincidence, which, occurring

Company's Service

fact that

more than once, was established

as a precedent.

The

circumstances remained of the connection between the
town and the East India Company's army. Thus,

AN ANGLO-INDIAN OFFICER
when

Sepoy

the

women had

rebellion broke out, town's

a near and vital interest in

its
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men and
alarming

course and agonizing details.

Among
known

the

well.

brother's

Company's

He was

officers

was a

we had

lad

a former schoolfellow of

my

— a gentle, single-hearted boy, who on account

of his parent's absence in India spent several of his

summer
ditary in

my

holidays on visits to

followed the calling which

many

was

similar houses, and entered the

pany's service. There

He

father's house.

the next thing to here-

was not the same

Com-

eager, easy, and

frequent communications between the East and the

West

as there

is

to-day, so that the lad had not seen

was sent home in early
The story
had come down the country to

his nearest relations since he

childhood to the care of Scotch kindred.
ran that the father
anticipate

the arrival of the son, and awaited the

event at a hotel in Bombay, which was

much

fre-

quented by Anglo-Indians. The vessel in which the
younger man had sailed came in sooner than was
expected unknown to the father. So it happened that

an acquaintance of both father and son discovered,
somewhat to his dismay, that both were in the same
room in ignorance of each other's identity, and without

making a sign of recognition. The delicate task was
thus thrust upon a comparative stranger of accomplishing a necessary but

The popular young

awkward

officer

introduction.

married the daughter of

a former minister in the town, her friends and con-

temporaries congratulating

— some envying— the fortu-

nate bride.

The

pair sailed for India, and time passed

children were born to them.

when

the Mutiny began.

They were

Happily

at

for him,

till

five

Cawnpore
he

fell in
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the trenches early in the siege.

her children,

among

the

She stayed on with

hapless victims of

Nana

She was slain with her little ones
in the reeking underground shambles and flung into
the well of horror the day before General Havelock
marched into the town for its relief.
A more fortunate son of Cupar was one of the
defenders of Lucknow, keeping a gate and winning
honour for his courage and strength under the familiar
designation of " Big Bob Aitken."
My 'prentice hand had arrived in 1852 at the writing
of a novel, which was accepted for publication by
the successors of the firm mentioned to us by Mrs.
Gillespie Smith.
My father was then in the last stage
of his illness, but he was still able to take a keen
Sahib's treachery.

I

my

appearance as an author.
Latterly
never entered his room with a book that he did

interest

in

not stretch out a feeble hand, and ask wistfully, " Is

your book ?"
But he never saw it. By the time it came out he
had lain months in the grave.
Though the novel was well enough reviewed for the
firm to take a second from the same source, both fell
Certainly they were not calculated to set the
flat.
Thames on fire, and I received no remuneration.
That was conditional on a certain sale, which was
that

not attained.

I

novel that after

remember with regard to the second
I had said all I wanted to say and dis-

posed of the manuscript, I got a sudden alarming
request to supply another chapter, as the material

was not
I

sufficient to

fill

the regulation three volumes.

saved the situation by the simple device of inflicting
of the principal characters with a sharp, but not

some
fatal,

attack of fever.

I

recollect also that the publica-

"MUCKLE MOUED MEG"
tion

was
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a little delayed in order that there

might be

space found for notices of the book in the newspapers,

which were crammed
of the funeral of the

A

few years

publish,

pened

I

later

for the

Duke
when

moment with

the accounts

of Wellington.
still

I

wrote, but failed to

spent a holiday in Selkirkshire, and hap-

to climb the hill of Pirn along with

sisters.

Scotland,

On what
it

is

life

into

my

equivalent to classic ground in

occurred to

and put new

one of

me

that

I

some of the

might try to amplify
which

traditions with

spoke of the idea to
encouraged it warmly.
My first short tale of the kind found its way into
Fraser's Magazine, at that time under the editorship
the country-side abounded.

Margaret, who,

of

I

need not

John Parker, so

that

I

From

start in literature.

I

say,

was enabled
that date

I

to

make

a fresh

contributed off

and on to Fraser for seventeen years many short
and one long story.
Yet it may be noted

stories,

that the first tale, a version of "

Muckle Moued Meg"

(the first writing for

which

the only tradition

dealt with.

I

I

received payment),

The other

was

stories

were inventions illustrating, not ancient legends and
lyrics, as I had proposed, but dealing with experiences
which I had come across within my personal knowledge.

Thackeray, in the fulness of his powers and his fame,
had consented to edit the Comhill, that magazine of
magazines, the circulation of which had risen in the
course of the first eight days of its existence to what
was then considered the unprecedented number of
a hundred thousand readers.
To be a writer in the
Cornhill under Thackeray was to wear the blue ribbon
of literature, and I had the audacity to make a bid for
it, since faint heart
never won fair lady, and since,

,
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we

as

(that

say in Scotland, that

is,

promises herself) a

to get at least a sleeve of

My

silk

a dreamer " bodes

gown, she

is

bound

it.

Mary, then

sister

if

in delicate health,

and com-

was conwas my special confidante and aid in literary
work. She had talked over with me the glories of
the Cornhill, when a bright idea occurred to us one
morning as we made our toilets I would take the bold
paratively at leisure, so far as the school

cerned,

:

step of writing to the editor and offering him a story.

To

my

be just to myself and

coadjutor, the suggestion

was made more in jest than in earnest, and we were
so sure of the offer being M declined with thanks " that

we
I

almost gleefully anticipated the refusal from which

was

to take the sting

to write as

and

if in

letter, for

if

the editor did not

still

A
my

was

want the

was not

desired.

surprise a letter reached us, authorizing the

sending of the story, which
but

I

need not take the trouble to answer my
I should understand by his silence that the

contribution

To our

in advance.

a careless, cool spirit of philosophy,

to intimate that

story, he

by my letter

we

despatched with a

with only the faintest hope of

its

will,

acceptance.

serious increase of illness followed on the part of

and

engrossed the attention of the family,
my mind, so that it was almost
with a shock that the news came that "The Stage
Queen and the Squire " was taken. But, alas, alas
the sentence, "Vanity of vanities," had again been
sister,

it

putting the story out of

spoken.

Though only

a

few weeks had intervened,

the dear comrade and fellow-conspirator in the inno-

cent

little

plot

was dead and gone beyond being

told

of the sequel to our enterprise, beyond rejoicing with

me

in the

achievement of

my

ambition.
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was asked to become a contributor to the
and I think another short story of mine
I wrote
appeared under Thackeray's brief reign.
occasionally to the magazine under the editorship of
Leslie Stephen, and I had a long story in it when
James Payn held the reins. I wrote more continuously to Good Words and the Sunday Magazine,
Later,

I

Cornhill,

when Norman McLeod was

the editor of the one,

and Dr. Guthrie and Dr. Blaikie were

jointly,

and

in

succession, editors of the other.

After Robert's prolonged apprenticeship to a firm
of mechanical engineers, he had the benefit of the
guidance of an eminent mining engineer in connection
with my father's coal-pits, which my brother was

accustomed to go down, one foot in the loop of a
rope, from early boyhood. He was swept into civil
engineering in the great railway year. He was one
of the leaders with theodolites accompanied by satellites carrying chains, tramping the length and breadth
of the land, planning the new iron roads which were
to be laid down here and there and everywhere, and
were to change the whole character of the country.
Then followed rushes to London to be examined
before committees of the House of Commons as to
the advisability of granting a Bill for this or that

On

line.

London after
one of the earliest of these rushes, Robert went out to
take his share of the sights. The one which drew
him comparatively before everything else was not
Westminster Abbey, nor the Houses of Parliament
not St. Paul's, nor Buckingham Palace, nor the Tower.
It was the Thames Tunnel, then regarded as a feat of
the

first

morning of awakening

in

He

scouted the services of cabs, or a
bus, a map, or a guide-book.
He reached his goal by

engineering.

17
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the middle of the quieter streets,
drawing out his compass, which he never was without,
and, as he said, "taking his bearings."
Naturally, my brother forsook mechanical and mining

divagating into

engineering for the higher branch of the profession of
civil

engineering.

led

It

him

to serve for

in the offices of a firm of civil engineers in

and then took him

to

some time
Edinburgh,

work, under a firm of

civil

engineers in Glasgow, in various parts of the west

and the south of Scotland.

On

the death of

lease of the

as

my

Grange

little profit

father Robert had taken the

pits,

as ever.

as precarious and offering

Later he took Kelly, another

some distance along the coast. It proved
disappointment. There was no other course

local pit at

a fresh

which had been incurred,
save to give up everything and pass through the bankruptcy court. On his speedy discharge he returned to
the west of Scotland, working for a time under his
former employers, Messrs. William and Ronald Johnstone.
Afterwards he had successive appointments as
second engineer on a Western and a Midland Railway.
When he was staying in Glasgow he had joined a
detachment of volunteers, then in the hey-day of their
fortunes. The authorities sent down an instructor
from Woolwich to train this special regiment of the
civilian soldiers, consisting of engineers and architects,
in some of the principles and practices of military
engineering. The instructor awarded to Robert the
silver medal offered by the city of Glasgow to the
best of the engineer volunteers, who had constructed
a bridge of boats by which the Lord Provost and his
Bailies crossed the Clyde on the Queen's birthday,
left for

1861.

him, with the

liabilities

A FOREWARNING OF THE END
In the

summer

visit to us.
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of 1864 Robert paid his last short

During

his stay he startled

and distressed

us by telling us, at the urgent request of a motherly
friend in Glasgow, who impressed upon him that if he

would inform us, that,
same year, he had been seized
with a dangerous illness, the nature and extent of
which he had sedulously and successfully hidden from
us, knowing the sorrow and anxiety the news would
occasion. We got him to take rooms at Helensburgh,
a country and Clydeside town within easy distance of
his office in Glasgow.
Our school holidays were near,
and then we could join him, and he would be with us
for a time, going and returning every day to and from
We carried out the intention, and were
his work.
did not mention the fact she
in the spring of the

together for a few weeks,

when he had

of congestion of the lungs,

died on September

11

a second attack

which proved

fatal.

of the same year (1864).

He
An

eager worker and a gifted man, our one much-loved
man, to whom we could always turn for fullest sympathy and kindest support, passed away in his
prime.

We

had seen him struggle bravely against temptaWe had reason
to believe he was surmounting them when death came,
bringing not the earthly victory, but the rest which
must have been best.

tion,

disappointments, and defeats.

The Descendants of Old Harry Gibb of Balass.

The descendants of old Harry Gibb of Balass are
almost entirely from one of his ten children. His six
sons left six children. Of the elder sons, Arthur Gibb
married Margaret Sutherland,

who had one

son.

He
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went young

to Australia, and, to the best of

my know-

ledge, died unmarried.

The second, Andrew, Harry Gibb's youngest
married Elizabeth Hepburn, and

left five

son,

children, a

son and four daughters in the third generation. The
son and one of the daughters married, but in the fourth
generation their representatives consist only of two
daughters.

Of Harry Gibb's daughters,

"

Bonnie Jean," who

married John Templeton, had no children.
Marget, the wife of John Walker of Blebo Mills,

had nine children
daughters.

who grew

up, two sons

and seven

Five of the family married, each leaving

families.

Mary (my
six children

who

all

mother), the wife of Philip Keddie, had

who grew

up, one son

died unmarried, the line

and five daughters,
ending in the third

generation.

Helen died young and unmarried.
It is from the grandchildren and the great-grandchildren of Marget Gibb and John Walker that there
are numerous descendants scattered not only through
Great Britain, but over the four quarters of the globe.

PART

IV

MEN AND WOMEN MET BY THE WAY

CHAPTER
My

literary

work widened

I

ray experience.

the Forth Bridge had not so

much

Though

as been built yet

men's imagination, still by means of the steamboat
we could with no great difficulty reach Edinburgh,
where we had friends. In visiting them we could
make the acquaintance of some of the lions of the
Scotch Metropolis less supreme and mighty than in
in

;

the days of Scott and Jeffrey, however, the author of

John Brown (the beloved
more modern
Edinburgh.
He and one of my friends were old
acquaintances and cronies I went with her several
times to lunch at his house in Rutland Square. I still
seem to see his handsome face, clear cut like a cameo,
and to hear his kind voice asking my hours of work,
and telling me in friendly warning, " Remember, you
are drawing a long bill, and some day you will have
to pay it."
The great sorrow of his life the sad story of his
had already
wife's long, hopeless illness and death
But his lifelong friend
laid its heavy hand upon him.
the gentlest and most amiable of elder sisters made
"

Rab and

physician)

his Friends," Dr.

was

a great force in the

;

—

—

—

—
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home homelike. His only daughter was already
married and settled in Ireland but his one muchprized son was with him to the end, and Dr. John's
many sympathies kept his life full and rich. He was
his

;

in touch

and

at his best

his generation.

I

recall

with the literature and art of

among

other remembrances

from the famous men he had known, which were to be
seen in his pleasant, spacious dining-room, there was
a sketch sent to him by the great French animal painter,
Jerome, of a dog fit to be mentioned in the same breath
with " Rab."
My friend, Miss Jeanie Watson, was herself a dabbler
in literature, and loved it dearly but the bond between
her and Dr. John was not so much that of letters as of
;

the intimate connection and affectionate familiarity of

both with the counties of Selkirk and Peebles
" forest

of song and story.

—the old
"

Its "

round-backed hills
and green dells wanted a shower every day to do
justice to pasture and crops, and if "bear" (coarse
"

barley) were but as plentiful as bluebells the natives
would be prosperous indeed. The district had not
its rival

within broad Scotland, in the estimation of

these two

—

devoted son and daughter.
humour had not ceased to flash up in
the conversation of the subdued man of middle life.

The

One

its

original

of his

names

for

my

friend

was the

Gipsy," a clever and appropriate

title

" Evangelical

derived partly

from her devotion to the Free Kirk of Scotland, partly
from her somewhat wildly picturesque good looks.
To the last his bright, tender wit bubbled up to the
surface. On hearing a sentimental girl cry out against
a man's second marriage, he remonstrated with her on
the ground that if his father had not married twice he
himself would not have had his stepbrother Alexander,
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and what should he have done without Alexander ?
His own mother died in his early childhood. What
he knew of her must have been drawn chiefly from

much-

the lingering, pathetic tradition of the young,

loved wife of his father

— the

coming

gifted divine.

One

of

from her last walk abroad
and entering her husband's study, she put down her
parasol the first parasol seen in these primitive days
the stories

is that,

in

—

There the parasol lay for
weeks and months, long after the hand which had laid
it down was stiff and cold.
The bereaved husband
would not suffer the little token of her presence to
be removed from the place where she had put it. It
was half a lifetime later and to a distant city manse
that he brought a worthy partner for his declining
years, and gave Dr. John that brother Alexander and
in the remote, rural parish.

the sister Jane on

whom

he set great

store.

Sometimes the grave, subdued man could not

resist

the impulse to play one of the roguishly, practical

jokes of which he had often been guilty in his youth.
It was just after all Edinburgh was astir with the trial
which had been an attempt to prove the legality of

Captain Yelverton's marriage to the Irish lady with
whom he had engaged in what proved to have been
a spurious ceremony in Ireland. It had not prevented
the gentleman from entering on a public marriage with

well-known resident in Edinburgh, the widow of
Edward Forbes, the much-lamented young scientist.
It happened to be an occasion when Dr. John was to
accompany two ladies (his sister and his daughter)
to a large evening party which he had consented to
He knew the mental priggishness and acute
attend.
gossip which frequently prevailed in such gatherings.
He was moved to administer a shock to the company,
a
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and he thus accomplished his purpose he managed
to suborn or coach the man-servant in waiting at the
drawing-room door. When the ladies had taken an
arm each of their escort (these were the days when
guests supported each other by entering crowded
rooms arm-in-arm to face the criticizing remarks), the
door was thrown open with a flourish, and the servant
announced in a loud voice, " Captain Yelverton and
the two Mrs. Yelvertons."
One can imagine the
amazement and horror of the party, together with
:

the indignant

consternation of the

two victimized

ladies.

Dr. Guthrie, the great Free Church orator and the
joint founder of

ragged schools in Scotland, was then
in Edinburgh.
"Long Tarn" his

a notable figure

humbler followers were wont to call him, in allusion
to his tall figure, a fitting accompaniment to the fine,
handsome face crowned by the snow-white hair. The
title was given him with an affectionate familiarity
which held no disrespect, and was consistent with
the good-will and cordial regard he well deserved.
For, in addition to his natural shrewdness and humour,
and to the gift of eloquence which rendered his church
when he was in his prime as besieged and crowded as
a popular theatre, he was devout, benevolent, and
kindly to a degree, only checked by his dislike and
contempt for what savoured to him of shallow affectation and patent untruth.
His home was open to me
through the friends we had in common, while I was
a contributor to the magazine of which he was for

some time the editor.
At the Guthries' and elsewhere my sister Margaret
and I met the eccentric enthusiast, Dr. Blackie, Professor of Greek in Edinburgh University. It was said

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
that his
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lecture-room resounded as often with the

Scotch songs so dear to his heart, and with the Scotch
versions of ancient philosophies, as with quotations
from the poets of Mount Parnassus and from the
sages of the porches and schools of Athens.

A

resident in Edinburgh, Elizabeth Taylor, had just

struck an original powerful note in fiction by her

novel

" Blindpits,"

star," neither of

followed by another novel, " Quick-

which received

all

the attention

it

deserved, while death cut her career short in early
middle-life.
tale

named

She began her authorship by a temperance
" Rachel Noble," which won the prize

awarded to the best among a number of candidates.
She was a woman of much mental vigour. Intimately
connected with one of the earlier Dissenting churches
in Scotland, she

had a great deal of the pungency

verging on good-natured defiance of

She was

and militant sons.

also

many

of

its

able

not without the

which she had
moved.
In person she was plain-featured, but one
soon forgot her looks in her bright, keen intelligence.
The friendship which sprung up between us I found
a great boon, while I was aware of her scorn, for the
dash of sentimentality which had its snares for me, as
for most women, had left me at her mercy.
But when
an editor who greatly admired Miss Taylor's work
urged me to suggest to her some trifling changes in
the style of her stories, which might render them more
widely popular, and I with many misgivings, so clear
limiting prejudices of the circle

was my conviction

in

of her superiority to her adviser,

complied with his request, she met the few halting
hints with the utmost magnanimity and candour, to

my

relieved surprise.

She used

to profess that

I

had the advantage of her
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in the matter of education, as

months
after

—a
was

I

year before
thirteen

I

— in

was

I

had been eighteen
months

seven, and six

attendance at public schools,

while she had only gone to a regular school for one
year.
I

invited Miss Taylor,

when our acquaintance was

make a stay with me and my sister
Margaret in London, referring to her in the course
of the correspondence as " the cleverest woman in
Scotland." Certainly she was one of the cleverest,
if she was not the head of the sisterhood.
I had the
well matured, to

following reply

woman in Scotland presents comMiss
pliments to
H. K. Munchausen, and begs to say
that for her own credit, and that of Miss H. K. Munchausen, it would be necessary she should remain in
her native country in case it be discovered that she is
the greatest dunce in England.
The C. W. sympathizes very deeply with the grief
and vexation she is causing, but hopes that her kind
friends will pull through with life at least.
Still, she
can't help a feeling of escape in that the depths of her
"

The

cleverest

II

stupidity will not be

She concludes with

plumbed by metropolitan

wits.

best thanks for an invitation she

always think of with pleasure, and looks forward
to meeting Miss H. K. M. when her foot is on her
native heath and her name once more Miss H.
will

Keddie."

was one of the three
the two others being Miss Gordon Cumming

Isabella Bird (Mrs. Bishop)
ladies,

and Miss Marianne North, who elected
selves as the three
least

Mary

women

to class

"globe-trotters"

once met together and compared notes.
Kingsley,

who might have made

them-

who

at

Miss

a distinguished

ISABELLA BIRD (MRS. BISHOP)
was
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Miss Bird was the
an English clergyman who claimed
relationship with an Archbishop of Canterbury.
She and her younger sister, Miss Henrietta Bird,
orphans in affluent circumstances, chanced to visit
Edinburgh shortly after the great Disruption in the
Scotch Church, while the country, and especially the
capital, showed itself still instinct with the passion of
liberty and devotion to which they had attained where
fourth,

daughter

of a later generation.

of

and its Divine Head were in question.
were much impressed by the faith and the
disinterested action of what was close on the five
hundred withdrawers from the Established Church.
The ladies were enthralled by the eloquence of not a
few of the leaders of the Free Church. The pair were
led to make Scotland their home, and to cast in their
its

doctrines,

The

lot

sisters

with the members of the

new

Presbyterian Church,

home with
Her genius and

not that the elder sister coveted a settled
its

quiet duties and requirements.

wandering

and wide, to positive
The younger sister
was content to serve the Church of her adoption,
especially in work done in the more primitive Islands
and Highlands.
Isabella Bird's adventures in the Rocky Mountains,
Japan, and the Golden Chersonese, are well known to

taste tended to

explorings of

unknown

far

regions.

readers of her exciting letters.

Two

of

my

friends

were well acquainted with the famous traveller, and
took me to be introduced to her on one of the comparatively few occasions when she was to be found in
her Scotch home.
She was a slight, fragile-looking
woman, having suffered in her youth from an internal
disease, and been subjected to a serious and then
rarely performed operation.
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She bore a resemblance to the pictures of Elizabeth
Browning in the very prominent mouth, which

Barrett
in
I

both

women approached

to a physical defect.

saw Miss Bird she was lying on

When

a sofa, her frequent

when

at home, free from ceremony.
It was
imagine how, under the inspiration of travel
and novelty, she could ride whole days, man's fashion,
and undertake solitary expeditions in the wilds, depending for refreshment on the way on the raisins in
her saddle-bag and the springs by the road, while she
sighted grizzly bears with philosophic coolness, or

attitude

difficult to

—

and nights with a party of what shall
them ? bravos, bandits, half-breeds, to whom
the most worthless cowboy would have been a model
of virtue and civilization, keeping house for them,
washing their clothes, etc., and in the end treated by
them with the utmost respect, according to the cue
given them by their leader, the greatest bully and
most dreaded bandit among them.
In an interval spent in Scotland Miss Bird was with
her sister in one of the far Northern Highlands and
Islands when the younger of the two was struck down
by typhoid fever in the little school-house in which
they lodged, where comforts were few and luxuries
nil, and medical aid and appliances could only be had
from a distance. Learning the strait of the ladies, a
medical friend in Edinburgh went to their assistance,
and remained with Miss Bird till the death of her
Eventually the friend in need (Dr. Bishop)
sister.
married Miss Bird, but not without a compact on her
side that when the wandering fit came upon her she
lived for days
I

—

call

should be

at liberty to

wander.

As

it

was, Dr. Bishop

died a few years after the marriage and

her

own

mistress.

left

his

widow

But gathering years did something

ALEXANDER ANDERSON
to

still

of her

her restless

home

in

feet,
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and she died in the quiet peace

Edinburgh.

There were more literary lights to see in Edinburgh
and Scotland, though they might be as fire-flies and

glow-worms

to the great fixed stars.

They were not

the less real, not the less a breath from heaven, refreshing

and delighting the

listeners

within their

Do we fail to esteem the rose and the lily
because we have love to spare for the primrose and
the harebell ?
Among such examples in all ranks,
bounds.

many

them in the humbler classes, I count the
once so abundant in Scotland that hardly
a parish was without one. Though their pipes were
mostly rustic shepherd's pipes, there were few of them
entirely deficient in sweet and tender notes.
I had some pleasant intercourse with Alexander
with

of

local poets,

Anderson, originally a " surface man " on the Scotch
South-Western Railway. His poetry showed such
promise from the beginning that his admirers soon
wiled him to the town to exchange manual work for
head work a step doubtful in its results. Happily, in
the case of Anderson the process did not prove so disastrous in its consequences as it did where Hugh
Miller and Alexander Smith were concerned.
In the
one example the over-driven brain reeled and gave
way, in the other the caged bird drooped and died.
Freedom, and if possible familiar surroundings, seem
to be the best experience for maturing and mellowing
But at least Anderson lived past middle-age,
a poet.
librarian in more than one of the city libraries, though
I do not know that his muse was as fresh and fertile
as in his younger days.
I did not know Alexander Smith personally, but I
had met Hugh Miller in Cupar in the house of my

—
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which he had come in order to examine a
curious fossil found by one of my cousins. Miller did
aunt, to

not look a subject for successful transplantation.

was

a burly man, red and rough, like his

own

"

He
Red

Sandstone," but handicapped by a singular shyness

and reticence with which the red sandstone was not
embarrassed and afflicted. His stalwart figure was
rendered further uncouth and conspicuous by a huge
" maud," or shepherd's
plaid, which was wound
around him.
I only knew by hearsay and reading David Wingate, the miner, whose work I liked. Perhaps Wingate
practised the greater wisdom in ending life as he began
it, a collier, and in keeping his poetry for his cherished
recreation.
Wingate's second wife, Jane Hamilton,
was a woman of much literary ability. She had a
strange experience for a Scotchwoman, which could
only have arisen from mischance she could neither
read nor write till she was an elderly woman. I
cannot tell whether the fact that she was blind of one
eye had anything to do with the detail. She married,
and was the mother of a family. It was not till she
had discharged her duty to her husband and children,
not till the last were independent of her care, that she
set herself to learn to read.
Then she composed and
repeated her blithe and pathetic songs, and her shrewd
prose pieces, which were written down for her by her

—

faithful son.

Later, she married a congenial spirit in

David Wingate.
When in Edinburgh
Piper, a spinster.
cellar,

I

was taken

In a poor room,

to call

little

on Mary

better than a

she wrote English verse, not very original or

striking, but

marked not only by

but, in addition,

perfect correctness,

with a kind of formal elegance.

In

person

AN INTELLECTUAL GROUP
Mary was far from elegant. A gaunt,
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elderly

and apparently with no womanly
Yet in her conversainstinct of tidiness or neatness.
tion no lady in the land could have put her to shame.
When some quarrel between her neighbours was
alluded to, she quoted the feud between the Montagus and Capulets with the simplicity and appositeness of easy familarity. I do not recollect how she
was supported certainly her polished poetry was not
likely to maintain her whether she received parish
relief or had some private allowance made to her, for
I was told she had gentle blood in her, drawn from
one of the old county families.
Alexander Anderson belonged to a group of young
men of promise with whom I came frequently into
contact W. D. McKay, the young Scotch R.A.
McBride, the sculptor Patrick Geddes, full of schemes
Baildon, whose
of social reform and philanthropy
verses had received cordial praise from English critics
Dr. Alexander Black, a young native
in high quarters
Full of talent and enthusiasm, with life
of Cupar.
before them, it seemed as if they must make a mark
on their generation but sickness, exile, misfortune,
and death overtook most of them before they had
long passed their prime. There are only two survivors Professor Patrick Geddes, still distinguished
by undying hope and exhaustless enterprise, and my
old and valued friend, W. D. McKay.
We have his pictures with us their technical skill the lesser merit in
Such are " Ancrum Moor," in its
their inspiration.
bright, breezy solitude, and the misty Solway Firth, with
its tragic quicksands and its memories of Sir Walter

woman, poorly

clad,

—

—

—

;

;

;

:

:

—

Master of Ravenswood," besides many
homelier, more familiar places, in which the eye of

Scott,

and

his "
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the true artist and lover of Nature has seen the beauty

which

his

hand has been able

to put

on canvas, and

preserve for the benefit of fellow-mortals with duller

His fine sympathetic history of Scotch art is
remain the standard work on the subject.
Cupar was not more than a round dozen of miles from
St. Andrews, the old ecclesiastical capital of Scotland,
where the first book printed and published in the
country saw the light, while it was also the seat from
an early date of a venerable and learned University.
There was, curiously, little intercourse between the
two towns, which I am afraid sounds like a reflection
on the intellectual aspirations of my town. However,
St. Andrews was resorted to for sea-bathing, and we
went there sometimes and stayed at St. Andrews,
having friends, when the town had still much of its
original character that of a homely, remote fishing
village to which a famous ancient University was
attached. Communication was then not very easy,
and the place was not yet in danger of being haunted
by week-end trippers.

eyes.

likely to

—

The

old

town was

full

of historical associations, with

their lingering traces in the older houses.

ruined castle, which
countenance,

Norman

kept

the

From

its

ruined cathedral in

Leslie and his revengeful fol-

hanged Cardinal Beatoun, because of the
burning of George Wishart and other martyrs on the
adjoining sea braes. John Knox, the great and good
reformer, was with the party. Whether he did or did
not utter a protest, he did consent to the expiatory
In a house still inhabited
death of the Cardinal.
George Buchanan pursued his studies, when he had
not provoked the authorities to consign him to the
slimy depths of the bottle-necked dungeon in the
lowers

ST.
castle

ANDREWS

shown

precincts,

to

this
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day

A

to visitors.

resident continues to dwell in another house,

where

Magdalene of France,
James V.,
sighed out the laboured breath of her few days of
Among
cold and storm in her Northern home.
the

poor consumptive

who had come

girl,

to Scotland as the bride of

is the brown arch of the
knew where, unless the con-

other relics of the far past

Pends, which led no one

was

which supposed it might have been
a communication between the cathedral and a priory,
of which there remained no trace within the memory
of man, save in a name applied to a modern house in

jecture

right

the vicinity.

In the peaceful days of

Andrew Boyd and John

Tulloch, a stationary literary flavour

town, which had
its

its

residents were

own

James

was

lent to the

literary eminence.

Among

Ferrier, professor of moral

philosophy, and his wife.

Himself a gifted man

in

another sphere, he was the nephew of Susan Ferrier,
the friend of Scott, and the author of the three excellent novels, " Marriage," " Inheritance," and " Destiny."
Susan Ferrier was the contemporary of Jane Austen,
and she is the only woman author of the time whom
one may venture to mention in the same breath.
Mrs. Ferrier was the handsome, witty daughter of
John Wilson (Christopher North), and the sister-inlaw of Aytoun of " The Lays of the Cavaliers."
Mrs. Sellar, the wife of another professor, gave to
the world not long ago an agreeable, unaffected autobiography, which the reading public welcomed. Sir
David Brewster, a noted figure in the scientific world

of

his

day,

did

not

refuse

to

belong to the set

Elise Otte, the accomplished translator of
"

Cosmos," was included

in the circle.

Humboldt's
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The head of the well-known publishing firm of
Blackwood leased Strathtyrum, a house in the immediate neighbourhood occupied it every summer,
and brought in his train not a few of the contributors
to " Maga," adding a fresh element to what was already
;

a literary centre as well as the chosen quarters of

zealous golfers, because of the renowned and unsur-

passable golf-links.

Among

to Blackwood Margaret
Lawrence Lockhart, the
author of " Doubles or Quits " and " Fair to See " was
another writer.
A third, Anthony Trollope, came

Oliphant

the

was

contributors
foremost.

with his wife for a short stay.
In

honour of Trollope, who was so

who

distinctly

Dickens
and Thackeray as one of the first novelists of the
day, the cream of the privileged natives were invited
by the Blackwoods to meet him at dinner " to hear
But the Lion
the Lion roar" a great experiment.
doggedly refused to perform, and only once opened
The same disobliging
his mouth to any purpose.
English, and

at that date stood next to

—

unwillingness to act for the benefit of the company

was displayed by another king of beasts and was not
exhilarating when Bret Harte pursued the same course
The exception
at the table of Max Muller in Oxford.
in the case of Trollope's silence gave room for consideration and considerable speculation. The party,
back on local
topics, among them a case of suicide which had
Then Trollope did speak.
occurred in the town.
"It was the best thing he could do," he said with

reduced to entertaining themselves,

Now,

fell

happened, Mrs. Trollope
was sitting out of earshot of her husband's remark,
yet, oddly enough, when the subject of the unhappy

gruff brevity.

as

it

ANTHONY TROLLOPE
man
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end of the table, she was heard to
echo in her milder woman's voice Trollope's sentiment, " It was the best thing he could do."
Here was an exemplary instance of conjugal
unanimity, but what did the couple mean ? Did they
approve of suicide in the abstract ? Did they think
the world and the man's relations were well quit of a
morbid fool ? Had the pair such sympathy with the
unhappy man's misery that they would have him deny
the laws of God or man, and end it in the shortest space
in the most tragic fashion ?
I heard Trollope lecture on Sir Walter Scott to an
Edinburgh Literary Society. Along with much high
praise, the lecturer ventured on some criticisms
directed against stilted lovers' talk and old-fashioned,
drifted to her

insipid heroines

What
his own

made

to order.

Find fault with the Wizard of the North in
romantic town
One of the judges (I think
Lord Neave) who rose to propose a vote of thanks,
made a spirited protest, which was warmly applauded.
!

!

CHAPTER
Dr. Boyd ("A. K. H.

had

II

Edinburgh and was
knew him. Such
intercourse as existed between Cupar and St. Andrews
consisted mainly in migrations from Cupar of bathers
in the heat of midsummer, of boys who attended the
Madras College School, of the lads who went to the
University, and of the men who at intervals availed
settled in St.

B.")

Andrews when

left

I

first

themselves of the far-famed golf course. St. Andrews
did not return the compliment by repairing for any
reason to Cupar
town.

Dr.

;

sent few visitors to the county

it

Boyd was an

exception.

He came

not

infrequently to preach for one or other of the parish

whose houses I met him till I knew
He was tall, spare, and dark, with a
prominent aquiline nose, and must have been handsome in his youth. He was always what he cared
more to be a scrupulously well-bred man, of refined

ministers, at

him very

well.

—

intellectual tastes.

mony,

His well-known craving

for har-

for everything to be in order according to the

highest standard of propriety, approached to a mania

but

it

was

a

mere sheath

peculiar measured pose in

to his manliness,
all

and

his

he said or wrote was

only another individual mark of an upright, devout,

benevolent man.
It

was

said of

for the social

Boyd

that a wealthy uncle, ambitious

standing of his heir, and seemingly
276
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classing the Episcopalian and Presbyterian forms of

Christian worship

much

in

the light in which the

Scotch King James VI. viewed them, proposed to his

nephew

up the Church of Scotland and qualify
himself to take Orders in the Church of England, when
he should inherit his kinsman's money. The rumour
went on to tell that Dr. Boyd would not comply with
the stipulation, so that the fortune passed to a younger
If there was any
brother, an officer in the army.
to give

foundation for the story, the refusal did not proceed

from the old Scotch opposition to Episcopacy on the
contrary, the Presbyterian minister was in the habit
of expressing his admiration for the service in the
English Prayer-Book.
Many English parsons were among his chosen
On the occasion of a visit from Dean Stanley
friends.
to St. Andrews, he preached from Dr. Boyd's pulpit
Ultimately a son of Dr.
at the incumbent's request.
Boyd took Orders in the Church of England. If Boyd
;

made

would not abandon the
must have been largely due
to a determination not to be influenced on such a
question by pecuniary consideration.
It has been customary with a school of literary men
the decision that he

Church of

his fathers,

it

Boyd's papers as superficial platitudes
But
dealt with in a personal and effective manner.
there is no question of their popularity both here and
to

in

treat Dr.

America.

Neither were his admirers by any means
The mingling of

the least intellectual of the public.

moderation and earnestness in his religious appeals
struck a note to which many readers responded. On
more mundane ground there was a quaint, restful
pleasantness and humour in his essays, " The RecreaThey appeared in a
tions of a Country Parson."
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of contributions

series

to

Frasers Magazine, then

by J. A Froude.
Lord Campbell, the
hard-headed and somewhat uncouth Jock Campbell of
former conditions.
He wrote to the author, asking
him to come and see the " Recreations of a Lord
Chancellor," by inviting him to pay a visit to Lord

by John Parker, and

edited

The

later

articles attracted the notice of

Campbell's country seat in Scotland.

men weary

It

was

of intellectual strain and stress

most willing

to be soothed

and

gratified

partly the

who were
by gentler

efforts.

In the middle of Boyd's good breeding and decorum
it would seem that on entering life he had not been
without the youthful weakness of desiring to startle

an audience.

When

he went to preach his

trial

sermon

before the Presbytery which was to give him his
license to preach, he chose for his text the verse in

Revelation which predicts that there shall be no more

He

sea.

electrified

the gathering of

more or

less

elderly men, profound in theology possibly, but apt to

be direly matter-of-fact on other matters. Instead of
beginning with the familiar description of the corrup-

and the means of grace, he amazed his
hearers by the solemn declaration, " So the hoary old
tion of sin

doomed."
I had personal experience of A. K. H. B.'s friendliWe had for a time the same publishers, and
ness.
when on his visit to London he heard what he supposed might concern me gravely, he took pains, even
before we had met, that the information should reach
sea

is

me.

When I try to reproduce in my mind's eye Andrew
Boyd's face and figure, I am driven to recall an interview I had with him at a rustic railway-station, where

A MEETING WITH
there

was the delay

He joined
where we
trains.

BOYD

DR.
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of the greater part of an hour.

me, piloted

me

to the homeliest of benches,

and talked, awaiting the arrival of our
In dress and general equipment he was, as
sat

always, irreproachable

ness and elegance,
poised, which

was

— the perfection of clerical neat-

down
all

to the style of

an umbrella he

that an umbrella should be in

slimness of tightly-folded

silk.

As

I

sat,

seeing his

likeness to the exemplary umbrella,

I had a rueful
uneasy perception that I was not, in outward appearance, an altogether worthy accompaniment to the
umbrella and its owner.
The sad circumstances of Dr. Boyd's death, he
being the man he was, have been spoken of as an

fate.
Travelling with his
second wife on their way to visit the son who was
a parson in the Church of England, they spent a night
Mrs.
at a convenient hotel in an intervening town.
Boyd, who was suffering from influenza, occupied one
room, and her husband another. He was accustomed

instance of the irony of

to take a sleeping-draught,

and swallowed by mistake

the contents of a small bottle of carbolic acid.

He

had only strength to reach his wife and tell her what
had happened before the deadly dose took effect. The
incongruity of the confusion which followed, the publicity of a coroner's

inquest, the proclaiming to the

world of every homely domestic
unfitting end to the dignified

detail,

More

seemed an

keeping
with Boyd was his funeral, one of the most impressive
ever seen in St. Andrews, as it wended its way by the
life.

in

ruins of the old cathedral to the beautiful burying-

ground within sound of the German Ocean. That
was a suitable memorial to the courteous Christian
gentleman and literary man who had dwelt in their
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midst, and had added to other graces that of a faithful

maintenance of his ministration to the sick and the
poor, the saint and the sinner.
A congenial comrade of Dr. Boyd's was Dr. Tulloch,
the Principal of the University. I knew and had great
He
respect and regard for him, as had all his friends.
was a big, genial man in every light, a picture of
strength and comeliness in his stately size, with his
warm auburn hair and fresh florid complexion.
Frank, honest, and manly, with a fine mind and
judgment, capable of high and wide culture, and of
close constant study, as well as of eloquent preaching, a fascinating

to

influence a

lecturer

— he

was

younger generation

exactly the
of students

man
who

of St. Leonard's and
and honoured and loved their head.
Elected Principal at an unusually early age, his
election was the sequel to a rapid passage through
college, with a quick ordination and instalment in one
of the parish churches in Dundee. There was a reason
for this haste a reason to which his sense of duty and
his affectionate disposition alike responded.
His
father, a minister of the Church of Scotland before
him, died, and left unprovided for a family, including
a helpless widow and daughter. What was to become
of them ? It seemed as if John Tulloch was the sole
member of the family who could be reckoned upon for
There were other friends who urged
their support.
on his progress, and used their influence to back his
talents in procuring a church for him while he was
still little more than a lad.
I do not think his mother
long survived her husband, but his sister was a
member of his family till her death, a number of years

attended

the united colleges

St. Mary's,

—

afterwards.

"MINE ENEMY"
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was characteristic of what must have originally
been Tulloch's sanguine, fearless temper that he added
to his other obligations a speedy marriage to a portionIt

less bride.

He was
Andrews

at

an early date

University.

his great ability
studies.

He

made

Principal

of St.

did not, he could not with

and his literary

At the same time he

tastes, neglect his

fulfilled his ministerial

duties and those to the University so loyally as to

render him alike acceptable to his parishioners and
over which he presided.

later to the colleges

All had gone well, everybody seemed justified, yet
the over-haste in his preparations for the sphere he

was

to

fill

proved so

far his

undoing.

Ardent and

studious as he was, he failed in the precision and

accuracy of a finished scholar.

His knowledge of

deficiency, together with the sense that

it

this

was peculiarly

inappropriate and undesirable in the Principal of a
University, rankled in his mind and embittered many
an hour of his life. Apart from his own consciousness
he was not allowed to forget the direction in which
disaster lay.
He had by some means made an enemy
in a literary man, clever and scholarly, but without
moral principle or generous instinct. This man lay
in wait for any chance of Tulloch's tripping in classical
allusion and quotation, whether in speech or in writing,
pounced upon the error, and held it up with scathing
ridicule in the pages of the newspaper of which he

was

editor.

The degree

which the victim was wounded under
the malicious persecution, the extent to which the
attacks pressed on his jarred nerves, could hardly be
credited were it not for the account given by his friend
and biographer, Mrs. Oliphant. One would have exto
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pected so able-bodied and healthy-minded a

man

to

have treated the miserable, spiteful assaults with the
scorn they deserved to provoke, and to have replied
to the critics who were aroused to remark on such
mistakes as Sir Walter Scott did. He had described
oaks laden with ripe acorns in spring-time, and when
he was brought to book answered cheerfully he was
only glad that he was too old to be whipped.
But the envenomed pin-pricks touched a sore point,
and went to the Principal's heart. He was happy in
his pretty, sweet-tempered, loving wife, his fine family

of several sons and many daughters, his attached friends
and colleagues, his grateful pupils, his honourable
position, and his congenial occupations.
But withal
the heart knew its own bitterness, and he had his
share of trials, among them what surely ought
not to have brought about, in consideration of his
splendid physique and his happy nature, broken and
uncertain health. He would seem to have been the
last man likely to suffer from worry, yet he had several
nervous break-downs, so serious that it was feared, if
he collapsed again, his reason, if not his life, would
be sacrificed.
It was thought he managed his work badly, doingit by exhausting spurts rather than by quiet perAnother blunder suggested in his habits
sistence.
The
relates to a theory which may be questionable.
early belief was that where head-work could be carried
on with the least strain and injury to the bodily health
was in mild, even in heavy air, which soothed rather
than stimulated the faculties. According to old Fuller
this persuasion accounted for the low-lying situation

of both Oxford and
still

waters.

Now

Cambridge
the air of St.

meadows by
Andrews is not only

in quiet

THE OLDER MAGAZINES
keen and bracing,

it is

chill

Principal chose to breathe

it
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and penetrating, and the
where it was keenest and

—

most bracing not to say piercing. A foot-path worn
by his tread, at the edge of the Links and on the verge
of the seashore, was formerly pointed out and known
by name as "The Principal's Walk," where he took
his daily exercise.

When

J.

A. Froude

resigned

the

editorship

of

owners appointed Principal
Tulloch as his successor but the magazine was almost
immediately afterwards given up the first of the big
magazines to quit the field, in which its former rival
Blackwood is still to be found. Blackwood and the
Cornhill remain the sole vestiges of those lighter
periodicals of the fifties, sixties, and seventies, dwindling more and more as they approached the end of
the century. They have been succeeded by periodicals
whose contents do not pretend to be literature. Many
of the best of the contemporary authors appeared in
the pages of the old magazines but with cheap paper,
cheap printing, which admit of equally cheap magazines
above all, with crowds of newly-created, uncritical
Fraser's Magazine,

the

;

—

;

—

readers,

who

desire sensational thrills, cheap

pes-

simism, and broad farce, instead of literature, the
knell of our fine old magazines has been rung.
I

have heard many striking sermons and impromptu

prayers which ought to have been laid to heart from

beginning to end, but the fragmentary passages of

which occur to me most frequently are in
words spoken by Cardinal Manning, George Macdonald (who was declared by Archbishop Tait to
be the finest preacher he had ever heard), and by
John Tulloch.
The Cardinal dwelt on the merciful provision which
those
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makes death

less terrible to the old

because they have

lived to see
" Earth's joys

grow dim,

its

glories pass away."

George Macdonald enlarged on the Creator's choice
make the small things of the world confound the
great, and held up to view a sanctified and glorified
to

humility.

Tulloch was in his goodly prime,

at the

height of his fortunes, when, on one of the brightest

summer days during

a holiday sojourn, he prayed with

pathetic earnestness that our feet might be supported

when they came,

as

all feet

must come,

to

stumble on

the dark mountains.

Tulloch encountered the dark mountains betimes,
dying before he reached old age, away from home,
somewhat suddenly at last, though at the close of
a prolonged illness which ended in unconsciousness.
His biographer has recorded that his wife was then
in such delicate health that it was feared a journey to
join him might prove fatal to her.
But the journey
was undertaken, because in the mental blank which
followed on his utter weariness, he kept calling on
her by name as if he missed her. He was unable to
give any sign of recognition

when she joined

him, but

from the moment that she reached his side the wistful
cry, " Jeannie, Jeannie," ceased.

Another instance of love breaking through the
man came to my

paralyzed sensibilities of a dying

knowledge.

A

friend

was

the victim of a terrible

accident from which he never rallied, seeing nothing,

hearing nothing, speechless, and apparently absolutely
unconscious of his surroundings he was not motion;

less.

skull

The

torture of the pressure of the front of the

on the brain caused a constant and ineffectual

MARGARET OLIPHANT
effort to raise

himself; but

when
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the wife

who was

dear to him put her hand on him, her presence and
her touch seemed to penetrate what was
the silence and stillness of death

;

becoming
he grew quiet, and
fast

struggled no longer.

A

familiar

summers

figure

in

St.

Andrews during

was

of these years

the

that of the author of

"Mistress Margaret Maitland," "Salem Chapel," etc.
Mrs. Oliphant was a woman called upon to work for
the livelihood of herself and her children. She wrote
many books, not all of equal merit, though most of
them attained a high standard of excellence while her
public, misled by the number of her stories, lost its
head in an embarras des richesses, and failed to recognize
;

How many

books were
suffered to push aside her well-thought-out work, and
No wonder the
to take precedence of it more or less
pleasant speakers, marvelling over her industry, and
their rare value.

inferior

!

congratulating her upon

Was

that

all

it,

hurt her by what they said*

they could find to say

?

Was

the glib

assurance by a shallow school-girl that she preferred
Mrs. Oliphant's " Beleagured City

work

an

industry ?

"

to all her other

improvement on the exaltation of her
"I think less might have served her,'

or words to that

effect,

burst in indignant protest

from the author as a comment on the girl's taste.
The incident stands on record in Mrs. Oliphant's autobiography.

Mrs. Oliphant's father was in the Excise service,
staying latterly in Liverpool, but in her early youth

he was stationed in Edinburgh. She was brought up
simply and plainly, with no more education than was
customary for a Scottish girl of her rank and surroundShe educated herself as she worked, perhaps
ings.
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the most efficient process of education.

whom

to

she

was much

attached,

Her mother,
was a woman

country - bred, the child of a farmer
descent from the old Lairds of Kelly.

was highly

intelligent

that county which, with

border, has produced

woman, from

Anne

claimed

Mrs. Wilson

and sympathetic, and rich

She belonged

local tradition.

who

St.

many

in

to the East of Fife

Andrews on

a gifted Scottish

Sir David Lindsay of the

Mount

the sea-

man and
to

Lady

Lindsay, of the old house of Balcarres, and

"Auld Robin Gray," and to David Wilkie of "The
Penny Wedding " and " Distraining for Rent." Doubtless, Mrs. Oliphant's Scotch was derived from her
the cultured Scotch which had
It was
mother.
of

belonged in its day to Courts and colleges. It had
been spoken by gentlemen and gentlewomen in the
past, while it was full of pith, humour, and pathos.
It was Burns's Scotch, and was as free from the
illiteracy as from the radical coarseness and vulgarity
which is to be found in the degenerate and debased
Scotch, uniformly given by those practically unacquainted with the language in its purity. This is
the Scotch unfortunately too often heard and read,
misquoted, mispronounced, and misspelt by our neighbours across the border, who imagine they are using,
when they are simply abusing, a fine old language.

While

still

a

young

girl,

Mrs.

Oliphant,

then

Margaret Oliphant Wilson, wrote her "Diary of
Mistress Margaret Maitland," which was received with
delight by the veteran critic, Lord Jeffrey, and warmly
praised by him. She took her world by storm in her
maiden effort, and her place in literature was at once
She was introduced to the heads of the
established.
the Messrs. Blackfirst publishing house in Scotland

—

"CHRONICLES OF CARLINGFORD "
wood

— by

Dr. Moir, long a contributor to "
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Maga "

under the sign Delta. He was the author of "Mansie
Waugh," in the magazine; and was no mean judge of any
Scottish production. The publishers became her firm
and faithful friends, remaining so throughout her life.
She wrote habitually for the magazine in reviews as
well as in fiction, and when work was least abundant,
and her prospects were least hopeful, they found
employment for her in translating for them Montalembert's " Lives of the Monks of the West."
The
Blackwoods extricated her more than once out of the
difficulties of a literary career, and made employment
for her.

In her early twenties Margaret Wilson married an

Oliphant cousin, an architect, and settled with him in

London.
Her popularity in the style of " Mistress
Margaret Maitland " seemed on the wane when she
justified her publishers by a change in subject, outlook, and expression as great a change as Bulwer
Lytton accomplished when he passed from the extravagance of his earlier writings, and from the overelaboration of his historical novels, from the fanciful
mysticism of his other work to the quiet thoughtfulness, the dry humour, and the irreproachable ethics
of his last stage.
The change in Mrs. Oliphant was
inaugurated by the "Chronicles of Carlingford."
It
was a change from restrained and delicate senti-

—

mentality to fine

satire.

She was greater

—

second line than in the first indeed, I do not
that she ever made a decided failure, except
early historical

tale,

"

the

in

know
in

an

Magdalene Hepburn," which

she had been urged to write probably against her

own

better judgment.

In later

life

her portraits of historic

men and women,
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as in her " Life of

Edward

Irving," as in the "

Makers
George II.,
and the early reign of George III., were marked
by keen perception, vivid, daring and picturesque
graphicalness.
They were much appreciated, but
of Florence," and in the literary circles of

she never again tried historic

fiction.

Already, before, with a desperate inspiration, she
began the " Chronicles of Carlingford "; her husband

had died of consumption

in

Rome, leaving her with

three fatherless children, and a debt of two thousand

pounds.

mounted

She faced the
it

situation

bravely, and sur-

gallantly.

life she stayed at Eton, that her two
sons might have the advantage of going to the great

In her later

public school, and in her house there she died, pre-

by these dearly -loved sons and by the
nephew she had adopted. Their deaths gave the
finishing touches to a great deal which was tragic in
her successful life. It was given to the world in her
honest and deeply pathetic Autobiography, in which it
was stated that from the date of her marriage, apart
from the short seasons when she was incapacitated by
the births of her children, there was only one week
when she was not occupied with literary work. She
remarked to the friend from whom I heard the words,
" What have I left save my work ?"
I was introduced to her in St. Andrews, while her
sons were still alive, by one of her friends, a member
Probably she came first to the
of the Tulloch family.
little University town by the sea in connection with
the occupation by her publishers, the Blackwoods, of
the country house of Strathtyrum, in the near neighbourhood. But she grew in the end a familiar figure
among the quaint old houses, on the links and the
deceased

A BLOW WHICH STRUCK HARD
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— possibly

sards,

because of her close intimacy

closest

and dearest she ever formed beyond her

family

and

—with the Principal

the

own

of the University, his wife,

This intimacy had a solemn
by one of the earlier tragedies of her

their large household.

seal set

upon

it

life.

After a worse than usual illness of Dr. Tulloch's,
it

was arranged

Rome
Rome

for his

Italy.

should spend a winter in

It was in
husband had died and lay
Rome her youngest and his posthumous

recovery and delectation.

that Mrs. Oliphant's

buried, and in
child

that he

was

born, a child always fondly associated with

In a natural wish to revisit a place which held

so man}' associations for her, she accompanied the
Tullochs.

She took with her

a fine

little

girl

of

charm of
the firstborn, and the promise of such intimate companionship as can exist only between a girl-child and
her mother; the brother next her was then a baby
by comparison.
She was a dear little woman, with
sense and tenderness beyond her years. But Rome
is not reckoned a healthy quarter for young boys and
girls from a colder latitude.
The child was attacked
by Roman fever, lingered for a term of days, died, and
was laid beside her father. It seemed almost as if
twelve, her eldest child, with the peculiar

the long journey from her English

home had been

taken for the purpose.

The blow struck hard, and
the most touching passages in "

left its mark.
One of
The Beleaguered City "

the reference to the young daughter translated to
heaven in her virgin sweetness and purity.
In person and on slight acquaintance Mrs. Oliphant
was neither striking nor very attractive. She was not
tall, and she had a tendency to the stoutness which

is

19
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she was apt to describe in her mature women
characters under the style of " matronly bountiful-

Her complexion was good, she had brown
eyes, but the face must have been rather marred in
its bloom by the slightly projecting teeth.
She was
ness."

reserved and reticent to a degree, rather repellent

from her abstraction and apparent indifference to the
company in which she found herself. People might
view her as a woman to be respected, but not one to
be readily liked and trusted. It was as if her energies
were all monopolized by the work which was so much
with her that she had not interest to spare for her
surroundings unless in so far as they were connected
with that work. And what she did not feel she did
not assume. Yet her work was absolutely unobtrusive, and at one time done late at night, in hours
carried into the early morning, that her days might
be free from it.
I should suppose the plan was in
force on the few occasions when she went with any
regularity into society.

When

I

was

in

her company she did not seem to

care to hear or speak of

her

contemporaries and

fellow-authors with the interest usual in such relations.

She was then writing

magazines, and

I

am

a story for one of the

inclined to think that for the

same month in the same or in a similar magazine,
to which both writers were in the habit of contributing, the portion of a story by Jean Ingelow was
appearing. I know I was impressed by the circumstance that when she was asked what she thought of
Miss Ingelow's story, she replied briefly and indifferently that she had not read it. Still, it is a pleasure
to me that she invited me to her house at Windsor.
It was not in my power to accept that invitation, but
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remember that merely in the light of conventionality she would not have troubled to give the
I

like to

invitation.

Mrs. Oliphant was not regarded as exacting with

regard to the terms on which she sold her stories.

The

price

seems

to

She

have varied with the time.

did not get the exceptional

sums paid

to

George

Eliot,

but she mentions in her Life that she received fifteen

hundred pounds

for

her tale in the Graphic

when

it

Later it was said that she would accept
hundred pounds for a story. Doubtless the fact
that her income was derived from these stories implied
that she could not always afford to stand out for
This might have something
higher remuneration.
But the
to do with the inequality of the prices.
impression she made on publishers and editors was
the reverse of a grasping and mercenary woman was

was

started.

five

;

rather that of a

woman

naturally inclined to careless-

ness in such matters.

Her

last

work was

friends the Blackwoods, and she intended
last, since, like Dr. Jowett, the

had planned the age
work.

It

was

at

Master of

which she was

for her

to be

her

Balliol,

she

it

to stop her

the history of the famous publishing

house with which she had been so long and so happily
connected. She wrote the first volume with all her
old sympathy and discrimination and all her old
Then came the end, somewhat sudliterary charm.
denly, and the book was finished by another hand.
Margaret Oliphant was a gifted woman, courageous
and devoted, and it will not be to the credit of English
literature and English readers if her sound and varied
work is slighted and forgotten.

CHAPTER
In receiving much kindness from

III

my publishers, Messrs.

Strahan and Isbister, I visited London occasionally,
staying with Mr. Strahan and his sister at Blackheath,
feeling something of the pulse of the great city beating
at its centre.

I

heard Frederick Dennison Maurice

preach and Charles Dickens read. I saw Boucicault
and Toole act, as I had previously seen in Edinburgh

Kean and

Mathews,
Madame Vestris and Helen Faucit, and as I was to
see later Henry Irving, Ellen Terry, Sarah Bernhardt,
Salvini, Mrs. Crowe, Mary Anderson, Sothern and
Jefferson. I had heard Jenny Lind sing, also I made the
personal acquaintance of many literary men and women.
Some of these became in time fast friends, for changes
had taken place in my family which, as years passed,
occasioned further changes in my life. My father had
died in 1852; but it was the sixties which claimed from
us a heavy toll. In '61 my sister Mary, in '64 my
brother, in '66 my sister Jessie, and in '69 my mother.
The majority had gone, only the shattered minority
remained, never again to be what they had been. It
seemed right that we should give up the school which
we had held for more than twenty years, and that
I should go to London for the better furthering of
my literary career. Accordingly my sister Margaret
and I left Scotland in 1870, and settled in or near
Charles

Ellen

Tree,
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Charles

THOMAS CARLYLE
London

for ten years, staying

for the
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first

half at

we drew
many bonds of union with my fellow-authors.
made the personal acquaintance of my editor,

Blackheath, and later in Kensington, where
closer
I

Mr. Froude, during one of my earlier visits. He had
succeeded to the editorship of Fraser's Magazine on
the death of my earlier editor, John Parker.

was

J.

A. Froude

which
reminded one of the burning of " The Nemesis of
Faith," with the contentions and trials of his early
life.
As an editor he gave his contributors a free
hand, was sympathetic, could pay a cordial complia

tall,

dark, grave man, not without a look

ment, while such criticism as he offered was gentle

and judicious.
I

lunched with Mr. Froude, his wife, and daughters,
house in Onslow Gardens, and was duly im-

at his

pressed by the information that

if it had not been for
an indisposition on Carlyle's part he would have been
one of the party. I was pleased by what might have

been, but at the same time I was considerably relieved
by the absence of the formidable Sage of Chelsea. I
was proud of his condescension in reading some work
of mine submitted to him, and by his having passed no
sharper censure on it than to remark it was too long.
I only saw him once at an afternoon entertainment
given, I think, in St. James's Hall by a literary man, Mr.

who

occupied the stage while he gave clever
Russian life to a purely literary audience.
Carlylewas in a box with his niece. It was some time
after the death of his wife, with whom he contended
so vigorously Scotch fashion, and whom he loved so
dearly.
It was a surprise to me to see the confirmed
valetudinarian a martyr to dyspepsia, looking, with his
Ralston,

stories of

long, fresh, slightly

ruddy

face,

his silver-grey hair,
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and his unfeigned interest in the folk-lore, by no
means unlike a cheerful, shrewd old Scotch farmer.
Apropos of his evident enjoyment of these Russian
stories, one was reminded of the occasion when some
friends persuaded him with difficulty to accompany
them to a theatre. His sole observation afterwards
was that it had not been so bad as he had expected.
Mr. Froude went with me to Kensington Museum,
where my hostess at Blackheath was waiting for me.
As we walked along he fell behind for a moment to
greet and inquire for the health of a pale, fair-haired
woman just recovered from an illness. She was
crossing the pavement from a fly to her own house.
" That was Miss Thackeray," he said, when he returned
to me.

"The Village on the Cliff"! Would
she have cared to know the delight her story of French
life had given to readers down in the Scotch country
town ? She was also the daughter of the great man
The author

whom

of

had ventured

approach six years before in
the plenitude of his power during the few weeks of
his editorship of the Cornhill Magazine.
I was staying at Blackheath in the house of Mr.
Strahan when Dr. Norman McLeod was also a visitor.
He was one of the most winning of ministers and men.
I had an experience of the spell which he threw over
all, from the Queen on the throne to the meanest of
her subjects. He was a big man all round broadHe had a
shouldered, deep-chested, large-limbed.
large head and a large, very expressive mouth, with
prominent grey eyes under bushy eyebrows. Not the
face of a handsome man, but the face belonging to
a personality which few who came into contact with
it could resist.
I never knew a man who could change
I

to

—

NORMAN McLEOD
from gaiety to
nonsense to the
and so simply,
without losing
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from the wildest, sheerest
most solemn considerations, so quickly
without a particle of affectation and
a shred of his sincerity, as McLeod
gravity,

could do.

had known him in Scotland, and received much
kindness from him in a season of great sorrow.
When I met him in London he was writing his good
story, " The Starling," part of which had already come
out in Good Words. He would carry the last proofs
in his pocket, not as Thackeray did, for innumerable
corrections, but to be referred to with an utter absence
He
of self-consciousness and with frank satisfaction.
would dwell with relish on a half-imbecile character
that figured in the story, and say, " I am fond of Jock."
His innocent, irresistible humour and drollery came
out most strongly in the smoking-room, where he
would have all the party, men and women alike, join
him and enjoy themselves. He was an excellent mimic,
and would sing the songs of his own composition with
much feeling and taste. We were all fellow-Scots,
fellow-Church people, publishers and contributors,
immensely proud of McLeod as our leader.
Almost as a matter of course in the Scotland of his
day, he had to undergo a trial for heresy before his
Presbytery because of his broad Catholicity. But so
little of personal animosity existed on either side in
the case, rigidly stern and orthodox on the one hand,
generously and tenderly liberal on the other, that the
champion of orthodox}?- who had led the charge of
I

heresy against his erring brother took the chair at
a complimentary dinner given to the culprit by his
fellow-ministers before he sailed for India to examine
into the conditions of his Church's missions.

How
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McLeod was with this union of heart and
under theological differences
The visit to India signed Norman McLeod's death-

pleased
spirit

warrant.

!

He was

make

habit of

body

like Dr.

Chalmers,

to

too old a

man — over

sixty

the undertaking safe.

— of his
Besides,

who complained

that he could not

cut a hedge without being for the

moment absorbed

what McLeod undertook he did with
whole heart and soul, and this attempt was not

in the cutting,

his

a trifling one, but a sacred duty in the cause of his
Master.

In the course of his interested, enthusiastic

inspection his health gave way.

He

returned to Scot-

land shattered and enfeebled, and took the
tunity in the next General

Assembly

first

(the

opporhighest

Court as well as the house of representatives of his
Church) to make a noble, exhausting speech which
none who heard it could forget. It was the last of
his many fine speeches delivered in that hall, where
a few years before he had presided as Moderator of
the Assembly.
He did not survive the grand missionary speech
more than a few months. He took his rest in his
coffin wrapped in the shepherd's plaid which had been
his protection on many a long, happy expedition. His
funeral, in passing through Glasgow, was one of the
biggest ever seen there. It was made pathetic by the
crowds of working people who followed it, or watched
He had been unable to provide suitably
it on its way.

widow and large family; but in that Glasgow
where he was so much beloved, which was so dear to

for his

him, there was a princely generosity which has never
when there has been cause to call it forth. On

failed

Glasgow Exchange, in the course of half an hour,
there was a sufficiently large sum subscribed to render
the

AN ENGLISHMAN'S EXPERIMENT
the future of the family safe.
the utmost delicacy the

withheld, so that no

names

member

Not only

so,
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but with

of the subscribers

were

of the family might feel

under monetary obligation to their father's friends.
The McLeods have been a great force in the Church
of Scotland; fathers and sons, uncles and nephews,
have abounded in its ranks, and doubtless many a
Norman, no less than many a Donald and Duncan,
have been names common among them tokens of
their Celtic origin.
But in the lifetime of their chief,
"Norman McLeod" stood for one Norman nay, the
Norman was enough there was only one Norman
known to multitudes throughout broad Scotland. An
anecdote was told of an incredulous Englishman who
tested the truth of the wellnigh household popularity
of the recipient, as if he were the favourite son or

—

—

;

brother of each speaker and listener.

The

painstaking

Englishman is reported to have begun his investigation
on landing from a tourist's steamer at the Broomielaw,
the great landing-place of the large passenger traffic

on the Clyde.
to drive

him

to

He called a cab, and told the cabman
Norman's house, without another word

of explanation or direction.

Forthwith he found him-

McLeod's house in Adelaide Street. The
inquirer next proceeded to Carstairs Junction, one of
the principal railway junctions in Scotland, where the
lines, from the east and from the west, from Glasgow and
from Edinburgh converge. Hailing an accessible guard,
self at Dr.

the stranger shouted,

"Did Norman pass to-day?"

answered the man without a moment's
hesitation, "he passed yesterday."
The kindly, affectionate freedom was not confined
to his countrymen or his country.
One cannot tell
whether the first lady in the land ever fell for an
11

No,

sir,"
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I know that
Norman McLeod was hailed and welcomed as "Norman"

instant into the general practice, but

by southern tongues in London aristocratic circles.
Years after his death a working man, writing to a
Glasgow newspaper, ended with the adjuration, which
he thought marked unmistakably what he meant by
the words, "Oh, for Norman back again!"
He was touched and gratified by Queen Victoria's
friendship, as who among her subjects would not have
been, while boasting of

He

from the man.

it

was

liked

to

as far as the Antipodes
tell

how

he had read

Burns's poems to her as she span at her wheel,

how

he had hesitated when he came to "A man's a man for
a' that," with its decidedly democratic flavour; but
when he considered his confidence in her sense and
sympathy, he determined to risk reading it, and had
his trust in her and in Burns vindicated by her excla-

mation when he finished, " That is fine."
Genuine orator as he was, and much admired as he
knew his oratory was, he declared he never mounted
a pulpit without a haunting fear that he might break
down " stick," in our homely Scotch phrase in the

—

—

course of the sermon.

I

cannot

tell

the perfect sim-

with its inherent modesty in the man, or a
consequence of the Celtic nature, which creates in
many of its sons an abiding background of melancholy,
which yet never jars with the prevailing hopefulness
and fearlessness. True humour, unlike wit, with its
hard, unrelieved brilliance, has an underlying pensive
Dr. Donald McLeod, in his biography of his
note.

plicity

brother,

makes

the depths of

a

marked reference

Norman McLeod's

"The mighty

to

what existed

nature

:

waters sounding evermore."

in

GEORGE MACDONALD
Among McLeod's many
his

parishioners

he
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projects for the benefit of

started an

evening service,

at

which he preached to the working men and women
who were too poor to have Sunday clothes, in which
they might attend the earlier services. The decent or
the degraded poor were invited to come, and come in
their working jackets and little shawls and caps to
listen to his

words.

In order that the strange con-

gregation might not have their feelings hurt by the

presence of better-dressed worshippers, nobody was
admitted at the particular hour unless in working
clothes.

On one occasion
forces and
chair,

in

the maidservants in

presented

McLeod with

acknowledgment of a

Glasgow joined

a specially easy

sermon which

he

preached on Miriam's nurse, whom the whole twelve
tribes of Israel mourned, stopping their journey across
the desert

till

they had

fulfilled the

days of mourning

for her.
I

had the privilege from the date of these

earlier

London of being frequently in the company
of George Macdonald, another distinguished Celt.
What a strange personality his was in London society

visits to

!

strange in his very looks

— those

of a very big, dark-

haired, blue-eyed man, with an astonishingly fine head

and such a peculiar pallor of complexion as to give him
an almost unearthly appearance. His face was supposed to bear a remarkable resemblance to the face of
our Saviour, as painted by the Old Masters. He was
sometimes spoken of by those who knew nothing of
him save by sight, yet would turn and look after him
because of the likeness as " the living Christ."
I learned to know something of his thorough goodness and his rank as a thinker of thoughts wellnigh
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too deep for speech, while his lovely lyrics and his

from " Robert Falconer
Warlock," were a pure delight to read.

Scotch

stories,

was simple and

In certain respects Macdonald

Under

hearted as a child.
the

little

"

to

"

Castle

single-

head may be classed

this

touch of national and personal vanity which

caused him to wear habitually a necktie of Macdonald
During his later years in Italy he gave way to

tartan.

the picturesqueness as well as comfort of a crimsonlined dressing-gown with

—the whole

which

his red socks

matched

lending to his dignified figure something

He was by no
and an appreciation of

of the princely effect of a cardinal.

means without an

affection for

garments, and had an almost passionate admiration for

manhood was a long struggle
with poverty and difficulty, including desperately bad
health, and with work heavily handicapped and not
He could scarcely have
at first widely appreciated.
coped with the overwhelming burden had it not
been for the devoted attachment of his wife and the
generosity of friends, who did what they could to
lighten the strain. His first congregation he was
a Congregational minister asked him to resign his
precious stones. His early

—

—

charge.

They were

stolid

country people, could not

follow him, and did not approve of what they could

not understand.

As

a

chance

for

his

life,

which was

seriously

threatened with consumption, he was compelled to
yield to the wishes of the friends

who

sent him for

a winter to Algeria, from which he did not derive

much

benefit.

Medical

men thought

possibility of his recovery that

mentioned

at a later date

on

so badly of the
his

name being

before an expert in such

diseases the physician exclaimed incredulously,

"Why,

A PROFESSOR

IN KING'S

COLLEGE
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know, for I was
consulted in his case, and it was beyond remedy. He
cannot be alive now." But he survived, and worked
against heavy odds of depression and sickness, while
His
his name and fame gradually but surely grew.
work
health was at its best when he could do a little
in the morning, and when he got up each day not so
exhausted and dizzy that he was forced to wait till
evening, by which time he had recovered sufficiently
that

to

man

died twenty years ago;

I

be able to write.

He

got considerable relief from the care and obliga-

tion of a large family

by

his

appointment as Prowhich Maurice

fessor of Literature in King's College,

and Charles Kingsley had established

men; but

the

for

Principal of the College

working

—a

stanch

—

Church of England man considered it as his duty
to request Macdonald to cease preaching in Dissenting
he was to retain his professorship. " No,"
Macdonald replied. He considered that he could not
give up his preaching, which he regarded as the highest
the sacred calling for which he
office he could hold
churches

if

—

had been expressly bred, though he might not often
have the strength to carry it out. Happily, to the
credit of the clerical dignitary who was then at the head
of the college, the forfeit was not exacted. Macdonald
retained his professorship and preached when he could
to his brethren.

Eventually George Macdonald's literary work was
brought before a wider public by the enterprise of his
publishers, and in the magazines Good Words and the
Sunday Magazine, edited by his friend Norman McLeod
and Drs. Guthrie and Blaikie, his position became
more secure. His exquisite symbolic and fairy work,
"At the Back of the North Wind," "The Light Prin-
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appeared in Good Words for the Young, of which
he himself was editor, to which Henry Kingsley wrote
cess,"

somewhat

similar

work not unworthy

of the associa-

Macdonald's later home in London was the
delightful house, with an ample garden for London, on
tion.

Hammersmith

Mall, afterwards occupied

Morris the poet.

by

its

old

name

"

In Macdonald's time

The

it

by William
was called

Retreat," while the lane leading

it still bore the rustic name of Hogs' Lane.
The
house commanded a fine view of the Thames, seen at
its best from the window of George Macdonald's study,
which had been fitted up as a labour of love by the well-

to

known

decorator Cottier.

I

was

at

The Retreat

several

and enjoyed a permission to take friends there.
Both George Macdonald and his wife had a strong
feeling for the drama, and while their children were
still young their mother wrote for them a little drawingroom play, and acted it with them. I believe this was
the small beginning of the " Pilgrim's Progress " plays,
which were a more ambitious venture, and were given
in the public halls of many towns, both in England and
Scotland. It was an attempt to afford an example of the
kind of old moral and miracle plays performed by one
family, so that it had something of a domestic character.
The part chosen was the progress of Christiana and
times,

her children following in the footsteps of the pilgrim

husband and father. Mrs. Macdonald was " Christiana,"
George Macdonald was "Great Heart," the guide and
stay of the family. The younger members of the household supported the parts of the children,

Much Afraid," etc.
The staging of

the play

was

"

Mistress

of the simplest de-

There was little or no attempt at scenery
the dresses were of the plainest material, with a
scription.

"PILGRIM'S PROGRESS" PLAYS
slight

adaptation to the fashion of the period

speeches were spoken
"

They who

;

are
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;

the

the songs, such as

down need

fear

no

fall,"

were sung with quiet sweetness and reverence of
expression, and with the fresh purity of young voices,
but without any thought of oratorical or dramatic
training.
It was the scene such as Bunyan might
have seen in his dream.
I have said that Macdonald and his wife had an
artistic sense of what was picturesque and splendid
he had also a lively appreciation of plain living and
high thinking, which was not without a kinship to his
Scottish rearing. Above all, the root of the matter was
in him in strong convictions and a deep devotion.
He
and his wife and children were acting a sermon to
which the world would do well to listen.
But to the people who saw none of these things,

who

see in the

drama only a

field for the conflict

ing caricature of the

Progress

"

glittering spectacle, or

of violent passions, or for a scathfollies

of the day, the " Pilgrim's

plays were absolutely puerile, the extreme

With regard to " Great Heart " in
armour leading up pilgrim after pilgrim to the
verge of the dark river of Death which flows between
them and Eternity, there was no thought of the man
behind the armour, who had been fated to go with so
many of his nearest and dearest, as far as mortal could
of childish stupidity.
his

be permitted, to tread in the chill of the deep waters.
Only perhaps there was an additional touch of the
ludicrous in the incongruance of the fact that " Great

spoke with a strong Aberdeen accent.
who read between the lines, to whom the
wonderful tale of the " Pilgrim's Progress," while an

Heart

On

"

those
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allegory,
its

was

real,

containing genuine spiritual truths,

personification, without material exaggeration or

straining after effect, had a grave charm, and in other

worked powerfully in some minds. I saw a
woman, whose temperament was more scientific
and practical than emotional, whose critical faculty
was well developed, cry herself wellnigh blind over
respects

gifted

the representation.

The Government settled a well-deserved pension on
George Macdonald, and when his health grew still
more precarious, and his winters could no longer be
spent in England without increasing danger, a sum of
money was raised by friends in high places to supply
him with a house in Italy, near San Remo. A house
was built for him, in which he spent the greater part

He

of his last years.

become

rallied sufficiently for a time to

a beneficent force in the neighbourhood.

He

preached in one of the larger rooms on Sundays, and
supplied a greater attraction than the local gambling
hell.
On one evening of the week he delivered a
literary lecture

—a

boon

siding in his vicinity.
Italian population.

to the

English invalids re-

He made

friends with

the

At Christmas he did not think

it

beneath his position to play his part in a tableau
vivant, which showed the Child Christ and His

mother worshipped by the Wise Men of the East.
Crowds of Roman Catholics working people flocked
to witness a representation, and were heartily wel-

—

comed.
Surely

was

—

happy as well as a worthy and
But he never forgot Scotland, and
Like Louis
visited it while it was safe for him.
Stevenson, he could not recall the bleak, snow-covered
moors without longing to be there, while it would have
it

dignified old age.

a
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been death for him to cross them once more.

The

planting by George Macdonald of a group of Scotch

they might be a feature in the sunny

fir-trees, that

southern surroundings, was a characteristic touch.

Some

verses, written

serenity and devotion
"

Well

by him

at this time, are full of

:

for youth to seek the strong,

The

beautiful and brave
But we, the old, who walk along
Gently to the grave,
Only pay our court to thee,

Child of
"

;

all

Eternity.

We are

old who once were young,
And we grow more old.
Songs we are which have been sung,

Tales which have been told.
Yellow leaves wind swept to thee,
Childhood of Eternity."

Alas though his worldly affairs had been made
easy to him, and he was walking along gently to the
!

grave, several of his children died before him

young
their

— the fine

young daughters in
womanhood, the young

lad in his teens, the three

girlhood

and

early

daughter-in-law, the cherished grandchild.

No one

who knew George Macdonald could doubt
trusted them freely to his God and theirs, but

that

he

the loss

on earth was great, though he tried to make it less
by filling the vacant places with the children of his
He was spared the last sore wrench. A
adoption.
blank of insensibility descended on the sensitive heart
and brooding brain before his faithful wife, who would
not consent to be removed from his room that she
might die apart from him, passed away without his
knowledge. He lived a few more years as in a trance
He came back from Italy when climate
rarely stirred.
20

.
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man unable to move
from his room.
He returned to England, where his
remaining children had their homes, and died under
the roof of one of his married daughters.
I came into contact with another poet, the Hon.
George Warrenne, afterwards Lord de Tabley
a
courteous, modest, and gifted English gentleman, a
man of much culture and fine thought, though it may
be he lacked the broad and keen vitality which was
necessary to attract the multitude. I met him at a
publisher's small and friendly dinner-party, at which
George Macdonald and Sir Arthur Sullivan were
present.
It was when Sullivan was setting to music
Tennyson's "Songs of the Wrens." He sang one of
them to his own accompaniment of the piano, with the
apology that his voice was of such limited compass
ceased to be of consequence to a

—

that

when he came

to the high notes he

had

to be

seized with a cough.

chanced to hear one of Mr. Warrenne's lyrics
read at an artistic club of which he was a member.
Each member was bound to bring an original sketch,
I

drawing, or painting, or a copy of verses. I could
never see that such a social play on serious work
could do

much

good.

Perhaps

it

did as

little

harm.

It must have been a large club, for it seemed to me
Another person read Mr.
an aristocratic crush.
Warrenne's graceful verses on " Daffodils," which I

when I met them again in print. I suppose he was too shy to read his own contribution.
recognized

me under her wing to the
own work— " Shadows " —with perfect

But the friend who took
club read her

quiet composure.
to the " Social

Brougham took

She was

Isa Craig, the Secretary

Science Association," in which Lord
so great an interest.

She was

the

ISA CRAIG
winner

in a contest

"

on an

Ode
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to Burns," for

which

the Crystal Palace offered a prize on Burns's Centenary.

She was not

the judges' decision

at the Palace

on the day when

was announced by the hanging

out of a placard bearing the successful author's name.

She heard of her success

from a friend's maidservant, who had been spending a holiday at the
Palace, and brought back the news.
Isa Craig was not handsome.
She did not dress
well she had no talent for dress. I, too, have not
the talent for dress, but I can recall how even I was
struck with dismay when I saw her fasten an artificial
red rose in her black silk corsage on the club night as
The lines of her face and figure,
a fitting ornament.
the details of her dress, made an impression on me
as she read, with her absolute freedom from selfconsciousness, her good elocution and delicate intonation, her dainty verses, and I felt inclined to triumph
first

;

in the sequel.

the

When

she rose as she finished, and, with

same simplicity as

if

she had been doing the most

ordinary action in the world, disappeared among the
company, while I saw and heard the many heads
turned towards her, the

many

eyes fixed upon her, the

interchanged, "

eager whispers

Who

is

she ?"

"

Who

need not say that what Mr. Warrenne
and Isa Craig presented for the entertainment of the
evening was far beyond the usual productions at such
can she be ?"

I

a gathering.

Samuel Smiles, author of the " Lives of the
Engineers," etc., was another of the literary men
whose acquaintance I made on one of my first visits
an acquaintance which ripened afterwards
to London
When I knew him in the
into a cordial friendship.
beginning he was a handsome middle-aged man,
Dr.

—
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highly prosperous for a litterateur.

He was

secretary

one of the great Insurance Companies, and he
was already receiving a liberal return from his
popular biographies. He was a married man, father
of a promising family occupying a house which he had
built for himself commanding one of the finest views
on Blackheath.
It was impossible to know Smiles even slightly
without realizing how kindly and friendly he was
satisfied, but not unduly so, with what he had done
himself, and ready to be equally delighted with the
doings of his neighbours, and fain to help them by
every means in his power. He was fond of quoting
the prediction of an early schoolmaster in his native
place
one of the Scotch Border towns that the
utmost attainment he would reach would be the office
of " bellman," the humblest post in the place.
A great blow fell on Dr. Smiles in the middle of his
happy active life, which was never without its proportion of study, since he wrote his Lives of Stephenson,
Telford, etc., during his leisure.
He had a shock of
paralysis, which seemed as if it must end his career.
He recovered, but the disease had left its mark upon
his clear-cut features, and had blurred them, while his
fresh healthy colour was deepened and muddled, and
his tongue would trip and falter long after he had
resumed his work. When seated, pen in hand, at his
writing-table, there was no faltering.
He behaved
with the utmost pluck and cheerfulness. When the
doctors forbade him to write and he had, as a matter
he found
of course, to resign his secretaryship
for

;

—

—

—

—

another resource against the idleness so distasteful to
He was a fair colourist and draughtsman, and

him.

had a genuine love of

art.

He went

daily painting in
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making copies of his favourite
nobody else cared to have them, his

the National Gallery,
pictures, saying,

would

if

them.
speak to him of the naturalist,
Tarn Edwards," and the geologist, Robert Dick, whom
he had brought from obscurity. He was unaffectedly
glad to have been the means of rescuing them, and of
getting a pension for Edwards. He had a great regard
children
It

like to possess

was pleasant

for both

to

men, and a

lively interest in all

He was

cerned them.

not only pleased

which con-

when he found

I agreed with him that, after all, in spite of the cloud
of adversity which darkened " Dick the Baker's " last

that

years of

life at

Thurso,

must have been a happy

it

He did his

day's " darg

"

life

work
among

of honest

on the whole.
to which he had been bred, and then expatiated
his ferns and his fossils.
He drew, in charcoal, on the
wall of his bakehouse, a copy of the Greek boy taking
the thorn from his foot.
He strolled along the seashore, shouting a song as though he enjoyed a contest
with the roar of the waves.

young

college lads

home

He

to the baker's house to consult

work

held a reception of

for their holidays,

him on

who came

their college

for the next session.

Dr. Smiles

was

a tolerant, appreciative novel reader

— a great admirer of Miss Muloch's (Mrs. Craik's) work.
But one compliment which he was wont to pay novel
writers was of a dubious kind. He could not do without his novel he told their authors he did not know
how he could take his after-dinner nap or his nightly
sleep comfortably without his novel.
When Dr. Smiles had nearly reached his three score
years and ten, he was able to spend a winter in Rome,
where the young Scotch and English artists made
much of him, ending by presenting him with his bust
;
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Queen Margarita had read
books in their Italian translation she sent him a
message asking that he might be presented to her.
He declined the honour, on the plea that as he had
not kissed the hand of his own Queen, the presentation would be against rule.
In reality, he was too old
a man to care to figure in a Court ceremony to which
he was unaccustomed. But the Queen would not be
refused.
She sent again to him, saying she was ready
to give him a private audience, and he could no longer
excuse himself.
During the interview she told him
of the interest with which she had read some of his
books, and of her conviction of their usefulness to the
people, whether English or Italian.
Age at last stilled his energies, until he was ready
to say calmly and reverently, " I am simply waiting
carved by one of them.
his

;

for the inevitable change."

was introduced
great sensation by
I

to a

young author who created

a brochure

called " Ginx's

a

Baby,"

the story of an unfortunate infant, the child of a daylabourer,

told with such

grim humour that

it

had

the honour of being referred to in the Christmas

pantomime of the season. It was expected that the
author would do great things, but, like " Single Speech
Hamilton," his literary reputation lived and died on

now forgotten. He did write
another book, which, when published, attracted little
Afterwards we heard no more of him as
attention.
"

Ginx's Baby," which

an author.

is

CHAPTER

IV

In the sixties and seventies the greatest

women writers,

George Eliot
and Mrs. Gaskell, were Mrs. Oliphant and Miss Muloch
(who became Mrs. George Craik). Dinah Muloch and
Margaret Oliphant were thrown together when they
were young authors, and were for the time comrades.
in the order of merit

and morals

after

Later, their circumstances differed as

much

as their

temperaments and mental calibre must always have
differed but there remained sufficient regard between
them to lead to the result that the best notice of Mrs.
Craik was contributed to Macmillati's Magazine by
Mrs. Oliphant after Mrs. Craik's death. It might have
proceeded from an elder sister writing of a younger
who had never gone far in the ways of the world,
who had continued romantic, enthusiastic, and confiding
;

as in the days of her youth.

It

was

kindly, indulgent,

no more than a tender, half
wistful smile for the perennial youthfulness which
Mrs. Oliphant herself had left far behind her.
Margaret Oliphant was decidedly the abler woman
of the two, with the stronger, wider horizon, but that
is not to say that Dinah Muloch had not a literary
woman's fine faculties and distinguishing qualities of
her own which she had sedulously cultivated. She
and

affectionate, with

was mistress of "the well
composition in

its

of English undefiled."

Her

easy flow was perfect in relation to

3"
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—

what she dealt with domestic life. She did not see so
and keenly as Jane Austen saw, but she had
her share of the same marvellous powers of perception
and intuition. Miss Muloch took great pains with her
work. She has told me that she had written the same
chapter seven times, and she was not contented with
it
she believed she would have to write it the eighth
time.
I have heard that on another occasion she went
as far as thirteen times.
Her "John Halifax, Gentleman," was on a new line, and created a lively impres-

clearly

;

sion in her favour

not say

not

know

" Mistress

it

;

made her

has gone through

it

reputation.

many

that she ever did anything better,

and Maid

work made

"

came near

for righteousness.

It

need
I do
but her
I

editions.

to it. Her wholesome
was pervaded through

and through with her high principles and benevolent
character.

Unlike Mrs. Oliphant, Mrs. Craik was frank and
disengaged to sympathize with
all around her, full of schemes for helping to brace
and encourage, to soothe and comfort high and low.
The only people with whom she had little patience
effusive, sufficiently

were the wilfully weak drones, the sluggards of the
population.

Her

romance as
even she could have desired, and as happy as all who
really knew could have wished it to be, though the
personal history was as

beginning was not

fertile in

propitious.

Her

father

was

a

man, who was
Lord Canning. I have heard that on his weddingday he insisted on dressing in white from head to
foot.
As years passed he was so unaffected by his

clever, eccentric

at one time a secretary

to

obligations as husband and father that he

and family

to shift for themselves.

When

left

a

his wife

mere

girl,
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Dinah Muloch helped her mother to keep a school.
I have heard her tell of her class of boys, and how
she had felt that they would have had more respect
for her if she had not been forced to go among them
with the bare neck and arms of the thirteen-years-old

She was writing

girl of the period.

at that early time,

and when she came, not very long afterwards, with her
mother to London, Mrs. Oliphant has recorded her
friend's

industry,

her willingness

to

write for the

humblest respectable publication, so as to find a public
and secure the means to maintain a home. But "John
Halifax, Gentleman," while

it

was not her

book,

first

entered on the scene and speedily cleared her way,

rendering

her

comparatively

home

independent,

with

a

and
She must always have had innumerable friends in all classes. Not far from one
of these earlier dainty homes of hers was a reformatory
for young women who had been thieves. I have heard
the matron tell that Miss Muloch would have the girls
to her house and sing with them, to give them and herself pleasure, and an undoubted humanizing, civilizing
influence she must have had.
She was fond of music, and, although she had not
had the leisure to make it a study, she sang most
agreeably.
Sometimes both words and music had
been composed by herself.
One or two of her
pretty

with

little

many

after the fashion of the day,

friends.

published songs had considerable popularity

was another version of Lady John

;

such

Scott's " Douglas,

Douglas, tender and true," and such was

"

Rothesay

Bay" and "The Return to Strathairlie."
At a later time Mrs. Craik would have all the girls
from a great London shop to spend a pleasant half
holiday with her at her country home, the Corner
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Somebody asked her how she

House, Shortlands.
entertained them.
ladies,"

"Oh," she answered, "like other

without noticing the slightly surprised expres-

sion on the hearer's face.

rebuke to anyone

who

Her words were

a sufficient

could understand their meaning.

In looks Mrs. Craik

was very

fair,

with light eye-

brows and eyelashes, otherwise her kind face was
handsome and attractive on a rather large scale, for
she was a big woman, while her tall figure set off
her size. She showed something of the "willowy
grace

"

attributed to one of her heroines.

In her later

years she acquired more of Mrs. Oliphant's dignified

matronly bountifulness," which decidedly became
and caused her to look her best.
I knew her well, and liked her much.
Our intercourse stretched over more than a dozen years. It
culminated one winter when we were both spending
Christmas at Dover, and I saw a good deal of her. Her
Dover house, which she afterwards lent to me and
my sister for a couple of months' stay while our own
house was let, and we were preparing to go abroad,
was close to the apartments she had at first taken for
us.
Successful as she had been, there were sorrowful
episodes in her prosperity. Her mother did not live
long to double the enjoyment by sharing it. Her two
brothers the one an artist, the other a sailor both
11

her,

—

—

died in their youth.

The

last

brother's death

was

accompanied by a great shock. He had been paying
her a visit when he had to start at an untimely hour
He came into her
in the morning to join his ship.
room at dawn, in his heyday of youth, health, and

She fell
and said good-bye.
asleep again, and seemed hardly to have slept many
minutes instead of hours, when she was roused by
strength,

awoke

her,
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a telegram bidding her hurry to the port and the ship.

Her brother had

fallen

him

from a mast, and was lying

She only arrived

desperately hurt.

time to see

die.

Mrs. Craik married a

little late

stances which in connection
natural, for

Her

in

ever

if

in

woman was

life,

in circum-

her were quite

with

motherly

it

was

she.

future husband, the son of a Scotch minister, and

afterwards a junior partner in Messrs.

Macmillan's

publishing house, was in a bad railway accident.

won

It

him an
wife.
minor
detail
was
that
excellent
A
he and a
companion, waiting on the platform for a few minutes
before the train left, occupied themselves by insuring
their lives against accident.
In less than half an hour
an accident happened. Craik was the victim. There
was snow on the ground which prevented him from
bleeding to death, and a cup of tea was got to him to
recruit him as he lay under the wreck, but a stronger
stimulant was needed before he was sufficiently
restored for the operation to which he was subjected.
cost

him the

The

doctors

loss

in

of a leg,

attendance

and

before

for

the amputation

asked if he had any friend who could be summoned,
and he mentioned Miss Muloch, though his previous
acquaintance with her had only been slight. She
was the first person he saw when he opened his eyes,
and regained consciousness, and as soon as he could
be moved he was taken to her house, where he spent
the first weeks of convalescence, and the marriage of
There was a disparity in
the couple was made up.
age between the two she was considerably the elder

—

— but

I

do not believe that

marriage the

fact

in

troubled them.

concerned, she faced

it

happy
she was

a manifestly

So

far as

with the candour and

faith
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with which she faced other difficulties.
In future
years she gave an evening party on a certain occasion

— the

occurrence of her

fiftieth

birthday

— and

men-

tioned the anniversary to her guests with the greatest

equanimity.

An

idea of hers which did not

was expressed

in

of conversation at
it

was the

work well on

trial

an effort to improve on the quality
afternoon tea-parties. She thought

result of not being able to find suitable

subjects to interest the

members

of the

company on

the spur of the moment, and offered the suggestion of

beforehand at a previous meeting what
was to be dealt with that would come within
the knowledge of the speakers something which they
cared about, and would like to discuss. It might be
settling

subject

—

philosophy or it might be dress it might be serious
study or some light-hearted form of entertainment.
But the experiment failed partly from the shyness
;

—

which would not speak on any prepared topic, partly
from the egotism which would appropriate all the
speaking and prevent anything like general discussion.
Mrs. Craik had no children of her own she adopted
a baby girl left in the snow on a road in the neighbourhood. To her she was a devoted mother no
mother and child could have been more warmly

—

—

attached to each other.
It

was

a peculiar token to

me how

significantly

and

of Mrs. Craik's motherly indaughter could express itself. She was
fond of making the child's frocks, capes, and bonnets,
with her own hands, even more than of fabricating
her own dress, for which she had a similar taste. She
was essentially a domestic woman, desiring to entercharacteristically one

stincts for her

tain

and

fulfil

domestic duties and occupations

— not
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economy, never for mere entertainment, but loving
them upon herself as belonging to the woman's
kingdom. It was in perfect sincerity that she had
carved on her dining-room chimney-piece the homely
proverb
for

to take

"

Seek

seek west,

east,

Hame's

best."

In another and yet a harmonious spirit Mrs. Craik had
a stone

from Canterbury Cathedral built into the

foundation of Corner House.

Mrs. Craik lived to see her adopted daughter

grow

and be on the eve of her marriage to a kinsman of
her adopted mother's. What proved to be the end of
Mrs. Craik's happy life was spent in planning and providing every good and delightful thing a young bride
could covet to carry with her to her new home. But
the fatigue and excitement were too much for the
heart weakness from which Mrs. Craik suffered for
many years, within her own knowledge, and she died
up,

with startling suddenness.
longer

little

understood
marriage.

!"

" If

I

could only live a

she was heard to say by those

that

she

"But no

referred

to

who

the approaching

and

matter," she added quickly,

indeed no question which simply concerned herself

had ever weighed with her.

The
was

considerable fortune Mrs.

left

to her

husband

for

his

Craik had earned
lifetime,

and then

passed to her daughter.
Mrs. Craik was a good business woman, while

may

it

be in part explanatory of her successful arrange-

ments

for her

books that the household could wait

the terms which she believed herself entitled

got what

was held

days of high prices.

to

to.

for

She

be a good price even in those

It

is

within

my knowledge

that
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she received two thousand pounds for the copyright
of one of her stories.

However, as an instance that even the best of business
women of men, too, for that matter may fail on occasions, and be found careless and tripping like their more
foolish sisters and brothers, I have in my mind an
example which took place when my sister and I were
staying at Mrs. Craik's house in Dover. She sent to
me from Shortlands a letter containing the key of her
Dover writing-desk. She asked me to open all the
letters it contained, to see what had become of papers
she had thrown out in putting the desk in order. She
could not find a coupon for a thousand pounds which
she knew she possessed. The desk was opened, the
letters turned out, but no coupon was there.
The
thing
examine
the
servant,
next
was to
who, as it
happened, was the wife of the Craiks' coachman. She
had been a maidservant in her youth, and had been
sent with her two little daughters from Shortlands by
her husband's mistress, to kill two birds with one
stone that is, to benefit by a breath of the sea air and

—

—

—

to act as our servant while

What had

we remained

at

Dover.

she done with the papers which had been

thrown out of Mrs. Craik's desk ? She had been
kindling the fire with them, was the answer. There
was only an apronful left. The last desperate resource was to hunt through the contents of the apron,
and there, fortunately, the lost coupon was discovered
and restored to its owner.
Both Mrs. Oliphant and Mrs. Craik had been
granted,

many

years before their death, well-earned

pensions from the Civil List for their services

to

literature.

While Mrs. Oliphant and Mrs. Craik were

in the

MRS.
rank of

first

women
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novelists for intellectual merit,

culture and a high moral standard, there were other

women
Among

whose

writers

popularity

was

greater.

Miss
Braddon, soon famous as a sensational writer, could
hardly find space or time for delicate touches and
deep

these were Miss Braddon and Ouida.

Ouida was
unsound extravagance.

convictions.

glowing,

carried

A

away by

third

largely

woman, a rival story-teller, was Mrs.
Henry Wood, whose tales at the present time have
had a sale of millions of copies. She has been read
successful

and near, to a great extent in America and the
Colonies, while her dramatized novel, " East Lynne,"

far

like

Ouida's "

Under

Two

Flags," has a place

on the

many years have passed since its
Her plots for stories have been
Her details were the very reverse of

English stage after
first

production.

inexhaustible.

were extremely lifelike in
an ordinary sense. The amount of exciting plot not
infrequently melodramatic had a vraisemblance, and
Ouida's, inasmuch as they

—

—

Her work has always
had a strong kind of human interest, rendering it dear
to masses of simple, greedy readers.
Yet when one troubles to examine her work, the
whole scope of it in its unexceptionably moral tone
is curiously commonplace and destitute of originality
as of profundity and in spite of her tolerably active
sense of humour, its points are frequently pushed to
absurdity. Still, Mrs. Henry Wood was perhaps more
essentially the story-teller of her generation than most
of her fellow-writers, and she loved her art for art's
sake.
For years she wrote without remuneration.
Her pay was not great till she wrote " East Lynne,"
and awoke one morning to find herself famous. She
could be easily understood.

;
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was

choke-full

of

invention,

and her quickness of

observation enabled her to clothe her characters with

and blood, while her most
glamour of possibility
She had no lack of stir and movement, and
in them.
she could be readily understood in her crystal clearThis was not wonderful in her case, seeing that
ness.
sensation or surprise work were the sum total of
most of her contributions to literature. She not only
marvellously

realistic flesh

striking incidents had always a

led the multitude captive

;

she secured a victory over

which few writers have won.
Though she held criticism in scanty esteem, none
could have enjoyed the triumph more thoroughly.
She did not criticize her own work she was well
satisfied with it, and spoke of one of her stories as
" a really good story."
She said of herself that at her
busiest time it always made her happy to have proofs
arriving for her correction that task which has at
least as much pain as pleasure in it to most authors.
can fancy that she saw few or no faults in her
I
stories, which thus gave her unmingled pleasure.
She regarded hostile criticism as mere envy or
stupidity, or words written because something must
be written, and to praise continually would be
monotonous. She could turn from such criticism,
or, better still, leave it unread without troubling
her

severest

critics

;

—

herself.

But

if it

ever came to her knowledge that her work,

carefully planned

by

and executed, had been dismissed

fastidious reviewers as

"kitchen literature," the

phrase must have stung her. Whether it reached her,
and whether her reprisal was designed or undesigned, I cannot tell, but the deed was done in a

worthy

fashion.

At the

crisis in

her career

when

she

"JOHNNIE LUDLOW"
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became proprietress of a small magazine

called

The

Argosy, besides writing the leading long stories for
it,

she brought out in

sketches and short

its

tales,

pages a series of shorter
veiling the identity of the

author under the nom-de-plume of "Johnnie Ludlow."

happened, as Johnnie Ludlow she did some
of her best work, recalling old country traditions

And, as

it

(she was country born and bred), drawing clever,
shrewd portraits, and giving bits of genuine pathos.
Eventually these articles were collected and published
in book-form as by "Johnnie Ludlow."
They fell
into the hands of her supercilious enemies, who, misled by the change of name, rashly considered they
were the work of an unknown writer, and forthwith
welcomed him in a chorus of hearty, discriminating
praise.

In her childhood and youth, Mrs.

Wood's family

connections had to do with glove-making, and one of
her earliest books, " Mrs. Halliburton's Troubles," was

founded on the author's intimate acquaintance with

Her exHer husband

the details and vicissitudes of the trade.

perience

was widened by her marriage.

was English Consul
spent years of her

at a

French trade centre, and she

life in France.

Wood was at the zenith of her powers
was introduced to her by one of her publishers.
She was a widow with growing-up children, living in
the affluence won by her abilities and industry in a good
house in St. John's Wood. We had some friends in
common, and I saw her several times in different years
Mrs. Henry

when

in

her

I

own house, and found

her a self-assured, friendly

woman. In her sober widow's dress, one saw that
she must have been decidedly pretty, with what used
to be called a " carnation complexion," hazel eyes,

and
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abundance of brown hair. But her figure was spoilt
either from original malformation, or from some injury
rendered to the spine. I believe the defect was not
prominent in her earlier years, but by the time she
had reached middle life, the back had rounded into

what was equivalent to a slight hump. I have been
told this was ultimately the cause of her death.
On one occasion when, along with a friend, I dined
with Mrs. Wood and her family, she was kindly,
complacently hospitable, while she was not above
airing the French language, apparently with a double
motive for our ignorant benefit and in a hint to her
youngest son. It was clear that she did not think we
shared with her a little knowledge of the language
when she forbade him to say something he was on the
point of saying. The effect was comically embarrassing.
But which of us is without her little weakness
and vanity ?
Mrs. Henry Wood was admirable in many respects
an excellent wife and mother, a clever and diligent
woman, sensible and patient, abiding her time, and
prudent withal. She knew how to make hay when
the sun shone. She declined to waste her talents and
their fruit on wild extravagance and self-indulgence,
so as not to find herself in the cold
tunities

came to an end.
young authors

It

when her oppor-

would be

a profitable

to contrast the careers of

exercise for

Ouida and Mrs. Henry Wood.

An

anecdote of Mrs. Henry

which puts her
have assigned

in a

still

to her.

seized with smallpox.

servants of the sick

beyond the reach of

Wood

has reached

me

higher place than that which

A

servant in her house

The

I

was

children and the fellow-

woman were

sent immediately

infection, but the mistress of the
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house remained behind, and herself nursed the patient
she was convalescent.

till

Of

sweet singers of the epoch honourably
women I knew, Jean Ingelow was the
"
Bells
of Enderby " had the true ballad
chief.
Her
ring, and much of her poetry is not only melodious, it
has thought, grace and tenderness. If it lacks something of the intensity and ardour it is without a tinge
of what was hectic and hysterical in Elizabeth Barrett
Browning. It wants also something of the exquisite
fancy, the mystical, haunting charm, and the deep
the

represented by

devotion of Christina Rossetti.
I

dwelt for a time in the same street with Miss

Ingelow.

The

sister of the publisher

whom we

had

common

introduced us to each other. Miss Ingelow
resided with her mother and two brothers who had

in

posts in the

house

in

father

was

an

Bank

of

England

old-fashioned

in

an old-fashioned

street.

I

believe

her

a banker connected with the county of

Essex, and that he and his partners occupied country
houses with grounds and gardens adjoining and
opening into each other so as to form quite extensive
lawns and shrubberies a domain of its kind. The
gentlemen were said to have been magnates in their
countryside, a position apt to be a little dangerous for
the tone and temper especially of the women of the
household. It may explain I understand it to explain
a certain aloofness and exclusiveness which appeared
always along with perfect courtesy in Miss Ingelow.
One expected her to be sympathetic and wished her to
be frank and cordial, but she had been brought up to

—

—

fill

a place,

and

to assert

her right to

fill it,

while the

consciousness of the position stiffened and hampered

her every action.
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The same hardly gracious attitude may be found in
some of the wives of squires and clergymen who have
lived somewhat isolated lives and in limited circles in
which they have been ruling authorities. The aloofness, verging occasionally on superciliousness, peeps

—

never towards those
accustomed to call the working classes, to
whom she was the gracious patroness anxious to help
them. It is on the upstarts of society, the vulgar,
ignorant rich in the upper middle class, or on the silly
airs and assumptions of the class beneath and its
out in Jean Ingelow's prose tales

we

are

humbler members

—to

wit,

in

case

the

of foolish

—

nursery governesses and such-like that Jean Ingelow
was tempted to descend with cold scorn.
All the same, Jean Ingelow was a good woman of
high principle, desirous of benefiting her kind, and of

rendering them all the aid in her power. When she
found herself unexpectedly furnished with £250 as
the price offered her after her poetry had become

known, for the use of a set of stories for girls
which had already seen the light in a dead and
forgotten periodical, she did not spend the windfall on
the gratification of any personal taste she laid it out
on a course of dinners to convalescent hospital
;

patients as a
their

health.

attractive side

means of still further re-establishing
It was also
significant of the less
of her personality that she made these

courses of dinners intermittent, the better to avoid

Without doubt, impostors would present

imposition.

themselves

;

on the other hand, these existed not only

as an effect of the artificial situation, but as a con-

sequence

in co-relation to the chronic

taken in and misled.

warrant

;

still, it

It

dread of being

was not always without

found congenial

soil in the

prevailing

A LAW UNTO HERSELF
dread which would have been absent

if
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the outlook

had been wider and the intercourse freer.
In appearance Jean Ingelow was distinguishedlooking, with dark hair and dark eyes and enough of
size for her person to have an element of stateliness,
only an unfortunate red roughness of complexion
prevented her from being fine-looking.
In her tales Miss Ingelow was a contradiction to the
generalizing assertion that a poet does not excel in
prose.
She did excel. There was much which wai
of fine intellectual flavour as well as of piquancy and
interest in her stories.
But somehow she seemed
a law unto herself, trying experiments more for her

own

satisfaction than in obedience to the rules of art

or for the comfort of her public.
ligs "

was

quite out

of

Her "Off

proportion in

the Skel-

length and

one volume was wholly devoted to the
childhood of a boy and a girl, and in the second
volume, when the children are grown up, the boy is
dropped out and never brought back again.
The
cause may have been that the two parts were written
at different times, and the first was simply used as an
introduction to a later and entirely independent tale,
the deed being a liberty taken with the readers.
In
other tales, when approaching a crisis, Jean Ingelow
had no hesitation in dallying and devoting a whole
chapter to linguistic and grammatical questions. She
would tell the secret of a puzzle which had lasted
through three hundred and odd pages in a couple of
sentences in the last chapter, and the solution would
be totally opposed to the conclusion everyone had
anticipated as that to which she herself had pointed in
the previous chapters.
It was as if she
grave earnest
woman as she was did not care to comply with ordiconsistency

;

—

—
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nary precedents, and

felt

inclined to leave absorbed

investigators of her intentions in the lurch, and could

not resist indulging in a laugh at their expense.

A

lively skit of the

day

(earlier sixties), written in

May-Day with the Muses," was
circulated, and afforded much amusement in literary
circles.
An incident was the fainting of Miss Muloch
verse,

and

entitled "

in the arms of Tennyson on the approach of Algernon
Swinburne. In the spirit of the writer and readers
of the verses was the mischievous diversion excited
in similar quarters when it was spread abroad that
Gerald Massey, the poet, a man of humble extraction,
poor, a widower, and the father of several children,
had taken it upon him to make a proposal of marriage
to Miss Ingelow, and had been summarily dismissed.
But how did the interesting episode, with its inevitable
sequel, become known ? Quite simply, and from the
most trustworthy source. The dismissed suitor, unlike most of his defeated fellows, had not elected to

On the contrary, it would
viewed his bold attempt to win the lady,
though it had failed, as a distinctly creditable performance on his part, and had guilelessly confided it
to his friends and acquaintances.
Then the gossips
gave a touch of malice to the jest provided for them,
by proceeding to suggest that there was another poet,
also a widower and the father of a son, whom the
world and Miss Ingelow would have regarded as a
fitter mate for her, to whom, if he had responded to
the hint, she might not have given the same answer.
bear his award in silence.

seem

A

that he

Dora Greenwell, was
another poet of the nineteenth century. She was of
less note, yet she left behind her some verses worthy
of the name, while her scholarly and devout prose
friend of Jean Ingelow's,

DORA GREENWELL
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Patience of Hope," "The Life of Lacorwith their breadth of view and depth of
She was one
tolerance, ought not to be forgotten.
unworldly,
knew,
women
ever
the
most
lovable
I
of

works,

"The

daire," etc.,

unassuming, humble-minded, and trustworthy. Her
country gentleman, was ruined by having
become a trustee on a marriage settlement for the

father, a

unborn children of a couple who dissipated
patrimony, so that he had to repair the loss to
heirs after the death of the pair.

Greenwell

When

was on occasional

first it

their
their

knew Dora

I

visits

which she

paid to her friends in Edinburgh, while her home was
with her widowed mother in the town of Durham. I
met her later at Scott's Centenary, where the chief
attraction for her

author Turgenieff.

when

I

was there

was the presence of the Russian
She was several times in London,
also.
On one occasion she came to

see Ristori

act,

and

to be present at the Exeter Hall

meetings.

The

last

time she stayed in town she lived

for several

months

lent her by

Madame

in

Great College Street, in a house

Belloc.

Dora Greenwell was no longer young, and she was
already ailing from what she had been told was a

mortal disease, which in time broke her down, and
ended her life in a world from which she could be ill
spared.
But nothing could exceed her patience, her

and pleasure in
around her. She had an old servant in her train
mistress and maid devoted to each other.
When Miss
Greenwell's publisher called on her one day he found
her reading aloud " Quentin Durward," for the entertainment of the old woman, with a foot crippled by

cheerfulness, and her ready interest
all

erysipelas.

Dora Greenwell was

in delicate health

while

still
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she became yet more of
an invalid could only receive them in her chair or
on her couch, a lace cap shading her thin hair her
able to visit her friends;
;

;

fair

skin so transparent that the blue veins could be

seen, but the eyes and

mouth were kind and

wistful,

and were lit up with the old enthusiasm.
Yet a third poet with whom my personal acquaintance
resolves itself into one or two letters the photograph
of a young and pretty woman, a copy of farewell verses,
and a carved ivory card-case, given to me in remembrance of a dead friend and her romantically generous
intention. I am writing of Sarah Williams, or " Sadie,"
as she was better known to those who knew and loved
her, and to the public she succeeded in reaching.
I
never saw her, though our meeting had been often
planned and talked over. She was the intimate friend
of my publisher, Mr. Strahan, and his sister, with
whom I was on very friendly terms; but, as it happened, the sole communication between Sadie and me
had been by letters.
;

Sadie was the only child of a London builder, who
She was educated at
had made a large fortune.

Queen's College, where her remarkable talents attracted attention. She had begun writing verses of
great promise in some instances of more than promise,
but they had as yet only appeared in the stray pages

—

of magazines.

Mr. Williams died, settling an annuity on his widow,
and bequeathing his fortune to his daughter. No
prospects could have been brighter than hers, and
few people were better qualified to use their fulfilment well and enjoy it keenly, when very soon it was
found that she had developed cancer, and only an
operation could save her

life.

She consented

to the

"SADIE"
and the night before

operation,

regarded
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its

possible

result

it

took place she

calmly

so

wrote some
of her birth and her

retiring for the night, she

that,

after

lines taking

and of
the friends she called to remembrance in the solemn
circumstances. She wrote down their names mine
farewell of the city

love,

—

was one

—

them with directions that the lines should
be printed and if the operation proved fatal, a copy
was to be sent to each of the friends who had been in
her mind in those last hours.
I had gone myself one morning for letters to the
of

;

post-office

of

the

town,

when

wilderment and apprehension
of Sadie's illness)

(I

I

received

in

be-

had heard nothing

the printed lines enclosed in

a

black-edged envelope

"LONDON,
" City of

many

1868.

sorrows, fare thee well

Clasped in thy dusky arms dear comrades dwell
Comfort them, mother, keep them through the night,
Breathe on them softly, let their cares be light
And if they feel me watching through their sleep,
Let them not see mine eyes as those that weep,
Let me not bring to them one thought of pain,
But calmly pass like some forgotten strain
Of rugged music borne on summer wind,
God's air between us, discord all refined
To subtlest harmonies, while halting speech,
Grown inarticulate, doth deeper reach.
Tell them, O mother city, monitress,
That not defect of love, but love's excess,
Doth hold me quiet now, doth still my heart,
And teach them that true lovers never part.
" Sadie."

The next post brought me news of Sadie's death.
She died shortly after the operation was performed.
She was more than of age she had made her will in
;
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correctly legal form, devising the bulk of her fortune
to her mother, a large legacy to the cancer hospital,

and among smaller legacies one of £2,000 to me
an unseen friend, with regard to whom she had

among other things,
The will was disputed

doubtless heard,

passing

rich.

that

I

was not
by her

in court

and cancelled on account of the
terms of his will, constituting something like a case
of mortmain. The law in dealing with mortmain on
a large scale, and treating of long periods of years,
has abolished it; but in an instance like this, when
the deed of the earlier testator has only extended over
one life, it would seem the law does not prohibit the
father's

relations,

prior will over-ruling the later.

Mr. Williams had

left his

to her children after her
it

was

left to

;

fortune to his daughter and

failing her

and her children,

his kindred in the Colonies, with

whom

Indeed, he was
he had kept up little connection.
believed to be on bad terms with them, and to the

kindred the

money was

adjudged.

But there are things that the
overturn.

One

letter of the

law cannot

was, that in the last sad hour of the

awful reverse of her fortunes the poor young soul had
still room for an unseen friend, and that the intention
remained in all its sweetness and goodwill, though it
had been frustrated in its fulfilment.
Sadie's literary work was collected and published
after her death.
But a slim volume of the poetic
remains of an unknown, immature writer had little
nevertheless,
chance of attracting much attention
two of the poems, one on the text, " I have many
things to tell you, but ye cannot bear them now," and
another to Baal, were well worthy of preservation.
;

It

is

nearly forty years since the

little

work was

A QUESTION
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published and died

its natural death, but I sometimes
quoted from it in books of to-day by
authors who probably know next to nothing of the
original source of the words.
The lines are these

find

two

lines

:

" Is the greatness of our nature but capacity for pain

Does the anguish

of the singer

make

?

the sweetness of the strain

?"

CHAPTER V
The two

literary

whom

women

belonging to another genera-

knew, were Miss Stirling Graham, of
Duntrune, and Mrs. S. C. Hall. Miss Stirling Graham,

tion

I

was in her early womanhood the gay, clever heroine of the " Mystifications "
commemorated by Dr. John Brown. She was the
witch under whose spell both Sir Walter Scott and
Lord Jeffrey, the greatest wits of the Northern
Metropolis, fell in turn.
She was the niece of a
Scottish Bishop, and resided in his family, which was
In her own person she was
settled in Edinburgh.
Made up
a familiar belle in its racily brilliant society.
a descendant of Claverhouse,

as a venerable eccentric

dame

of a

still

earlier period,

she managed to take in and beguile the

city's most
supper with Sir
Walter Scott at one of the evening parties, and sat by
him for the greater part of the evening, while he
listened with delight and without doubt to her witty

distinguished sons.

She went

in to

anecdotes.

Lord Jeffrey was aware of the

trick

played, and must have laughed over

which had been
it;

yet

when

the

same marvellous old lady called at his house in open
day in the character of a client, he received her in
perfect good faith, heard with interest and attention
her wonderful " plea," and took her on his arm with
all respect to her carriage, which was waiting in the
street, at the

end of the interview.
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Miss Stirling Graham's explanation of her success
that the cleverest men and women were the most
The critics she feared most were
easily deceived.
children and dogs. The detail she found most difficult

was

to disguise

She could hide them with

was her hands.

mits or muffles, but she dreaded the slightest exposure,
for the supple, soft pink

and white hands of youth
stiff, bony grey

refused to be transformed into the

hands of

A

age.

cousin of mine (one of the old Blebo Mills family)

a neighbour and friend of Miss Stirling Graham's,
and she drove with me to the pretty countr} house of
Duntrune that I might make the acquaintance of a
pleasant and hospitable old lady with such remarkable

was

r

She was then, when ninety years of age,
little woman, lighter-footed and more
In her prime she
active than I was at half her age.
had taken her trip abroad whether before or after the
Battle of Waterloo I cannot tell; anyhow, it was no
antecedents.

a bright, alert

—

common

journey, and no easy matter at that epoch

modern week-end expeditions.
Her plan in reference to her expenses was simple and,
She divided the money
at the same time, successful.
she had laid aside for the purpose into two portions.
She went on her way as long as the first half lasted.
When it was exhausted she set out on her return. So
nicely did she calculate that she reached Edinburgh

quite different from our

with only sixpence to spare in her purse.
nineties she was attacked with smallpox,

In her

but so

was her good constitution that she threw off
the disease, and was for a little time longer a cheerful,
elastic

brisk reproach

to

that Miss Stirling

the next generation.

Graham had

in

I

believe

her possession the

marriage settlement of her ancestor, Graham of Claver-
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house, together with certain pieces of tapestry which
had decorated his dwelling-house; but neither these
relics nor the evil reputation of this man among his
countrymen no, not the drops of blood inherited in
common with that same "bluidy Claverse" had served
to cloud her gay and gallant spirit.
Mrs. S. C. Hall lived in a house in the street in
Kensington in which my sister Margaret and I had
furnished rooms for two winters in succession. Mr.
and Mrs. Hall represented a former day in which his
editorship of the New Monthly Magazine made them
something of a literary force in their generation,
and he and his clever Irish wife came in contact

—

—

with the bearers of the great literary names of the
time.

The disastrous notoriety which Hall acquired as the
well-known original of Dickens's Pecksniff had fatally
stamped him with the charge of bombastic humbug
before

I

ever saw his

how

qualified to judge

much

of

attributed

face.

I

am

not sufficiently

far the likeness fitted, or

how

was consistent with what was otherwise
to him of great worldly wisdon, and con-

it

siderable sharpness of practice freely accredited to the

apparently guileless philanthropist.

I

can only bear

witness that he was a friendly neighbour when nothing

was

by it, while I must admit that his
when, he stood with his long white

to be gained

looks and attitude
hair hanging

down

the back of his artistic black velvet

and held forth in his drawing-room, bore a
suspicious resemblance to those of an accomplished
poseur.
Yet withal one liked to hear him tell of his
recent visit to Richmond, where he had looked up the
rooms over a shoemaker's shop in which he and his
wife had spent their honeymoon on the forty pounds,
coat,

MRS.

S.

C HALL
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volume of history he had just written
and sold.
But it seems to me that to class Mrs. Hall with
S. C. Hall, as always playing a part, is altogether
unwarrantable.
She was Irish and effusive, and
belonged to a day when literary people, especially
women, were tempted to express themselves in the
terms of a mutual admiration society, and she persisted
in believing in the man who was a good and loyal
husband to her with a woman's self-deceiving infatuation while, surely, other men may condone the weakness.
Apart from this, I could only see in her a fine
old lady, gracious and kind, who could tell of the
" Ettrick Shepherd " that when he came to see her
in the old times he called her little pet dogs " tykes "
how when one of the publishers of Chambers's Journal
paid her for her contributions with a cheque which
she put into her purse without looking at it, because
the terms of payment had been fixed beforehand, he
asked her to take out the cheque and read it, when she
found the sum was increased in proportion to the
additional popularity which her tales had given to the
the proceeds of a

journal.

Mrs. Hall had Tom Moore's writing-desk, which had
been given to her by his widow. It was kept marked
by the laurel wreath laid on the lid.

A little before I knew the

Halls, their circumstances,

which had not been particularly prosperous, were
rendered comfortable and safe by the exertions of
friends who subscribed sufficient funds to buy a joint
annuity settled on the two and retained by the last
survivor.
The annuity was presented to the pair on a
great gathering to celebrate their golden wedding day.
She held a weekly reception, and was a little hurt
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when her

friends near her did not wait

upon

kinds of odd people, vestiges of the years

her.

All

when

host

and hostess held prominent places in literary society,
turned up at these small courts. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Hall were spiritualists, and I once met at their house
Home, the well-known American spiritualist, but he
did not do anything so wonderful as the feat of floating
out of a window vouched for and described by a fellowspiritualist.

He

contented himself with the spirited

On

recitation of a dramatic lyric.

another day

I

was
1

pleased to encounter Geraldine Jewsbury, the Carlyles
friend of whom Mrs. Carlyle said, with the caustic wit

from which generosity was pretty often absent, that
Geraldine Jewsbury hung on to their skirts for a place
in society.
The time had been when Miss Jewsbury
needed no skirts to attach herself to nay, when her
own skirts probably had sufficed for others. As the
author of " Zoe " she made her mark in contemporary

—

Her "Sorrows of Gentility" was full of
wholesome wisdom and humour. When I saw her
she was a fragile elderly woman struggling against
failing eyesight.
A friend of mine met at different
times in, that somewhat incongruous company Madame

literature.

Vestris and the Countess of Caithness,

who

in

her

theosophist creed believed that in a former entrance
into the

Queen

world she had played the stormy part of Mary

of Scots.

Mrs. S. C. Hall was punctilious in paying respect to

her

circle,

always appearing

scrap of health to receive

its

if

she had a sufficient

members.

She occupied

a prominent position in a kind of old lady state to

acknowledge their old-world relations. Sometimes
when the weather was severe, threatening the rheumatic gout from which she suffered, she was wrapped

MRS. HALL'S

"

TRAITS AND STORIES"
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from head to foot in a long sealskin coat. Beneath
her lace cap she still wore the old-fashioned false front
It
in the shape of long braids, instead of comb curls.
was kept in position by a once familiar narrow black
velvet band, in the centre of which, over the forehead,
she wore a small diamond brooch.

Her

face

typically Irish, broad, with high cheek bones,

was

and eyes

which must have glanced drolly and sparkled merrily
before age

dimmed them.

Mrs. Hall had an attraction for

me

in addition to

her

kindly, motherly air to authors of a latter generation,

one of the favourite books of my early girlhood,
to Miss Mitford's "Our Village," was Mrs.
Hall's "Traits and Stories of the Irish Peasantry."
Both of these books belonged to the little store in the
village library at Elie.
I
have not seen either for
for

a rival

more than

half a century, but surely,

if

I

remember

rightly the Irish characters reproduced, with the full

flavour of their Irish brogue, by one who had a keen
eye for their picturesqueness, and a quick sympathy

knew and loved
and lasting appreciation. I am
surprised that there has been no such resuscitation
for them as that which has called back Miss Mitford's
delightful sketches of English people and fields and
lanes.
I imagine that Queen Victoria may have been
with the incidents and persons she
so well, deserved

full

regaled in her girlhood with these bright Irish stories,
since one of the last tributes Mrs. Hall got and one of
which she was very proud, was a large fine photograph
of Queen Victoria, almost life-size, to which her signature was appended, while in the frame was inserted
the letter from the secretary who had been directed to
send the photograph.
Mrs. Hall remembered having been taken when
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young

quite a

girl

by some friends

to see

two famous

women writers who preceded her in the field, Jane and
Anna Maria Porter, when " Thaddeus of Warsaw,"
The Scottish Chiefs " and " Honor O' Hara " fluttered
women's hearts almost as tenderly as " Clarissa
Harlowe " had moved them.
The sole contemporary of Miss Stirling Graham
and Mrs. S. C. Hall, among the literary men of my
acquaintance, I saw only once it was Christopher
North (Professor Wilson). He was pointed out to me

"

—

my schoolgirl days as he sat resting, with a little
grandson by his side, on the steps of one of the
monuments in George Street, Edinburgh. Grandfather
and grandson formed a striking pair. The restless,
rosy boy contrasted with the still, white-headed
massive figure of the old man editor, essayist, storyteller, poet and professor, who could write in widely
"
different moods the rollicking pages of the " Noctes
and the lugubrious " Trials of Margaret Lindsay,"
who, above all, and far beyond such distinctions, was
" A Man in His Strength," a great and renowned
in

—

One

athlete.

that

Wilson

of Professor Wilson's pupils told

me

said to the class, speaking with indescrib-

able pathos in apology for the delay in the return

when one of the
" Gentlebeloved grandchildren sickened and died
men, I was not able to look over your papers my eyes
of their essays during the week,

:

;

had grown dim

in the valley of the

Christopher North stands

gamut
lad, a

;

at the

at

shadow

one end of

of death."

my

literary

other rises the slight figure of a young

Cambridge undergraduate,

whom

I

met occa-

house of his aunt, one of the kindest
and cleverest old ladies, who had been, in her day, a
favourite pupil of Edward Irving's, and was a friend of
sionally at the

INADEQUATELY REWARDED MERIT
my

sister's

and mine.

Since these

a wide reading world has

now

known how
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distant years

him as
the cultured and witty author of " Obiter Dicta," and

more strenuous

to value

he has taken
his place as Secretary of State for Ireland in Mr.
in

political battle-fields

Asquith's Cabinet.
I am brought forward to the summing-up
of the
many thoughtful, educated men and women whose

whom some had
by long struggles and
Yet they have remained less known
rigid self-denial.
to the world than others I have mentioned who are
hardly more worthy nay, in some instances their
deserts have been less high for the race is not always
to the swift, nor the battle to the strong; and now,
when younger men and women have arisen eager to
tell their tales, and the older men and women have
largely joined the great majority, such name and fame
as they achieved has in many instances been blotted
out, they and their work are alike for the most part
forgotten, thrust aside and heavily overlaid by fresh
path crossed mine, with regard to

won

their literary qualification

—

—

material.
first glance like a waste of human
and human ambition, of humble hearts pouring
out their life-blood in vain. But one knows there
can be no waste in this as in any other kingdom of
the great Creator's. The whole goes to swell the
spiritual wealth which must sound from the past,
and throughout the future, with the addition of a
further development and a fresh stamp. There is no
It

looks at the

talent

finality in the succession of poets, historians, philoso-

phers,

the

story-tellers,

world

naturalized in

no end

An

to

it

until

the end of

Englishwoman
France has recently arranged, in what

itself.

eminent
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she calls a

"

ture, that

they

procession," the figures in French litera-

readers, and

it

may
is

pass in their order before her

a procession which will continue

while France and her literature have an existence.
In the meantime it may be permitted to the member
of a former generation to recall briefly from frequent

came within her
knowledge, and are within her time extinguished, or
far gone on the way to extinction.
There was Dr.
oblivion such of these lesser lights as

Gilbert,

the

Profundis

"

kindly

humorous

writer,

gave great pleasure

to

some

whose

De

"

of his fellow-

men in my little town. There was Charles Gibbon,
who came up to London with William Black, a pair of
bold adventurers from old " St. Mungo's City."

followed in the

footsteps

of

another

pair,

They
Robert

Buchanan and Gray of the Luggie, who hailed from
the same indomitable quarter, with a like daring
Gibbon and
intention of setting the Thames on fire.
Black carried no such tragedy in their skirts as did
Buchanan and poor young Gray the lad without the
means left to secure food and shelter, reduced to that
fatal night's sleep in one of the London parks, which
started to rapid growth the seeds of consumption, and
Gibbon
laid him in his grave within a few months.
never reached the height to which Black attained,
comparatively early in his career, by his " Daughter
of Heth " and his " Princess of Thule," which established his reputation and ensured his success.
Black
was certainly the more gifted of the two men, with the
keener and more delicate insight, but Gibbon had his
own special faculty, his broadly humorous percep-

—

tions, his truthfulness to

unfailing kindliness.

elaborate

the

nature as he

His

knew

it,

and

his

attempts to extend and

motives of some

of the

old Scotch

ANNIE KEARY, MARGARET VELEY,
ballads and songs, as in
original of

"Young

ETC.
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"

Katherine Janfraie" (the
Lochinvar ") and "Auld Robin

On the contrary, they
His stories attracted the
attention of Queen Victoria, who let him know through
a North-country lady-in-waiting, her appreciation.
Alexander Japp's mind was analytical rather than
creative; witness the devotion with which he collected
and edited all of De Quincey's work on which he could
lay his hands, and the zeal he displayed in furthering
Louis Stevenson's interests while Stevenson was still
a little-known author, with Japp's lively satisfaction
in recalling and dwelling on their temporary interGray," were not

failures.

obtained deserved praise.

course.

Annie Keary, with her "Castle Daly" and "A
Doubting Heart," in Macmillari s Magazine, showed
an earnest, tender, discriminating spirit, sympathetic
towards all she touched. Margaret Veley, with her
" Sword of Damocles," in the Cornhtll, was such
another, and she came near to the heart of nature.
She had also a peculiar elusive charm, a subtle sense
by which she read between the lines and saw beyond
the bounds of ordinary barriers which trammel us.
She was endowed with a power of graphic visualization which brought her characters and their surroundings face to face with her readers.

—

Elizabeth Charles wrote on other lines those of
good works, and their source in a wide Christianity
which included all the churches. Hers were " The
Schonberg Cotta Family," etc. Elizabeth Sewell, and
still more Charlotte Yonge (with the last of whom I

was not personally acquainted),
voices for the Church of England.
Nonconformist, urged

the

cause

raised pure, sweet

Hesba
of

the

Stretton, a

poor and
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Her books

wretched.

— " Jessica's First
— had a
Children,"

for the

young

etc.
Prayer,"
Meg and her
wonderful fascination. I can bear witness to their
influence on what appeared to me a hopeless subject
a child-servant, seemingly wholly ignorant and incorrigible.
I am sorry to say I shrank from contact

"

with the small savage next door. A wiser and kinder
woman in the near neighbourhood, finding, I suppose,
that the disturber of her peace could read, handed her
a story

by Hesba Stretton, and there was an almost

instant

transformation.

was

interested

!

how

How

that

poor

she paced up and

little

down

soul

the small

suburban garden of the house left in her charge for
the Sunday, still as a mouse, her eyes fixed on the
printed page, heart, soul, and mind absorbed in its
cannot tell how long the spell lasted, but
surely it was something to have thus arrested and
impressed the girl, perhaps, with an impulse given to
the empty, neglected child's soul vacant for the wild
contents.

I

—

growth of every

many

evil seed,

which might bear

fruit after

days.

Yet another representative of the old Puritan, with
a stanch, independent trend, was Isabella Fyvie
Mayo, the author of " Occupations of a Retired Life,"
etc.

On still different ground, more mundane, but where
good sense and principles triumphed along with lively
delineations of society, as

world,

I

count

among

it

then existed in the great

other friends and acquaintances

the two Parrs (not related)
Harriet Parr, author of " Sylvan Holt's Daughter " and
the pleasant essays contained in the ' Silver Age,"
of those far-off days

and Louisa Parr, whose " Dorothy Fox," " Adam and
Eve," and "Loyalty George" won much approval.

OTHER WOMEN WRITERS
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Katherine Macquoid, with her "Patty" and "Doris,"
pleased extensive audiences, while Katherine Saunders
(Mrs. Cooper) struck another note as joint author with
her father of "Abel Drake's Wife," and sole author of
"Gideon's Rock" and "Bebe," a tale of the Black

Country nail-makers.* Jane Ann Cupples,
least,

was the descendant

last

but not

of a great Scotch family.

I

never knew her cheerfulness and humour fail under the
most trying and wearing circumstances. Her books for
children. "The Little Captain," above all " Tappie
and her Chicks," might have delighted a philosopher
or a naturalist no less than a child, so clear and fine

was

the

power

they displayed, so
Mrs.
they contained.

of observation

wise and unforced

wit

the

Cupples had an invitation to a fancy ball which she
had a great wish to attend, but the question of
costume was embarrassing in chronically straitened
circumstances. She thought of being Di Vernon in
a borrowed riding-habit, when some friend suggested,
as involving even less trouble and expense, the adoption of the character of " Sairey

Gamp"

As

"

Sairey

In the singleness of her

Mrs. Cupples went.

was necessary to play the part of
immortal Sairey as well as to wear her dress, and

heart she thought
the

Gamp."

played

it

it

to perfection

she recognized that the

till

other guests did not feel a similar obligation to illustrate their parts.

She found

that she

was drawing

down upon herself more attention than she cared for.
The ball closed with a quadrille danced by the four
members of the company who were unanimously pronounced the best
*

Among

actors.

Scottish writers

Mile of Edinburgh Town,"
charm.

I

forget the character of

was Robina Hardie, writer of
"

Jock Haliday,"

etc.,

"

Within a

a writer of homely
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—

one of the four the three others were Mephistopheles,
a Greek Slave, and Sairey Gamp.
In connection with

may

be

summed up

and present-day

my own work

as a

of other years,

good many

it

novels, historical

* stories for girls, historical sketches,

" Life of

Queen

and a " Life of
Selina, Countess of Huntingdon," which included the
lives of Lady Glenorchy and other remarkable women
among Lady Huntingdon's contemporaries.
I had to do with various publishers.
My connection with nearly all was simply that of business
I
was not even personally known to most of them.
The exception was the firm of Messrs. Strahan and
Isbister, with which I dealt when the heads of the
house and I myself were alike more or less young.
We were intimate friends, and it gives me great
pleasure to recall their concern for my welfare, and
their efforts for my benefit and reputation.
On my
a people's

Victoria,"

;

part,

their

I took a comrade's pride in their enterprise
honourable position in having raised intellec-

tually the

—

whole

serial

religious

literature

of

the

period, and in the credit they earned for founding the

Contemporary Review, with
candour.

its

union of reverence and

The Contemporary gave

Nineteenth Century, both of

rise in time to the

them with

less

political

and with more human-heartedness and a keener
Tory and Whig
magazines and reviews.
bias

desire for truth than existed in the old

*

think those which got most of such praise as I prized were
Maids," " Citoyenne Jacqueline," "St. Mungo's
City," " Kincaid's Widow," and " Miss Nanse."
I

"The Nut Brown

L'ENVOI
Miss Cyples-Bell.
dear Annie,
To you who have been as a true daughter to
me I must address L'Envoi with which I send forth
this book.
Close friend and constant helper, without
whom I could not have accomplished this solitary
memorial to a family the members of which, dear to
each other, showed traits worthy of preservation, yet
did not leave a single descendant to keep their name
alive and represent them in the future.

My

Believe me,

Yours very

affectionately,

Henrietta Keddie.
In

my

sister Margaret and I went
former
pupils.
We visited the
our
Countries, Germany, Switzerland, and France,

the

seventies

abroad with

Low

five of

a stay of three or four months.
(What would
our stay-at-home grandmothers have thought of such
incorrigible gadding ?) In 1880 my sister Margaret died,

making

and
had

I

was stripped

indeed.

I left

England

in 1884 as

I

Scotland in 1869, and went abroad again for a
time with a party of friends and my adopted daughter,
left

traversing

much

the

same

route.

A

cherished dream

was never fulfilled. On my return I
Oxford to be near my friends, Professor Wallace and Mrs. Wallace, and in Oxford or the neigh
bourhood I spent the next twenty years. I settled in
Oxford eventually, receiving into the family unattached
of reaching Italy

went

to
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students attending the University,

There were

etc.

many French and Germans, and very many Americans.
the French came Madame and Mademoiselle

Among

Rolland,

whose son and

Romain Rolland
"John Christopher"

brother, M.

of the Sorbonne, the author of

("Dawn and Morning," "Storm and

Stress"),

which

regarded by critics as likely to be one of the great
books of the generation. We were introduced to him
during one of his brief visits to Oxford, and found the

is

correspondent of Tolstoi and the friend of D'Annunzio
unassuming and friendly, as modest as any shy retiring English author.
Among the visitors from the
Colonies

was Dr.

whose books on the

Fitchett,

Peninsular Wars were very popular in England
Mr. Usher, of a younger generation, who has won his
spurs in historic research, and in his book on English

Church history Dr. Judson, the son of the great
Burmese missionary, with his wife and family, worthy
;

descendants of such an ancestor
Lily Dougal, the
Canadian author of various highly original novels,
such as " Beggars All," " The Zeit-geist," etc. Kate
;

Douglas Wiggin, the bright-witted author of " Penelope's Experiences," brought an introduction to us,
and lunched at the house along with her fellow-author,
Miss Dougal. (We three scribblers exchanged books,
much as other people exchange visiting cards.)
Among these strangers become friends we formed
strong and lasting ties.
With many obligations,
literary work, and advancing years, I was shrinking
more and more into family life but I was not without
interests beyond it.
In the beginning I saw something of the ways of beautiful academic Oxford. I
;

attended occasional lectures

;

was present

"commemorations," and boat-races.

I

at several

enjoyed the

JOHN RUSKIN
young undergraduates,

hospitality of kindly

men

of friends.
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Among

other friends,

the kins-

W. Ross Hardie

and W. W. Lindesay, full-blown dons, contributed to
our enjoyment by furnishing us with a share in the
University's privileges.

In our

first

year

at

Oxford we were living

in the

same house with the cultured author, "Leslie Keith"

Among her books are "A
and " 'Lisbeth."
With the ladies at the head of the women's colleges
Miss Shaw Lefevre, Miss Maitland, Miss Wordsworth, and Mrs. Arthur Johnson (Principal of the
unattached women students) we had some pleasant
(Grace Keith Johnston).

Hurricane in Petticoats

"

—

—

but necessarily limited intercourse.

When we

went

to

Oxford Ruskin was Slade Pro-

fessor in the University.

He was

able to deliver a

which we attended before
he resigned his chair. It was his last appearance in
public in the place where he had been by no means
unsupported in an attempt to engage the energies
of the undergraduates in a more useful and lasting
series of popular lectures

undertaking than the prosecution of their inveterate
schoolboy games, hence the road they made, to the
wonder and the wrath of the genuine road-makers. He

no longer wrote out his lectures or even delivered them
It was rather talking in a
in any academic fashion.
desultory not always very coherent style to his
hearers, and though something of the old force remained, and he would say a fine thing occasionally, it
was sadly evident that his work was done, and he was
leaving it at its best far behind him. It was said the

—

—

authorities in the University respectfully requested

him

to

practice

write and read his lectures as formerly

—

which would have certainly obtained more
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serious attention from the undergraduates
present.

It

was

who were

was so hurt and
was followed by his

alleged that he

offended by the request that

it

withdrawal from the University. On the other hand,
it was also reported that the reason of the step taken
by Ruskin, and of his determination to end his days at
Brentwood, was his lively disapproval of the permission
granted to the medical school to introduce vivisection
into their curriculum.

eyes,

now

keen,

now

The famous reformer's blue
dreamy, his odd figure and the

touch of old-fashioned dandyism in his dress were the

most characteristic outward things about him.
I heard one lecture given by J. A. Froude (and what
a lecture it was !) on the great sea-captains of Elizabeth's reign.
But his failing voice and his involuntary
movements showed what a heavy price he was paying
for that professorship of history in his old University,

bestowed on him in his advancing years as if to atone
for the injury done him in his youth.
The lecture
indicated the most familiar intimacy with the characters, the very looks and habits, of these sea-rovers of a
long past generation.
lecture, to those

who

It

was

heard

it,

a famous, enthralling

made

pathetic by the

signs of bodily weakness in the speaker.

have been told that Froude, on leaving the lectureroom, expressed regret to an undergraduate to whom
he was talking of some slight omission of which he
believed he had been guilty, that might lead to a misconception of his meaning.
"Oh, never mind that, sir," cried the eager lad "if I
met Drake in the High, I should know him instantly."
While at Oxford, I heard one lecture given by
Froude's predecessor and opponent, Professor Freeman, whom I had met at an earlier date in Scotland
I

;

PROFESSOR FREEMAN
and elsewhere.
irascible

He was
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a very short, very stout,

elderly gentleman, a curious blend of the

independent, hot-headed

Somersetshire

squire,

and

A

the imperiously dogged, fiercely accurate historian.

him requesting permission to
quote from his " Norman Conquest " in a guide-book
to Normandy which she was preparing.
She had
been steeped for the time in French idioms, and in
absent-mindedness dropped into one in her letter. She
called the Norman Conquest the " Conquest of Normandy." He presently replied he was sorry he could
not oblige her, since, though he had heard of the
friend of

mine wrote

to

Norman Conquest, he was unacquainted with

the

Conquest of Normandy.

The anecdote was

told

of him that in

making a

private survey of the field of the Battle of Hastings he

was, as he considered, pestered by the attention of a

gentleman hovering
to address

in his vicinity,

who would venture

him apparently with the purpose of convey-

ing some piece of information.

Freeman snubbed the stranger impatiently, telling
him he had all the information he wanted, and for
anything else the Duke of Cleveland had given him
permission to examine his grounds.
"But," remonstrated the speaker, "

I

am

the

Duke

of

Cleveland."

when

was one of the
audience electrified the room in a different manner
from that produced by Mr. Froude when he came
Professor Freeman's lecture

I

It had been
announced that Professor Freeman was to give a
public lecture on England and her Colonies, and a
large audience gathered to listen to the doughty little
professor without having the least idea what he was

forward with his spoils from the past.
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going to
struck
all

say.

Imagine the sensations of a company

dumb with amazement and

discomfiture

when of

most thoroughly Tory city of the
the scene of lost causes and undying pre-

places, in the

Empire, in

judices, the bold

little

man expressed with racy vigour

and the utmost frankness

his

and hope that

belief

England's great dependencies, Canada, Australia,

etc.,

might soon be peacefully freed from her yoke, when in
their independence and self-government her relations
with them might become as simple, friendly, and
profitable a connection as that which she maintained
with another English-speaking nation once subject to
her, the nation of the United States of America.
In 1899 my sister Helen died in Scotland, leaving me
the last survivor of

my

father's family.

In the same year Walter Vrooman, a

Dutch descent, together with

young American

wealthy wife,
founded the first working-man's college in Oxford,
unless one goes back to the days when the older
colleges were in their first youth, and were monastic
institutions, taking upon themselves the education
of the poor and ignorant, and licensing the poorer of
of

his

beg when they made pilgrimages to
their distant homes. A much less primitive college
King's College in London had been established mainly
by the exertions of Maurice and Kingsley, with its twin
Camsister, Queen's College, for working-women.
bridge had made a similar movement, but, although
it was supported by some of its most eminent professors, it had proved a failure. Mr. Vrooman's attempt
was daring and difficult. As the founders and various
workers who gave their assistance gratuitously were
members of our household for a time a very interesting time we heard much of the enterprise. (One of
their scholars to

—

—

—

WILLIAM WALLACE
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Miss Eliza Dugdale, was a loyal and
attached friend till her death nine years later, long
after she had given up her work at Ruskin Hall, as it

the workers,

was

called,

first

and

left

The

Oxford.)

fact

that

now one of the
Northampton, was connected
with the adventure from the beginning, even before
his own college-days at Queen's were ended, and that he
became subsequently vice-principal of Ruskin College,
served to continue our knowledge and interest in the
institution.
Ruskin College, as it has now become,
after many changes and vicissitudes has kept its footing, and is now under different conditions and guidance, fulfilling the purpose for which it was undertaken.
In my time there was a group of my countrymen
in Oxford
a distinguished group the honour of whose
another intimate friend, Mr. Lees Smith,
Liberal

Members

for

—

friendship

I

—

considered a great boon.

One member of

was William Wallace, my townsman as well
countryman, and the husband of one of my
former pupils. Wallace was a Fellow of Merton while
also White's Professor of Moral Philosophy to the
University.
He was much more than a man of talent
or of academic learning. He was essentially a man of
genius, and the most widely sympathetic and accomplished man I have ever known.
He was also possessed of a fund of dry humour. The great qualities
of his head did not overshadow those of his heart
warm and tender, behind a naturally shy and somewhat blunt exterior. Personally, he was spare and
rather gaunt, with kindly brown eyes in a deeply lined

the group
as

my

face, the latter to a large

extent the result of a delicate

constitution and of constant brainwork.

Wallace was an immense reader in many languages,
sympathizing with all that deserved sympathy. He
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was

a close observer of things both great and small,
sparing interest for the smallest. He was a lover

of music, from the

works

of the great composers to the

He sang these

pathetic folk-songs of his native land.
"

The Lament

for the

Bonnie Earl

o'

Moray,"

and
" You'll tak' the

And
And

high road,

I'll

tak' the low,

I'll

be in Scotland afore you,"

and
"

Oh,

wud

I

were where Gowdie

rins

!"

— in a manner which few with Scotch blood could have
resisted.

Like King Solomon with his Cedar of Lebanon and
Hyssop from the Wall, Wallace had a rare know-

his

ledge of trees, flowers, and weeds, and was exceedingly

fond of them.

He would walk

miles to bring

the earliest fritillary and water-lily

— nay,

the

home
first

daisy or bit of speedwell.

His death by a lamentable bicycle accident was a huge
loss,

not only to his colleagues, but to the University.

He made
spirits

a deep and lasting impression on the finer

among

the students with

whom

he came into

contact, not only in his classroom, where, in spite of his

natural reticence, he could not help speaking as a seer

and a poet, as well as a philosopher, but among the
young men under his care whom he sought to know
and understand by welcoming them to his house.
Edward Caird, Master of Balliol, with a capacity
profound to render him, in his day, the
acknowledged foremost explainer and illuminator of
Hegel, and thus qualified to originate and mould a
generation, not only of Scotch and English, but wellnigh of European thinkers, while he himself was the
sufficiently

BALLIOL COLLEGE
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most humble-minded and single-hearted of men. In
our time Balliol College and his house, presided over
by his like-minded wife, were conspicuous in every
liberal, generous, and charitable movement in Oxford.
The Master's name was at the head of the list of
Regius Professors and tutors who opposed the longdelayed bestowal of an honorary Fellowship on Cecil
Rhodes after he had proved clearly enough that his
motto was " Might is Right," and that no scruple need
interfere with his career as a financier and the founder
of the State of Rhodesia. At the height of the Boer
War, when no public hall was open to Miss Hobhouse,
and it was inadvisable to give her a college hall, and
no other accommodation not even the hired accommodation of a hotel could be got for her afternoon
address Mrs. Caird gave her drawing-room, that Miss
Hobhouse might lecture on behalf of the suffering
Boer women and children. Balliol was one of the

—

—

first

of the colleges which, during the

opened

its

the extension students

and

summer holidays,

rooms, library, grounds, and river barge to

coming up from country schools

households, unable to enjoy the privileges of

students.
The same gracious favour was
handed down to the meetings of friendly societies, etc.
Balliol was always ready to give its assistance when
the other colleges remained aloof in accordance with
richer

their political principles or their academic dignity.

In person the Master was a gravely dignified man.

He had
habit

shows the prevalent
His forehead was very fine, his

the scholarly stoop which

of

study.

luminous eyes expressed his simplicity and sincerity,
while the whole face showed the good-will and goodnature which are quite compatible with high and fixed
principles.
23
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Caird and Wallace were close friends from the time
when they came as lads in succession to Oxford,
furnished with the Snell Scholarship, the Scotch key
to

Oxford even

of the Fellows'

in the time

rooms

when Lockhart

that

could write

there should have been

No Scotchmen admitted
Times had changed, and both Caird and
Wallace were afterwards Fellows of Merton. Their
friendship continued unbroken till middle-age, when
death severed it here. It was well said of them
in connection with John Caird, the elder brother of
Edward, the Principal of Glasgow University and
one of the finest preachers in Scotland, that while John
Caird had philosophized religion Edward Caird and
written above the doors "
here."

William Wallace had spiritualized philosophy.
Andrew Fairbairn, Doctor of Divinity and Principal
the college of the Free
of Mansfield College
Churches Wesleyan Methodist, Congregational, and

—

—

Presbyterian (the Unitarians have a college to them-

— Manchester College). Mansfield College affords
students — mostly candidates for the ministry —

selves
its

religious curriculum in accordance with Free
principles, while the

young men

Church

are under an obliga-

one or other of the more mundane
Dr.
colleges in order to acquire a liberal education.
Fairbairn rose by sheer ability and merit from a small
Dissenting charge in Scotland to this important posiHe is generally admitted by all open-minded
tion.

tion to attend

authorities in the churches to be one of the

first

theo-

logians of the generation, liberal, learned, reverent, and

devout.

As

a preacher he

His influence over
abiding.

A

is

eloquent and earnest.

his students has

been great and

volume of essays written by some of the

most distinguished men among them, now scattered

in

JAMES-MURRAY

SIR

own was

charges of their

teacher and chief with

writers' old

and

lately received

The volume was

approval.

critical
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with high

dedicated to the

much

gratitude

Unfortunately, ill-health has compelled

affection.

Dr. Fairbairn to resign his principalship.

Fairbairn has been originally

In appearance Dr.

of sanguine complexion, with features irregular almost

No

to a bizarre effect.

face could

beam on

the world

with more genuine benevolence.

The

fourth figure in the group has been perhaps the

most typically Scotch. It is that of Dr. Murray, now
Sir James Murray, formerly head-master of Mill Hill
School, and for a considerable number of years editor
of the great twentieth-century dictionary.

With

hair white betimes, his serious, intent face, his

vigorous step, he

is

his
still

a conspicuous figure in the gates

with integrity, erudition, determination, and honest
urbanity and accessibility stamped legibly upon him.

His methodically fixed hours and habits of working,
his quaintly precise accuracy, constitute a reproach to

and slovenly workers. A visit to
own idea and his own erection, is
an edifying experience which is not only open to

all fitful, superficial,

his Scriptorium, his

friends,

but

is

courteously within the reach of

all

accredited visitors to Oxford.

The Scriptorium
his

is

grounds and near

ings,

it

is

susceptible to the seasons.

indefatigable

summer

an iron building situated within
his house.
Like all iron build-

Scotchman

minds

or the cold of winter

business he has undertaken

little

But a hardy,
the

heat

when engaged

— business

dear

of

in the

to

his

heart and soul.

Sir James is no more distressed by the accidents of
atmosphere than distracted, as young assistants are
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apt to

be,

by the

irresistible

attractions of sports

and by the time-out-ofmind adage that in Oxford the afternoon where the
young are concerned is for play, and where the old
are in question for rest, in order to refresh them for
the evening's renewed work.
The interior of the
Scriptorium is lined round and round, up and down,
with shelves, and the shelves are piled with authorities on printed page, and in manuscript, in old English
and in various tongues. It is needless to say that
these are arranged in due order, so as to be easily
accessible.
There Sir James and his aides work from
morning to early dinner, and in spite of adages,
from dinner till tea. If necessary the editor pursues
his investigations into the night, except on Sundays
and on his yearly holiday. We are indebted to him
and his labours for the very kernel and true meaning
of every word we speak or read or write.
Dr. Murray is the father of eleven children, and
there have been times and occasions when the heads
of the house have sat down to meals, day by day,
with the family party reaching the ominous number
But greater powers than the sinister
thirteen.
reaction of an old superstition have preserved the
estimable seniors and the well-endowed, well-trained
The
juniors from suffering by the circumstance.
distinguished men in this group (doubtless among
parallel English groups with whose members I was
unfamiliar) held a high, pure, moral standard, and the
main aim of their lives was a noble one.
In our Oxford days we went to spend the afternoon
with a valued friend at the village of Headington, and
had an agreeable surprise on finding her entertaining
Father Dolling. The two had many things in common
with rowing, punting,

etc.,

FATHER DOLLING

They were each
Church. They

besides being old acquaintances.

devoted to the Christian cause
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in their

shared a lively concern for humanity, and being both
Irish

and

had each a witty tongue.

we

We

took tea together,

learned the peculiar fascination of a remarkable

Quite apart from wide differences in

personality.

creed and

life,

it

was impossible

to

come under the

influence of Father Dolling's character and bearing

without being impressed by their singular beauty.

He had
a

man

the frankness and ingenuousness of a fine

all

much

lad with

that

was united with the shrewdness

of

of the world, resourceful, adaptable, exhaustless

in energy and effort, the result of a nature quick to
understand because of a tenderness nearer to the
divine than the human, which brought him close to

sinner and saint alike.
entirely with

judges did,

some

many

was possible

It

of his doctrines, to

to

disagree

condemn, as his

of his practices as a breach of the

Church of England, a lamentable and
dangerous lapse into the errors of the Church of
Rome but the man and the woman had need to be
blind and deaf and dead to the soundest instincts and
Articles of the

;

impulses of their kind
ling's utter

who

failed to

recognize Dol-

unselfishness, his entire sacrifice to the

sacredness of his calling.
In

his

frock-like

cassock,

Father Dolling was a

comely man, with the round, bountiful expansiveness
to be found in the pictures of good monks in the
Middle Ages men never resting in their services to
their flocks, the eldest member of which was still
;

their child, the basest their misled brother to

whom

endless pity and patience were due on account of the
suffering and misery

which lay

in

he did not repent and be born again.

store for

him

if
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Magnetized by Dolling's presence, it was easy to
realize, even after the presence had gone, the truth of
the many stories written and told of him.
How he
had his mattress and bed-clothes transferred to his
bath, and slept in it for six weeks, in order that accommodation might be found for an additional vagabond in
the casual ward to which he transformed his vicarage.
What did it matter how and where he slept ? the oddity
of his refuge was merely comical, if only one more
straggler was brought back to the fold.
When one of his boys betrayed the trust reposed in
him by stealing and decamping with the money placed
in his hands, Dolling was ready to forget the outrage
in his delight at the
in him,

when he

proof of the offender's confidence

telegraphed to Dolling of

all

men

(taking the sixpence for the telegraph office out of the

purloined money) to confess the identity of the

thief,

his remorse.
Who would believe,
and help him if Father Dolling would not ?
The most striking feature of the light in which
Dolling presented himself to us was the background
of subconscious joyousness which seemed to radiate
from him, yet there was the man who had been made
to give up his church, who went without any offer of
another charge for a period of months and years
(eventually he was offered the choice of two livings in
one day), since common prudence forbade any patron
from offering a church to a man branded with a
doubtfulness of creed and unchecked enthusiasm. He
was a marvel to wonder at, when we found leisure to
wonder at the man and his position. For he was

together with

forgive,

neavily in debt for the erection of various buildings

and the starting of innumerable enterprises for the
civilization and general elevation of his wild so-called

A LIGHT HEART
parishioners, disbanded soldiers, sailors
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on shore, and

the dregs of the population of Portsmouth, while no

body of men

—clerical or academic—(he had a warrant

from the great public school of Winchester for his
work) came forward to relieve him from the obligations perhaps rashly assumed.
When we saw him,
he was engaged in one of his fatiguing, harassing
journeys and tours, at home and abroad, preaching and
delivering addresses for the purpose of raising money
to

We

defray the debt.

of Madeley, to St.

likened him

Francis

parisons were not enough

;

d'

Assisi,

to

Fletcher

but the com-

we were driven

back

to the

early Christians in the heat of persecution given over
to steel, to

fire,

which was

rallying cry,
"

The Lord

is

Simon."
Strangely

comes the
noon.

to the lions, yet capable of outbursts

when they

of gladness

greeted each other with their
to be the

hope of the world

risen indeed, and hath appeared unto

in contrast to the

recollection of our

solemnity of the simile

merry party

that after-

Father Dolling in his light-heartedness made

fun and laughter out of his exploits and misadventures
in his

hostess

campaign

who

at

Portsmouth.

told of the occasion

Was

it

he or his

when he tried to
a stair much too

mount a narrow stair in a slum,
narrow for his size, and stuck fast? He had to be
hauled down by his heels in the presence of an
interested crowd, among them the household he had
come there to instruct and advise. And there was
that other occasion when an uncle like him in rotun-

dity of figure as well as in generosity of character

went with a party of friends to inspect a church in
which he was to preach next day. Presently the
clergyman was missed from the returning party, was
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sought

for,

and was discovered surreptitiously trying
if it would admit of

the entrance to the pulpit, to see
his " too, too solid flesh."

had one brief interview with Father Adderley.
to Backworth, our house in
Banbury Road, to make some inquiries about Ruskin
Hall.
His name was not announced, and with my
short-sighted eyes I had the idea that in his girdled
cassock, with a large hood, the man was a very tall
woman. Of course the moment he spoke I was disI

He came one morning

The

abused.

situation in

all

other respects

was

conventional, and for that reason perhaps, though

read and admired his "Stephen

Remarx"

make the impression on
from that of Father Dolling.

ality did not

In 1904,

when I was

in

me

I

had

his person-

that

my seventy-eighth

return for what

quite

I

received

year,

I

was

had been able to do for
literature a pension from the Civil List, which I here
gratefully acknowledge.
granted

in

I

Such pensions are surely

justifiable in connection

with a profession whose members give profit and
pleasure to many, while the big prizes of the profession are only for a few.

whom

are

For the mass, many of

read largely, the pecuniary returns are

precarious and shifting, are only possible for a re-

who cannot
deputy or substitute, while the rights may die before the writer, and
the gains are in comparison with the wages earned in
other professions extremely moderate.
Shortly afterwards we gave up our large house in
Banbury Road, dispersing its household. We went to
a smaller house in Park Terrace, where there were
ceiver in normal health and strength,
transfer his

powers and rights

to a

only two or three additions to the family.

Our work

LONDON AFTER TWENTY YEARS
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Oxford was done, and both change and rest were
When Mr. Lees Smith was appointed
Professor of Economics in what was then the University
College of Bristol, we were ready to form a joint
household of old and fast friends. We were welcomed
hospitably by the University circle, and stayed two
years in a house at Clifton, to which the kind friendliness of our next-door neighbours gave at once a touch
of home.
But soon after Mr. Lees Smith's return from India,
where he went, at the request of the Governor of Bomin

desirable.

bay, to deliver a course of lectures at the native college,
it

was found

than

Clifton

that

as

Accordingly, to

London would be more advisable

permanent residence.
London, which I had quitted more
a

than twenty years before,
of

my

friends.

of

place

I

returned in the company
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